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Preface

Apple's Macintosh is unique in the history of microcomputers. It is the
first machine designed to be easily used by the novice. Apple achieved this
by incorporating several special devices and concepts. Programs and data
files are represented pictorially, and they are selected and manipulated
through use of the Macintosh mouse.
Apple defined standard procedures for the user to accomplish such
basic computer activities as selecting data, modifying data, and invoking
program functions. Because these procedures are standardized, most
Macintosh applications programs can incorporate them, and anyone
familiar with Macintosh operations can easily use almost any applications
program on the machine. Therein lies the true power of Macintosh. Those
long and unwieldy manuals, a different one for each applications
program, can finally be eliminated.
The Macintosh user interface, although comfortable and easy to use,
represents an extra burden for software developers: it is very difficult to
program with. This book is intended to help simplify that task and clear
up many of the mysteries surrounding the way the Macintosh works. It
discusses such Macintosh techniques as
•windowing
• dialog boxes
• pull-down menus
• using the mouse
•graphics
and incorporates many sample programs.
This book will show you how to write Macintosh applications using
Microsoft's BASIC programming language. This is an excellent language
with which to begin your study of the Macintosh. The fundamental
components of the language are simple to learn and use. More important,
the language does a fine job of providing programming structures that
allow access to the Macintosh user interface mechanisms. Thus, while
learning this language, you will automatically be learning how Mac works.
This book is not a reference work; it is a tutorial. I see no point in
filling a book with hundreds of pages that list each BASIC keyword in
alphabetical order when Microsoft's manual provides the same
information in that very format. Rather, what I have done here is to
separate the various features of the language by function. Thus, each
chapter of this book concentrates on a different aspect of the overall
language. When you read about a particular language feature, all of the
vii

statements and functions pertinent to that feature are also presented. This
makes the book a lot easier to work with and enjoy. Once you have gained
experience with the language, you can use the many tables and figures in
this book for reference. You can then use the Microsoft manual to look up
a specific keyword or statement alphabetically.
If you are new to the BASIC language, do not panic. There is detailed
information on the fundamental concepts of this popular language in
Chapter 2. (The experienced BASIC programmer may want to skim over
this chapter.) In Chapter 3, I cover language extensions that help give
structure to your programs. Interrupt and error processing techniques are
also covered here. Chapter 4 deals with various techniques for accessing
data files, the serial communications port, and the Macintosh Clipboard.
Chapter 5 is about graphics and focuses on those statements in Microsoft
BASIC that can be used on other computers as well as the Macintosh. In
Chapter 6, you will learn how to deal with the Macintosh's ubiquitous
mouse. Graphics are revisited in Chapter 7, where you will discover the
many powerful graphics functions that are unique to the Macintosh. Text
fonts and type styles, filled graphics shapes and patterns, and line drawing
techniques are all covered in this chapter. Chapter 8 is about windows and
dialog boxes - how to create and use them. You will learn how to build
custom dialog boxes to make your programs look just like professional
Macintosh applications. Finally, Chapter 9 covers pull-down menus. Here
you will learn how to add your own menus to the menu bar and how to
remove existing ones.
Throughout the book I have included a great many sample programs.
These start out simple and get more and more complex as the book
progresses. I return to many of the simpler programs in later chapters,
continually refining them and making them more powerful as new
language features are added. This closely follows the way programs are
written by professional programmers. Such programs usually start out
representing nothing more than a basic idea that might work nicely on a
computer. Through continual refinement and the adding of new features,
the program eventually becomes a full-fledged application useable by you
or other microcomputer owners.

David C. Willen
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Apple's Macintosh ("Mac") is a remarkable microcomputer. Take it
out of the box, turn it on, and insert a disk-you can use it
immediately! By placing very sophisticated software inside the
machine, Apple provides a friendly user interface that is easy to
learn. Because of the Apple-defined standards for this interface,
most application programs that run on the Mac can be operated by
the user in a short period of time. This does away with a multitude
of complicated manuals, and that means more people can and will
want to use the Mac. Of course, any powerful application program
requires experience to master. Commands and functions have to be
read about in the documentation which should always be present
for any serious program, but for many common program functions
there is a "way of doing it" that is unique to the Macintosh.
Shortly after Apple unveiled the Mac, Microsoft released a
BASIC interpreter for the machine. Microsoft has written many
BASIC interpreters that are well-known and well-regarded by
microcomputer users. Microsoft's initial BASIC interpreter for the
Mac was not particularly different from those that run on other
popular machines. In this regard, it has been disappointing to
Macintosh users, because who wants to write a computer program
that runs on the Mac just as it runs on another machine? On the
Macintosh, one would surely want to take advantage of the
powerful user interfaces that Apple provides.
Fortunately, Microsoft has since released Version 2.0 of their
Maciiiltosh BASIC interpreter. In this version, Microsoft gives the
BASIC programmer the tools necessary to write application
programs that take full advantage of the Macintosh user interface.
That is precisely what this book is about.
In this chapter, I show you how to use the Microsoft BASIC
program itself. The following chapters cover the various features of
the language and how to use them. There are many example
programs, and I encourage you to try them out as you read through
the book. You should also experiment with your own variations on
the basic ideas that I present.
What You Will Need
To follow the experiments and run the programs in this book, you
need a Macintosh computer and Microsoft BASIC Version 2.0.
Some of the programs require the Imagewriter printer. It is a good
idea to have a printer in any case, since you may want to make
listings of your longer programs. For the communications programs
and experiments, you need a modem and a cable (I show you how
to wire the cable if you choose to build it yourself). A second disk
drive is not required but is strongly recommended. Without the
second drive, copying data from one disk to another and making
disk backups become truly arduous tasks. In a one-drive system,
the machine will prompt you to switch disks quite often, and this
can easily discourage one from pursuing more complex functions
and programs.
As of this writing, the Macintosh is available in two basic
models. The models differ only in the amount of memory they
contain. There is the original Mac, with 128K of memory, and the
2
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so-called "fat" Mac, with 512K. Although it is possible to run
BASIC and many of the programs in this book with the 128K
machine, I strongly advise the use of the 512K model. The extra
memory gives you the freedom to write larger and more complex
programs. It also enables the machine to run faster and perform
fewer disk accesses.
I also assume that you, the reader, have some experience in
working with the Macintosh. I do not go into detail about how to
use the mouse or some of the other basic Macintosh functions. If
you are new to the Mac, however, do not be discouraged. These
basic concepts are easily learned.

Starting Up BASIC
To begin, turn on your Macintosh and insert the Microsoft BASIC
disk. The contents of the disk should look something like Figure
1-1. The two icons on the left represent two versions of the BASIC
interpreter application itself. The Sample Programs folder contains
a number of sample BASIC programs that are provided with the
software package from Microsoft. The System Folder
contains the standard Macintosh operating system. To start the
BASIC interpreter, you must open either of the two application
icons appearing on the left of the screen in Figure 1-1.
r

Figure 1- 1
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The two icons represent two different versions of the same
program. They differ only in the way they process numeric data.
The version titled Microsoft BASIC (b) processes all numeric data
in the binary number system, while the Microsoft BASIC (d)
version uses the decimal number system. The binary version
operates somewhat faster, and it is the version I have used for all of
the examples in this book. In some cases, however, this version
could produce round-off errors, causing a value in a financial
3
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application to be off by one cent. This is why the decimal version is
provided.
The Three Windows
When you open the BASIC application icon, your screen will set up
as shown in Figure 1-2. As you can see, the BASIC screen layout
contains three windows. These windows are summarized in
Table 1-1. The currently active window is called the List window.
The text of the BASIC program that the interpreter is currently
working with can be viewed and/or modified in this window. You
may also enter a program by typing it into this window. Behind this
window, and dominating most o( the screen, is the Output window.
In Figure 1-1, it is labeled Untitled. All of the visual results
produced by your program will appear in the Output window. The
narrow window at the bottom of the screen is the Command
window. When this window is active, you can use it to enter various
commands that will be read and acted upon immediately by the
interpreter. Some of these commands duplicate functions that may
be exercised by pulling down menus from the menu bar.
As long as a program is not actually executing, you can move
from one window to the next, using the mouse to click on the
Figure 1-2
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Table 1-1

BA SIC's Three Windows

4

List Window

Displays the text of the current program in memory. Use
this window to view, enter, and/or modify the program.

Output Window

The visible output produced when the program runs
appears here. This window is automatically made active
when the program begins.

Command
Window

Use this window to manually enter BASIC commands
such as RUN, LUST, NEW, etc. You must make this
window active manually before it can be used .
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window that you wish to activate. The active window is indicated by
highlighting within its title bar. You can also use the mouse to move
the windows about, to resize them, or to remove them altogether.
If you double-dick the mouse on the title bar of a window, it will
immediately expand to fill the entire screen. Double-dick again to
shrink the window back to its original size. This is a feature most
often used on the List window. Whenever you are viewing the text
of a program, entering a program, or modifying a program, it is
nice to have a full size List window. Of course, when the program is
actually executing you will be viewing the Output window. When
you start a program, the Output window automatically becomes
active and is moved in front of all other windows. When the
program ends, the List window is automatically made active. For
this reason, it is best not to leave the List window at full screen size
before starting a program. If you do so, when the program ends the
List window will be moved in front of the Output window and
obliterate any results produced by the program.
With the List window active, you can enter a program by typing
it in on the keyboard. In Figure 1-3, I have entered a small sample
program into the List window (more details on this program appear
in the next chapter). When entering text in the List window, the
standard Macintosh editing techniques are available. You can
therefore use the mouse to set the insertion point or select some
text. You can delete selected text with the <Backspace> key. You
can use the Cut, Copy, and Paste functions in the Edit menu just as
you would in MacWrite. (Since I am assuming that you are familiar
with the Macintosh itself, I will spare you any further details on
how to edit with the mouse and the Edit menu.)
Running a Program

Once a program is entered, you will want to run it. The fastest way
to accomplish this is to hold down the <Command> key and press
Figure 1-3
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Entering a Program
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list
pi=3 14159
FOR radii=10 TO 40 STEP 10
FOR angle=O TO 2*pi STEP .1
X=50•radi i*COS(angl e)
y=50+radi i*S IN(angle)
PSET (x,y)
NEXT
NEXT
DIM rect%(3)
rect%(0)=5
rect%( 1)=5
rect%(2)=95
rect%(3)=95
CALL FRAMERECT(VARPTR(rect%(0)))
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the < R > key. In Figure 1-4, I have done this. The program has
executed, and the output it produced can be seen in the Output
window.
Figure 1-4
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List
pi=3.14159
FOR radii=10 TO 40 STEP 10
FOR engle=O TO 2*pi STEP .1
x=50+radi i *COS(angle)
y=50+radi i *S IN(angl e)
PSET (x,y)
NEXT
NEXT
DIM rect%(3)
r ect%(0)=5
rect%( 1)=5
rect%(2)=95
rect%(3) =95
CALL FRAMERECT(VARPTR(rect%(0)))
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Since the program has ended, the List window is active once
again . While the program was actually running, the Output window
was active. To stop a program while it is running, hold down the
< Command> key and press the < . > key.
The Run menu can also be used to start and stop the execution of
programs. When you pull down this menu, you will see the
functions Start and Stop. The <Command> key equivalents for
these functions are displayed in the menu.
Maintaining Program Files
You will want to save programs as files on your disks. By doing this,
you need not type them in every time you want to use them. The
File menu has an Open function that you can use to load in
programs that already exist on your disk. It works just like the
Open function of Mac Write and MacPaint. Of course, only BASIC
program files will appear in the Open Document window in this
case. The file menu has save options you can use to save your
programs. If you already know the name of the disk file that
contains your program, you can type in the command

LOAD "filename"
into the command window, where "filename" is the name of the
desired file . This will immediately load the file specified, and will
save time by bypassing the Open Document dialog box.
To save a program in a disk file, select the Save function from the
File menu . Figure 1-5 shows the dialog box produced when this
function is invoked. For the most part, this dialog box is the same
6
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as that used by Mac Write and MacPaint. You specify the name of
the file, and press <Return> or click the Save control button
with the mouse. I am bringing it to your attention here because of
the three additional control buttons that you will see near the
bottom of the box. These buttons allow you to select one of three
possible file formats. You can save your BASIC program either as a
Text file, a Compressed file, or a Protected file. These file
formats are summarized in Table 1-2.
For the most part, you will use the compressed format. This
format can be processed fastest and uses the least amount of disk
space. Why the other formats then? Well, the text format is one
that is readable by many other application programs, including
word processors such as Mac Write. Use this format to process your
program text with other software. The protected format should be
~ & Hhi Edit

Figure 1-5
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rect%( 1)=5
rect%(2)=95
rect%(3)=95
CALL FRAMERECT(VARPTR(rect%(0)))

Table 1-2

BASIC File Formats
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Text Format

The file contains the complete BASIC
program listing in a format that is
compatible with other applications programs
such as word processors. The program can be
run, listed, and modified in this format.

Compressed Format

The file contains the complete BASIC
program listing in a format that uses the least
amount of disk space and that can be
processed in the least amount of time. ihe
program can be run, listed, and modified in
this format.

Protected Format

Similar to Compressed Format, except the
program can only be run. In this format, it is
not possible to list or modify the program
listing.
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used with extreme caution. A program saved in this format can be
loaded and run by the BASIC interpreter, but it cannot be listed or
modified. This format should only be used after you have
completed a program and intend to give it to someone who must
not be allowed to see or change the program code. Always save your
programs in one of the other formats before using the protected
format. Otherwise, you will not be able to view or change your own
program!
An alternate way to save a program is to activate the Command
window and type in the command

SAVE "file name"
where "filename" is the name desired for the file which will hold the
program. The command automatically uses the compressed format,
but you can force use of the text format as follows

SAVE "fi lename",A
The protected format can be specified via

SAVE "file name", P
Listing Programs
The fastest way to get a printed listing of a program is to activate
the Command window and type in the command

LL I ST
This sends the contents of the List window to the printer as a
stream of characters. Any conventional microcomputer printer can
be attached to the Macintosh and used to produce program listings
with this approach. If Apple's Imagewriter printer is used, this
approach will result in the quickest print time. Unfortunately, this
technique does not enable the printer to display text in various fonts
and type styles. The listing therefore appears as just plain text. As
you can see from Figure 1-3, a BASIC program contains text in
both standard and boldface type styles. This aspect of the program
listing will be lost when the LUST command is used.
The alternative approach is to select the Print function from the
File menu. This will permit you to print the program listing in
graphics mode, and thus greater detail will be provided. In this
case, you must use the Imagewriter; an ordinary printer will not
suffice. The Print function will present you with a dialog box, as in
Figure 1-6, that will allow you to specify the quality of the printout
to be produced. Higher quality printouts take longer. For long
program listings, I recommend using the Standard Quality setting.
This preserves the graphic detail of the listing, but does not take an
inordinate amount of time.
Figure 1-6
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OK
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Other Menu Functions
The New function in the File menu is used to erase the current
program in memory. Use it in preparation for entering a new
program from scratch. The same function can be achieved by using
the command

NEW
in the Command window. The Quit function of the File menu is, of
course, used to exit from the BASIC interpreter back to the Finder,
which is the visual part of the Macintosh's operating system. This
action can also be achieved by entering the command
SYSTEM

in the Command window.
The Windows menu has four functions within it. They are
Show
Show
Show
Show

Command
Li st
Second Li st
Output

Three of these functions are used to simply bring back a window
once it has been removed from the screen (recall that a window can
be removed by clicking its close box). For example, the Show
Command function will display the Command window on the
screen and make it the active window.
The Show Second List function is very interesting. It can be used
to display a secondary List window. Both List windows will display
the same program text. However, each window can be scrolled to a
different portion of that text. This is useful when working with very
large programs because it enables you to view two discontinuous
sections of the program at the same time. For example, see Figure
1-7. For small-sized to medium-sized programs, the second list
~

Figure 1-7
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List
GOTO Deletedlt
DeChain · find the entry to be delet
GET 1,.Jday%
'start at the
Link% =Jday%
Apno= 1
'keep track of
WHILE Apno+ 1 <> Dapno
Li nk%=CV I (Link$)
GET 1,Link%
'chain forwar
Ap no=Apno+l
WEND
· Now Link% = the record preceding t
Preli nk%=L ink%
Li nk%=CV l(L ink$)
GET 1,Link%
·get the record to
Dellink%=Link% 'the record" to b
Li nk%=CV I (Link$)
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m

List
Tyear%=VAL(R I GHT$(Today$ ,2))
· Initialize array data:
DIM MonthDays%( 12)

~~:~~~~~~a~~%(x%/

\i

..I.ii
NEXT
DATA 3 1,26,3 1,30,31 ,30,31 ,3 1,30, iiiii!
' Determine the starting day of the i!iJ!l
· it in vari ab 1e NewVearsDay% :
''''''
CALL Start.Day( 1,Tyear%,NewVears iii!!!
' Set up month of February for the c mm
IF (Tyear%-64) MOD 4 = 0 THEN Mo mm
CALL DayofWeek(Tmonth%,Tday%,T mJjj
mm

window is not recommended. It consumes main memory and
clutters the screen.
The Find function of the Search menu can be used to search the
program text for a specific sequence of characters. When invoked, it
presents a dialog box in which you specify what you are searching
for. This feature is useful in locating particular items in a long
program listing. The function will scroll through the program
listing and stop when it reaches the requested text. That text will
then appear highlighted in the List window. To search for a subsequent occurrence of the same text, hold down the <Command >
key and press the < N > key. In Figure 1-8, I have invoked the Find
function and have entered the word "pset" to be searched for. Figure
1-9 shows the result of this operation. Note that the word is found
and highlighted in the List window. The Search menu also contains
a Replace function that can be used to replace each occurrence of a
specified character sequence with an alternate sequence. The
Replace function dialog box is shown in Figure 1-10.

Figure 1-8

The Find Function

Find neHt

[
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OK

)

Cancel

)

Figure 1-9

Found "pset"

Pi=3 14159
FOR radii= 10 TO 40 STEP 10
FOR angle=O TO 2*pi STEP .1
x=50+radi i *COS(ang I e)
~radii*SIN(angle)

1211 (x,y)
NEXT
NEXT
DIM rect%(3)
rect%(0)=5
rect%( 1)=5
rect%(2)=95
rect%(3)=95
CALL FRAMERECT(VARPTR(rect%( 0)))

Figure 1-10
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Onward
Now that you know how to operate the BASIC application program
itself, you can proceed to learn about the language that it supports.
As you read through the following chapters of this book, you can
enter the accompanying program listings and try them out. I also
encourage you to try out your own ideas as you develop them. Do
not be afraid to experiment, as this is the best way to gain a deeper
understanding of how things work. Above all, enjoy programming
in BASIC with the Macintosh computer.

11
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Chapter 2

BASIC Program Structure

In this chapter, you will learn about the various elements that make
up a Macintosh BASIC program. A solid understanding of these
fundamental concepts will be crucial to your success in future
programming endeavors. This will be true regardless of the specific
applications you decide to tackle.
Even if you are an experienced BASIC programmer, you should
at least skim through this chapter to note the unique aspects of
Macintosh BASIC.

Basic Statements
A sample BASIC program is shown in Listing 2-1. Here you can see
the different components that make up a BASIC program. All
BASIC programs are composed of a series of BASIC statements.
Listing 2-1

·This program uses the trig functions to
·plot circles of various radii. It then draws
·a bo x around the circles using a Macintosh
·ROM routine.
Pi=3 14159
FOR radii=10 TO 40 STEP 10
FOR angle=O TO 2*pi STEP .1
X=50+radi i *COS(angle)
y=50•radi i * SI N(angle)
PSET (x,y)

Sample Macintosh
BASIC Program

NEXT
NEXT
DIM rect%(3)
rect%(0)=5
reel%( 1)=5
rect.%(2)=95
rect%(3)=95

CALL FRAMERECT(VARPTR(rect%(0)))

Each statement appears on a single line in the List window, and
represents a single function for the computer to perform. The order
in which the statements appear is very important. In general,
BASIC programs are executed one statement at a time in the order
in which the statements appear. This straightforward, sequential
order of execution can be altered, as you shall see shortly. Note,
that unlike most other versions of BASIC, Microsoft's BASIC 2.0
for the Macintosh does not require that each statement be
numbered.
There are various different types of BASIC statements-each
one represents a different function that BASIC can perform.
Several of the more common statement types are illustrated in
Listing 2-1. There is the comment statement, which begins with the
single quote , ', character. Comment statements are not actually
executed-when the program is executed they are simply skipped.
Comment statements serve as a method whereby the programmer
can insert descriptive information into a program. Because
programs can grow to become quite complex and difficult to
understand, it is always a good idea to add descriptive and
explanatory comments. In this way, if you return to a program you
14
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wrote some time ago, you will have some help in understanding how
it operates.
Keywords

Most statement types can be identified by the specific keywords
found in the statement. Keywords are special, reserved words that
have a predefined meaning in the BASIC language. In the List
window, keywords are always easy to identify because they appear
in bold face type. The keywords in Listing 2-1 are FOR, TO, STEP,
COS, SIN, PSET, NEXT, DIM, CALL, FRAMERECT, and
VARPTR. Keywords do not have to be entered in capital letters. In
spite of this, they will be capitalized when they appear in the text of
this book, to make it easier for you to identify them.
The first keyword to appear in a statement usually defines the
function of the statement, and gives the statement its name. In
Listing 2-1 you can find two FOR statements, two NEXT
statements, and a PSET statement, among others. The FOR and
NEXT statements are used to set up program loops (explained
later), while the PSET statement is used to plot a graphics point in
the output window (also explained later).
One very important statement type that does not begin with a
keyword is the assignment statement. Before I look at this statement
in greater detail, I will cover some other elements of the BASIC
language.
Variables

Virtually all meaningful BASIC programs will contain variables. A
variable represents a place in memory in which program data can be
stored. The variables used in Listing 2-1 are named pi, radii, angle,
x, y, and rect%. They are used to store the mathematical value pi,
the radius of the circle being drawn, the angle of the point being
plotted, the x and y coordinates of the point, and the coordinates
of the box, respectively.
When writing a program, define the variables used by giving
them names. A variable name can consist of any combination of
letters and numbers, but it must begin with a letter. Do not use
·reserved words for variable names. This could cause BASIC to
become confused as to the intent of your statements.
Variable names can be as many as 40 characters long, although
you should keep them relatively short so that your programs do not
become too verbose and hard to read. Choose variable names that
are descriptive of the data that they will contain, as was done in
Listing 2-1. If you want to convey several thoughts in a single
variable name, you can do so by embedding a period,., character in
the name. For example, an invoicing program might use variable
names such as

s a l e s . t a x , n e t . p r i c e , g r o s s . p r i c e , and
total09
As with keywords, BASIC does not distinguish between
uppercase and lowercase letters in variable names. Thus the names
15
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sales. tax, SALES. TAX, and Sales. TAX will all refer to the same
variable.
Constants

When writing a program, you will often find the need to place fixed
data values into the program text itself. Such fixed values are called
constants. Another term that is often used to describe some
constants is literals. As this word implies, these are values that are
meant to be read literally when the program is executed. In the
program of Listing 2-1, the constants used are
3 . 1 4 1 5 9 , 1 0 , 4 0 , 0 , 2 , • 1 , 5 0 , 3 , 5 , and 9 5
Because BASIC supports different types of data, there are
different types of constants that can be used. For example, if you
are working with character strings (to be described shortly) then you
might want to use a character string constant, such as

"HI THERE"
These concepts will be explained more fully later in this chapter, in
the section on data types.
The Assignment Statement and Expressions
The assignment statement is the single most important statement in
the BASIC language. It can be used to move information from one
variable to another, as well as to perform calculations. The
assignment statement has the general form
variable name= expression

The variable specified at the left of the equals symbol is said to
be the target, or recipient, of the statement. When the statement is
executed, the expression at the right of the equals symbol is
evaluated, and the value produced is stored in the target variable.
The expression can be a simple constant, another variable, or a
more complex formulation. A simple example of an assignment
statement might be
gamma=38

In this statement, the target variable is named gamma, and the
expression consists of the constant value 38. When executed, this
statement will cause the contents of variable gamma to be set to the
value 38. It is very important to realize that this statement should
not be interpreted according to the standard rules of algebra. In
that science, the statement
gamma=38

would be called an equation, and would suggest that the variable
gamma is always equal to 38. Beginners are often confused by this,
since the BASIC assignment statement and the algebraic equation
are written in an identical fashion. The distinction is that the
BASIC statement is a statement defining an action that is to take
place, while the algebraic statement is a statement of known fact. In
BASIC, when you write the statement
16
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gamma= 38
you are requesting that action be taken to set variable gamma to 38;
at some later time gamma may be set to another value. By contrast,
once the same algebraic statement is made, it would not be possible
for gamma to take on any other value.
Moving Data

Another simple form of the assignment statement sets the contents
of a variable to the contents of another variable. An example of
this might be

gamma=beta
In this case, the variable gamma is being set to the current
contents of the variable beta. This is a simple and straightforward
way of moving data from one variable to another in your programs.
More Complex Expressions

The real power of the assignment statement becomes evident when
more complex expressions are used to the right of the equals
symbol. Such expressions are formed by combining variables with
other variables and constants, through use of operators. The most
commonly used operators represent familiar arithmetic operations
as addition, +,subtraction,-, multiplication, *,and division/.
As an example, consider the statement

x=y+3
This statement is interpreted as "set the contents of variable x to
the current contents ofvariabley, plus three." A more complex
example is

tax= .3*sales+SOO
This statement is interpreted as, "set the contents of variable tax
to .3 times the current contents of variable sales, plus 500."
Using Parentheses in Expressions

In the last example, the expression was evaluated from left to right,
in the same manner in which it was written. This straightforward,
left to right evaluation of expressions is not the general rule,
however. For example, the expression

3+4*5
would be evaluated by multiplying four by five, and then adding
three; the result will be 23. The expression will be evaluated in that
order because the multiplication operator has a higher precedence
than the addition operator. When expressions are evaluated,
operations of higher precedence are always performed before those
of lower precedence. When several operations of the same
precedence are encountered, they are evaluated in left to right order.
The numeric operators are listed in Tu.hie 2-1 in ascending
precedence order. Note that the operations which are of higher
precedence have a lower precedence number in Th.hie 2-1. This is
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because the precedence number shows the order the operations
should be executed. We will look at them more closely in a moment.
When it is necessary to override the order of evaluation imposed
by the precedence system, parentheses can be used to group specific
operations together. For ~xample, the expression

(3+4)*5
would be evaluated by adding three plus four, and then multiplying
by five; the result will be 35. Parenthetic expressions may be nested
if necessary, to yield large and complex expressions. For example

delta=58+ Cy* (4-alpha) + <B* Cqs/5)))
When writing such expressions, care must be taken to insure that
all of the opening (left) parentheses are properly matched by closing
(right) parentheses.

Table 2-1

Arithmetic Operators (in
order of Precedence)

Precedence
Level

Symbol

Operation

Example

I

A

Exponentiation

x"3
x cubed

2

-

Negation

-x
negative x

3

*

Multiplication

a*b
a times b

3

I

Division

a/b
a divided by b

4

\

Integer
Division

a\b
a divided by b,
whole portion of
result only

5

MOD

Modulo

aMODb
a divided by b,
remainder of result
only

6

+

Addition

a+b
a plus b

6

-

Subtraction

a-b
a minus b

The Arithmetic Operators

As already mentioned, the arithmetic operators available in BASIC
are listed in Table 2-1. Here you will find the four common
arithmetic operations, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. In addition, there are several other, less well known,
operators.
The exponentiation operator, represented by the symbol A, is used
to raise values to a power. For example, the expression

a lphaA3
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represents "alpha cubed." This operator can also be used to extract
roots, as follows

xA. 5 = "squa-re root of x"
xA(1 /4) ="fourth root of x"
Another interesting operator is the integer division operator,
represented by the symbol \ . Unlike the standard division operator
I, the integer division operator divides one value into another and
returns only the integer, or whole portion of the result. For example
4/3 = 1. 33333
4/3=1.0

A companion to the integer division operator is the modulo
operator, represented by the keyword MOD. This operator also
performs a division operation, but it returns only the remainder of
that operation. For example

=

6 MOD 3 0
7MOD3=1
2MOD3=2
Current and Next Values

Since assignment statements are not bound by the rules of algebra,
you can use the same variable name on both sides of the equals
symbol. For example, consider the statement

x =x + 1
It is important to realize that the variable name x represents a

different value in its two appearances in this statement. The x to the
right of the equals symbol represents the current value of variable x
at the time the statement is executed. The x to the left of the equals
symbol represents the new value of variable x, to be effective at the
completion of the statement's execution. Thus, the effect of the
statement is to cause the contents of variable x to be increased by
one. If x contains the value 3 before this statement is reached, then
it will contain 4 after the statement has been executed.
Data Types
Up to this point, you have been concerned with numeric data (i.e.
numbers) only. One of the nice features of Microsoft BASIC for the
Macintosh is its ability to deal with different types of data. The
primary alternative to numeric data is character string data.
Character string data is made up of sequences of alphabetic,
numeric, and other characters. To deal with this type of data, you
can use string variables and string constants; there is even a string
operator that may be employed to create string expressions. Thus
you can see that the concepts and techniques that you have already
developed may be applied in general to the different data types that
are available.
The two basic data types that you will be dealing with are
numeric and string. To make matters more complex, however, the
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numeric data type can be further subdivided. There are actually
three different numeric data types; they are called integer, single
precision, and double precision.
BASIC recognizes two other data types, although these appear to
be simply numeric data. These special data types are called logical
and pointer. These will be described shortly.
Variable Name Suffixes

To identify the data type of a variable, a special suffix character is
appended to the end of the variable's name. If no suffix is used, the
variable will assume a default type, which depends upon the version
of BASIC you are using. In each version, the default represents a
general purpose numeric type; this is the type I have used in the
program examples up to this point.
Table 2-2 indicates the suffix to be used for each data type. For
example, character string variables are identified by appending the
dollar sign symbol, $, to their names. Thus the variable names
a S , a d d r e s s $ , i d $ , and n a k • c o d e $
all represent character string variables.
Two variable names that are identical except for their suffix
represent two distinct data storage areas. Thus, for example, the
two variables ALPHA and ALPHA$ can be used in the same
program. The first will refer to a numeric variable and the second
will refer to an independent character string variable. While it is
possible to do this, it is not recommended because the similarity
between the names can lead to programmer errors.
Numeric Data Types

Tuble 2-2 shows which numeric data type will be used as the default
data type if no variable name suffix is used. This will depend upon
whether you are using the binary or decimal versions of the
Microsoft BASIC program. In many applications, this default data
type will be adequate for numeric data. There are times, however,
when it is useful to be able to specify that numeric data be stored
using one or more of the other numeric formats that are available.
Using the other formats can produce savings in computation time
and/or memory requirements, at a cost of numeric accuracy.
The three numeric data types can be divided into two general
categories, real numbers and integer numbers. Real numbers are
more flexible than integers because they can have fractional parts.
Integer numbers can be positive or negative, but they must be whole
numbers-i.e., they cannot represent fractions. The values

0

5

28

-3

200028

-150

can be stored as either real or integer numbers, but the values

28.75

-.05

98.6

-0.000825

can only be stored as real numbers.
Calculations can be performed faster with integers than with
reals. For this reason, you should always use the integer data type
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Table2-2

Data Types

Data Type

Variable
Name Suffix

Bytes
Required

Used to Store

Integer

%

2

Values in the range
-32768 through
+32767, no
fractional parts
allowed.

Single
Precision

! or
none for
binary
version
of BASIC

4

In binary version,
positive or negative
values as small as
1.18 x 10-38 and as
large as 3.3 x 10+ 38
with upto7
significant digits. In
decimal version,
positive or negative
values as small as
10-64 and as large as
10+ 63 with up to 6
significant digits.

Double
Precision

#or
none for
decimal
version
of BASIC

8

In binary version,
positive or negative
values as small as
2.23 x 10-308 and as
large as 1.78 x
10+ 308 with up to 15
significant digits. In
decimal version,
positive or negative
values as small as
10·64 and as large as
10+ 63 with up to 14
significant digits.

String

$

5 +#of
characters

Strings of
characters (can be
up to 32767
characters long).

when your application will not require numbers that have fractional
parts. For example, if you are writing a program that will calculate
the number of days between two given dates, the variable that will
hold the result will certainly be an integer variable-it will not be
possible to come up with a fractional result. On the other hand,
suppose you are writing a program to calculate development times
for photographic film. If one of your input values is the temperature of the developer solution, then you will probably need a real
variable for that value-temperature measurements often have a
fractional part.
There are some applications that will require you to use real
variables even though your data does not have fractional parts. This
is because reals have another advantage over integers-they can be
used to store numbers that are very large, while integers cannot.
The integer data type can be processed with the greatest speed and
uses the least amount of memory, but if you use it, your values are
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limited to the range -32768 through + 32767. You might want to
use an integer variable, say CLASS%, to count the number of
.students in your geometry class. If, however, you wanted to count
the total number of geometry students in the United States, the
number would be too large to be held in an integer variable. For
that application, you could use a single precision variable (i.e.,
STUDENTS!).
Both single and double precision variables, which are reals, can
hold very large numbers by using a scheme called scientific
notation. Using this notation, each number is expressed in two
parts, called the mantissa and the exponent.
The mantissa is always between 0 and 10, and contains the
significant digits of the value. The exponent represents a power of
ten; it indicates how far and in what direction to move the decimal
point of the mantissa to obtain the true value being expressed. For
example, the number 5000 would be expressed in scientific notation
with a mantissa of 5.0 and an exponent of 3, thus

5000 = 5. 0 x 1 OA3
To express a value in scientific notation as a numeric constant in
BASIC, you write the mantissa, followed by the letter "E" and then
the exponent, thus

5.0E3
This same method can be employed to represent numbers that are
extremely small. For example, your Macintosh computer processes
data in fundamental time units, each of which is approximately 128
nanoseconds (.000000128 seconds) long. By simply using a negative
exponent, we can express this number in scientific notation

• 000000128 = 1 • 28 x 1OA-7=1. 28E-7
Real numbers in BASIC are stored and processed using the
scientific notation principle. The precision of a real variable
determines the number of significant digits in the mantissa. Single
precision reals have up to six significant digits in the binary version
of BASIC (BASIC(b)), and up to seven significant digits in the
decimal version (BASIC(d)).
Double precision reals have up to fifteen significant digits in
BASIC(b), and fourteen significant digits in BASIC(d). The choice
as to which to use depends upon the precision required for your
application, but must be tempered with the knowledge that higher
precision requires more memory and more processing time.
Logical Data

When writing programs in BASIC, you will often find yourself
dealing with a special type of data called logical or boolean data.
Logical data can at any time be in one of two different states. These
two states are referred to as true and false, although you may also
think of them as 1 and 0. Logical data is stored using conventional
numeric data types. The false state is stored as the value 0, and the
true state is stored as the value -1 (although any nonzero value will
represent true).
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Logical data is most often used as the object of a BASIC
statement that conditionally performs some action. The most
common statement of this type is the IF . .. THEN statement
which is described in more detail later. In these applications, the
logical data often represents the outcome of a test on some other
data type. For example, a statement used to test whether or not
numeric variable x contains 0 might be written as follows

IFx=OTHEN.
In the above statement, a logical value of either true or false is
generated from two numeric values-the numeric variable x and
the numeric constant 0. If variable x contains 0, then the logical
value will be true, otherwise it will be false. The logical value is
created as a result of the use of a relational operator.
Relational operators are used to create a logical data value that
represents the outcome of a test between two other data values. In
our case, the relational operator was equals =. Table 2-3 lists all of
the relational operators that are available and describes their action.

Table 2-3

Relational Operators

Symbol

Operation

<

less than
equal to
greater than
less than or equal to
greater than or equal to
not equal to

=

>
<=
>=
<>

It is important to realize that whenever a relational operator is
used, the result will be either the value 0 or the value -1. For
example, consider the statement:

test=x<y
This statement sets the variable test to either the value -1 (true)
or 0 (false). If variable xis less than variable y, then test will be set
to -1, otherwise it will be set to 0. It is also possible to use relational
operators to compare character string data; this will be illustrated
later in this chapter.
Two or more logical evaluations may be combined by use of
logical operators. Although there are several logical operators, the
most commonly used ones are AND and OR. The AND operator
will produce a result of true only if both of its operands are true.
The OR operator will produce a result of true if either of its
operands are true. The logical operators are listed, in order of
precedence, in Table 2-4. Here are some examples of how they
might be used

IF Cx<y) AND (z<t) THEN.
IF Cx=O) OR Cy=O) THEN.
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Pointer Data

In certain cases, the general purpose numeric data type can be used
to store a special kind of data called pointer data. Although pointer
data is not needed for many programming applications, it does have
some important uses.
Table 2-4

Logical Operators

Operator

Example

Result

NOT

NOTx

True if xis False
False if x is True

AND

xANDy

True only if both x and y are
True.

OR

xORy

True if either x or y is True .

XOR

xXORy

True if either x or y is True,
but False if both x and y are
True.

A pointer data item represents an actual memory address within
the Macintosh. Some of the Macintosh's built-in routines, as well as
other machine language routines that you can call from your
·
BASIC program, will require that information be passed in the
form of memory addresses. Such memory addresses are usually
obtained by using the BASIC function VARPTR. This function will
return the address of the variable presented to it. For example, the
statement

x

= VARPTR (y)

will set variable x equal to the address at which variable y is
currently being held. In a 128K Macintosh, memory addresses go as
high as 131071. In a 512K Mac, they go as high as 524287. Numbers
this large cannot be held in an integer variable, so you should
always use a variable of at least single precision when manipulating
pointer data.
Caution must always be exercised when using pointer data. Many
commonly used Macintosh functions can cause the contents of
memory to be rearranged. For this reason, you should always use
VARPTR to obtain the address of a variable just before you are
about to use that address. If you obtain the address, store it, and
then go off and do some other things, when you actually use the
address it may no longer be correct. Some of the other operations
you performed may have caused your variable to be moved to
another area of memory. An example of the use of VARPTR can be
found in the sample program of Listing 2-1.

Character String Data

String data can consist of any combination of letters, numbers, and
other special characters. String constants must be enclosed in
·
quotes, for example:
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"This is a string constant"
"SO IS THIS
II
"XYZ 1298"
"@#$&*"
As shown in Table 2-2, string variables end with the $ symbol,
and can store strings up to 32767 characters long. The length of a
string variable at any time is the number of characters held in that
variable. This is a value that can range from 0 to 32767. When a
string variable contains no characters, its length is said to be 0. A
character string of length 0 is referred to as a null string. A null
string constant can be specified by writing two consecutive quote
symbols, with nothing between them, thus
II II

Values may be assigned to string variables in the same manner
they are assigned to numeric variables, for example:

a$="Hi There!"
address$= "23 ST. JOHNS ROAD"
null$=""
String Expressions

String expressions can be formed by combining two or more string
values with a string operator. There is only one string operator; it is
called concatenation, and is represented by the + symbol. This
operation acts between two string values by simply combining
them. Thus, for example, if

a$= "Good" and
b$ ="Bye" then
a$+ b$ = "GoodBye"
The concatenation operator can be used to build a composite
string by repeatedly adding new string data to the composite. Using
this technique, the composite string c$ is initialized to the null
string:

c$=""
Once this is done, each time some new string data new$ is
obtained, it is concatenated to the end of c$

c$=c$+new$
An example that uses this technique will be shown later in this
chapter.
String values may also be combined using the relational
operators of Table 2-3. This results in a string comparison, which
produces a logical data result of either true or false. For example,
the expression

a$= "HELLO"
will produce a result of true only if string variable a$ contains the
exact string "HELLO".
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Suppose we use the expression
a$< "HELLO"
We were able to understand what it meant for two strings to be
equal, but what does it mean for one string to be less than another?
To understand the answer to this question, I must explain how
character string information is stored within the Macintosh
computer.
The ASCII Standard

Within the computer, each string character is stored in a single byte
of memory. A byte can hold any one of 256 different values, from 0
through 255. Some time ago, a standard was developed that maps
the first 128 of these values to a complete set of printable symbols.
These symbols include the alphabet from A to Z, in both uppercase
and lowercase, as well as the digits 0 through 9, and a comprehensive array of other special characters. The standard is known as
the American Standard Code for Information Interchange, or
ASCII for short. It is shown in Table 2-5.
Control Codes as used on
Macintosh:

Table2-5

The American Standard
Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII)

Enter Key
3
7
Beep (Command-G)
Backspace Key
8
Tab Key
9
10 Line Feed
12 Form Feed (Imagewriter)
13 Return Key
32 Space bar
33 !
34 "
35 #
36 $
37 l!z
38 &
39 '
40 (
41 )
42 *
43 +
44 '
45 46
47 I
48 0
49 1
50 2
51 3
52 4
53 5
54 6
55 7
56 8
57 9
58
59 ;
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60 <
61 =
62 >
63 ?
64 @
65 A
66 B
67 c
68 D
69 E
70 F
71 G
72 H
73 I
74 J
75 K
76 L
77 M
78 N
79 0
80 p
81 Q
82 R
83 s
84 T
85 u
86 v
87 w
88 x
89 y
90 z
91 [
92 I
93 l

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

/\

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
I
m
n
0

p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z
R
I
T
DEL,Rubout

When studying Table 2-5, note that the first 32 ASCII codes have
been reserved for special control codes and do not represent
printable characters. The most commonly used control codes
correspond to values 7, 8, 9, 10, and 13. Code 7 is called BELL;
you can cause the Macintosh to sound an audible beep if you
"print" this character. To give it a try, enter and execute the
statement
PRINT CHR$(7)

Code 8 is called BKSP and represents the Backspace key on your
keyboard. Code 9 is called TAB and represents the Tab key. Code 10
is called LF and can be used to produce a line feed (i.e., new line)
on either the display or printer. Code 13 is called CR and represents
the Return key on your keyboard. One additional code, unique to
the Macintosh, is code 3, which represents the Enter key on your
keyboard.
Looking at the rest of Table 2-5, you can see that the letters of the
alphabet appear in the expected order, first in uppercase, and then
again in lowercase. This gives us a hint as to how string
comparisons such as

a$< "HELLO"
are made. BASIC compares two strings one character at a time,
working from left to right. For each character position, the ASCII
code values are compared. If they do not match, then the string
with the lower ASCII code value is said to be smaller. If the
characters in the position being compared are the same, then the
test continues with the next position to the right. If each character
position matches, but one string is shorter than the other, then the
shorter string is said to be smaller. Thus, if a$ contained the value
"HELP" as in our above example, then the expression would
evaluate to false, because

"HELP"> "HELLO"
In a similar fashion, you can see that

"Delta"< "Echo"
"Handy"> "Handyman"

Note that, although

=

"XRAY" "XRAY"
"XRAY" <> "XRAY

II

this is because the extra blank space in the latter example is
considered significant.
Note that the ASCII scheme combined with BASIC's relational
operators makes it possible for you to sort various strings of data
into alphabetical order. More techniques for dealing with strings
will appear later in this chapter.
Array Variables

Variables in BASIC can be used to represent two kinds of data
structures. These are the scalar and the array. In all of the examples
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up to this point, we have used scalar variables. A scalar variable is
capable of storing one data value (of the appropriate data type, of
course). Thus, for example, the scalar numeric variable xyz might
be used to store the numeric value 289. The scalar string variable
addr$ might be used to store the string value "BANK ST." In each
case, a single data value is held by the variable named.
In contrast, an array variable may be used to store multiple data
values under a single variable name. Such variables are useful for
storing collections of data values, as in a list or table.
All arrays must be defined as such before you can use them in
your programs. This is accomplished by the dimension statement,
which begins with the identifying keyword, DIM. The dimension
statement allows you to name an array variable and simultaneously
define the number of dimensions and the size of each dimension.
For example, the statement

DIMarray1(9)
names variable array 1 as a one-dimensional array with ten elements.
Such an array is illustrated in Figure 2-1. Each element of the array
acts just like a scalar variable-it can be used to store a single data
value. To access the individual elements of an array, you specify the
array name followed by a subscript value in parenthesis. Thus, for
example, the third element of our sample array would be accessed
as

array1 (2)
As shown in Figure 2-1, this array element contains the value 29.
So a statement such as

x=array1(2)
would set variable x to 29. On the other hand, a statement such as

array1 (2)=0
would set the third element of the array to 0. The point being made
here is that an array variable with a subscript specified is no
different from a scalar variable. The real power of arrays becomes
evident when we specify the subscript by using another variable (or
an expression). For example, consider the statement

Figure 2 - 1

A One-Dimensional
Array

DIM

errey I (9)
errey I (0) =
errey 1( 1) =
errey 1(2) =
errey 1(3) =
errey I (4) =
errey I (5) =
errey I (6) =
errey I (7) =
errey I (6) =
errey I (9) =

29
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x=array1(i)
What value will the above statement place into variable x? The
answer depends upon the value of variable i at the time the
statement is executed. The statement thus allows us to dynamically
select a single value from a list of values, with the selection being
made at the time the program is executed.
Subscript Ranges

All arrays have a default lower subscript bound of 0. The upper
bound of an array subscript is specified in the dimension statement
that defines the array. In this manner, the total number of elements
in the array are defined. Note, because the subscript range starts
with 0, the actual number of elements is one more than the number
specified in the dimension statement. Thus, in our previous
example, arrayl was defined with an upper subscript bound of
nine, yielding a total of ten elements. In many applications, it is
desirable to number the elements of an array starting with the
number one. In these cases, it is best to simply ignore the element
with subscript zero. Thus, you might define an array as

DIM array2C10)
and use the ten elements array2(1) through array2(10), ignoring
element array2(0). The amount of memory wasted is minimal, since
only a single array element is not being used. If the idea of wasting
this element bothers you, Microsoft provides a special statement.
By placing the statement

OPTION BASE 1
at the beginning of your program, all arrays dimensioned will begin
with subscript 1, not 0.
Multidimensional Arrays

The array shown in Figure 2-1 is called a one-dimensional array, and
is useful for representing a simple list of values. To represent more
complex structures, multidimensional arrays can be defined. For
example, a two-dimensional array can be used to effectively
represent a table of data, as shown in Figure 2-2. In this figure, an
array named grades is used to hold the exam grades for each of the
ten students in a class. The array holds a total of five exam grades
for each student. The ten students are represented by subscript
values of one through ten in the first dimension, while the five
different exams are represented by subscript values of one through
five in the second dimension. The array would be defined using the
statement

DIM gradesC10,5)
To access the third exam grade for the second student, we would
access array element grades(2,3). To obtain the class average for the
fourth exam, we would hold the second dimension subscript
constant at four, while allowing the first dimension subscript to
vary from one to ten, thus accessing all elements in the fourth
column of the table. An array reference such as
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grades(i ,4)
could be used for this purpose. To obtain the grade average for the
fifth student, we would hold the first dimension subscript constant
at five, while allowing the second dimension subscript to range
from one to five, thus accessing all elements in the fifth row of the
table . An array reference such as

grades(5,i)
could be used for this purpose. Note the amount of flexibility we
have, once we store data using this kind of structure.
Figure 2-2

DIM grades( 10,5)

A Tho-Dimensional

..-----.---.----..........,-r:::::::::::::;--- grades( 2, 3)

Array

ILL

...EI:= . . . . . :.

. .... grades(S,i)

Arrays are not limited to just two dimensions. Figure 2-3 shows
what a three-dimensional array, defined using the statement
DIM array3(8,5,3)
might look like. Although they cannot be easily represented on
paper, arrays with more than three dimensions can be defined as
well. In fact, you can define an array with up to 255 dimensions! In
actual practice, however, one rarely uses more than three
dimensions. This is usually enough to represent the data structures
that you will be working with.
Data Types in Arrays

Arrays can be used to store any of the data types already discussed.
Thus, for example, an array declared as
DIM alpha%(5,5)
could be used to store a matrix of integers, while an array declared
as
DIM beta#(100)
could be used to store a list of double precision values.
In a similar fashion, you can declare an array of strings using a
statement such as
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DIM names${20)

Each element of a string array has all of the properties of a scalar
string variable. This means that each element can contain as many
as 32767 characters, or as few as none. Each element of a string
array has its own length.

DIM errey3(8,5,3)

Figure 2-3

A Three-Dimensional
Array

Statement Labels
Much of the power of the BASIC language comes from the ability
to execute sections of a program repeatedly, and to execute different
sections of a program under different conditions. There are various
different statements that you can use to direct program flow to a
particular section in a program. To identify a specific program
section so that you can direct program flow to it, you use statement
labels.
Most BASIC language implementations require that each
statement have a label which is a number. These numbers define the
order of the statements in the program, and the normal order in
which the program will be executed. On the Macintosh, this
requirement has been removed. It is therefore only necessary to
label those statements that you specifically need to call out from
other points in the program. The order of statements in a
Macintosh BASIC program is defined by their order of appearance
in the listing window. This is also the normal order in which the
program will be executed.
Statement labels in Macintosh BASIC can be either numbers,
names, or a combination of both. Statement labels always appear at
the very beginning of a statement, and should be followed
immediately by a colon, : . For example, consider
ASSIGNMENT: x=O

The statement shown above, which assigns the value zero to
variable x, has been given the label ASSIGNMENT. As another
example, consider
101 PRINT"hellothere"
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This statement, which displays the text "hello there" in the output
window, has been given the statement number 101. Note that
statement labels must always be followed by a colon, while
statement numbers are not.
Once a statement has been labelled, it can be referenced by other
parts of the same program. The simplest form of a statement
reference is the GOTO statement. This statement has the form

GOTO label
where label is any statement label in the program. It has the effect
of diverting program execution to the specified point in the
program.
Listing 2-2 shows a simple example of a program that uses a
statement label "Again" as well as the GOTO statement. Try
entering and running this program. It will produce output that
looks like that shown in Figure 2-4. Note that this program will
never end, since it continually executes the same sequence of
statements over and over again. These statements form what is
known as an infinite loop. To stop the program, use the mouse to
pull down the Run Menu and select the Stop option.
Listing 2 -2

Demo of Statement
Labels and the GOTO
Statement

X=1

Again: PRINT "Hello, x=";x
X:X+ 1
GOTO Again

Figure 2 -4
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rig 2 - 4

Hello , x=
Hello. X=
Hello , x=
Hello , x=
Hello , x=
Hello, x=
Hello, x=
Hello, x=
Hello, X=
Hello, x=
Hello, X=

1
2
3
4

5

0

list

X= 1
Agein: PRINT "Hello , x=";x

6

X: >:+ 1

7
8
9

GOTO Again

10
11

To increase program readability, statement labels may also be
placed alone on a line. In this case, they apply to the line
immediately following. This is illustrated in Listing 2-3.
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Listing 2 -3

X=l

Statement Label on
Separate Line

Age in:
PRINT "Hello , x=";x

X=X+l
GOTO Again

Simple Input and Output
BASIC on the Macintosh provides the same simple input and
output commands used in most versions of BASIC. I have already
used the PRINT statement, which can be used to display results in
the Output window. The simplest form of this statement is as
follows
PRINT expression

The expression following the keyword PRINT may be a constant,
variable, or more complex formulation. The following are all valid
PRINT statements
PRINT x+S
PR I NT name$
PR I NT "Welcome A boa rd!"

A single PRINT statement may be used to display more than one
item. In this case, two or more items are placed after the keyword
PRINT, and separated from each other by either commas or
semicolons. If separated by commas, the items will be spaced out
when displayed in the Output window. If separated by semicolons,
the items will be placed directly adjacent to one another. This is
illustrated in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5
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PRINT Statement
Separators
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Edit Search Run Windows
Fig 2-5
spa ced

Thi s
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out

List

PRINT "Thi s" ,"is","spaced","out"
PRINT "This" ;"is ";"no ";"spacing"

2.L
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Q
b

Normally, each PRINT statement begins producing its output on
a new line in the Output window. If, however, you place a semicolon
at the end of a PRINT statement, then the subsequent PRINT
statement will begin producing output exactly where the previous
one left off. This is illustrated in Figure 2-6.
Figure 2 -6
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PRINT "Thi s is Pri nt Statement ,,, .. ;
PRINT .. and thi s i s " 2"
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Print Using

The PRINT statement alone offers very little control over the way
numeric results are displayed. It is fine to use if you just need to
display a single value at some point, and are not concerned with
how it appears in the Output window. If, however, you are
producing a detailed report or table of output, then you will need
more control over the appearance of numeric output. This
additional control is provided by a modified version of the PRINT
statement, called the PRINT USING statement.
The PRINT USING statement has the following general form

PRINT USING fstring; expression
This statement will display the value of the expression specified, but
it will do so using the formatting information provided infstringa format string. The format string can be either a string variable or
constant; its job is to define exactly how the programmer wants the
data specified by expression to be displayed. The format string must
contain one or more format specifier characters, chosen from the
list shown in Table 2-6.
The # character specifies that one digit position be reserved on
the display line for the numeric result. A series of# characters can
be used to reserve a specific number of digit positions. For example,
the statement

PRINT USING "###";x
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will reserve three digit positions for the value of variable x. this will
allow us to display values of x in the range 0 to 999. Larger values
would not fit in the three digit field created by our format specifier.
Table 2-6

Format
Specifier
Character

PRINT USING Format
Specifiers

#

Effect
Reserves a digit position. Example:
PRINT USING "###";5 will produce:
5
Forces positioning and display of the decimal point.
Examples: PRINT USING "##.##";3.5 will produce:
3.50

+

Displays the sign ( + or - ) of the value at position
specified. Must be at beginning or end of specifier.
Example: PRINT USING"+ ##";28,-33 will produce:
+ 28
-33

-

If the value being printed is negative, then this specifier

will display"-" at position specified. Must be at end of
specifier. Example: PRINT USING "###.##-";-150
produces:
150.00**

Reserves two digit positions for the value being printed;
and causes any leading spaces in the field to be filled with
asterisks. Example: PRINT USING "**####.##";35.40
produces:
****35.40

$$

Reserves two digit positions for the value being printed;
and causes "$" to be displayed immediately to the left of
the value . Example: PRINT USING "$$##.##";25
produces:
$25.00

**$

Reserves three digit positions; causes any leading spaces
to be filled with asterisks; and causes "$"to be displayed
to the left of the result. Example: PRINT USING
"**$###.##";9.9 will produce:
****$9.90
Reserves a:·digit position and causes a comma to be
inserted to the left of every third digit. Example: PRINT
USING "#########,.#";1300000 produces:
1,300,000.0
Causes the value to be displayed using scientific notation
and reserves 4 positions for the exponent. Example:
PRINT USING"#.###" •• "";.0000235 produces:
2.350E-05

If the value of x were negative, then we could only display values in
the range -1 through -99. This is because one of the digit positions
must be reserved for the minus sign character which indicates that
the number is negative. The PRINT USING format specifier thus
defines how many positions on the display line can be occupied by
the value to be displayed.
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By inserting a decimal point into the format specifier, you can
define exactly where the decimal point should appear in the
displayed result. You can also specify how many digits should be
displ ayed to the right of the decimal point. This is extremely useful
when displaying values that represent dollars and cents. Left to
itself, the PRINT statement will only print digits that are
significant. Thus, a value representing three dollars and fifty cents
would appear as 3.5. Using the format specifier, you can get it to
appear as 3.50 (see examples in Table 2-6). Other special characters
that can be used in format specifiers allow you to insert a dollar
sign, $,into the result, place positive or negative-signs, + and-,
and produce other effects. Table 2-6 contains examples of each.
1

Positioning Results within the Output Window

A sequence of PRINT statements will, in general, tend to fill the
Output window from top to bottom. When the window is full, it
will begin to scroll. Old information will be moved up in the
window, and new data to be PRINTed will appear at the bottom.
You can see this effect for yourself if you run the program in
Listing 2-2.
There are several techniques that you can use to gain better
control of where results produced by the PRINT statement will
appear on your screen. Within the PRINT statement itself, you can
specify the exact column position on the current line for display.
This is accomplished by inserting the TAB function in the PRINT
item list. For example, the statement

=";

PRINT "Va Lue of x

TABC50); x

will display the text "Value of x = " at the beginning of the current
line; it will then tab over to column 50 on that line before actually
displaying the value of x. This technique is useful for producing
tabular output; an example is shown in Figure 2-7.
Figure 2-7

The TAB Function
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List

PRINT" x"; TAB( 1O) ; "x cubed "
PRINT"---" ; TAB( 10); .. _______ ..

FOR

X= 1 TO

5

PRINT :'-; TAB(1 0); x'3

NEXT

I
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A more flexible technique for positioning displayed results in the
Output window is available through use of the LOCATE statement.
When you code the LOCATE statement, you give it two values that
specify the row and column position within the Output window for
the next data to be displayed. For example, the statement

LOCATE 5,10
would cause the next PRINT statement to begin displaying results
in row 5, column 10. The top row in the Output window is
considered row l, and the leftmost column, column 1. An example
is shown in Figure 2-8. For added flexibility, variables and
expressions may be used in place of constants in the LOCATE
statement.
Figure 2-8
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list
Hell o Ther e1

LOCATE5 . 10
PRINT "Hello Therel"
LOCATE 10, 3
PRINT "Goodb!Je for now

Goodbye for no w .. .

Output to the Printer

If you have a printer connected to your Macintosh, you can use the
LPRINT statement to print results on paper. The LPRINT
statement works exactly the same as the PRINT statement, except
the results are displayed by the printer and not on the Output
window. All of the options and techniques discussed so far for the
PRINT statement will work with the LPRINT statement (comma,
semicolon, USING, TAB, etc.).
The only exception is the LOCATE statement, which has no
effect on printed output. An example of the LPRINT statement
might be

LPRINTx,y,z
This statement would cause your printer to display the contents of
variables x, y, and z.
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Input from the Keyboard

While your program is running, it can request and obtain
information from the user at the keyboard through use of the
INPUT statement. The simplest form of the INPUT statement
looks like this

INPUTvariablename
The variable name specified in the INPUT statement will receive
the data supplied by the user at the keyboard. When the INPUT
statement is reached, the program pauses and displays a question
mark, ? , in the Output window, followed by a flashing "insertion
point" cursor. The user types in the information requested and the
program assigns that data to the variable in the INPUT statement.
Program execution then continues.
To make a program more "user-friendly," it is often helpful to
add a prompt string that describes what information is being
requested. This prompt string can be placed in the INPUT
statement itself; it will then be displayed when the statement is
executed, just before pausing to wait for the user's reply. An
example is shown in Figure 2-9.
Figure 2 -9

The INPUT Statement
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What is the value of x? 5
x squared = 25
What is the value of x? 3
x squared = 9
What is the value of x?

List
Again:
INPUT "What i s the value of x";x
PRINT " x squared= ";x*x
GOTO Again

The LINE INPUT Statement

While the INPUT statement is easy to use, it does have some
drawbacks. When you type in a reply to an INPUT statement,
BASIC checks to make sure that your reply matches the type of the
variable in the statement. Thus, for example, if the statement was
attempting to input into a numeric variable, and you accidentally
entered some character string data (e.g., "ABC"), your program
would be aborted with an error message. Another drawback to the
INPUT statement is that it always displays a question mark before
waiting for input. There may be times when you do not wish to have
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this question mark appear. In these cases, you can use the LINE
INPUT statement.
The LINE INPUT statement is coded exactly like the INPUT
statement I have already shown you. The variable specified,
however, must be a string variable. An example of the LINE
INPUT statement might be
LINE INPUT "Please enter your name:
";name$

The statement acts exactly like the regular INPUT statement, with
two exceptions. First, no question mark is displayed prior to
waiting for the user reply. Second, any reply will be considered valid
and will be input into the string variable specified. It will therefore
be impossible to accidentally stop the program due to an error in
input. Of course, this puts an added responsibility on the program
to perform careful error checking of the reply.
The INKEY$ Function

Both of the input techniques I have just introduced will
automatically echo the user's reply on the Output window as it is
typed in. Both techniques also require that the user press the
<Return> key before the input is accepted. There are some
applications where you might want to get keyboard input from the
user and act on it immediately, without any echo to the Macintosh
screen. This can be accomplished through use of the INKEY$
function. It will be described later in this chapter.
Decision Making
The ability to make decisions is crucial to any useful computer
program. The fundamental decision-making statement in BASIC is
the IF-THEN statement. Its form is as follows
IF expression THEN clause

Note the placement of the two identifying keywords IF and
THEN in this statement. The expression that appears between them
will always be interpreted as representing logical data, as explained
earlier in this chapter. If the expression evaluates as logically true,
then the clause part of the statement will be executed. Otherwise, if
the expression is evaluated as false, then the clause will not be
executed. The clause can be any other BASIC statement, or a series
of statements separated by colons. For example, consider the
following
IF x=O THEN PR INT "ZERO!"

The above statement will display the message "ZERO!" on the
Output window if variable x contains 0 when it is executed. If xis
not 0, then the clause will not be executed; in either case, execution
always resumes with the next sequential program statement.
The decision-making power of the IF-THEN statement can be
increased by adding an ELSE clause. The ELSE clause allows you
to specify a separate action to be taken if the IF-THEN expression
evaluates as false. For example
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IF x=O THEN PRINT "ZERO!" ELSE PRINT
"NON-ZERO!"
Notice that the ELSE clause always follows the THEN clause of
the statement and is indicated by the keyword ELSE. The ELSE
keyword can then be followed by one or more BASIC statements.
The statements in the ELSE clause are only executed when the
expression is false . After the statements in the ELSE clause are
executed, execution will continue with the next sequential program
statement (unless, of course, the clause contained a GOTO
statement).
By combining relational operators (Table 2-3) with logical
operators (Table 2-4), the IF-THEN expression can be made as
complex as is necessary to accomplish your task. For example,
consider the following rather complex statement

IF ({x=O) AND (y=Q)) OR (z<>O) THEN.
ELSE •
The above expression will be evaluated as true if both variables x
and y are 0, or if variable z is not 0 at the time of its execution.
Program Loops
Everyone knows that computers are great for performing repetitive
tasks. In programming, the process of repeating a task over and
over again is called iteration. The programming structure that
allows one to perform iteration is called a loop. You have already
seen how a GOTO statement that is directed to a previous statement
can be used to create a never ending "infinite" loop (see Listing 2-2).
By making the GOTO statement in this program conditional, you
create a better behaved loop that is not infinite. This has been done
in Listing 2-4. Study this listing, and note how the IF-THEN
statement only allows the loop to be executed ten times (with values
of x ranging from 1 to 10).
Listing 2-4

X=l
Aga i n:
PRINT "Hell o, X=";x
X=X+ l
IF x<l 1 THEN GOTO Again

A Fixed Duration Loop

BASIC provides an alternative means of creating loops which,
like this one, iterate over a fixed range of values. This alternate
technique is called the FOR-NEXT loop. The FOR-NEXT loop
always begins with a FOR statement and always ends with a NEXT
statement. Between these two statements lie the statements that
comprise the body of the loop. The statements in the loop body will
be executed repeatedly for the entire range of loop values. The
structure of the FOR statement is as follows

FOR Loop-control-variable= start-value
TO stop-va Lue
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The statement must always begin with the keyword FOR and
must always contain the keyword TO, as well as the special "equal
sign" character. The loop control variable may be specified as any
numeric variable desired. This is the variable that will take on an
ever increasing or decreasing value as each loop iteration is made.
The start-value and stop-value specified in the FOR statement
define the range of values that the loop control variable will take
on. In so doing, they also define the total number of iterations that
will be made by the loop. For example, the statement
FORx=1T010

would request a total of ten loop iterations, with x ranging in value
from 1to10. The statement
FOR x = 5 TO 25

would request a total of twenty-one loop iterations, with x ranging
in value from 5 to 25.
The FOR statement is followed immediately by the statements
that make up the body of the loop. These are then followed by the
NEXT statement which denotes the end of the loop body. The
NEXT statement may consist simply of the keyword NEXT. Listing
2-5 shows a complete example of a FOR-NEXT loop; its function is
the same as that of Listing 2-4. Notice that in this case, the loop
body consists of a single statement, a PRINT statement.
Note also how I specifically declared the loop control variable in
Listing 2-5 to be an integer, x%. This is a good idea when loops are
being used to simply count out a whole number of iterations,
because calculations with integers are much faster than with real
numbers. Since the variable is used only to keep count of the
number of iterations, it has no need for a fractional part.
listing 2-5

A FOR-NEXT Loop

FOR x:g = 1 TO 10
PRINT "Hello, x=";x:g
NEXT

The STEP Clause

By adding a STEP clause to the FOR statement, you can cause the
loop control variable to be incremented in steps other than one. The
STEP clause consists of the keyword STEP, followed by a stepvalue. The FOR statement with a STEP clause looks like this
FOR Loop-control-var= start-va L TO
stop-va L STEP step-va Lue

The step-value is the amount that will be added to the loop
control variable upon the completion of each loop iteration. When
not specified, this value is, of course, 1. As an example, consider
the statement
FORx%=2T010STEP2
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This statement will set up a loop that will cause variable x % to
take on the values 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. Suppose we used the statement
FORx%=1 T010STEP2

What would happen in this case? Well, the loop would be executed
for values of x% equal to 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. After the iteration with
x% = 9, the variable would be incremented by 2, to 11. But since
this value exceeds the stop-value (10), no loop iteration would be
made for x% = 11. Program execution would therefore continue
with the first statement following the NEXT statement, and
variable x% would have a value of 11.
The STEP clause can also be used to create loops in which the
loop control variable is stepped by fractional amounts on each
iteration. An example of this can be found in Listing 2-1. Of
course, when this is done, the loop control variable cannot be an
integer.
Using a Negative Step Value

By specifying a step value that is negative, you can cause the loop
control variable to decrease in value on each iteration. When a
negative step-value is used, the loop will terminate once the loop
control value is less than the stop-value (as opposed to when it is
greater than the stop-value, as in the previous examples). As an
example, consider the statement
FORx%=5T01 STEP-1

This statement will set up a loop in which the control variable,
x%, will take on the values 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, in that order.
Nesting Loops

FOR-NEXT loops may be nested-that is, one may be placed
entirely within another. When this is done, the inner loop control
variable will go through all of its values once for each value taken
on by the outer loop control variable. This technique is useful in
applications where you have two or more independent variables and
you need to generate all combinations of the values that each
variable can take on. For example, suppose you have a twodimensional array· and want to display the value of each of its
elements. This could be accomplished using the statements shown
in Listing 2-6.
Listing 2-6

Nested FOR-NEXT
Loops

DIM array(5, 10)
· .. iill array with dete .
·Display array contents :
FOR X= l TO 5
FOR q=l TO 10
PRINT "Array(";x;",";y;") = ";array(x,y)

NEXT
NEXT
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When loops are nested in this fashion, the order in which the
array elements are accessed is determined by the order of the
nesting. In the example shown, the first dimension subscript of
array is set and then all elements in the second dimension are
accessed . Only after all subscript values in the second dimension
have been used will the first dimension subscript be changed.
A graphic illustration of this concept can be seen by running the
program shown in Listing 2-7. This program simulates the elements
of a 10 by 10 array in ten rows and ten columns of the Output
window. It uses the LOCATE statement to access the appropriate
row-column position, as determined by the loop control variables.
Watch closely as you run the program. Notice how, when the
column variable is in the inner loop, the array is accessed by
columns. When the row variable is in the inner loop, the array is
accessed by rows.
Listing 2-7

Nested Loop Ordering

·Visualize the print positions in the
·output window rows 2 - 11 , columns 1 - 10
· es the elements of e 10 x 10 array:
PRINT "Access in column-major order:"
FOR row = 2 TO 11
FOR column= 1 TO 10
LOCATE row ,column

PRINT "X" ;
NEXT
NEXT
LOCATE 12, 1
LINE INPUT "Pres s Return Key to continue" ;a$
LOCATE 1, 1
PRINT "Access in ro w -maior order:
FOR column= 1 TO 10
FOR row = 2 TO 11
LOCATE ro·ri,column
PRINT 'Y' ;
NEXT
NEXT

Storing Data within a Program

BASIC provides a technique for storing a set of data values (either
numeric or string) within the program itself. These data values may
then be accessed as needed by the program when it is executed. The
facility is provided by the two BASIC statements READ and
DATA.
Of the two statements, the READ statement actually performs an
action, whereas the DATA statement provides the place where the
information will be held. A DATA statement consists of the
keyword DATA, followed by one or more data values, separated by
commas. For example

DATA3,28,19
DATA statements may be placed anywhere in a program, as they
are not executed. If a DATA statement is encountered while a
program is being run, it is simply skipped over and the next
statement after it is executed.
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To access the information placed in DATA statements, you use a
READ statement. This statement begins with the keyword READ,
which is then followed by one or more variable names, separated by
commas. For example
READ x,y,z

When the READ statement is executed, BASIC searches the
program for the first DATA statement, reads the information
contained therein, and places it into the variables specified. Thus,
the example above would cause the values 3, 28, and 19 to be placed
into variables x, y, and z, respectively. Information is "read" from
DATA statements starting with the first DATA statement
encountered in the program, and continuing on in a sequential
fashion. Thus, the order in which DATA statements are placed in
the program is very important. Once information is read from
DATA statements, it cannot be accessed again until special action is
taken. When all the information in the DATA statements is used up
and another READ is executed, an error will occur. To enable the
information in the DATA statements to be accessed again, a
RESTORE statement must be executed.
An example of how READ and DATA statements might be used
is shown in Listing 2-8. This listing contains a short program that
will fill the Output window with title information, in preparation
for displaying a screenful of data. The program is made general
purpose by using DATA statements to hold the actual text to be
displayed, along with the location of each text item on the screen.

Listing 2-8

·The set of screen messages is defined in
·DATA statements in the format:
·DATA row, column, string$
·where row,column = start location to
·display string$ at.
·The end of the data is denoted by row:O.
Screen.Display:
READ rowll:,columnll:,message$
IF rowll:=O THEN END
LOCATE rowll:,columnll:
PRINT message$;
GOTO Screen.Display
DATA 1,7,"DRAPER COMPANY - INVOICE DISPLAY"
DATA 3,3,"lnvoice ., ..
DATA 3,35,"Date"
DATA 5,3,"To"
DAT A 6,31,"Cust Code"
DATA 9,3,"ltem·
DATA 9,29,"I Unit I"
DATA 9,35,"Quan I"
DATA 9,40,"Totl"
DAT A 10,3,·----------------------------------------------"
DAT A 16,3
DATA 17, 18,"TOTAL--->"
DATA 18,3,"Ship Wgt"
DATA 0,0,0

Use of READ/DATA
Statements

'n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - n
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For the sample data shown in the listing, the results will appear as
shown in Figure 2-10. The nice feature of this approach is that if
you need to change the screen layout, you can do so without having
to make a change in the program itself. You only need to change the
information in the DATA statements.
Notice that this program uses the keyword END, in the IF-THEN
statement. The END statement, consisting solely of the keyword of
the same name, is used to terminate a running program. Our
previous programs have ended simply by running out of statements
(i.e., running past the last statement in the program). As an
alternative, the END statement provides you with a means to stop
program execution in the middle of a program.

' s

Figure 2 - 10

Output of Listing 2-8
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Se<1 n h Run Windows
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Fig 2 10
DRAPER COMPANY - INVOICE DISPLA'I

Invoice"

Dete
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Cust Code

I Unit I Quen I Toti

Item

TOT AL--- >
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Built-in Numeric Functions
Microsoft BASIC provides a number of built-in numeric functions
that support a wide range of mathematical programming. Each
built-in function is referenced by its own unique keyword. The
format of a function reference is always the same. The function
keyword is followed by a left parenthesis, then its argument, and
finally a right parenthesis. Such function references may appear
anywhere that an expression is legal, and may be combined with
other data items via operators to form even more complex
expressions. The following is an example of a function reference
x=SIN(y)
In the above example, the keyword SIN is used to request the
trigonometric sine function. The argument, or operand, of the
function is the variable y, which appears after the function keyword
in parenthesis. This statement will calculate the sine of the value in
variable y, and assign the result to variable x.
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A complete list of numeric functions available in Microsoft's
Macintosh BASIC is shown in Table 2-7. These functions can be
divided into two general types. There are the conversion functions,
which are used to alter the format of their operands. There are also
the mathematical functions, which perform standard math
operations such as logarithm, random, and trigonometry. Lets take
a closer look at some of them.
Table 2-7

Built-in Numeric
Functions

Function

Returns

ABS(X)

Absolute (unsigned) value of X.

ATN(X)

Arctangent of X in radians (range of result will be
- Pi/2 to + Pi/2, multiply by 180/Pi to convert to
degrees).

CDBL(X)

Converts X to double-precision format.

CINT(X)

Converts X to integer format.

COS(X)

Cosine of radian angle X (to convert to radians from
degrees, multiply by Pi/180).

CSNG(X)

Converts X to single-precision format.

EXP(X)

eX (Natural base raised to X power).

FIX(X)

Truncates X to an integer.

INT(X)

Largest integer less than or equal to X.

LOG(X)

Natural (base e) logarithm of X.

RND(X)

If X > 0 then returns the next random number in the
current sequence. If X = 0 then returns the same
random number as the previous call. If X < 0 then
restarts the current sequence. All values returned are
between 0 and 1.

SGN(X)

Sign of X, returned as -1, 0, or

SIN(X)

Sine of radian angle X.

SQR(X)

Square root of X.

TAN(X)

Tangent of radian angle X.

+ 1.

Conversion Functions

The FIX function can be used to truncate (remove) the fractional
part of a real number, thus converting it into an integer. Figure 2-11
shows how this function can be used in a program to test for exact
divisibility by a specific value. In the example shown, the program
checks to see if the user's input is exactly divisible by 5. The
program works by dividing the number given by 5. The FIX
function is then used to isolate the integer (whole part) of the result.
If this value is equal to the result of the division, then there was no
fractional part, so the original number must be evenly divisible by
5. Note that the FIX function simply removes any fractional part
from its argument.
A similar function, INT, also returns the integer part of its
argument, but there is a subtle difference. The INT function is
defined to return the largest integer which is less than or equal to its
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argument. The FIX and INT functions differ only when their
arguments are negative. For example
FIX(-4.1) =-4

but
INT(-4.1) =-5

A related function is the "convert to integer" function, CINT.
Unlike FIX, which operates by simply truncating the fractional part
of its argument, the CINT function returns the integer value which
is nearest to its argument. It is therefore useful when you need to
round a fractional number up or down. For example
CINT(5.2)=5
CINT(5.7) =6

The other conversion functions, CSNG and CDBL, convert their
operands to single or double precision format, respectively. The
result returned by these functions must, of course, be assigned to a
variable of the appropriate type.
~

Figure 2-11

Using FIX to Determine
Exact Divisibility

s

File Edit

Search

Run

lllindows
Fig 2-11

\v'het i s your- number? I 3
Not Di vi sible by 5
\"/hat is your number? 25
Divisible by 5
'whet is your numt1er? 0

list
Again:
INPUT "'v'/hat is your number" ;x
IF x=O THEN END

y= x/5
IF y = FIX (y) THEN PRINT "Di vi si ble t1y 5" ELSE PRINT "Not Div is ible by
PRINT
GOTO A1~ain

Logarithmic Functions

The logarithmic function LOG, and its inverse, EXP, both operate
using the natural base, e. These functions are used in many
equations and formulas that describe our physical universe. For
example, the electric voltage on a capacitor, C, that is being charged
through a resistor, R, can be described by the formula
V=Vo (1-e-t/RC)

This f<:>rmula can be evaluated using the BASIC expression
V=VO* (1-EXP(-T/(R*C)))
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Many applications require the use of the common logarithm,
that is, the log to base 10. The common logarithm function can be
derived from the natural logarithm function provided in BASIC
through use of the formula
LOG1o<X) = LOGe(X) I LOGe<10)
Trigonometric Functions

Microsoft BASIC supports the three basic trigonometric functions:
sine, cosine, and tangent. The argument of these functions must be
provided in radians. The radian is a measure of angular rotation
that is designed so that pi radians equal 180 degrees. To convert an
angle measured in radians to degrees, multiply the radian value by
180/pi. To convert an angle measured in degrees to radians, multiply
the degree angle by pi/180. The value pi is, of course, the ratio of a
circle's circumference to its diameter. Pi is approximately equal to
3.14159. My first demo program (Listing 2-1) used both the sine
and cosine functions to determine the coordinates of points along
the edge of a circle. By allowing the function's arguments to range
from 0 to 360 degrees (2 pi radians), complete circles were drawn.
Another demo program is shown in Listing 2-9. This program
also varies the argument of the sine function throughout the range 0
to 360 degrees. In this case, however, the result is being used to plot
a picture of the sine wave itself on the Output window (see Figure
2-12). This program, like the one in Listing 2-1, uses the PSET
function. This is a graphics function, and will be described fully in
Chapter 5.
Listing 2-9

Plot of a Sine Wave

pi= 3.14159

X=l
FOR ang l e= 0 TO 2*pi STEP .04
Y=SIN(angle)
y=75-75*y
PSET( x, y)
X=X + 1
NEXT

The Random Function

One of the more interesting functions provided by BASIC is the
random function, RND. This function is used to produce a random
(i.e., uncorrelated) sequence of numbers. The use of random
number sequences in computer programming is quite common;
they are often used to generate data for simulations and
mathematical approximation algorithms. Random numbers are also
useful for producing special effects, such as those used in video
games. Without a random element, the special effect of a ship
exploding, or the attack of a wave of aliens, would always appear
the same. Eventually, the effect or attack wave would become
predictable to the viewer and would lose its appeal.
To obtain a sequence of random numbers, call the RND function
repeatedly with any argument value greater than 0. To restart the
same sequence of random numbers, call RND with an argument
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less than 0. If the RND argument is 0, then RND will return the
same value as was returned on the previous call. To produce
different sequences of random numbers, the RANDOMIZE
statement must be used. This statement sets the starting seed for
BASIC's random number generator. It has the form
RANDOMIZE express ion

where expression can evaluate to any integer value. Of course, the
random sequence will always be the same for the same
RANDOMIZE value. Thus, if you put the statement
RANDOMIZE 258

at the beginning of your program that uses random numbers, then
every time the program is run the same sequence of random
numbers will be used. To produce a more truly random sequence,
one that will be different every time you run the program, use the
statement
RANDOMIZE TIMER

This statement invokes the BASIC built-in function TIMER, which
requires no argument. The TIMER function returns an integer
value that is linked to the system's internal time-of-day clock. The
value is thus incremented once every second. Since it is unlikely that
your program will be run at the exact same moment each time it is
used, this technique effectively provides for a unique random
number sequence on each program run .
Figure 2-12

r

Sine Wave Produced by
Listing 2-9

S

File fdit

Search Run lilindows

Fig2-12

List
pi= 3.14159
X=l
FOR angle = 0 TO 2*pi STEP .04
y=SIN(angle )
y=75-75*y
PSET (x, y)
X=X + 1
NEXT

I
!2J_

The random numbers returned by the RND function will always
be real numbers lying in the range 0 - 1. Since most applications
will require that the random numbers lie in some other range, it is
necessary to perform a conversion on the value returned by RND.
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Many applications will also work best with integer random
numbers. The conversion formula that I will present will only
return integer values.
To perform the conversion, you must first decide what range of
values you want the random numbers to lie within. Select a lower
limit for the desired range and call it L. Then select an upper limit
and call it U. The formula to return an integer random number in
the range from L to U is

X%= CINT(L+ CRNDC1)

*

(U.,..

L)))

Listing 2-10 shows how this technique can be used to simulate the
rolling of a pair of dice. In this case, we want random numbers in
the range from 1 to 6, representing the six different values that can
appear on a die roll. A sample run of the program appears in Figure
2-13.
Listing 2 - 10

Dice Rolling Program

Figure 2-13

Run of the Dice Rolling
Program

RANDOMIZE TIMER
Agein:
die 1=CINT(1+(RND(1 )*5))
die2=CINT( I +(RND( 1)*5))
totel=die I +die2
PRINT "Rolling dice ..... ";die 1;" - ";die2 ;" (";tote!;")"
LINE INPUT "Press Return to roll agein" ;a$
GOTO Agein

:o
Rolling dice ..... 3 Press Return t o roll
Rolling dice ..... 4 Pres s Return to roll
Rolling dice... 3 Press Return to roll
Rolling dice... 2 Press Return to roll
Rolling dice ..... 6 Press Return to roll
Rolling dice .. ... 4 Press Return to roll
Rolling di ce..... 6 Press Return to roll

Fig
6 (
agein
3 (
again
1 (
egein
5 (
egei n
6 (
again
5 (
again
1 (
egain

2-n

9 )
7 )
4 )
7 )
12 )
9 )

I

7 )

Built-in String Functions
BASIC contains a wide variety of built-in functions that deal with
character string data. These functions provide a great deal of power
for processing and manipulating character strings. In addition,
there are a number of functions that facilitate converting data
between the numeric and string types.
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The built-in string functions are listed in Table 2-8. Note that
some of these functions return string data, while others return
numeric data. To indicate that a function returns string data, a $ is
appended to the function's keyword (i.e., STR$). Some of the
functions require more than one argument, and some arguments
are strings, while others are numeric. Two of the functions, MID$
and INSTR, can accept either two or three arguments. All in all,
many features are available here . Let us take a look at how they
can be used .
Table 2-8

Built-in String Functions

Keyword/
Example

Type of
Data
Returned by
Function

Returns

LEN(A$)

NUMERIC

Current length of string A$.

LEFT$(A$,N)

STRING

Leftmost N characters of A$ .

RIGHT$(A$,N)

STRING

Rightmost N characters of
A$ .

MID$(A$,N,M)

STRING

M characters from string A$,
starting with the Nth
character.

INSTR(A$,B$)

NUMERIC

Searches for string B$ within
string A$. Returns starting
position of match, or 0 if not
found.

STRING$(N,"- ")

STRING

String of N dash characters.

UCASE$(A$)

STRING

Converts all lowercase letters
to uppercase .

ASC(A$)

NUMERIC

ASCII value for first
character in A$.

CHR$(N)

STRING

Character corresponding to
ASCII code value N.

VAL(A$)

NUMERIC

Numeric value represented by
the contents of string A$.

STR$(N)

STRING

Character string representing
the numeric value N.

INKEY$

STRING

Character corresponding to
key currently being pressed
on the keyboard. Null string
if no key is depressed.

Extracting Parts of Strings

I will begin by looking at those functions that allow you to access
selected portions of strings. These are the LEFT$, RIGHT$, and
MID$ functions. The LEFT$ and RIGHT$ functions are used to
divide a string into two parts at a selected character position, and
then isolate either the left or right side. For example, consider a
program that has to process the serial numbers on a certain make of
automobile. Each serial number is ten characters long. The first
s1
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three characters of the serial number indicate the car model. The
last seven characters are unique for each car as they are assigned
sequentially when the cars are manufactured. Assuming the serial
number is in variable SERIAL$, the following two statements will
isolate the model code and sequential number and place them into
variables MODEL$ and SEQNTL$, respectively

MODEL$= LEFT$CSERIAL$,3)
SEQNTL$=RIGHT$CSERIAL$,7)
If SERIAL$ contained the string "CPE0003048", then variable
MODEL$ would be set to "CPE" and variable SEQNTL$ would be
set to "0003048".
The MID$ function is even more powerful than LEFT$ and
RIGHT$ because it allows you to isolate any desired part of a
character string. The string to be acted upon is specified as the first
argument of MID$. The second argument is a numeric value that
specifies the starting position of the part to be isolated. The third
argument specifies how many characters to extract from the string.
If the third argument is omitted, then all characters in the string,
from the starting position onward, will be extracted. Therefore

MI0$( 11 MICROCOMPUTER 11 ,6,4)
will extract the sixth through tenth characters of
"MICROCOMPUTER," and thus return "COMP" whereas

MI0$("MICROCOMPUTER",6)
will extract all characters from the sixth position onward, and thus
return "COMPUTER."
Suppose the automotive serial number described above is
modified so that a year of manufacture code (two digits) is placed
between the model code and the sequential number. Thus the serial
number "SUN840000101" would identify the hundred and first
model SUN, made in 1984. The year of manufacture code could
then be extracted by using the following statement

YEARS= MIDSCSERIALS,4,2>
Note that the previously shown LEFT$ and RIGHT$ function calls
would not have to be changed!
The MID$ Statement

The MID$ keyword can also be used to isolate a portion of a string
variable to be the target of an assignment statement. Such a
statement, in which the MID$ reference appears to the left of the
equals sign, is called a MID$ statement. Here is an example of a
MID$ statement

MIO$(a$,5,2) = "**"
If variable a$ contained the value "Computer", then after the
statement above was executed a$ would contain the value
"Comp**er". Note that this technique cannot be used to
concatenate additional characters onto the end of of existing strings
(use the concatenation string operator ( +) for that). The MID$
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statement can only be used to modify a part of a string that already
exists.
If, once again, variable a$ contained "Computer", then the
statement
MIDSCaS,15,5) ="Happy"

would cause an error, because there are no fifteenth through
twentieth character positions in string a$ to be modified.
String Functions that Yield Numeric Results

So far, the character string functions that I have discussed have
acted on character strings to produce other character strings. We
will now look at some functions that act on character strings to
produce numeric results. These functions can be extremely useful
when analyzing the contents of strings. The LEN function returns
the current length of its string argument. It will always return an
integer value between 0 and + 32767. A return of 0 means that the
argument of LEN was a null string (i.e. one that contains no
characters). For example
aS ="We Lcome home!"
x% =LEN Ca$)

would result in a value of 13 for x%.
The LEN function is very useful because many programs contain
string variables whose length changes dynamically as the program
runs. For example, suppose you have a requirement to change the
last (rightmost) character in a string to an asterisk. The string will
be stored in variable a$, but you may not know its length at the time
you write the program. You can still accomplish your objective, as
follows
MIDSCaS,LENCaS),1) ="*"
A more powerful string analysis function is the INSTR function.
This function is used to search for a particular character or
sequence of characters within a given string. The character(s) to
search for is specified as a character string itself and is called the
search string. The string to be searched is specified as the first
argument of INSTR. The search string is specified as the second
argument. If the search string is not found within the first
argument, then the INSTR function will return a value of 0.
Otherwise, it will return a numeric value corresponding to the
starting position of the search string within the first argument.
Only a complete match with the search string will be reported. Thus
INSTRC"STAN","AND")
will return 0, whereas
INSTRC"STANDARD","AND")

will return 3 .
Suppose you are writing a personnel file database program. You
will want to store each person's name with the last name first, for
ease of access and lookup. However, to make things more
comfortable for the user, you might want to allow the input of the
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person's name in the conventional first name-last name order. By
using the string functions discussed above, you will be able to easily
process the user's input and convert it from first-name-first to lastname-first order. The program to perform this kind of processing is
shown in Listing 2-11, and a sample run is shown in Figure 2-14.
How would you modify this program so that it can accept a title
preceding the input name (i.e., Mr., Dr., etc.)?
Listing 2 - 11

Name Reversing
Program

Figure 2 - 14

Run of the Name
Reversing Program

Again:
INPUT "Enter your name, please";n$
x%=1NSTR( n$ ," ")
IF x%=0 THEN PRINT "Invali d name!" END
n$=MID$(n$,x%+1) + ", .. + LEFT$(n$,x%-1)
PRINT "Reversed name= ";n$
PRINT
GOTO Again

' s

File

Edit

Search

Run

Windows

Fig 2-14
Enter your name . pl ease? David Will en
Re'./ersed name = 'w'i ll en. David
Enter your name. pl ease? John Doe
!Reversed name = Doe,

~lohn

Enter your name, please?

§~~[J~~~~~~~t:~~~!~~~~~~~

II

Again
INPUT "Enter your name, please" ;n$
..
x%=1NSTR(n$ ," ")
!!!!'
IF x%=0 THEN PRINT "Inva l id name!" END mm
n$=MID$(n$ ,x%+ 1) + " , .. + LEFT$(n$ ,x%-1) ,:t:i
PRINT "Reverse1j name= ";n$
PRINT
GOTO Again

Conversion Functions

The next group of string functions allow you to convert string data
to numeric, and vice versa. There are four functions in this
category. They are ASC, CHR$, VAL, and STR$. The ASC and
CHR$ functions are used to convert a single character to the
numeric value of its ASCII code, and vice versa. If, for example,
you look up the character "C" in Table 2-5, you will find it has an
ASCII code value of 67. Thus, the function
ASC ("C")
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would return the value 67; and the function
CHR$C67)

would return the string "C."
The CHR$ function is often used to generate control characters
to be sent to an output device. For example, the ASCII control code
form feed is represented by code value 12. This control code will
cause most printers to eject paper until the top of the next page is
reached. It will work with the Macintosh Imagewriter as well. To
send this command to the printer, you can use the statement
LPRINT CHR$C12)

Another useful example, mentioned earlier in this chapter, is
PRINT CHR$(7)

This statement sends the ASCII control code bell to the display,
which causes the Macintosh to emit an audible beep.
The VAL and STR$ functions are used to convert character
strings representing numeric values into the corresponding numeric
values, and vice versa. For example, if variable NUMBER$
contained the string "108" then the function
VALCNUMBER$)

would return the numeric value 108. Note that the string argument
of VAL can contain any valid BASIC representation of a numeric
quantity. Thus, strings such as "-98.7" and "4.29E6" will be
properly converted to their numeric equivalents.
The STR$ function performs the opposite of the VAL function.
It accepts numeric type data as an argument and produces a
character string containing an equivalent representation. For
example, if variable TOTAL contained the value 598, then the
function
STR$CTOTAL)

would return the string" 598". Notice the blank character at the
beginning of the returned string. This character position is reserved
for a minus sign character in the event that the value being
converted is negative. In applications where this blank would be
troublesome, it can be easily removed, using the following
technique
a$=STR$(x)
IF x > = 0 THEN a$= RIGHT$Ca$, LEN (a$)-1)

A program that demonstrates how STR$ and VAL can be used is
shown in Listing 2-12. This program asks the user to enter a
numeric value. The value is then converted to a string
representation. A FOR-NEXT loop then steps through each
character in the string, VAL converts the characters to their numeric
values, and the sum of all of the digits in the number is
accumulated. A sample run of the program is shown in Figure 2-15.
Another interesting program is shown in Listing 2-13. This
program can be used to encrypt secret messages so that they can be
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Listing 2 - 12

PRINT "Digit Summing Prognim"
PRINT

Digit Summing Program

Again:

INPUT "Enter your number, please ";n%
IF n%<~0 THEN END
a$:STR$(n%)
a$=RIGHT$(a$,LEN(a$)-1) ·remove leading blank
digit..total%=0 'in itialize digit total
FOR position%~\ TO LEN(a$j
digit.total %=digil.total % + VAL(MID$(a$,posit.ion%, 1))

NEXT
PRINT "The sum of the digits is ";digit.total%
PRINT
GOTO Again
Figure 2 - 15

D

Run of the Digit
Summing Program

Fig 2 15

Digit Slimming Program
Enter your number, plea se 7 1OB
The sum of the digits is 9
Enter you r number, please 7 294
The sum of the digits is 15
Enter your number, plea se 7 13
The sum of the digits is 4
Enter your number, please 7 7001
The sum of the digits is B
Enter your number, pl ea se ?

I

transmitted safely. The program works by converting each character
in the message into its ASCII code value, then increasing that code
value by 3, and converting back to character format. Thus, for
example, the character "A" would become "C" and the character
"B" would become "D", etc. A sample run of the program, which
contains both the encryption and decryption routines, is shown in
Figure 2-16.
The INKEY$ Function

As I mentioned earlier, the INKEY$ function provides the ability to
do sophisticated keyboard input. The INKEY$ function, which
takes no arguments, should only be used in a simple assignment
statement reference, such as
a$= IN KEY$

When this statement is executed, a$ will be set to the character
represented by the key currently being held down at the keyboard.
The keystroke will not be automatically echoed to the output
window. Because INKEY$ does not wait for a keystroke, it is
usually placed within a program loop so that the program will wait
until a key is pressed ·
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Listing 2-13
·This program wm encode o chorecter string messoge so
• thot ts It unraodoble. The program contotns both the
• encrypt end decrypt routt nes.
·The encryption technique occepts only printable ASCII
• chorocters, t.e. those with codes tn the range 32-127.
·They ore encrypted by tncreostng the code value by 3.
' If during encryption 0 Yalue exceeds 127 It is wrapped to
• Yelues sterttng with 32.
PRINT ·secret Code Program·
PRINT
Agein:
LINE INPUT "Enter messoge to be encrypted: ";11$
FOR positionl: I TO LEN(a$)
x:ASC(HID$(a$,positionl, 1))

Message Encryption
Program

lC:X+3

IF ><> 127 THEN ><=32 + (>< HOD 12~'
HID$(0$,positlonl, 1):CHRSM
NEXT
PRINT "The encrypted messoge is: ";a$
· Now decrypt the messoge:
FOR posittonl:1 TO LEN(o$)
><=ASC(HIDS(o$,posittonl, 1))
lC:K-3

IF K<32 THEN K= 128 - (32 - K)
HID$(o$,positlonl, 1):CHRSM
NEXT
PRINT "The decrypted message is: ";0$
PRINT
&OTO Agoln

Figure2-16

fig 2-16

Run of the Message
Encryption Program

Secret Code Program
Enter message to be encrypted: Meet you in the park et mtdnite!
The encrypted message is: Phhw"'lrx"'lq"'wkh"'sdun"'dw"'plgqlwh$
The decrypted message is: Meet you in the perk at midnite!
Enter message to be encrypted: The password for tonite is 109FISH
The encrypted message is: Wkh"'sdvvzrug"'iru"'wrqlwh"'IY"'43<1LVK
The decrypted messege ts: The password for ton1te is 109FISH
Entermessage to be encrypted: The captain w111 attack et dawn!
The encrypted message Is: Wkh"'fdswdlq"'zloo"'dwwdfn"'dw"'gdzq$
The decrypted message ts: The captain w111 attack at dawn!
Enter message to be encrypted:

I

Again: aS= INKEYS
IF aS =""THEN GOTO Again

One common application of INKEY$ is in obtaining user input
and acting on it immediately. For example, suppose you have a
program that is presenting the user with a menu of choices and
waiting for a selection, as in Figure 2-17. If you use INPUT or
LINE INPUT to obtain the user's reply, he will have to type the
reply and then press the Return key before the program can act
upon it. By using INKEY$, the program can obtain and act upon
the user's reply as soon as he presses the appropriate key. This can
help in producing a fast and smooth running program. This
technique is shown in Listing 2-14.
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Figure 2-17

fig 2-17
Mein Menu
I. Add e new entry
2. Chflnge existi ng entry
3. Search for matching entry
4. Exit

-r-i

:U

Run of the Menu
Selection Program

Enter Selection:

Listing 2-14

Using1NKEY$

PRINT TAB( I 0); "Mein Menu·
PRINT "1. Add e new entry·
PRINT ·2. Chenge existing entry"
PRINT "3. Seerch for metching entry·
PRINT "4 Exit"
PRINT
PRINT TAB(S); "Enter Selection:·
Get.Reply:
8$:1NKEVS
IF a$ =... THEN GOTO Get.Reply
IF 8$:"1" THEN GOTO Add
IF 8$="2" THEN GOTO Change
IF a$:"3" THEN GOTO Seerch
IF e$:"4" THEN GOTO quit
GOTO Get.Reply .

Another application of INKEY$ involves obtaining keyboard
input without echoing it to the display. An example is shown in
Listing 2-15. This is a program fragment that you can add to the
beginning of your own programs to "password protect" them.
When you run this section of the program, it will wait for you to
type in your secret password. The password is not echoed to the
screen as you type, so no one else can see it. If the password is not
entered correctly, the rest of your program will not run. Note how
the program detects the <Return> key as ASC(13). How would
you modify the program so that it automatically accepted the
password as soon as the last correct character was entered?
Listing 2- 15

Password Protection

PRINT "Enter the pessword, pleese·
Try.Age in:
pw$=·· ·1nitielize the pessword eccumuletion string
Age in:
a$:1NKEYS
IF e$:"" THEN GOTO Again
IF ASC(a$ )= 13 THEN GOTO Pw.Entered ·user pressed "Return· key
pw$:pw$ •a$ 'Accumulate the cherecters entered by the user
GOTO Again
Pw.Entered:
·"Return" key pres sed: check for valid password
IF UCASE$(pw$) <>"·SWORDFISH" THEN PRINT .. Incorrect password, tnJ egein .. : GOTO Try.Again
· Progrem con now proceed here .....
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Summary
This chapter has covered the various elements that make up
Microsoft BASIC programs; The sample programs have been short
and simple. In the next chapter, I will discuss facilities for
structuring programs. These are vital when building larger
programs that actually do meaningful work. At that point, you will
be able to start to make use of some of those features that make the
Macintosh unique, such as windows, icons, pull-down menus, and
the mouse.
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Chapter 3

Advanced Programming Structures

As programs become large and complex, it is important to impose
some structure upon them. Good structure is vital to insure that
programs remain readable, maintainable, and error-free throughout
their development cycle. Exactly what is and is not good structure
has been debated extensively by computer scientists ever since the
concept of program structure was developed, over ten years ago.
Program Structure

As I see it, good program structure in BASIC means several things.
Statement labels should be kept to a minimum. While "spaghetti
code" (i.e., using lots of GOTO statements to jump to labels all
over the program) is certainly undesirable, the GOTO statement is a
valid and useful tool and may be used, albeit with moderation.
The program should be clearly understandable, no matter how
large, and must be accompanied by thorough documentation.
Through use of subroutines and subprograms, needless repetition
of code should be avoided.
Each major function of the program should be written as a
separate module, so that it can be as independent as possible.
Global variables can, however, be used to link modules together.
Let us look at how these goals can be achieved.
The WHILE-WEND Loop

The WHILE-WEND loop is an advanced BASIC feature that in
many applications can eliminate the need for two program labels,
an IF-THEN statement and a GOTO statement. In so doing, the
WHILE-WEND loop makes the program easier to read and
understand. A WHILE-WEND loop begins with a WHILE
statement which looks like

WHILE expression
The expression following the keyword WHILE should evaluate to
a logical value, and usually represents a test for a specific condition.
One or more statements then follow the WHILE statement; these
make up the body of the loop. The end of the loop is denoted by a
WEND statement, which consists solely of the keyword WEND.
When the loop is entered, the expression in the WHILE
statement is evaluated. If the expression is true, the statements in
the body of the loop are executed. If the expression is false, all of
the statements in the body of the loop are skipped, and execution
continues with the statement following the WEND statement. So
far, it seems simple, but now comes the good part. If the expression
is true and the loop body is executed, when the WEND statement is
reached BASIC returns to the WHILE statement and evaluates the
expression again. The entire process then repeats. Thus, the
statements in the loop body execute repeatedly, until the WHILE
expression is false. Figure 3-1 shows the basic structure of a
WHILE-WEND loop, and compares it to the equivalent structure
using program labels, IF-THEN, and GOTO statements. By
comparing the two structures, you can easily see the advantage to
using WHILE-WEND.
As a simple example, consider Listing 3-1. Here the program of
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WHILE e><pression

Loop Stort:
IF e><pressi on THEN GOTO Loop End

... (body)

... (body)

WEND

GOTO Loop Stort
Loop .End :

Figure 3-1

The WHILE- WEND
Loop

Listing 3-1

A WHILE- WEND Loop

X=l
WHILE x < 11
PRINT "Hello, x:";x

X=X•l
WEND

Listing 2-4 has been rewritten to use a WHILE-WEND loop. In this
case, the WHILE-WEND loop replaces the label Again, and the IFTHEN statement of Listing 2-4. The program's clarity and
readability are improved.
As a more complicated example, I have redesigned the password
protection program of Listing 2-15 to also make use of WHILEWEND loops. The new program is shown in Listing 3-2. The
original program had three labels, three corresponding IF-THENGOTO statements, and another GOTO statement. In Listing 3-2,
two of the test conditions have been placed into WHILE
statements. Note that the two WHILE-WEND loops thus formed
are nested, one within the other. When several WHILE-WEND
loops are nested in this fashion, each WEND statement is matched
to the nearest unmatched WHILE statement. Run the two
programs and compare them. Note the slight difference in the way
they operate.
As you can now see, the WHILE-WEND loop is an excellent tool
for simplifying and clarifying program logic. There are some cases,
however, where the logic of the WHILE-WEND loop is difficult to
apply. If you encounter such difficulty, I advise simply using the
alternate technique (program labels and IF-THEN-GOTO) . It is

Listing 3-2

WHILE- WEND Loops

pw$="" 'Initialize the password accumulation string
WHILE UCASE$(pw$) <>"SWORDFISH"
PRINT "Enter the password, please"
pw$='"' 'Initialize the password accumulation string
Accumul ate.Chers :
a$=""
WHILE e$ = ""
a$:1NKEV$
WEND
IF ASC(a$)= 13 THEN GOTO CheckPw
pw$:pw$ • a$ ·Accumulate the characters entered by the user
GOTO Accumulate.Chars
Check.Pw:
WEND
· Program can now proceed here ..... .
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'***

'***

'***
'***

not worth wrestling with the logic of WHILE-WEND, trying to
force it to meet your requirements when it cannot do so. To get an
idea of how this kind of problem can arise, consider the four
statements in Listing 3-2 which have been marked with the
comment'***.' Try to replace these with a WHILE-WEND loop.
Subroutines

Microsoft BASIC for the Macintosh provides two facilities for
modularizing a program into independent sections. These are the
subroutine and the subprogram. In this section, I will cover the
subroutine; subprograms will be covered later in this chapter.
The fundamental purpose of a subroutine is to reduce or
eliminate the needless repetition of statements in a program. When
writing many programs, you will often find the need to place the
same set of statements at several places in the program. For
example, a program with many different menu levels might use the
statements
a$=""
WHILE a$=""
a$= IN KEY$
WEND

in each place where the program must wait for the user to make a
menu selection. (I am not talking about pull-down menus here, they
are covered in a later chapter). To avoid repeating the same
statements over and over again, they are placed into a subroutine.
Then, whenever the statements are needed, a subroutine call is
made. The subroutine call consists of a GOSUB statement, which
looks like this

GOSUB label
This statement causes the program execution to branch to the
specified program label. The label identifies the start of the
subroutine, and should be followed by the statements that make up
the body of the subroutine. The end of the subroutine is denoted by
a RETURN statement, consisting solely of the RETURN keyword.
When the RETURN statement is reached it causes the program to
resume execution at the point after the subroutine call itself. In this
way, the subroutine can be called from many different places within
the program. After execution of the statements within the
subroutine, execution of the main program will always resume at
the proper place. Figure 3-2 illustrates the subroutine concept.
Another advantage of using subroutines is they allow you to
modularize a program; that is, break the program down into
separate sections, each of which performs a different function. To
illustrate this, I have rewritten the secret code program of Listing
2-13 to utilize subroutines. The rewritten program is shown in
Listing 3-3.
The program now consists of three parts. The main program
appears at the beginning of the listing and defines all the input and
output that the program will perform. It is supplemented by the two
subroutines Encrypt and Decrypt. These routines perform the
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actual data processing in the program. Note that the purpose of the
program is much clearer in this version than in the version of
Listing 2-13.
Figure 3-2

The Subroutine Concept

PRINT
PRINT ..
PRINT

GOSUB Get.Key
IF 6$: ...
IF 6$= ...

etc .
Listing 3-3

·This prognim wi 11 encode e cherecter string messege so
· thet is it unreedeble. The progrem conteins both the
· encrypt end decrypt routines.
· Mein Progrem:
PRINT "Secret Code Progrem"
PRINT
LINE INPUT "Enter message to be encrypted: ";a$
GOSUB Encrypt
PRINT "The encrypted message is: ";aS
GOSUB Decrypt
PRINT "The decrypted message is: ";aS
END
· Subroutine Encrypt.
· Gosub Encrypt with a$= string to be encrypted
· The encryption technique accepts only printable ASCII
· cheracters, i.e. those with codes in the renge 32-127.
· They are encrypted by increesing the code velue by 3.
· If during encryption e velue exceeds 127 it is wrapped to
· velues sterling with 32.
Encrypt:
FOR position:C: 1 TO LEN(a$)
x=ASC(t110$(6$,position:C, 1))

Message Encryption
Program with
Subroutines

X;Kt3
IF X> 127 THEN x:32 + (x MOO 128)
1110$(e$,position:C, 1)=CHRS(x)
NEXT
RETURN

· Subroutine Decrypt.
· Go sub Decrypt with a$= string to be decrypted
Decrypt:
FOR position:C= 1 TO LEN(a$)
x:ASC(t110$(e$,position:C, 1))
X:X-3
IF X<32 THEN X= 128 - (32 - x)
t11DS(e$,position:C, ll=CHRS(x)
NEXT
RETURN
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By reading through the main program only, you can discern what
the program is all about, and what functions are performed by the
subroutines. All this is possible without actually reading the
subroutines and getting involved in their detail. The subroutines
themselves can also be studied in this fashion, as independent,
smaller programs. Once the purpose and operation of a subroutine
is understood, its inner details can be forgotten; whenever that
function is needed, a reference to the subroutine (i.e. GOSUB xyz)
is simply inserted into the main program. This is one of the greatest
advantages to the modular approach to programming, and it is why
subroutines are so important in BASIC programming.
Nesting Subroutines

Subroutines in BASIC may be nested. That is, one subroutine may
call another, which may call another, and so on. Each subroutine
RETURN will return to the previous level, so an orderly return to
the main program can be orchestrated. Figure 3-3 illustrates the
concept of nested subroutines.
There is no actual limit to how deeply subroutines may be nested.
The practical limit depends upon how much memory is available at
the time the program is run.
Subroutine Placement

The statements that make up the body of subroutines are
indistinguishable from those in the main program. (This will not be
true of subprograms, discussed later in this chapter.) For this
reason, it is important to place subroutines where they will not
interfere with the operation of the main program. As a general rule,
all subroutines in a program are placed at the end- of the program,
after the entire main program has been coded. Unless the main
program ends with a GOTO statement (as in Listing 2-11), the
subroutines should be preceded with an END statement. This will
insure that the program flow does not "fall into" the subroutine
area. Subroutines are meant to be invoked explicitly by GOSUB
statements, and should not be executed in any other fashion.
Figure 3 -3

MAIN PROGRAM:

SUBROUTINE 1 :

Nested Subroutines

RETURN
1 . MAIN PROGRAM EXECUTING
2 . CALL SUBROUTINE 1
3. SUBROUTINE 1 EXECUTING
4. CALL SUBROUTINE 2
5. SUBROUTINE 2 EXECUTES
6. SUBROUTINE 2 RETURNS
7. SUBROUTINE 1 CONTINUES
8. SUBROUTINE 1 RETURNS
9. MAIN PROGRAM CONTINUES
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SUBROUTINE 2:

Subroutines and Program Variables

Any variables used in the main program may be referenced in
subroutines and will represent the same values. If the subroutine
changes the contents of variables, those changes will remain in
effect when the subroutine returns to the main program. BASIC
subroutines are thus said to share their variables with the main
program. Another way of putting it is to say that BASIC variables
are global to both the main program and its subroutines.
This fact was used in the program of Listing 3-3 . In that
program, the string being encrypted/decrypted was passed to the
appropriate subroutine in variable a$. The subroutines altered that
variable and returned the new string in the same variable. It is very
important to realize, however, that all of the other variables used by
the subroutines were also altered from the point of view of the main
program. In that case, this was unimportant, because none of the
other variables were used by the main program. But, this can cause
problems in other programs. Consider, for example, the program
shown in Listing 3-4. This program uses the same Encrypt
subroutine. Here it is used to encrypt an entire array of character
string messages. Study the program carefully. Note that the Encrypt
subroutine is called from within a FOR-NEXT loop. This loop
accesses each of the elements of array message$, and passes each in
turn to the Encrypt routine for encryption.
The program will not work, however. This is because the FORNEXT loop uses variable x as its loop control variable, and this
same variable is used for another purpose within subroutine
Encrypt. When the first call is made to the subroutine, the value in
variable x will be altered. Then, when the subroutine returns, the
n~op control variable x will no longer be correct and the program
will stop with an error. Try running the program to see this happen .
To correct the error, you can simply use a different variable name
for either the loop control variable, or in the subroutine. This kind
of program error is very common when using subroutines, so you
should look out for it. One way to avoid it is to use subprograms,
which solve the problem in an interesting manner. I shall explain
how to use subprograms later in this chapter.

User-Defined Functions
Just as subroutines help to reduce needless repetition in program
statements, user-defined functions help to reduce needless
repetition in expressions. In so doing, they also help to reduce the
size and apparent complexity of programs. Many programs have to
rely on the same expressions and formulas over and over again. For
example, the program of Listing 2-10 uses the same formula to
obtain a random number for diel and die2. By defining a function
to represent this formula, you can avoid having to write it over and
over again. Whenever you need it, you simply invoke your function
instead.
Invoking a user-defined function is much like calling a
subroutine. Input parameters are passed to the function as
arguments. The output parameter is the value returned by the
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function. User-defined functions look just like, and can be used in
the same fashion as, the built-in BASIC functions.
Listing 3-4

Program with a
Subroutine Error

·This program uses the Enc11Jpl routine lo protect on
· orrey or cherocter string messages.
· Mein Progrem:
Dlt1message$(10) 'An array or messages lo be enc11Jpled
· Read in the messages:
FOR X=1TO10
READ messegeS(x)
NEXT
· Now encrypt the messages:
FOR x=1TO10
e$:messege$( x)
GOSUB encrypt
message$( xi=a$
NEXT
·All messages now encrypted
ENO
·Subroutine Encrypt.
· Gosub Encrypt withe$ =string to be encrypted
· The encryption technique accepts only prinleble ASCII
·characters, i.e. those with codes in the renge 32-127.
· They are encrypted by i ncreasing the code value by 3.
· If during encryption a value exceeds 127 it is wrepped to
· •1elues starling with 32.
Encrypt:
FOR position:!:= 1 TO LEN(a$)
x=ASC(t11DS(e$,posit.ion:g, 1))
X: X+3
IF X> 127 THEN x:32 + (x t100 128)
MIDS(a$,position:g, 1l =CHRS( x)
NEXT
RETURN
DATA "Me ssege to : Control"
DATA "From . Agent 009"
DAT A "Have infi I lreled enemy bose·
DATA "using supplied cover"
DATA "Aeriel atteck is planned for dawn"
DATA "Bomber strength is 27"
DATA "Impossible lo reach Gustav·
DATA "Believe his cover wes blown"
DAT A "Next mess~ge at 0200·
OAT A "Agent 009 Cleer."

The DEF-FN Statement

You define your own functions by using the DEF-FN statement.
Each user-defined function is given a function name. This name,
like the keyword names of built-in functions, is subsequently used
whenever the function is to be invoked. The function name is made
up of the two characters, FN followed by any valid variable name.
The same technique used to define the type of a variable is used
to define the type of the function. In other words, if the function
name ends with the$ characters (e.g., FNSLICE$), it is a character
string function, and will be expected to return a character string
value. If no suffix is used on a function name (e.g. FNPROBT),
then the function will be expected to return a numeric result. Here
is an example of a DEF FN statement
DEF FNCUBE CX)
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This statement defines the function FNCUBE. This function will
accept one argument, and will return a value equal to the argument
value cubed. The variable X that appears in the DEF-FN statement
is called a dummy parameter. When the function is invoked, the
value of its argument is passed to the function definition. It is then
used as the value of the dummy parameter while the expression in
the definition statement is evaluated. Therefore, if the statements
a rg = 4
PRINT FNCUBE(arg)

were executed, the value of arg, 4, would be passed to the FNCUBE
definition and used as the value of X. The expression defining the
function
X"3

would thus be evaluated with X = 4. The function would therefore
return the value 64 (4 3). The dummy parameter X does not
represent a program variable, and will not conflict with a real
program variable of the same name. It is used only to aid in the
definition of the function.
True program variables can also be referenced within function
definitions, provided those variable names do not appear in the
dummy parameter list following the function name. For example,
consider the following two statements
A

PI=3.14159
DEF FNAREACR) =PI* CR"2)

These statements set up and define a function used to calculate
the area of a circle as a function of its radius, R. The dummy
parameter in the function is R. The function also references the
program variable pi, which is set to the value 3.14159 in the
execution of the main program.

Nested Function Definitions

A function definition may contain references to other user-defined
functions, as well as any of the built-in BASIC functions. For
example, consider the following definition
DEF FNSTL$CX$) = MID$(X$, LENCX$)-1,1)

This defines a function named FNSTL$ which returns the second
to last character of its character string argument. Thus the
statement
PRINT FNSTL$("APPLE")

would print the character "L." Another way to implement this
function would be
DEF FNSTL$CX$) = LEFT$CRIGHT$CX$,2) ,1)

Verify for yourself that these two functions perform the same
operation.
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Multiple Argument Functions

By specifying multiple dummy parameters on the DEF-FN
statement, you can define functions that accept more than one
input argument. As an example of this feature, let me define a
function to implement the general purpose random number
formula introduced in the last chapter. The definition would look
like this
DEF FNRAND(L,U)

= CINT(L + RND(1) *

(U- L))

This function accepts the two input arguments L and U, which
represent the lower and upper limits of the random number to be
generated. The function will return an integer random number in
that range. In Listing 3-5, the dice rolling program of Listing 2-10
has been rewritten to utilize this function. Note how the use of the
user-defined function helps to modularize and increase the
readability of the program.
Listing 3-5

· Generates a pair of random numbers
· in the range 1 - 6.
DEF FNrand(l,u)=CINT(l+RND( 1)*(u-1))
RANDOMIZE TIMER
Again:
die 1=FNrand(1,6)
1ji e2=FNrand( 1,6)
tota l=d ie 1+1jie2
PRINT "Rolling dice ... ";die1 ;" - ";1jie2 ;" (";total ;")"
LINE INPUT "Press Return to roll again" ;a$
GOTO A•~(lin

Dice Rolling Program
with User-Defined
Function

The FNRAND function has another advantage over the "hardcoded" formula used in Listing 2-10. FNRAND is general purpose;
it can be used to generate random numbers in any range, not just 1
to 6. This makes it ideal for any job where random numbers may be
needed. For example, many popular fantasy role playing games
require that players roll various kinds of dice. Besides the
conventional 6-sided die, these games use 8-sided, 4-sided, 10-sided
and other strange dice. Sometimes the player must roll several dice
of one type; if only a handful of these dice are available, many rolls
must be made before the game can proceed. The fantasy game dice
rolling program of Listing 3-6 can help speed up game play in these
cases. It uses the general purpose random number function shown
above, and allows the user to specify the number of die rolls to
make, and the number of sides per die.
In later chapters, I show you how to make the program even more
fun to use by adding the unique Macintosh interface tools (i.e.,
mouse, pull-down menus) to the program. A sample run of the
program in its present form appears in Figure 3-4.
Subprograms

Microsoft added the subprogram to their BASIC for the Macintosh
to serve as an enhanced subroutine mechanism. The subroutine,
discussed earlier in this chapter, is a common feature in most
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Listing 3-6

·Simulates the rolling of any number of dice,
·with any number of sides per die.
DEF FNrand(l ,u):C INT(l +RND( 1)*(u-1 ))
RANDOMIZE TIMER
Again:
INPUT "How many dice to be rolled" ;number%
INPUT "How many sides per die";sides%

Fantasy Game Dice
Rolling Program

PRINT
PR INT" Ro lling...";

tota1%=0
FOR x% = 1 TO number%
die:t=FNrnnd( I ,sides%)
tot.a 1%=tot a1%+die%
PRINT" ";die% ;
NEXT
PRINT •
PRINT "Total =" ;tota l %
PRINT
GOTO Again

~D

Figure 3-4

Run of the FRP Dice
Rolling Program

Fig 3 4

How rnany dice to be rolled? 4
How many sides per die? 8
Rolling...
I
Total= 15

6

2

6

How many dice to be ro lled? 6
How rnany si de s per die? 12
Rolling .. .
4
Totfll = 30

7

4

4

Ho w many dice to be ro lled?

9

2

I

dialects of BASIC, the subprogram is not. Subprograms address
many of the shortcomings of subroutines, and are, in general, a
more powerful facility. As a result of this, they can be somewhat
more difficult to use.
There are three major differences between subroutines and
subprograms. First, subprograms are accessed by the CALL
statement, whereas subroutines are accessed by the GOSUB
statement. Second, unlike subroutines, subprograms do not share
all their variables with the main program. This is really the most
significant difference between the two forms, and one that shall be
of utmost concern when writing subprograms. Finally, subprograms
cannot be accidentally executed; it is impossible to "fall through"
into subprogram code.

Defining a Subprogram

All subprograms begin with, and are defined by the SUB statement.
This statement has the following format
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SUB name (parameters) STATIC

The name that follows the keyword SUB will be the name of the
subprogram. The rules for subprogram names are the same as for
program labels (maximum of 40 characters). The parameters are
optional, but if present must be enclosed in parenthesis, as shown.
The keyword STATIC must always be present in the SUB statement.
You will see why in a moment.
The SUB statement is followed by one or more program
statements; these make up the body of the subprogram. The end of
the subprogram is denoted by the END SUB statement, which looks
like this
END SUB

The entire subprogram (Figure 3-5) can be placed anywhere in a
program. It will not be executed until it is explicitly called. This
means that you could insert a subroutine between any other two
lines of your program, although this is certainly not recommended,
as it would make the program much harder to read.
As with subroutines, it is best to group all subprograms together
at the end of the listing, following the main program. It is not
possible to nest subprogram definitions.

Figure 3-5

Defining a Subprogram

SUB neme (peremeters) ST AT I c

... (body of subprogrem)

END SUB

Invoking a Subprogram

You invoke the execution of a subprogram through use of the
CALL statement. This statement has the form
CALL name (parameters)

This statement specifies the name of the subprogram to be called.
The parameters, enclosed in parentheses, are once again optional.
Their use will be explained in a moment. When the CALL
statement is executed, the program branches to the beginning of the
subprogram and executes the statements there. When the end of the
subprogram is reached, control is returned to the main program at
the point of the CALL statement. Thus, the subprogram behaves
identically to the subroutine, in terms of flow of control as shown
in Figure 3-6.
Subprograms and Variables

So far, the operation of the subprogram seems not much different
from that of the subroutine. The significant difference has to do
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with the way variables are treated during subprogram calls. Unlike a
subroutine, any variables declared or used within a subprogram are
considered local to that subprogram. This means that they are not
known to the main program, outside of the subprogram. If the
same variable name is used in a subprogram and in its main
program, they are not the same variable. This is illustrated in Figure
3-7. Study this figure carefully, as this is an important concept.

Figure 3-6

· Mein Progrem •

Invoking a Subprogram

· Subprogrem Subp 1

~ SUBSubpl STATIC

CALL Subp 1

NENOSUB
Figure 3-7

~ ~ me fuli Search Run Windows

Local Variables in
Subprograms

Fig 3-7
f1ai n program says x= 5
SLJbprogrem says x= 3
Main progrnm says x= 5

list
X=5

PRINT "Main program says X= ";x
CALL Demosllb
PRINT "Main program says X= ";x
END
SUB Demosub STATIC
PR I NT "Subprogram says
END SUB

:~=

l!i

. ;>:

I

Whatever values are left in the local variables by a subprogram
will still be present if and when the subprogram is called again.
These local variables are therefore said to be static. It is for this
reason that Microsoft requires that you specify the~ST ATIC
keyword on all SUB statements. This will serve as a reminder for
you that any variables declared in the subprogram will be local to
the subprogram, and will remain unchanged between invocations of
the subprogram.
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While this locality of variables within subprograms would seem
to be a wonderful new feature (recall the problem with Listing 3-4),
it also presents a new problem. How does one transfer information
between a main program and its subprograms? This is certainly
going to be necessary if the subprogram is to be meaningfully
integrated into the main program. To be sure, there are two
techniques that can be used to allow communications between the
main program and its subprograms. They are shared variables and

formal parameters.
Shared Variables

The easiest way to exchange data between a main program and a
subprogram is to make one or more variables shared. A shared
variable is declared as such within the subprogram through use of
the SHARED statement. It looks like this

SHARED variable-name, variable name,
The statement lists the names of one or more variables that are to
be shared with variables of the same name in the main program. It
is only necessary to place the statement in the subprogram; it is not
needed in the main program. Variables that are declared as shared
in this fashion are not local to the subprogram, and are not static
with respect to multiple subprogram calls.
Passing data back and forth between a subprogram and its main
program is easy with shared variables.- As an example, I have
rewritten the program in Listing 3-4; the new program appears in
Listing 3-7.
In Listing 3-7, I have converted the Encrypt subroutine into a
subprogram with the same name. Within the subprogram, the
variable a$ is shared with the main program. All of the other
subprogram variables are local to the subprogram. The main
program can now pass the message to be encrypted to the
subprogram in variable a$. The subprogram performs the
encryption and passes the result back to the main program in the
same variable.
Because no other communication between the main and
subprograms is necessary, all other variables used in the
subprogram can be local to it. In particular, this means the variable
x used in Encrypt is a different variable from the variable x used in
the main program. There is no conflict, and this program will work.
(If you run this program, note that it does not produce any output
in its current form.) For comparison, try running the program of
Listing 3-4. This program will fail with an error, study it carefully
and be sure you understand how this error arises as a result of the
conflicting uses of variable x in the main program and subroutine.
You may place as many SHARED statements as you like into a
subprogram. Because it is not an executable statement but rather a
declarative one, the SHARED statement may be placed anywhere
within the subprogram without any change in its effect. In spite of
this, you should place all SHARED statements at the beginning of
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the subprogram, immediately after the SUB statement, to aid in
program readability.
If you are declaring an array variable as shared, then you must
indicate to the subprogram that the variable is indeed an array. This
is done by following the variable name with a set of parentheses in
the SHARED statement. For example, assuming DELTAS is an
array in the main program that is to be accessed in a subprogram
SHARED DELTAS()
Listing 3 -7
·This progrem uses the Encrypt routine to protect en
· orrey of cherecter string messeges.
· Mein Progrem:
Dll1 messageS(10) 'An array of messages to be encrypted
· Reed in the messages:
FOR X:l TO 10
READ message$(x)
NEXT
· Now encrypt the messages:
FOR X=l TO 10
a$:message$( x)
CALL Encrypt
messoge$( x):o$
NEXT
· A11 messages now encrypted
END
· Subprogram Encrypt.
· Cell Encrypt with a$= string to be encrypted
· The encryption technique accepts only printable ASCII
· characters, i .e. those with codes in the range 32-127.
·They ere encrypted by increasing the code value by 3.
·If during encryption a value exceeds 127 it is wrapped to
· values sterling with 32.
SUD Encrypt STATIC
SHARED e$
FOR position~= 1 TO LEN(o$)

Subprogram with a
Shared Variable

x=ASC(l11DS(o$ , position~, 1))

X:X+3
IF X> 127 THEN X:32 + (x 110D 128)
111D$(o$ , position~ , 1):CHRS(x)
NEXT
END SUD
DATA "Message to : Control"
DATA "From : Agent 009"
DATA "Hove infiltrated enemy base"
DATA "using supplied cover·
DATA "Aeriel attack is planned for down"
DAT A "Bomber strength is 27"
DATA "Impossible to reach Gustav"
DATA "Believe his cover was blown"
DAT A "Ne xt message at 0200"
DATA "Agent 009 Cledr."

Formal Parameters

A somewhat more complicated technique for transferring data
between a main program and its subprograms is the use of formal
parameters. Formal parameters provide a means whereby specific
data values can be explicitly passed to a subprogram at the time of
its invocation. The data items being passed to the subprogram from
the main program are called arguments. The concept is very similar
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to the arguments that can be passed to user-defined functions.
Within the subprogram, these arguments are referenced via a
predefined set of variable names, which are called the formal
parameters of the subprogram (or just parameters, for short). The
arguments to be passed to the subprogram are specified, in
parentheses, following the subprogram name in the CALL
statement. These arguments will be assigned to a set of variable
names specified, also in parentheses, after the subprogram name
and before the keyword STATIC.
An example of how this mechanism works is shown in Listing
3-8. The subprogram in this example, made deliberately simple for
illustrative purposes, checks to see whether one value is evenly
divisible by another. It uses a technique introduced in the last
chapter. The subprogram is named Dcheck. It has three formal
parameters; they are named Dividend%, Divisor%, and
!quotient%. These formal parameters represent variables that can
be referenced anywhere in the subprogram.
Listing 3-8

· M&in Program:
xl=26
CALL Dcheck(xl,6,resultl)
IF resultl:O THEN PRINT x:g;· is not diYisible by 6"
IF resultl<>O THEN PRINT "6 goes i nto ";x:g;- -- ";resul tl;" times.·

Subprogram with
Formal Parameters

CALL Dcheck(27,3,result:g)
IF resultl=O THEN PRINT "27 is not divisibl e by 3"
IF result:goo THEN PRINT -3 goes i nto 27 - - ··;resu1t:g;" times.-

END
' Subprogram DCHECK:
·Call DcheckM!,y:g,resul t:g)
· Dcheck checks to see i f xi is even l y divi si ble by y:g If not, then
· result:g is returned as 0. Otherwise resultl i s returned as the
· number oi ti mes that y:g goes into x:g.
SUB Dcheck(Di vi dend:g,oi vi sorl' I QUO ti ent:g) ST AT IC
x=Di vi dend:g/Di vi sor:g
IF X:flX(x) THEN IQUOtientl=X: EXIT SUB
lquotient:g=o

END SUB

When the subprogram is called, three arguments are passed to it.
Viewing Listing 3-8, you can see that in the first call, these
arguments are the variable x%, the constant 6, and the variable
result%. When the subprogram begins execution, the three (local)
variables Dividend%, Divisor%, and !quotient% will be passed the
values of variable x%, 6, and variable result%, respectively. In this
fashion, information from the main program is passed to the
subprogram. So far so good, but how does the subprogram pass
information back to the main program?
Information can be passed to formal parameters within a
subprogram in two different ways. These are known as pass by
name and pass by value. Both of these ways have been used in the
current example. When the argument of the subprogram call is
simply a variable name, then the information is said to be passed by
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name. This is the case for the first and third arguments of our
example, x% and result%.
When arguments are passed by name, BASIC sets up a
temporary correspondence between the argument variable name
and the formal parameter variable name. Thus, any change in the
subprogram to the variable name Dividend% will be reflected
identically in variable x% when control is returned to the main
program. Variables result% and /quotient% are similarly linked. It
is through this pass by name technique that information from
within a subprogram can be passed back to the main program.
When the argument of a subprogram call is anything other than
a variable name (i.e., a constant or an expression), then the
information is said to be passed by value. In this case, BASIC
evaluates the expression or constant and assigns the resulting value
to the appropriate formal parameter variable name when the
subprogram begins execution. The subprogram may subsequently
alter the variable in question, but such changes will not be reflected
in any manner in the main program.
The second argument in our example call (6) is passed by value.
In the second call statement of Listing 3-8, the first and second
arguments are passed by value, while the third argument is passed
byname.
Formal parameters provide a well-structured technique for
communicating data between a main program and its subprograms.
It is easy to see what information is being passed to the subprogram
because such information is listed explicitly in the subprogram call.
General purpose subprograms can be written; their function can
then depend upon the actual values passed when they are called.
Information being returned to the main program can be clearly
identified by the pass by name technique.
Sometimes you may find the need to pass information contained
in a variable to a subprogram, but you do not wish to perform the
pass by name. You can easily trick BASIC into passing the
information by value instead, simply by specifying the (variable)
argument as an expression. The easiest way to do this is to enclose
the variable in an extra set of parentheses. For example

CALL SampleCx,y, (z))
In the above example, variables x and y will be passed by name,
while the contents of variable z will be passed by value. The
subprogram may cause the contents of variable x and y to change,
but it will be unable to alter the contents of variable z.
If arrays are to be passed to subprograms via the formal
parameter method, then a special nomenclature must be used in the
SUB statement. Each formal parameter that represents an array
must be followed by the number of array dimensions in parenthesis.
For example

SUB Sample Cx,yC1),z(2)) STATIC
This statement defines a subprogram named Sample that will
accept three arguments: a scalar, x, a one-dimensional array, y, and
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a two-dimensional array, z. It might be called from a main program
containing statements like
DIM alphaC100) ,betaC10,10)
CALL Sample Ctryit,alpha,beta)
The actual size of an array can be determined from within the
subprogram by using the special built-in functions LBOUND and
HBOUND. These functions return the lowest and highest available
subscript values for an array dimension. For a one-dimensional
array, the argument of LBOUND and HBOUND is simply the array
name. For a multidimensional array, LBOUND and HBOUND
expect two arguments. The first is the array name, and the second is
the array dimension in question. For the example above, the
following would be true
LBOUND(a lpha) = 0
HBOUND Ca lpha) = 100
LBOUNDCbeta,1) =0
HBOUNDCbeta,1) =10
LBOUNDCbeta,2) =0
HBOUNDCbeta,2) =10
In practice, HBOUND is much more important than LBOUND.
The only possible values that can be returned from LBOUND are 0
or l, depending upon the setting of the OPTION BASE statement,
if used.
The EXIT SUB Statement

The EXIT SUB statement is used to exit from a subprogram prior
to reaching the defined end of the subprogram. When this
statement is executed, the subprogram ends and control is returned
to the point in the main program from which the subprogram was
called. The values of any formal parameters that were passed by
name are sent back to the appropriate variables in the main
program. An example of the use of the EXIT SUB statement can be
found in Listing 3-8.
The StartDay Subprogram

The StartDay subprogram is the first step towards what will become
a complete and useful Macintosh application (the Personal
Calendar). This subprogram is used to determine the starting day of
the week for a given month and year. It is contained in Listing 3-9,
along with a temporary main program that can be run to
demonstrate its operation.
Throughout the personal calendar program, any day of the week
will be represented by a code number from 1 to 7, where 1
represents Sunday, 2 represents Monday, and so on. The main
program dimensions and then initializes the character string array
DayNames$, which contains the names of the days of the week
according to this correspondence. In a similar fashion, the array
MonthNames$ contains the names of the months of the year.
Finally, the array MonthDays% c-ontains the number of days in
each month. It is indexed by a value from 1 to 12, representing the
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months of January through December. The second entry in this
array (February) must be handled in a special manner due to leap
years. This will be managed by the StartDay subprogram.
Listing 3-9
· First phese in development of the celender progrem.
· lnilielize errey dote:
Dlt1 HonthDeys:g( 12)
FOR x:g:1TO12
READ HonthDeys:g(x:g)
NEXT
DATA 31,28,3 1,30,3 1,30,31,31,30,31,30,31
Dlt1 DoyNemes$(7)
FOR x:g=l TO 7
READ DeyNomes$(x:g)
NEXT
DAT A Sundoy,Hondey, Tuesdey, Wednesday, Thursdey,Fri dey,Seturdoy
Dlt1MonthNemes$(12)
FOR x:!: = I TO 12
READ HonthNemes$(x:g)
NEXT
DAT A Jenuery, Februory,Herch,Apri I ,Mey,June,July,Augus t,Septem ber
DATA October,November,December
· Temporary main program to demo the subprogram
again:
INPUT "Enter month, yeer";month:g ,yeor:!:
CALL StortDey(month:g ,yeer:!: ,dey:g ,doys:g)
PRINT HonthNemes$(month:g);" I 9";
PRINT USING "••";yeor:g;
PRINT .. starts on o ";OeyNemesS(dey:g);" end hes "; deys:g;· deys in it"
PRINT
GOTO egein
· Subprogram StertOey
· Finds the starting dey of the week fore given month end yeer.
·Cell StertDey(Honth:g,veer:g ,oey:g,oeys:g)
· with Month:g = t(JenJ, 2(Feb), .. , 12(Dec)
·end Veer:g = 85, 86, .. , 99 (valid for 1985 thru 1999)
· Returns with Doy:g = 1 (Sun), 2 (Mon), 3 (Tue), .. ., 7 (S et)
·end with Deys:g =number of deys in thet month.
SUB StertDey (m:g,y:g,d:g,ds:g) ST AT IC
SHARED MonthDoys:g()
d:g=3 'Jon 85 starts with Tuesday
m 1:g=1 'start et Jon
y 1:!::85 'start et 1985
StortDoyloop2:
IF (y I %-84) t10D 4 = 0 THEN HonthDays%(2):29 ELSE MonthDoys%(2):28 'Leep Veors
StertDeyLoop 1:
IF m I %=m:!: AND y 1:!::y% THEN GOTO FoundStortOay
d:g=d:g+MonthOoys:g(mt:g)
IF m 1:g<12 THEN m 1:g=m1:g+1 : GOTO StertDayLoop 1
m1%=1
yl :g=y 1:g+1
GOTO StertOeyLoop2
FoundStertOey:
d:g=d:g t10D 7
IF d%:0 THEN d%:7
ds:g:MonthDeys:g(m I:!:)
END SUB

The StartDay
Subprogram

The StartDay subprogram is called with four arguments, all
integers. The first two arguments represent input data to the
subprogram, whereas the last two represent output from the
subprogram passed back to the main program. The subprogram
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accepts as input a month code (1 - 12) and a year code (85 - 99). The
year code must be in the range 85 through 99, and represents the
years 1985 through 1999, the only range in which the subprogram's
logic will work. The subprogram returns the day of the week that
the specified month starts with (as a code number from 1 - 7). It
also returns the number of days in the month. The subprogram
shares the array variable MonthDays% with the main program, and
automatically makes adjustment to the second element of this array
when in a leap year.
The logic of the subprogram is very simple. The date January 1,
1985 is "hard coded" into the routine as a Tuesday (code value 3).
The routine starts with this value, and adds the number of days in
each subsequent month, counting up until the specified month and
year are reached. The final day count, modulo 7, represents the day
of the week for the month in question. Leap years are detected by
subtracting the year code by 84 (1984 was a leap year), taking the
modulo 4, and checking for a remainder (i.e. every fourth year after
1984 will be a leap year).
Leap years cause an automatic change in the second element of
array MonthDays% (February); this change is reflected in the main
program.
Eventually, this routine is used to help create the image of a
monthly calendar on the Macintosh display. For the moment,
however, the main program demonstrates the operation of the
subprogram by simply allowing the user to request a specific month
and year. The program then displays the starting day for that
month, and the number of days in the month. A sample run is
shown in Figure 3-8.
Figure 3-8

:::o

Fig 3 8
Enter month, year? 1,35
January 1965 starts on a Tuesday end hes 31

Testing the StartDay
Subprogram

days in it

Enter month, year? 4,65
April 1965 starts on a Monday end hes 30 days in it
Enter month, year? 2,66
February 1966 starts on a Saturday end hes 26 days in it
Enter month, year? 9,66
September 1966 starts on a Monday and hes 30 days in it
Enter month, year? 2,6B
February 1968 starts on a Monday end hes 29 days in it
Enter month, year?

I

Program Chaining
Microsoft BASIC provides the ability to chain from one program to
another independently written and filed program. There are two
reasons for wanting to do this. The most important reason is that
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many BASIC programs require more memory than is available in a
typical microcomputer configuration. Memory limitations can be
overcome by splitting a large program into smaller parts, each of
which can run separately. The other reason for breaking a program
into smaller parts is to improve the program's structure and
readability.
This so called modular approach to programming allows one to
attack a programming task that might otherwise be too complex to
handle effectively and without errors. The large problem is broken
down into smaller ones, which are more manageable. Using this
approach, it is even possible to have several people working on one
program. Each person works on his (her) own module. A single
program coordinator manages the integration of each
independently written module into a single, cohesive program.
The subroutine and subprogram mechanisms discussed earlier in
this chapter can be used to modularize a program in this manner. In
this section, I will introduce yet another mechanism, the chained
program. The chained program actually consists of several separate
program files which transfer control to each other. This is
accomplished through use of the CHAIN statement.
The CHAIN statement, when executed, instructs BASIC to load
in a new program file and start executing it. Some or all of the
current program's variables may be passed to the new program. To
pass all of the current program's variables, use the form
CHAIN filename, ,ALL

In the statement above, filename is the name of the Macintosh
file containing the new BASIC program to be loaded. The filename
should be enclosed in double quotes. The keyword ALL specifies
that all of the current program's variables should be retained in
memory; they will thus be available to the new program file when it
begins execution. Any data files that were opened by the current
program will remain open (data files are discussed in the next
chapter).
The COMMON Statement

If it is not necessary to pass all of the current program's variable to
the chained program, then the keyword ALL should be omitted
from the CHAIN statement. In this case, a separate COMMON
statement is used to specify which variables are to remain in
memory when the new program is loaded. The COMMON
statement begins with the keyword COMMON, and then contains
one or more variable names. For example
COMMON Days, types, x, y$

The above statement specifies that variables Days, types, x, and
y$ be retained and passed to the new program when a CHAIN

statement is executed. As with the SHARED statement, if an array
variable is specified, the variable name should be followed by a set
of parentheses
COMMON alpha()
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The COMMON statement can appear anywhere in a program,
although it is best to place it at the beginning of the listing, for
better program readability.
The MERGE Option

An alternate form of the CHAIN statement can be used to merge a
program file with the current program. In this case, the current
program is not lost. The specified program file is simply added to
the current program in memory. The same statement can specify
that a portion of the current program be deleted at the same time.
This feature allows you to create overlays. An overlay structure is
useful when the main program and all of its support subroutines (or
subprograms) cannot fit in memory. In this case, you can use the
CHAIN statement with the MERGE option to load in one
subroutine at a time, as they are needed. When each subroutine is
loaded, the previously loaded subroutine is deleted. In this fashion,
a large program can be executed without being totally memory
resident. The CHAIN statement with the MERGE option looks like
this

CHAIN MERGE "filename", ,ALL, DELETE

label1-label2
The filename specifies the name of the Macintosh file containing
the new program segment to be loaded. This file must have been
saved in the Text format. The statement also specifies a range of
statements to be deleted from the current program. The range is
defined by specifying a starting program label, labell, and an
ending program label, label2. All statements between the two labels
specified will be deleted from the current program in memory
before the new program segment is loaded.
Interrupt Driven Structures

An interrupt is an event that takes place independently of the
currently executing program. One example of such an event might
be the clicking of the mouse button. Another might be the
Macintosh internal time of day clock reaching a certain preset time.
By setting up an interrupt driven structure, your program can be
ready for such events. You can then take whatever action is
necessary when the event in question actually takes place.
On the Macintosh, there are a total of five different events that
you can detect and take special action on. These event types are
summarized in Table 3-1. Events related to the mouse, pull-down
menus, and dialog boxes are discussed in greater detail in the
appropriate chapters later in this book. I will cover the basic
techniques involved in setting up for and handling interrupts right
now. For the purposes of illustration, I will use the remaining two
interrupt types, timer and break.
As shown in Table 3-1, each event type is identified by a unique
event name. They are TIMER, BREAK, MENU, MOUSE, and
DIALOG. There are four BASIC statements used to set up and
control interrupt structures. In each statement, the specific event
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Table 3-1

Interrupt Events

Event Name

Occurs when

TIMER(N)

Every N seconds.

BREAK

User presses Command-. or pulls down the Run menu
and selects Stop.

MENU

Custom pull-down menu item selected (s~e Chapter 9).
Mouse button is clicked (see Chapter 6).

MOUSE
DIALOG

Dialog box button is selected, or entry made into an edit
field within a dialog box (see Chapter 8).

type being controlled is specified through use of one of the five
names just mentioned. The statements are
ON event name GO SUB label
event name ON
event name OFF
event name STOP

The first of these statements is used to set up what is known as an
interrupt service subroutine. The label specified on this statement
should be the name of a subroutine that will receive control
whenever the event specified takes place. It will be the job of this
subroutine to handle the event in whatever manner is necessary.
The three remaining statements shown above are used to enable
or disable the detection of the specified event. The
event name OFF

statement will disable detection of the event indicated. This is the
default state for all five event types. After executing an
ON event name GOSUB label

statement, you must also execute an
event name ON

statement to enable interrupts of that same event type. Once these
two steps have been taken, every time the event specified occurs, the
normal flow of the program will be interrupted and control will be
transferred to the named subroutine. The subroutine should handle
the event in the appropriate manner and then execute a RETURN
statement. The RETURN statement will cause the normal flow of
the program to be resumed at its point of interruption.
If at any point you no longer wish to be interrupted by additional
event occurrences, you must execute the
event name OFF

statement. In some cases, a portion of a program may require
execution without interruption, but you may still want to know if
an interrupt event took place while that portion of the program was
executing. In this case, precede the sensitive portion of the program
with an
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event name STOP

statement. This will prevent activation of the interrupt service
subroutine, but it will remember if the interrupt event does occur.
When the sensitive portion of the program is completed, you can
then execute an
event name ON

statement. If the event did indeed occur during the previous
interval, the interrupt service subroutine will be activated
immediately. The interrupt control statements are summarized in
Table 3-2.
Table3-2

Interrupt Control
Statements

Statement

Action

ON eventname
GOSUB label

Sets up the interrupt service subroutine starting at
the label specified. The routine will be used to service
events of the type specified.

eventname ON

Enables interrupts of the type specified to occur.

eventname OFF

Disables interrupts of the type specified from
occurring.

eventname STOP

Temporarily prevents interrupts of the type specified
from being serviced. Any interrupts that do occur
will be remembered, however, and will be serviced
once the 'eventname ON' statement is issued.

BREAK Event Examples

The BREAK event is signalled whenever the user tries to stop
program execution, either by pulling down the Run menu and
selecting Stop, or by holding down the command key and pressing
the period key <.>.By setting up an interrupt service subroutine
to handle this event, you can prevent the user from halting your
program. A simple example of how to do this can be found in
Listing 3-10.
The first two statements in Listing 3-10 set up for and enable the
BREAK event. The program then enters a loop that prints the
values of x, x squared, and x cubed for values of x starting at one
Listing 3-10

An Unbreakable

Program

·WARNING: you must reset or turn off your Mac i ntosh to regain
· con t rol after starti ng this program 111
ON BREAK GOSUB Break. Int
BREAK ON
X:l

Again:
PRINT x,x*x,x*x*x
X: X+ 1

GOTO Aga in
· Interrupt Service Subroutine for event = BREAK :
Break.Int:
PRINT "Vou can't stop me now .... hahahaha!I"
RETURN
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and increasing continually. Since the loop has no programmed
stopping point, you would normally halt the program by selecting
Stop from the Run menu, or by holding down the command key
and pressing the period key. In this program, however, either of
these actions will cause the Break.Int subroutine to be entered. This
routine prints out the message
You can't stop me now.

. hahahaha ! !

and then executes a RETURN statement. This causes the program
to be resumed at exactly the point where it was originally
interrupted. Thus, the program is unbreakable. Figure 3-9 shows a
sample run of this program. In this figure, you can see where I
attempted to stop the program at two points. If you try running this
program, be aware that it cannot be halted, so to regain normal
control of your Macintosh you must either turn it off and then on
again, or press the <reset> button.
Figure 3-9

Running the
Unbreakable Program

,,

Fig 3 9
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The reset button is that funny piece of plastic that Apple
provides with the computer. It is installed on the left side of the
machine, near the back panel, and actually provides two buttons.
(To install, simply snap it into the second ventilation slot from the
bottom, see Figure 3-10.) The button closer to the front of the
machine will be the reset button. It is very useful since it allows you
to regain control of the Macintosh without having to turn the
machine off.
A BREAK interrupt routine such as this one might be used to
protect a sensitive portion of a program from being accidentally
halted . For example, a database program might employ this
interrupt handler to prevent being halted while it is updating its disk
file(s). Once the update part of the program is complete, a
BREAK OFF

statement could be used to allow the program to be halted, if
necessary. Figure 3-11 shows how this approach would look.
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Figure 3 - 10

The Reset Button

Figure 3-11

Protecting a Program
Segment from BREAK

·First, set up interrupt service subroutine.
ON BREAK GOSUB Break.Int
· ... Mein Pr ogr·em (breakable 11ere) ...
BREAK ON
· ... Unbr·eakable portion ..
BREAK OFF
· ... Prn1~ram continues (brnakatile lien:~) ...
END
· Interrupt :3ervi ce Subroutine for event = BREAK :
Br-eak .Int:
RETURN

Listing 3-11 illustrates another technique involving BREAK
protection. In this case, when the user attempts to halt the program
he is prompted for a password. Without the proper password reply,
the program continues to run. Figure 3-12 shows what happened
when I ran this program. I attempted to halt the program and it
asked for the password; I replied "xyz." The program simply
proceeded on its merry way, producing the same (by now quite
boring) listing. I attempted to halt the program again, this time I
provided the proper password, "archimedes." The program halted,
and the listing window reappeared, as usual.
The UCASE$ function is used in the interrupt service subroutine
to allow the user to enter the password in either uppercase or
lowercase.
The TIMER Event

The TIMER event is a periodic (constantly repeating) interrupt
keyed to the Macintosh internal time-of-day clock. This clock is
accessible to BASIC programs in fundamental units of one second
each (recall the TIMER function described in the last chapter).
When you set up an interrupt service subroutine for the TIMER
event, you must specify the rate (in whole units of seconds) at which
you want it to occur. The following syntax is used
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ON TIMER

(n)

GOSUB label

In the above statement, a value of 10 for n would cause timer
events to occur once every ten seconds. Assuming an ON TIMER
statement is in effect, this will cause the running BASIC program to
be interrupted six times a minute. The value of n can range from 1
to 86400, although you will typically want to use values towards the
low end of that range (86400 seconds = 24 hours).
Listing 3-11

Password Protection

·This program cannot be halted unless the user en ters the
·password "ARCHIMEDES". The use of the UCASE$ keyword allows
· the pessword to be entered in either upper or lo wer cese.
ON BREAK GOSUB Break.Int
BREAK ON
X:l
Age in:
PRINT x,x*x,x*x*x
X:X+l
GOTO Again
· Interrupt Service Subroutine for event= BREAK
Breek.lnt:
INPUT "Enter pessword to halt progrem";pw$
IF UCA6E$(pw$):"ARCH IMEDES" THEN END
RETURN

Figure 3-12
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Protected Program
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512
.9
B1
729
Enter possword to holt program? orchimedes

List
· Thi s program cannot be ha 1te
. passwo rd "ARCHIMEDES" The mm
· the password to be entered i
ON BREAK GOSUB Break.Int
BREAK ON
X=l
Aga in

~~xl+~T x,x*x,x*x*x

lil!ll

GOTO Again
:::::
· Interrupt Ser vi ce Subroutine >:

One way that the TIMER event can be used is to provide for a
programmed "time-out" on a user input function. Listing 3-12
shows how this is accomplished. Try running this program. It will
ask for you to enter your name, and wait for a reply. If you type in
your name and press the <Return> key, the program proceeds. If,
however, you do not do this within 30 seconds, the program aborts
the input wait and informs you that it is going to proceed without
your reply.
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Listing 3-12

The TIMER Event

<f

• Set up for t tmer tnterrupts eyery 30 seconds:
ON TlnER(30) GOSUB Timer.Int
LOCATE 5, 1
PRINT ·vou haYe thirty seconds to reply."
LOCATE 2,1
PRINT "Plecse enter your n11me: ";
GOSUB GetReply
IF reply$:"" THEN GOTO TimedOut
PRINT "Thenk you, proceeding ..... •
· ... program continues with user reply ...
END
TimedOut:
PRINT "Too late,. i'm going ahead without you!·
· ... program continues without user reply ...
END
· Interrupt serYice subroutine for event =TIMER :
Timer.Int:
TIMER OFF
RETURN GetReplyTimedOut
· End of Timer.Int Subroutine.
· Subroutine GetReply :
· GOSUB GetReply to wait for a user's response. The user's response must
·be entered within 30 seconds or a progn1mmed "time-out· occurs.
·The user's response is returned in variable reply$. If the time-out
·occurs, then reply$ is returned as the null string.
GetReply:
TIMER ON 'enable TIMER interrupt
reply$:"" 'initialize return value
GetChar:
·wait for 11 cherecter using INKEV$ :
a$:1NKEVS
WHILE a$:""
e$:1NKEY$
WEND
PRINT 8$; 'echo users entries on screen, including the "return· keystroke
IF e$:CHR$( 13) THEN TIMER OFF : RETURN
reply$:reply$+11$
GOTO GetChllr
· Normel progr8m flow is forced to he.re if a timer interrupt occurs:
GetReplyTimedOut:
reply$:"" ·return 11 null string to the main progrem to indic8te time-out
PRINT
RETURN
· End of GetReply Subroutine.

The main program uses the ON TIMER statement to set up for
timer interrupts once every 30 seconds. The interrupts are not yet
enabled. The main program then displays the prompt for the input.
It then calls subroutine GetReply to actually wait for the input.
Subroutine GetReply uses the INKEY$ function to obtain the user's
reply, one keystroke at a time. This technique was first illustrated in
Chapter 2. As each key is pressed, the character is echoed to the
Output window, and the data is accumulated in string reply$. When
the <Return> key is pressed (CHR$(13)), the subroutine returns to
its caller.
The subroutine enables timer interrupts with a ON TIMER
statement when it is called. The first timer interrupt will occur 30
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seconds later. If the user enters the reply and presses the <Return>
key before that time is up, no interrupt occurs, because the
subroutine disables the interrupt before returning (TIMER OFF
statement). If, however, the time out does takes place (i.e., the user
does not reply within 30 seconds), then the subroutine is interrupted
and control is transferred to the timer event service subroutine,
named Timer.Int. This routine performs an explicit TIMER OFF
statement. Normally, interrupts of a particular type are disabled as
soon as the interrupt service subroutine for that type is entered.
This prevents the subroutine from being interrupted by another
occurrence of the same event!
When the interrupt service subroutine RETURNs, however, that
event type is re-enabled to allow subsequent interrupts of the same
type. In our case, this will not happen, because with the TIMER
OFF statement I explicitly requested that the event remain disabled.
The subroutine then executes a RETURN statement with a
destination label. Normally, a RETURN statement appears with the
keyword RETURN alone, specifying a return to the point of call
(or, in the case of an interrupt service subroutine, to the point of
interruption). By specifying a label, however, you can force the
subroutine to return to a different point. In this case, the
subroutine returns to label GetReplyTimedOut, within the
subroutine GetReply. This allows the GetReply subroutine to return
to the main program, with the reply$ string set to null to indicate
that a time out occurred.
In this example, I have used the TIMER event as a "one-shot" that is, to produce only a single, timed interrupt. This was achieved
by disabling further timer interrupts as soon as the first one was
received. If this is not done, however, the TIMER event will occur
repeatedly. The interrupt will therefore take place at regular
intervals, and can be used to monitor the progress of a program
from section to section.
To do this, a "tag" variable is set up to indicate what part of the
program is being executed. The timer interrupt service subroutine
checks the value of the tag at regular intervals. Since it can detect
when the tag changes, it can tell when the program passes from one
phase to another. The routine can thus be used to track the total
length of time spent in any single program phase. This information
can then be used to abort the program if it spends too much time in
a particular phase.
This technique, illustrated in Listing 3-13, may be helpful when
developing programs that use iterative algorithms to solve problems. Sometimes these algorithms can repeat almost indefinitely
without getting any closer to a solution; in these cases it is nice to be
able to abort the program in a clean manner. The FOR-NEXT loop
that appears in Listing 3-13 is only present so the program can be
run as an effective demonstration of this concept.
The loop takes about fifteen seconds to complete, and since the
timer interrupt monitors the program's progress once every five
seconds, you see the program enter each phase when it is run. Note
also that the loop is written on one line by using colons as statement
separators. Although I do not normally condone this practice as it
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can lead to very unreadable programs, in this case it actually makes
it easier to see the structure and point of this program. To observe
the program's built-in time out, change the upper limit on one of
the FOR-NEXT loops from 2000 to 10000 and run the program
again.
Another way that the periodic timer interrupt can be used is to
produce a ticking clock on the display. I will illustrate how this can
be done in a later chapter, when multiple output windows are
introduced.
Listing 3-13

Program Tracking with
TIMER

· Set up the timer interrupt service subroutine :
ON Tlt1ER(5) GOSUB Timer.Int
T111ER ON
tag$:"PHASE 1"
.. lengthy section I .
FOR x= I TO 2000 y:LOG(x):NEXT
tag$:"PHASE 2"
.. lengthy section 2 ..
FOR x= 1 TO 2000 y=LOG(x):NEXT
t.ag$: "PHASE 3"
... lengthy section 3 ..
FOR x= 1 TO 2000:y:LOG(x) :NEXT
ENO
·The timer interriJpt. service routine, used t.o monitor
·whet. pert. of I.he program is currently being executed .
Timer.Int.
IF tag$oprevious$ THEN GOTO NewPhase
·Continue counting ticks in current phase :
Ticks= Ticks• 1
IF Ticks= 12 THEN PRINT "Time limit exc eeded , aborting program " : END
RETURN
· A new phase hes been entered ·
New.Phase:
previous$: tag$
Ticks=O · Initialize count of number of timer ticks for thi s phase
PR I NT "Program is now in .. ;tag$
RETURN

Intercepting Program Errors

There are, of course, many possible errors that can occur while
executing a BASIC program. Normally, when an error is
encountered, execution of the program is halted and a dialog box is
presented to the user. The dialog box describes the error condition
that has occurred, and has an "OK" button to be clicked when its
contents have been read. After clicking this button, the listing
window is made active and the program statement that caused the
error is highlighted. These actions are very useful to us while we are
developing a program. However, once a program is completed and
put into production use, it is not pleasant to have it interrupted in
this way due to an unexpected error. For this reason, Microsoft
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BASIC provides us with a technique whereby we can detect and
handle error conditions on our own.
In many ways, the error condition is similar to the other interrupt
events that were described in the preceding section. The occurrence
of an error is an event that can arise at any time during program
execution, and that causes the program flow to be diverted to a
special handling routine. Setting up to handle the error event is not
unlike setting up to handle any other interrupt event, although there
are some syntactic differences in the statements used to do so.
To prepare to receive control when an error occurs, you use the
ON ERROR statement, which has the following form
ON ERROR GOTO label

Once this statement has been executed, any program errors that
arise will cause the program flow to be diverted to the specified
label. Although the keyword GOTO is used instead of GOSUB, the
point at which the interruption occurred is remembered. In a
moment, you will see how you can return to this point in the
program, if desired.
Suppose you have set up to handle errors, as shown above, but at
some later point in the program you want to resume the normal,
system method of handling errors. This can be accomplished by
executing the statement
ON ERROR GOTO 0

Once this statement is executed, your own error handling routine
is disabled, and any subsequent errors will be handled by the system
in its usual fashion.
Assuming you have set up your own error handling routine and
an error does occur, what happens next? Program execution will be
diverted to the label you specified in the ON ERROR statement.
Starting at this label, you should place your routine to handle the
error conditions. To help you write this routine, BASIC provides a
built-in function, called ERR, that returns the code number of the
error condition that occurred. The code number ranges in value
from 1to74. Thble 3-3 lists the error codes and their descriptions.
The function ERR requires no arguments, but should only be used
within an error handling routine.
Table3-3

Error Codes

Error
Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Meaning
NEXT without FOR
Syntax error
RETURN without GOSUB
Out of DATA
Illegal function call
Overflow (a calculation resulted in a number too large to
express)
Insufficient main memory to continue
An undefined label was referenced
Subscript out of range
Attempt to re-DIMension an array that was already
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Table 3-3-cont.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
26

29
30
35
36
37

38
50
51
52

53
54

55
57
58
61
62
63
64
67
68

70
74

DIMensioned
Attempted to divide by zero, or raise zero to a negative power
You entered a statement into the Command window that can
only be used from within a program (i.e. it must be entered in
the Listing window)
Type mismatch (attempting to mix string and numeric data)
Insufficient main memory to continue (heap exhausted)
String exceeds 32767 characters in length
String formula too complex (break it down into smaller
expressions)
Cannot continue after halting due to error, or because the
program listing has been changed since it was halted
Attempted to invoke a user-defined function that has not been
defined
No RESUME statement was found in an error handling
routine
A RESUME statement was encountered, but not within an
error handling routine
Undefined error code
Missing operand
The reply to an INPUT statement is too long
FOR without NEXT
WHILE without WEND
WEND without WHILE
Attempted to CALL a subprogram that is not defined
Attempted to CALL a subprogram that has already been
called and has not yet been ENDed or EXITed
The number of arguments in a CALL statement does not
match the number of arguments in the SUB statement
defining the subprogram
An array specified in a SHARED statement has not yet been
DIMensioned
A FIELD statement specifies more bytes in total than the
declared record length of the file
Internal Disk iio error
Attempted to access a file number that is not OPEN
File not found
Illegal file mode specified on OPEN statement, or attempted
to use random i/o techniques on a file opened for sequential
i/o
Attempted to OPEN a file that is already OPEN
Device i/ o error
Attempted to rename a file to a name that is already in use on
the disk
Insufficient free space on disk
Attempted to read past the end of a file
Attempted to access a random file record number that is too
large, or is zero
Illegal file name specified
Too many OPEN files
Device unavailable
Attempted to write to a write-protected disk
Attempted to reference a disk name that is not currently in a
disk drive

Another built-in function provided for error handling is called
ERL. This function returns the line number of the statement in
which the error occurred. It is not very useful, however, since
Microsoft BASIC does not require line numbers, and ERL cannot
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return statement labels. I do not recommend adding line numbers to
your program just so that you can detect where an error occurred
from within an error handling routine. It simply isn't worth it.
Within your error handling routine, you can choose to handle the
error in any way you like. You might use the ERR function to
determine exactly what kind of error occurred, and then take
different actions for different errors. You can, of course, halt the
program with an END statement. Alternatively, you can continue
execution of the program. If you choose to continue execution, you
have three choices. The program can be continued at the exact point
where the error occurred (this is called error retry, and your error
handler must have arranged for the statement to not cause the same
error again). The program can be continued at the statement
following the statement that caused the error (useful when it is not
possible to fix the problem that caused the error to occur, but
perhaps the program can continue anyway). Finally, the program
can be continued at a totally different point, in cases when the
normal flow of the program cannot be resumed due to the error
situation. Each of these actions is achieved through use of the
RESUME statement, which signals the end of the error handling
routine, and a return to normal program flow. The RESUME
statement can be written in three different ways
RESUME
RESUME NEXT
RESUME label

The first form shown above is used to effect a return to the
statement that caused the error condition to arise (error retry). The
second form, RESUME NEXT, is used to return to the statement
following the statement that caused the error. The third form allows
a return to any specified label in the main program.
A simple example of an error handling routine is depicted in
Figure 3-13. In the run shown, the error condition raised is division
by zero. The RESUME NEXT statement in the error handling
routine allows the main program to continue, bypassing the bad
data.
A more sophisticated error handling routine is shown in Listing
3-14. This program inputs two parameters, x andy, and then
evaluates the formula square root of x divided by y. In the
evaluation of this formula, there are two error conditions that can
arise. One is a negative value for x (cannot take the square root of a
negative number), the other is a value of zero for y (cannot divide
by zero). The error handling routine checks specifically for error
code 5, which would occur if the program attempted to find the
square root of a negative number. If this error occurs, the routine
negates the value of x, prints a message indicating that the result
will be imaginary, and allows the program to resume at its point of
interruption. This will cause the statement that prints out the result
to be executed again, but this time the value of x will be positive so
that the statement will not result in an error.
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Figure 3-13

A Simple Error
Handling Routine

s

File

Edit

Search

Run

Windows

Fig. 3-13
Vvheit eire your two numbers ? 1,2
Hie quotient is .5
What are your two numbers? 6,3
The quotient is 2
'what are your two numbers '7 4,0
The quotient i s

ERRORlll

What Bre your two numbers?

~§~O~~~~~~[!!u!st~~~~~~~~
ON ERROR GOTO Error Hand! er
Again:
INPUT "What are your two numbers ";:q
PRINT "The quotient. is ".: x/y
GOTO Again
Error.Hand! er
PRINT

Listing 3-14

An Error Handling
Routine

ON ERROR GOTO Error.Handler
PRINT "Eveluete formule (x·.sJ/y"
PRINT
Again:
INPUT "Enter parameters x and y ";x ,y
PRINT "Solution is··;
PRINT SQR( x)/y
PRINT
GOTO Again
· Error nandler, detects squere root of a neget.ive number and corrects it:
Error.Handler.
IF ERR=S THEN X=-x PRINT ··imaginary"; RESUME
ON ERROR GOTO 0

~ ~ file Edit Se<1rc h Run Window<>

Figure 3-14

Run of Listing 3-14

Ev(llLrnte formulfl (x •. 5)/y

I

Oiuision by zero

Enter parameters x and y ? 25 . 5
Solution is I
Enter pareirneters x end y? -36,3
Solution is irnflginory 2
Enter ptirometers x and y ? 4,0
Solution is

List
0

ON ERROR GOTO Error.Handler
PRINT "Evaluat.e formula (x ..5)/y"
PRINT
Agein :
INPUT "Ent.er pararnet.ers x and
PRINT "Solution is";
IPRINT SQR( x)/yl
PRINT
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I
I

y ";

Note that, for any other error code, the error handling routine
executes the statement
ON ERROR GOTO 0

This results in BASIC's normal error response for any error code
other than 5 (Illegal Function Call). A sample run of this program
can be seen in Figure 3-14. In this run, I supplied three sets of
parameters to be evaluated. The first set produced no error
conditions, and the formula was evaluated without incident. On the
second set, I supplied a negative value for x; this caused the error
handler to be invoked. The error handler indicated that the result
would be an imaginary number, corrected x, and allowed the
program to continue. On the final set of data, I supplied a value of
zero for y. This caused the division by zero error condition. Since
this condition is not specifically addressed by the error handler, the
usual BASIC error dialog box appeared, and the program was
halted.
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Chapter 4

BASIC Files

When information is stored in BASIC variables, that information is
actually kept in the main memory of the Macintosh. Storing
information in main memory allows rapid access and great
flexibility of manipulation, attributes that are essential when
dealing with most program data. There are some drawbacks to
storing information in this manner, however. The primary drawback
is a result of the volatility of main memory. When you turn the
computer off, the information irr memory is lost. Furthermore, if
you want to transfer some data in main memory to another
computer, there is no easy way to do so.
It is for these reasons that BASIC provides an alternative
information storage medium - disk files. In this chapter, I cover
techniques for creating and accessing data on disk files. I also
explain the general concept of input/ output as implemented in
Microsoft BASIC. Using these techniques, you will be able to access
the Macintosh clipboard as if it were a file. As you will see, this can
be tremendously useful (if you have used the clipboard with either
MacPaint or Mac Write, you already know how valuable a tool it is).
This chapter also covers the Macintosh implementation of file
types, and how to manipulate them.
Types of File Access

There are two different methods for reading and writing disk file
data. These methods are known as sequential input/ output (ii o)
and random ii o. Sequential i/ o is easy to understand, because it is
similar to the ii o techniques used to output to the display and input
from the keyboard. Random ilo, although more complex to
understand and use, has the advantage of being faster and more
flexible. In addition, files containing numeric data that are created
using random ilo will take up less disk space than equivalent files
created using sequential i/ o. Table 4-1 summarizes the differences
between these two file ii o techniques.
Table4-1

Sequential

Random

Complexity

Similar to keyboard/
display i/ o.

Operation is more complex.

Order of Access

Information must be
accessed in the order
in which it was
written.

Information may be accessed
in any order.

Access Time

Moderate access
time.

Rapid access.

Media Efficiency

Moderate use of
storage media.

Efficient use of storage
media.

Types of File 110

Files that are created using sequential ilo techniques are called
sequential files, whereas files created using random ilo techniques
are called random files. In either case, files are made up of records.
Each record represents a single entry of information in the file,
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much like the relationship of a single statement to an entire
program (in fact, when storing programs as text files, each program
statement is considered a record).
Files are always accessed one record at a time. When a sequential
file is created, the records are written to the file one after another, in
order. They may subsequently be retrieved from the file, but only in
the same order in which they were written. See Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-1

Sequential File Access

FILE:

1

WRITE RECORD 1: - - - - -

I

WRITE RECORD 2:

I

----

~\READ
\~1

I

WRITE RECORD 3:

I

READ RECORD 1 :

-----...1

I

I

RECORD 2:

I

READ RECORD 3:

I

I

l,..

...L

I

Records stored in random files may be accessed (read or written)
in any order, simply by specifying the desired record number. See
Figure 4-2. This is the fundamental difference between sequential
and random files and i/ o techniques.

Ix._____ . ·
FILE:

Figure 4-2

Random File Access

WRITE RECORD 5 :

I

----

WRITE RECORD 2:

I
I

READ RECORD 6:

I

WRITE RECORD 7:

I

READ RECORD 1:

-----...1

I
___..,.

1------------l

I

READ RECORD 2:

I

I

File Access Protocol
Regardless of whether you are using sequential or random files,
there is a specific protocol, or order of operations, that must be
adhered to when accessing files. This protocol is outlined in Figure
4-3.
Before a file can be accessed, it must be opened. This is
accomplished through use of the OPEN statement, described in a
moment. Once a file is opened, you can read records from the file
into program variables, or write records to the file from program
variables. When the file access is completed, the file must always be
closed. This is accomplished through use of the CLOSE statement,
also described shortly. Failure to close a file after use can lead to
unpredictable results.
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Figure 4 -3

Sequential File Access
Protocol

STEP

BASIC Statement(s) Used

1. Open File.

OPEN

2. Access dat.a in file.
(Read Record(s) ,
Write Record[s))

INPUT#
PRINT#

3 . Close File.

CLOSE

--

When a file is opened, you assign a file number to it. Subsequent
statements that access the file will refer to it by its file number. This
permits keeping track of multiple files within a single program. File
numbers are usually assigned starting with 1 and increasing by 1 as
necessary. Most programs will not require access to more than a
couple of files.

Sequential Files
You are now ready to create a sequential file. The first step, of
course, will be to open the file. To do this, you use the OPEN
statement. The syntax of the OPEN statement for sequential files is

OPEN mode,fi lenumber,fi lename
In the statement above, the mode is a one-character string equal
to either "O," "I," or "A." The mode defines the type of access that
will be used in subsequent file accesses. A mode of "O" specifies
that the file is being opened for output, that is, the file will be
written to. A mode of "I" specifies that the file is being opened for
input (the file is going to be read). A mode of "A" stands for
append. If a file that already exists is opened for output, its
contents will be overwritten by any new data sent to the file. The
append mode allows a preexisting file to be opened so that data can
be added to its current contents.
The second parameter on the OPEN statement specifies the file
number to associate with the file on subsequent references. The
third parameter is a character string that specifies the file name. For
example, the statement

OPEN "0", 1, "TEST DATA"
will open (or create, as necessary) a file named TESTDATA and
assign it a file number of 1. Subsequent statements in the program
will be able to write records to the file.

Writing Sequential Files
Writing data to a sequential file is just as easy as writing data to the
Output window. Instead of using a PRINT statement, a PRINT#
statement is used. The PRINT# statement specifies the file number
to be accessed. The remainder of the PRINT# statement looks
exactly like the PRINT statement. The difference is that the data
specified is written to the file instead of to the display screen. The
file number to be accessed follows the PRINT# keyword, and is
then followed by a comma. For example, the statement
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PRINT#1,"VALUE OF x=";x
would write the characters "VALUE OF x =",followed by the value
in variable x, to file number 1. Remember that the file must be
opened before this statement can be executed!
When all of the desired data has been written to the file, it must
be closed. The CLOSE statement specifies the number of the file to
close. For example, the statement

CLOSE1
would close file number 1. Listing 4-1 shows a simple program that
contains all of these steps. This file will create a disk file named
"FRIENDS" that contains a list of names. After executing this
program, return to the Macintosh finder, and verify for yourself
that the file was indeed created.
Listing 4 - 1
·This exomple will creete a disk file named "FRIENDS"
·and fill it witl'I a list of nemes. Vou can verify that
·the f ile wes indeed creeled by returning I.a the
· finder after running this progrem.
·Step One : Open the file :
OPEN
1,"FRIENDS"
· Step Two : Write the dote records to the file :
Again:
READ 0$
IF a$:"END" THEN GOTO St ep3
'***
PRINT'1 ,a$
'***
GOTO Agein
·Step Three : Al l dote writt.e n, close the file :
Step 3

Creating a Sequential
Disk File

·o-,

CLOSE 1
END
DAT A "Peter", "Devid","Fred" ,"Al Jen "
DATA "Susen ","Ted" ,"Al ice "," END "

Reading Sequential Files
Once a sequential file has been created, you can open it using the
"I" (input) mode and read its contents into your program's
variables. Reading data from a sequential file is similar to reading
data from the user at the keyboard. Instead of using the INPUT
statement, however, the INPUT# statement is used. When the
INPUT# statement is executed, it does not display a"?" and wait
for the user to type in data. Instead, it reads the next data item from
the file specified. For example, the statement

INPUT#1,x,y
will read the next two data values in file number 1 into variables x
and y. Remember that the file must be opened before it can be read!
The sample program shown in Listing 4-2 will open and read the
data in file FRIENDS, displaying the information on the Output
window. Assuming you have run the previous program (Listing 4-1),
which created the file, you can now run this program and see the
information retrieved. Figure 4-4 shows what happens when the
program of Listing 4-2 is run.
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Listing 4-2

·This exemple will reed the disk file nemed "FRIENDS"
· thet wes creeted by progrem listing 4-1, end displciy
·the dcitci contciined therein in the output window .
. Step One : Open the file :
OPEN T , 1,"FR IENDS"
·Step Two: Reed the dote records from the file:
PRINT "Contents of file FRIENDS : "
PRINT
Agciin:
INPUT- 1,ci$
PRINT a$
GOTO Agein

Reading a Sequential
Disk File

Figure 4-4

Reading a Sequential
File

~

s

.,

me Edit Se<1n h Run Windows

Contents of file FRIENDS

I

Peter
David
Fred
Allen
Susan
Ted
Alice

Input past end

List
· Tflis examp l e will reed the di sk file name
· that was create d by program listing 4-1 ,
·the data containe d therein in the output
· Step One : Open the fi 1e :
OPEN ''I", 1,"FR IENDS"
· Step Two : Read the data records from the
PRINT "Contents of file FRIENDS ·
PRINT
Again:
HNPUP 1.a$1
PRINT a$
GOTO Again

Detecting End of File

Note that, although the program works (the data is successfully
retrieved), it ends with an "Input past End" error. This occurs
because the program, running in an infinite loop, eventually reads
all of the records that had been placed in the file by the previous
program. When it tries to read past the end offile (that is, read
more data than is there), the error is given.
One way to avoid this problem would be to write a special marker
at the end of the file so that the retrieval program would know when
all of the data has been read. This can be easily accomplished by
exchanging the order of the two statements marked"** *" in Listing
4-1. This would cause that program to write the data item "END" to
the file before closing the file.
The program of Listing 4-2 could then be modified to check for
this special marker record, and terminate in a more orderly fashion.
The modification would simply require the addition of a statement
as follows
IF

a$=" END"

THEN CLOSE 1 : END
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Can you determine where this statement should be inserted in
Listing 4-2? While this is an often used and quite effective
technique, you should realize that an alternative approach should
be available. "After all," you ask, "if BASIC could know that the
end of the file has been reached (which it must, since it was able to
give us the error message), then I should be able to find this out as
well, without having to resort to adding a special 'marker' record."
Indeed, BASIC does provide a method to determine when you
have read all of the data in a file. It is the EOF function. The EOF
function has a single argument that represents the number of the
file in question. It returns a logical value of false (numeric 0) if
there is more data in the file, and a logical value of true (numeric 1) if the file's contents have been completely read. In Listing 4-3, I
have modified the read file example program to make use of the
EOF function.
Listing 4-3

·This example will reed the disk file named "FRIENDS"
·that was creeted by program listing 4-1, and display
the data contained therein in the output window .
·Through use or the EDF function, the end or the file
· will be detected and no error will occur.
·Step One . Open the file .
OPEN "I", 1,"FRIENDS"
· Step Two Reed the date records from the fi 1e ·
PRINT "Contents or file FRIENDS . "

Reading a Sequential
Disk File with EOF
Detection

PRINT
WHILE NOT EOF( I)
INPUT' 1,a$
PRINT a$
WEND
· Step Three • Close the file when done•

CLOSE 1
END

The INPUT$, LOC, and LOF Functions

An alternate technique for reading data from sequential files is
possible through use of the INPUT$ function. This technique
assumes that you are only interested in accessing the file as a stream
of characters, one character at a time. After opening the file for
input, the function is used on the right side of an assignment
statement, in the following fashion
x$= INPUT$Clength,#fi Lenumber)

This function will read the number of characters specified
(length) from the file specified and return it as a string variable (x$
above). For example, the statement

fi ledata$ = INPUT$C10,#3)
will read the next ten characters from the file opened as number 3
and place them in variablefiledata$. Example programs using
INPUT$ appear later in this chapter.
To aid in using the INPUT$ function, BASIC provides two
additional functions, LOC and LOF. Both take a single argument
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that indicates the file number being referenced. The LOF function
returns the total length of the file in bytes. The file must previously
have been opened before this function can be used. For example

OPEN "I",1,"INQUIRE"
x=LOF(1)
The statements above might be used to determine the size of the file
named INQUIRE (result returned in variable x).
The LOC function returns the current position in the file and is
useful when you want to find out how far into a file you may have
already read. It returns a number that represents the number of
bytes read from the file so far, divided by the file's buffer size. This
size defaults to 128, but can be specified on the OPEN statement as
follows

OPEN mode, f i Lenumbe r, f i Len a me,
buffersize
The buffer size is the number of bytes set aside by BASIC for
actual i/o to the disk. A larger buffer size will promote faster disk
i/ o operations, but will leave less memory available to your program
(the buffer size cannot exceed 32767 bytes). Unfortunately, if the
buffer size is not the same as the length of your data records, the
LOC function by itself is not too useful. Since sequential file
records are often of variable length, the LOC function is really best
employed when using random files (discussed later in this chapter).
For sequential files, you can multiply the value of the LOC
function by the file buffer size (128 if not explicitly specified), and
then compare that value to the value returned by LOF. This will
give you a rough idea of what percentage of the file has been read
so far. In Listing 4-4, I have modified the simple file reading
program of Listing 4-3 to employ this technique. The program now
displays the percentage of the file left to be read after each record is
read and displayed. A sample run is shown in Figure 4-5.
Note that, because the demonstration file FRIENDS is so small,
a buffer size of 1 is used in Listing 4-4. This buffer size is too small
to provide adequate throughput with any reasonably sized file. I
used it here for demonstration purposes only. For any file larger
than lK bytes, the default buffer size of 128 can be used . In this
case, the percentage remaining formula must be altered
appropriately, as follows

100-CINTC100*(LOC(1)*128/fi lesize))
File Structure

The organization of information within a file is critical to the use of
that file. As the designer of programs that will create and use files,
it is your responsibility to define the organization or structure of
those files. In the preceding example, the file structure was quite
simple - a list of character strings representing people's names.
When I changed the file organization by embedding my own end of
file marker in the file, that represented a change in file structure,
and required a corresponding set of changes in the processing
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programs. Most programs will require even more complex file
structures. Both character and numeric data are often mixed in files.
Listing 4-4
·This examp le wi ll reed the disk file nemed "FRIENDS"
· thet wes creeled by program listing 4- 1, and displ ay
· the dete contained therein in the output window.
·The LDC function is used to keep treck or how rar in the fi l e we heve
· reod so for. This volue is related to the LOF function value to provide
· a percentage.
·Step One. Open the f i le .
·NOTE: e buffer size or I is used here beceuse the totel file size is too
·smell to be eble to get an accurate percentage co l cu l otion with the
·default buffer size of 128.
OPEN "I", 1,"FRIENDS",1
fi l esize:LOF( 1)
·Step Two. Reed the dete records from the file:
PRINT "Contents of fi l e FR IENDS :
PRINT
WHILE NOT EOF( 1)
INPUP'l,e$
PRINT oS;
PRINT TA8(20);"Percentoge of file remeining = "; 100-CINT( 1OO*(LOC( 1)/filesize))
WEND
·Step Three: Close the file when done.
CLOSE I
END

Using LOC and LOP

Flgure4-5

Monitoring File Size
Remaining

:o

Fig 4- 5

Contents Of file FR IENDS :
Peter
David
Fred
Allen
Susan
Ted
Alice

Percentage of
Percentage of
Percentage of
Percentage of
Percentage of
Percentage of
Percentage of

fi le remaining =
fi le remaining =
file remaining=
file remaining=
file remaining=
file remaining=
file remaining=

135
69
56
41

26
15
0

When this is done, care must be taken to insure that character data
is read into character string variables, and numeric data into
numeric variables. For example, a file created using a statement
such as

PRINT#1, a$, x
will contain records that consist of a character string followed by a
numeric value. This file should be read using a similar statement

INPUT#1,a$,x
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To avoid possible problems, once the layout of a file has been
determined, it is best to use the same types of statements to read
and write the file.
Even when a great deal of care is taken, problems can arise. For
example, consider the following statement
PRINT#1, "Hello There"
If you attempt to retrieve the information written above by using
the following statement
INPUT#1, a$

you may be surprised to discover that a$ will be returned as "Hello."
The statement
INPUT#1, a$,b$

would return a$ as "Hello" and b$ as "There." This is because
BAS! C considers the blank character as a terminator when reading
data items from a file. Other terminator characters that BASIC is
sensitive to include the comma, the semicolon, and the "carriage
return" character (CHR$(13)). The latter is written to the file after
each PRINT# statement and thus delimits the individual records of
the file. By surrounding a string of characters with the doublequote character (CHR$(34)), you allow BASIC to read the string
into a single variable, even though the string may contain embedded
terminator characters. Thus the statement
PRINT#1, CHR$C34)+"Hel lo There"
+CHR$C34)

would create a file record that could subsequently be retrieved into
a single character string variable.
Because the above statement is so unwieldy, an alternative
technique is provided. It is the WRITE# statement. The WRITE#
statement works exactly like the PRINT# statement, except it
automatically encloses string data items in a set of doublequotes. In
addition, if multiple variables are specified on a single WRITE#
statement, they are written with a single comma separator between
them. This format insures that the data written can be easily
retrieved. For example, the statements
x=S
a$="Hi Again!"
WRITE#1,a$,x

would produce a single file record that looked like this
"Hi Again!",5

In contrast, the statement
PRINT#1,a$,x

would produce a single file record that looked like this
Hi Again!
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Device Independent 1/0
You should now be quite aware of the similarity between the way
BASIC accesses sequential files and the way it accesses the standard
computer input/output devices of screen and keyboard. Other than
where the data actually goes, there is, in fact, no functional
difference between sequential file output and output to the
Macintosh display screen. There is also no functional difference
between sequential file input and input from the Macintosh keyboard. To turn this striking similarity to our advantage, Microsoft
BASIC implements a concept called device independent ilo.
Device independent iio means that you can use a common set of
statements to perform i/ o operations without knowing in advance
what iio device those operations will be directed to. This is
accomplished by using the sequential file ilo statements PRINT#,
INPUT#, and WRITE# to program the desired ilo operations.
Then, through use of the appropriate filename in the OPEN
statement, you can assign a variety of devices to the file number
referenced in those statements.
An ordinary filename will, of course, represent a disk file, but
Microsoft also provides a set of special predefined filenames that
represent the standard i/o devices of display, keyboard, printer, etc.
These special names are shown in Table 4-2.
The first few names in Table 4-2 represent those common
computer devices that you are, no doubt, by now familiar with.
These are followed by some special devices of greater interest. The
Macintosh clipboard, for example, is accessible to your programs
through this mechanism. The Macintosh's built-in asynchronous
communications port is also accessible in this manner. Don't get too
excited, now. I will cover the more mundane devices first!

The Screen Device

Opening a file to device name SCRN: for output provides a channel
to the current Output window. Data sent to that file number will
appear on the display screen just as if an ordinary PRINT
statement was used. "So what's the advantage?," you ask. Well,
suppose you really want to send some data to a disk file. While
developing and testing your program, you could use the name
SCRN: instead of the real disk file name desired. In this fashion,
you will be able to see the data that the program would be sending
to the disk. When the program is working and the data looks
correct, you simply change the filename from SCRN: to a real disk
file name. This scenario illustrates the advantages and flexibility
that device independent i/ o can offer.

The Keyboard Device

Opening a file to device name KYBD: for input provides a channel
to the Macintosh keyboard. A LOC function for that file number
will return 1 if there is a keystroke waiting to be read, 0 otherwise.
The LOF function on the keyboard device will always return 0.
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Table4-2

Predefined Filenames
for Device Independent
110

Filename

Device

Comments

SCRN:

Display screen

Should only be opened for
output. Any data sent to this
device will be directed to the
current output window.

KYBD:

Keyboard

Should only be opened for
input.

LPTl:

Imagewriter printer

LPTl :PROMPT

Imagewriter printer

Should only be opened for
output. Standard print
quality. Graphics are
supported.
Should only be opened for
output. User can select print
quality via dialog box.
Graphics are supported.

LPTl :DIRECT

Any printer

Should only be opened for
output. Data is output as
ASCII text. Graphics not
supported, but many printers
other than the Imagewriter
can be used.

CLIP:

Macintosh
clipboard

Can be opened for input or
output. Used to transfer text
data in tabular format
between BASIC and other
applications.

CLIP:TEXT

Macintosh
clipboard

Can be opened for input or
output. Used to transfer text
in any format between
BASIC and other
applications.

CLIP:PICTURE

Macintosh
clipboard

Can be opened for input or
output. Used to transfer
graphics images between
BASIC and other
applications. See Chapter 7
for more information.

COMl:parms

Asynchronous serial
communications port

Should be opened for both
input and output at the same
time via a different format of
the OPEN statement (see
text). The 'parms' specify the
serial communications
parameters to be used. Their
format is:

COMl: baud-rate, parity, word-length, stop-bits.
See Thble 4-3 for more information about 'parms.'

The Printer Device

Opening a file to device name LPTJ: for output provides a channel
to the Macintosh lmagewriter printer. As you now know, it is
generally true that performing a PRINT#x where file xis opened to
SCRN: is the same as performing a PRINT; and performing an
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INPUT#x (where file xis opened to KYBD:) is the same as
performing an INPUT. So you would naturally assume that
performing a PRINT#x where file xis opened to LPTl: is the same
as performing a LPRINT. While this is true, there are some
advantages to using the device independent i/o approach.
When the printer is accessed through device LPT 1:, you have
additional control over the way the data will be sent to the printer.
This control is exercised by appending a modifier word to the device
name. The device name with modifier appears as either filename
LPTl :DIRECT or LPTl :PROMPT. The DIRECT modifier
instructs BASIC to send the printer data as a stream of ASCII
bytes. This results in the fastest print speed, and also allows you to
interface with printers other than the Imagewriter. Unfortunately,
this mode does not support Macintosh graphics. The PROMPT
modifier causes two dialog boxes to appear when the data is about
to be sent to the printer. These dialog boxes allow the user to adjust
the quality of the printout, as well as such parameters as paper size
and style. They are illustrated in Fig. 4-6. Note that specifying
LPTl: without a modifier is the same as LPTl :PROMPT with
Standard Quality printout selected. Either of these modes will
support Macintosh graphics and should be used with the
Imagewriter.
Flgure4-6

LPTJ:PROMPT Dialog
Boxes

Paper:

@ US Letter

0

US Legal

Orientation:

@Tall

O R4 Letter
O International Fanfold
O Tall Rdjusted
O Wide

(

[

auanty:

0Hlgll

®standard

ooran

Page Range:

@Rll

O from:

To:

Copies:
Paper feed:

EJ
@ Continuous

D

O Cut Sheet

D

OK

)

(Cancel )

OK

J

(Cancel )

Accessing the Clipboard
By opening a file to device name CLIP:, you can obtain access to
the Macintosh clipboard. This gives you the powerful ability to
exchange information between your own BASIC program and most
other Macintosh applications. This is possible because most
Macintosh applications support the clipboard. Depending upon the
application, the type and format of data used in the clipboard may
vary. For example, MacPaint will read and write graphics images to
the clipboard, while Mac Write will read and write text. The type
and format of data will be an important consideration when writing
programs to access the clipboard.
To define the type of data being accessed, there are two modifiers
that can be appended to the CLIP: device name. These modifiers
are TEXT and PICTURE. Opening a file to device CLIP:TEXT
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will allow access to unformatted text information in the clipboard.
Opening a file to device CLIP:PICTURE will allow access to
graphics data in the clipboard. More information on the graphics
format will be presented in Chapter 7. Finally, opening a file to
device CLIP: (no modifier) will allow access to text information in
a tabular format. The tabular format is useful when preparing
reports using a wordprocessor such as Mac Write, and can also be
used to interface with spreadsheet programs such as MultiPlan.
Tabular Clipboard Data

As an example of how the clipboard access feature can be used,
suppose you are the manager of an ice cream parlor. You are
preparing a report for the owner that will highlight sales for a six
month period. Using Mac Write, you prepare the report and enter
the sales figures. See Figure 4-7A.

a

Figure4-7A

The Sales Report
Document in Mac Write

File

Edit Search

format font Style

;;0

Fig 4-7

Deor Mr. Lever,
As requested , I hove prepared o report for you out.lining our sl'lles of ice
cream over the last six months. I am sure you will agree that the sales
figure s look very good. Here they ore (in ga l lons):
Flavor/Month
Chocolate
Voni ll o
Strawberry
Pistachio
Butter Pecon

JAN

. 12
9
9
5
6

FEB

MAR

APR

MAV

JUN

10

10
13

15
20
10

20
21
15
10
12

32
35
29
12
15

7
B

5
5

B
4

5

7
7

I

I

What you would now like to do is show the totals for each
month, and for the entire six month period. To accomplish this, you
select the sales data from the document and use Copy from the Edit
menu to copy it to the clipboard. Then, you run a BASIC program
that opens the clipboard for input, read the data into an array,
perform the necessary calculations, and write the results back out to
the clipboard.
Going back to Mac Write and the original document, you then
use Paste from the Edit menu to copy the new data on the clipboard
into the document. (Of course, for this simple example it would be
much easier to perform the calculations by hand and enter them
directly into the Mac Write document. The technique is a useful one
however, because a real application might have a great deal more
data, as well as more complex calculations to perform.)
To perform this operation, use the tabular data format in the
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clipboard. This format assumes that each line of text in the
clipboard contains several data items, and that these items are
separated by tab characters (CHR$(9)). Figure 4-7B shows how I set
up the Mac Write tabs prior to entering the sales data in the
document. In Figure 4-7C, I have selected the information that I
want to send to my BASIC program and am about to copy it to the
clipboard.
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Listing 4-5 shows a BASIC program that reads the data from the
clipboard, calculates the totals for each month, as well as a grand
total, and writes these results back to the clipboard. This program
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should be run next. The BASIC application is then exited,
Mac Write is entered once again, and the document is opened.
Listing 4-5

Accessing Tabular Data
on the Clipboard

·This progrom will reod the ice creom sales doto from
·the clipboord , colculete so les totols , end write those
·results bock to the clipboord for inclusion in the origi nol
· document. See text for mo re i nformotion.
0111 seles(5,6)
·Step One: Reod soles dote from clipboord :
OPEN T , I ,"CLIP:"
FOR fl ovor= I TO 5
INPUT • t ,flavor$
PRINT "Reoding data fo r flavor= ";flavor$
FOR month= I TO 6
INPUT• 1,soles(flovor,month)
NEXT
NEXT
CLOSE 1
PRINT "All dete reed "
·Step Two : Celc ulete new dote from sales dote .
0111 totals(?)
totols(7)=0 'initialize grand tote !
FOR month= 1 TO 6
totels(month)= O 'i nitialize month sub-total
FOR flevor= 1 TO 5
tot aIs( mon th ):to ta I s(month )•so l es( fl avor,month)
NEXT
totels(7 )=total s(7)•tote l s(month) ·accumulate grand tota l
NEXT
· Step Three : Write totals data to clipboard :
OPEN "O ", I ."CLIP:"
WRITE• t ,"Totel" ,totals( I ),toto l s(2) ,totels(3 ),tota l s(4) ,totals(5), total s(6)
WRITE• I ,"Grand Tote!" ,total s(?)
CLOSE I
END

Figure 4-7D shows the document just before I pasted in the new
contents of the clipboard. The insertion point is at the end of the
document, just below the words "Butter Pecan." Figure 4-7E shows
the document after the data has been pasted into place. Notice that
the character strings "Total" and "Grand Total" written by the
BASIC program have been enclosed in doublequotes. This was due
to use of the WRITE# statement. These doublequotes can be
removed manually. Figure 4-8 shows the contents of the clipboard
before and after the program of Listing 4-5 is executed.
When using the clipboard in this fashion, you must be very
careful not to destroy the clipboard contents between steps. This is
all too easy for an inexperienced Macintosh user to do. You should
always keep in mind that any Cut or Copy operation in the Edit
menu of any application (including the Finder itself) will overwrite
the existing contents of the clipboard. In other words, when using
the clipboard to transfer data between two different applications,
be sure that you do not perform any Cut or Copy operations
between the time that you exit from the first application and the
time that you enter the second application.
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Figure 4-7D
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Dear Mr. Lever,
As requested, I h!lve prep!lred !l report for you outlining our sales of ice
crel:lm over the l!lst si x months. I !lm sure you will agree that the S!lles
figures look ve ry good. Here they !lre (i n g!lllons) :
Fl avor!Mo nth
Chocolate
V!lnilla
Strawberry
Pistachio
Butter Pe c!ln
"Total"
"Gr!lnd Tot!ll "

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAV

JUN

12

10
7

10
13

8

8
4

15
20
10
7
7
59

20
21
15
10
12
78

32
35
29
12
15
123

g
g

5
6
41
376

5
5
35

5
40

I
Text Clipboard Data

The preceding example illustrated the tabular format of clipboard
data. This format causes tab characters to be used as separators
when a WRITE# statement is used to write multiple data items to
the clipboard. I used this to great advantage in the example by
presetting the Mac Write tab positions to produce an attractive and
orderly document. As an alternative to this format, the clipboard
text format can be used.
The CLIP: TEXT device name provides access to the clipboard in
this format. In this format, the data on the clipboard is assumed to
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be a simple stream of characters. Multiple lines are delimited in the
usual fashion by a single carriage return character (CHR$(13)) at
the end of each line. From within BASIC, data can be read from
the clipboard in this format using either the INPUT# or INPUT$
statements. Data can be written to the clipboard using either
PRINT# or WRITE# statements.
Figure 4-8
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Clipboard
cr-1oco late 1·).... 10 10 15 20 ._:iL
vanilla 9 7 13 20 21 35
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The data itself can be cut from or pasted into any application
that supports plain text data (e.g., Mac Write, MacPaint). As an
example, the program of Listing 4-6 is presented.
This program uses the sine and random functions to produce a
series of text lines that portray an interesting mathematical shape.
By running this program, this set of text lines is sent to the
clipboard. You can then exit from BASIC and start the MacPaint
application. Select the Monaco font type, in a size of 9 point. Then
select Paste from the Edit menu. The image will be brought in from
the clipboard to your MacPaint document. Figure 4-9 shows what it
will look like.
Note that the entire image produced by the BASIC program does
not fit into the MacPaint document. As an exercise, you could
modify the BASIC program so that it writes the text image in
sections. You could then paste each section into the MacPaint
document separately. In this fashion, the entire image, representing
two double sine wave cycles, could be accumulated into a single
MacPaint document.

Accessing the Communications Port
Opening a file to device name CO Ml: allows access to the
Macintosh asynchronous serial communications port. This port
can, in turn, be connected to another computer to allow data
exchange between the two machines. Alternatively, the port can be
connected to a modem so that a much larger, remotely located
computer system can be contacted. Such a system, called a host
computer, can provide many useful and interesting services to users
of personal computers. Some of the more popular dial-up systems
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Listing 4-6

· This program generates en interesting pattern using
·ell text chl!recters end writes this pattern to the clipboard.
· From the clipboard, the date can be posted into a MacPaint document.
· See text for more information.
DEF FNrend(l ,u):CllfT( 1•RND( ll*(u-1))
RANDOMIZE TIMER
pi:3.14159
OPEN "0",1 ,"CLIP:TEXT"
FOR angle:O TO 4*pi•.3 STEP .3
x=6•CllfT(6*SIN(engle)) 'numerical value ranging sinusoidally from o to 12
IF x:O THEN x= 1
imege$=""
FOR i= 1 TO 25-x
imegeS=imegeS•MIDS(".,:' ",FNrend( 1,5), 1)
NEXT
imege$:i mege$•STRINGS(2*x, "*")
FOR i= 1 TO 25-x
image$=image$•MIDS("., :· ",FNrend( 1,6), 1)
NEXT
PRIMP' 1, image$
NEXT
CLOSE 1
END

Creating Text Data for
the Clipboard
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of this type are American People/Link, CompuServe, Dow Jones,
and The Source.
Serial Communications Parameters

Whenever asynchronous serial communications are used, the two
communicating devices must agree on a set of communications
parameters. In all, there are four different parameters that must be
specified. They are baud rate, parity, word length, and stop bits.
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Table4-3

Serial Communications
Parameters

Parameter

Meaning

Possible Values

Baud-rate

Speed at which data
is transferred.

110,150,300,600,1200,
1800,2400,3600,4800, 7200,
9600, 19200,57600.

Parity

Type of error
detection to use, or
none.

E (even), 0 (odd), N (none)

Word Length

Size (in bits) of each
unit of data that is
transferred.

5, 6, 7, 8.

Stop Bits

Minimum wait time
between transfer of
successive units of
data.

1, 2.

Table 4-3 outlines these parameters and indicates what values may
be selected for each.
Perhaps the most important parameter is the baud rate, which
determines the speed at which data will be transferred between the
two communicating devices. The higher the baud rate the faster the
transmission of data. The rate of data transmission in characters
per second is equal to roughly one tenth the baud rate.
When communicating with a remote device over the telephone
lines, the baud rate that you can use depends upon the modem you
have available. The modem interfaces the electrical output of the
Macintosh serial port with the telephone line itself. Most modems
can operate at either 300 or 1200 baud.
For a direct wire connection between your Macintosh and
another device, you can use up to 9600 baud without difficulty.
Such a direct wire connection should be no longer than 50 feet.
Figure 4-10 shows how to wire a connector to the serial port for
either modem or direct connection.
When the COMl: device is opened, a set of modifiers must be
appended to the device name to specify the four communications
parameters. The format of the device name is as follows

COM1:baud-rate,parity,word-length,
stop-bits
Remember, you mu~t select these parameters to match those of
the device or system that you intend to communicate with. If the
device is another computer that is connected locally, you can
probably pick a set of parameters yourself, and program them into
both machines. On the other hand, if you are dialing up a remote
service, you must conform to the set of parameters defined by that
service. Most 300 baud dial up services can communicate using one
stop bit and either an eight bit word and no parity, or a seven bit
word and even parity.
Opening the Serial Port

Because the COMl: device allows both input and output
operations, a different syntax for the OPEN statement is required.
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Conventionol "DB-25"
Seriol Connector

Mocintosh
Seriol Port

Figure 4-10

Connecting to the Serial
Communications Port

5 43 2 1

0

9876

25

14

Pin numbering is shown from the wiring side of
these connectors. Not oll pins are used.
Wiring Macintosh to modem :
Mt1cintosh
Modem (DB-25)
1 - Ground
1 - Ground
2 - Receive
3 - Ground
I 1' 3 - Tronsmit
5 - Tronsmit '
7 - Handsht1ke
I 4 - Request to Send
9 - Receive '
~ 5 - Cleor to Send
(Note : arrows show
6 - Doto Set Ret1dy
direction of dott1
7 - Ground
flow)
20 - Doto Terminol Reody

:J

I'

If

0:

Wiring Macintosh directly to another Mocintosh :
Mocintosh 1
Mocintosh 2
1 - Ground '
1 - Ground
2 - +5 volts,
2 - +5 volts
3 - Ground
I I
3 - Ground
5 - Tronsmit ',_J I ~ 5 - Tronsmit
7 - Hondsht1ke
I 7 - H1mdsht1ke
9 - Receive '
9 - Receive

I

I

'.

I,

L

Wiring Mocintosh directly to other computer or terminol :
Computer/Terminol (DB-25)
Mocintosh
1 - Ground ~ 1 - Ground
2 - +5 volts..J
2 - Receive
3 - Ground
,_jlJ I 3 - Tronsmit
5 - Tronsmit
4 - Request to Send
7 - Hondshok~
I 5 - Cleor to Send
9 - Receive
6 - Doto Set Reody
7 - Ground
20 - Dt1to Terminol Reody

_-.J I

0:
ft

L:

•
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This syntax is as follows
OPEN device-name AS file-number
LEN=buffer-size

Notice that no "mode" is specified in this statement. Thus, the
device can be read from and written to. The file number functions
in the same way as always, and the buffer size defines how much
space BASIC will set aside to buffer (hold) incoming serial data.
This is very important, especially at higher baud rates, because the
data may be coming in to the Macintosh faster than our program
can read it. In this case, a large buffer area is necessary to hold this
incoming data until the program can deal with it.
A Simple Terminal Program

To illustrate how the COMl: device can be used, the program of
Listing 4-7 is presented. This program allows the Macintosh to act
as a simple data communications terminal. In this capacity, the
Macintosh displays in the Output window every character it receives
from the serial port. Any characters typed on the keyboard are in
turn sent out over the serial port.
Listing 4-7

Simple Terminal
Communications
· Program

· This progrem cen be used to commun icate with most 300 baud
·dial up ser vices . Line feed ch aracters received from the host
·computer are automatically suppressed . The program provides
·an "underl ine" cu r sor on the terminel screen et all times .
·The screen will support up to eighty co lumns of text on a l ine.
CALL TEXTFONT(4)
CALL TEXTSIZE(9)
PRINT "SIMPLE TERMINAL PROGRAM"
PRINT
PRINT" I. 300 Beud , 8 Bits , No Perity, 1 Stop Bit"
PRINT "2. 300 Baud , 7 Bit s, Even Perity, 1 Stop Bit"
PRINT
Retry:
LINE INPUT "Select parameter choice ( 1 or 2) == > ";r$
IF r$:" 1" THEN p$:"300,N,8, 1" ELSE IF r$:"2" THEN p$:"300,E,7, 1• ELSE GOTO Retry
PRINT
PRINT "Termina l Ready:··
PRINT
OPEN "COM I :" +p$ AS 1 LEN:5000
PRINT CHR$(95);
Again:
WHILE LOC( 1)>0
a$: INPUT$( 1,• 1J
a$:CHRS(ASC(a$) AND 127)
IF a$<>CHRS( 10) THEN PRINT CHR$(8);a$;CHR$(95);
WEND
a$:1NKEVS
IF a$:"" THEN GOTO Again
PRINT • t ,a$;
GOTO Again

Note that characters typed on the keyboard will not appear on
the display unless the device attached to the serial port explicitly
echoes them. Most host computers perform this echoing operation
most of the time, so you can see what you are typing and sending to
them.
If you do not have a dial up service and/or modem available, you
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can test this program in another way. Simply use a piece of wire or
electrical test clip to short together pins 5 and 9 of the serial port
connector. This connects the serial port output to the serial port
input. Such a connection is called a loopback test, because it loops
the output signal right back into the input. If you do this and then
run the program in Listing 4-7, you should be able to see any
characters you type appear on the display. This verifies that the
program, and the Macintosh serial port, are working properly.
How the Terminal Program Works

The first two statements in the program are CALL statements to
special built-in subprograms. These subprograms will be explained
in greater detail in Chapter 7. I am using them here to force all text
sent to the Output window to appear in the Monaco font and with a
text size of 9 points.
This is necessary for two reasons. First, it allows up to eighty
columns of text to fit across the Macintosh screen. Second, the
Monaco font is not a proportional font, meaning that all characters
in this font take up the same amount of space. This allows a
backspace character to be sent to the output window to erase any
previously displayed text on the current line. I will make use of this
characteristic in putting up the terminal screen cursor.
The program begins by presenting a menu allowing the user to
select from the two most often used parameter sets. After this
selection, the COMl: device is opened with the desired parameters.
Note that I use a buffer size of 5000 characters, which is more than
adequate for a program of this type running at 300 baud. This
insures that no incoming data will be lost. The terminal screen
cursor character will be the underscore symbol, displayable as
CHR$(95).
A WHILE-WEND loop is executed as long as there are
characters waiting in the serial port input buffer. The number of
characters currently in the buffer is always available via the LOC
function call.
The characters are read using the INPUTS function. The next
statement insures that all data received will be interpreted as seven
bit ASCII codes. This statement effectively masks off the eighth bit
of each received data byte. This avoids any difficulty that might
arise if the host computer is sending data as seven bits with parity,
and the Macintosh receives it as eight bits with no parity. In such a
case, the parity bit will often make the received data look like nonASCII characters.
The next statement actually displays the received data. The IFTHEN statement filters out any line feed characters (CHR$(10))
that are received. Since many terminal devices require both a
carriage return and a line feed to move the cursor to the next line,
most hosts send both of these characters.
In the case of the Macintosh, however, simply displaying the
carriage return character will cause the cursor position to drop
down to the beginning of the next line. It is therefore necessary to
filter the line feed characters to avoid double spacing on the
terminal screen.
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Note that before each received character is displayed, the
backspace character (CHR$(8)) is displayed . This causes the
terminal cursor character to be erased, and the received data to be
displayed in its place. This data is then followed by a new
CHR$(95), which displays the cursor in its new position.
When there is no data waiting in the input buffer, the program
checks the keyboard through use of the INKEY$ function. Any
characters typed on the keyboard are sent out the serial port via a
PRINT# statement. This completes all the functional requirements
of a simple terminal program.
The Check Writing Program-Version 1
My next sample program, Listing 4-8, makes use of all of the
concepts discussed so far. It is a check writing program-one that
you can use to prepare and keep track of your own personal checks.
If you find that each month you write out a series of checks, always
to the same payees (e.g. electric bill, phone bill, credit card bills,
etc.), then you will appreciate the value of this program. You will
need to have custom check forms preprinted, with your name, your
bank's name, and your checking account number.
Listing 4-8

· This program will help you to maintain your personal check-book.
·The progrom ~l!ows 'JOU to odd entries that represent deposits.
· You can also add entries that represent poyments (checks) .
· In this case , the subroutine Check.Print will be used to actually
· fill out the fields in a check on the lmogewriter printer.
· Continuous forms checks can be ordered from many sources with
·your name , your bank M m ~ .ind 'Jour account number pre-printed.
· Vou wil l probably have to modify the print field locations in
·subroutine Check .Print to match the specific format of the cl1ecks
· that you order.
· The check register 1s maintained on disk in a f ile named CHECKS .
· T11e prngram maintains a constantly updated balance and can produce
·a printed copy of the register at any time .
·The program allows you to set up a list of predefined accounts to which
· you often write checks . Th is saves time when actually 1Jsi ng the program
· to wn te checks to the same payees each month. Define your payee s i n
· the data statements indicated below :
·You may have up to 1O predefined payee accounts:
DIM Account$( 10),Accountno$( I O)
Predefined;O
GetPre1Jefined:
READ a$ ·get a predefined account name
IF ak'END " THEN GOTO EndPredefData
Predefined:Predefined• 1
Account$(Predef i nedl=aS
READ Accountno$(Predefined)
GOTO GetPredef i ned
EndPredefData:
·Predefined data has been setup, variable Predef i ned=' of Predefined accounts
· Place your pr-edefined account names here, two strings per account:
· The first string wi ll be the payee name for the check, the second w ill be
·placed on the comment line of I.he check and usuelly set to your account.
·number with that payee . Sample data follows :
DAT A "ABC Telephone Company " ,"555- 12 12"
DATA "HTD Power and Light"," 123-456789-01 "
DATA "XV Z Heating Oil Co ."," 001-58726724"
OAT A "SUPERCARD Credit Company","5123-456- 7890 "
DAT A "Book of the Hour Club","00 12233445566"
· -------- end of predefined accounts date.
DATA "END"

The Check Writing
Program - Version 1
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Listing 4-8-cont.

DIM Numbers$( 19), Numbers 10$(9)
FOR i:I TO 19
READ Numberst(i)
NEXT
FOR i=2 TO 9
READ Numbers I 0$(i)
NEXT
DAT A ONE,TWO,THREE,FOUR,F IVE,SIX,SEVEN,EIGHT,NINE,TEN,ELEVEN
DAT A TWEL VE,THIRTEEN,FOURTEEN,FIFTEEN,SIXTEEN,SEVENTEEN
DAT A EIGHTEEN,NINETEEN,TWENTV,THIRTV ,FOURTV ,FIFTV,SIXTV
DATA SEVENTV,EIGHTV,NINETV
BalanceKnown:O 'set flag to show current balance not known yet
FileOpen=O ·set flag to show CHECKS file not open
Today$:DATES 'Get date and reformat it to mm/dd/yy format:
Today$:LEFTS(Today$,6l•RIGHTS(Today$,2) ·remove· 19· from year
MID$(Today$,3, 1):" /"
MID$(Today$,6, I):"/"
·Main Menu:
Main:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "CHECK WRITING PROGRAM"
LOCATE 3,1
PRINT" 1. Displa1~ Register and Current Balance·
PRINT "2. Print Register"
PRINT "3. Write Checks"
PRINT "4. Add 'Deposits•
PRINT "5. Initialize New Register·
PRINT "6. End Program·
LOCATE 10,10
PRINT "Select Choice .
TryAgain:
GOSUB WaitKey
a~=YAL(a$)

IF a~< I OR a~>6 THEN GOTO TryAgain
DN a~ GOTO Rdisp,Rprint,Cwrite,Deposit,Rinit,Finish
·Display Register Function:
Rdisp:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "DISPLAY REGISTER"
OPEN "0",2,"SCRN"
MergeDispPrint: 'both disp and print functions are the same from this point on
GOSUB GetStartDate
GOSUB ScanFile
IF Cdate$:"" THEN PRINT "No records found for that start date" :CLOSE 2: GOTO Restart
· •ll~play the register info·

OispAgllin:
PRINT•2, STRING$(70,''·"J
PRINT-2, TA8(35J,"Balance",TA8(45i;
PRINT·~. USING "U••u ••",Bal
PRINT"2, Ml0$(Cdate$,3 ,2)•"/"•MID$(Cdate$,5,2)+" /"•MID$(Cdate$, I ,2);"
IF Camt>O THEN PRINT"'2, "** DEPOSIT**";
PRINT•2, Cdesc$
IF Camt<O THEN PRINT"'2. TAB( lO);"Check • ";Cno~;
PRINT•2, TA8(45);
IF Camt>O THEN PRINT"'2, USING "$$H••.•··.camt ELSE PRINT•2. USING"$$ .......;·Camt
· get ne~t record :
If EOF(l) THEN &OTO DispEnd
INPUT• l ,Cdate$,Cdesc$,Cnol,C11mt,B11l
SOTO OispAgein
·End of rile reached on display/print function:
DispEnd:
CLOSE I
PRINT•2, STRIN6$(70,"·")
PRINT•2, TAB(29);"Closing Balence";TAB(45);
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Listing 4-8-cont,

PRINT"'2, USING"$$•••• ••";Bal•Camt
Balance:Bal•Camt
BalanceKnown= 1 "set flag tu ~1iU't1 that tt;e
CLOSE 2

~urrent

balonce is known

·Come to here to wait before returning to main menu:
Restart:
PRINT
PRINT "Press any key to continue·
GOSUB WaitKey
GOTO Moin
·Print Register Function :
Rprint:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "PRINT REGISTER"
OPEN ·o· ,2,"LPT 1:·
GOTO MergeDispPrint 'both Disp and Print functions are the seme
·
from this point on.

·Check \'/rite Function:
Cwrite:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "CHECK WRITING"
If BalanceKnown = O THEN GOSUB GetB.;iance
LOCATE 3,1
PRINT "Todey is ";Today$
LOCATE 3,20
PRINT "Your current balence is ";
PRINT USING"SSH•• H";Belance
LOCATE 5,1
FOR i=I TO Predefined 'show all predefined account codes:
PRINT USING "H";i;
PRINT. ";AccountS(i)
NEXT
PRINT "99. All other accounts"
PRINT
GetecRetry:
PRINT TAB( I O);"Select account number==>";
INPUT ac
IF ac< 1 OR (ac>Predefined ANO 8C<>99) THEN GOTO GetacRetry
IF aco99 THEN GOTO UsePredefined
· Gel account name and number from user:
PRINT "Enter name of payee ==> ";
LINE INPUT payee$
PRINT "Enter additional text to go on check, if any==>·:
LINE INPUT payee2$
GOTO GetDesc
UsePredefined: ·use a predefined account name and number for check poyee:
payee$:Account$(ec)
payee2$=Accountno$(ac)
PRINT "Check will be made out t.o ";payee$
PRINT "Additional text on check will read: ";payee2$
GetDesc: ·get any additional info to be stored with this check entry:
PRINT "Enter additional text to go in register, if any==>";
LINE INPUT desc$
PRINT
PRINT "Enter Check Amount==>";
INPUT Ckamt
IF Ckaml.,:Balance THEN GOTO Amt.OK
PRINT "That will cause an oYerdraft, proceed anyway? (ViNJ ==> ·;
GOSUB GetVN
IF yn$:"N" THEN GOTO NextCheck
PRINT yn$
AmtOK:
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Listing 4-8-cont.

CLS
LOCATE 1, 10
PRINT "PLEASE CONFIRM"
LOCATE 3,1
PRINT Today$;'' Check"";
PRINT USING """"";Cno:i• 1;
PRINT" to ";pa1.1ee$;" ";
PRINT USING"$$"""" ••";CKamt
PRINT TAB(20);payee2$;"
PRINT TAB(20);desc$
PRINT
PRINT "Proceed to write this check? (V/N) ===> ";
GOSUB GetVN
IF yn$:"N" THEN PRINT : PRINT "CHECK ABORTED": GOTO NextCheck
PRINT ynS
Cno:i=Cno:i•l
Camt:·CKamt · show amount as negative to indicate check and not 1jeposit
GOSUB TextAmount 'convert CKamt to TextCKamt$
·print the check on the lmagewriter printer. the fol lowing LPRINT
· statements must be modified to conform to the specific check forms
· I.hat you use.
LPRINT T AB(60);"No. "; ·column location for check number, upper right corner
LPRINT USING """""; Cno:i
LPRINT TAB(60); 'column location for date, beneath check number
LPRINT Today$
LPRINT
LPRINT
·number of blank lines before payee line is reached
LPRINT T AB(5J;payee$ ·column location for payee
LPRINT TAB(S);
·column location for text of amount of check
'print out amount of check in text
LPRINT TextCKemt$
LPRINT TAB(60);
'column location for check amount in numeric form
LPRINT USING "$$""""·""";-Camt
LPRINT
LPRINT
·number of blank lines before comment line is reached
LPRINT TAB(5);payee2$ ·column location for comment on check
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
·number of blank lines to top of next check form
·----·····end of check pnnting statements that need custom modification.
·Now add entry to the CHECKS file for this check:
IF FileOpen'::O THEN OPEN "A", 1,"CHECKS". FileOpen: 1
GOSUB SetCdete
Cdesc$:peyee$•" /" •desc$
· Cno:i is already set
· Camt is already set
Bal:Balance 'balance prior to this check
Balance:Balance•Camt ·r.~~P program's balance current
WRITE' 1,CdateS,CdescS,Cno~,Camt,Bal 'write register record to file
NextCheck:
PRINT
PRINT ·oo IJOU want to write another check? (V /N) •
GOSUB GetVN
IF ynS="V" THEN GOTO Cwrite
CLOSE 1 'close CHECKS file
FileOpen:O · show thet me not open
GOTO Main
·········-------End of Check Wri le Function.
·Deposit Function:
Deposit:

· CLS
LOCATE 1,10
";Todays
PRINT "MAKE DEPOSITS
LOCATE 3,1
LINE INPUT "Enter Deposit description==> ";descS
INPUT "Enter amount of deposit ==> ";DPamt
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Listing 4-8-cont.

PRINT
PRINT TodeyS;" DEPOSIT from ";descS;" ";
PRINT USING
H";DPemt
PRINT
PRINT "Proceed to register this deposit? (VIN)";
GOSUB GetVN
IF ynS:"N" THEN PRINT : PRINT "DEPOSIT ABORTED": GOTO NextDeposit
IF BelenceKnown:O THEN GOSUB GetBelence
·Now edd entry to the CHECKS file for this deposit:
IF FileOpen:O THEN OPEN "A", 1;CHECKS": FileOpen: 1
GOSUB SetCdate
Cdesc$:desc$
· Cno! is elreedy set - it remains seme es lest check number for deposit entries
Camt=OPemt
Bal=Belance 'balance prior to this check
Balance=Belence•Camt 'keep program's belence current
WRITE- l ,Cd1.1teS,CdescS,Cno!,Cemt,B1.1l ·write register record to file

·ss·--·

NextOeposit:
PRINT
PRINT "Do you went to m1.1ke 1.1nother deposit? (V/N) •
GOSUB GetVN
IF yn$:"V" THEN GOTO Deposit
CLOSE 1 'close CHECKS file
FileOpen=O ·show that file not open
GOTO Mein
·---------------End of Deposit Function.
· Initialize CHECKS file function :
Rinit:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "INITIALIZE CHECK REGISTER"
LOCATE 3,1
PRINT "WARNING! - This function wm destroy any previous register contents!"
PRINT "Be sure to rename the CHECKS file end obtain 1.1 printout of the current·
PRINT ·register before proceeding !!!"
PRINT
INPUT "Enter 1.1 starting belence for the new register==> ";Camt
INPUT "Enter 1.1 starting check number==> ";Cno!
PRINT
PRINT TodeyS;" Opening Belence = ";
PRINT USING ·ss••••.••·;cemt;
PRINT· Next Check Number will be ";Cno"
PRINT
PRINT "Proceed to initialize new register? (V/N) ·;
GOSUB GetVN
IF yn$:"N" THEN PRINT: PRINT "INIT ABORTED": GOTO lnttFinish
GOSUB SetCdete
Cdesc$:"0PENING BALANCE"
Cno":Cno!-1 'adjust so next check written will be correct number
· Camt is already set up
Bel:O
Balance:Camt
BalanceKnown= 1
OPEN ·o·, 1,"CHECKS"
WRITE• 1,Cdete$,Cdesc$,Cno!,Cemt,Bel 'write register record to file
CLOSE I
PRINT
PRINT "!NIT COMPLETED."
lnitFinish:
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "Press eny key for menu."
a$:1NKEYS
WHILE eS=··
a$:1NKEYS
WEND
SOTO Main
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Listing 4-8-cont.

·--------------------End of INIT Function.
' End of Program:
Finish:
END
· Subroutine to wait for the user to press eny 'key.
· The keystroke is returned in e$
WaitKey:
a$:1NKEY$
WHILE e$:""
aS=INKEYS
WEND
RETURN
·Subroutine to obtain starting date for display or print fuKt1on1;
·Returns value in format yymmdd in variable d$
GetStartDate:
LOCATE 3,1
GSDretry:
LINE INPUT "Enter start date as mm/dd/yy ==> ";d$
·Verify valid input:
IF LEN(d$)<>8 THEN GOTO GSDerr
IF "ID$(d$,3, 0<>"/" OR "IDS(d$,6, 1)0"/" THEN GOTO GSDerr
dS="ID$(d$, 7,2)+MID$(d$, I ,2J+MIDS(d$,4,2)
RETURN
GSDerr:
PRINT "Invalid input, try egain please·
GOTO GSDretry
· Subroutine to ope" '"~~HECKS file end seen until the date ind$
· is reached, returning with the first file record at or beyond that
·date in variables Cdate$,Cdesc$,Cnol,Cemt,8al end the file left opened
· to that position. If the dete could not be round, then the file is closed
·and Cdate$ is returned os null.
ScanFile:
OPEN "I", I ,"CHECKS"
ScenAgain:
IF EDF( I) THEN CLOSE I : Cdate$:"": RETURN
INPUT• I ,CdateS,CdescS,Cnol,Camt,Bal
IF Cdate$<dS THEN GOTO ScanAgain
RETURN
·Subroutine to read the CHECKS me completely for the purposes or
·obtaining a current balance. The file is closed when the
·operation is complete, and the current balance is returned
'in Yariable Balance. In addition, the variable BelenceKnown is set
·to I to indicate that the current balance is now eveilable.
GetBalance:
OPEN "I", I ,"CHECKS"
WHILE NOT EOF(l)
INPUT• 1,CdateS,CdescS,Cnol,Camt,Bal
WEND
CLOSE I
Balance:B11l+Camt
BelanceKnown= I
RETURN
·Subroutine to wait until the user presses either the Y or N keys,
· in response to a yes or no question. wm not return until one or these
·keys is pressed. The keystroke character is returned in yn$.
GetYN:
yn$:1NKEYS
WHILE UCASES(yn$)<>"Y" AND UCASES(ynSl<>"N"
yn$:1NKEYS
WEND
yn$:UCASES(yn$l
RETURN
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·Subroutine to convert Todey$, in the formet mm/dd/yy into
· Cdate$, in the format yymmdd :
SetCdete:
Cdate$:R 1GHTS(T odayS ,2)+LEFTS(T odeyS ,2)+1t I DS(T odayS, 4,2)
RETURN

Listing 4°8-cont.

·Subroutine to convert a numeric dollar amount to a textual description
·as used one bank check. The amount is input in ver1able CKamt and the
·result is retumed in string variable TextCKemtS.
TextAmount:
TextCKemt$=""
IF CKemt>.99 THEN GOTO NotNoOollars
TextCKamtS="NO DOLLARS ANO "+STRS(CKemt* 100)+" CENTS"
RETURN
NotNoDo 11 ers:
IF CKamt< 1000 THEN GOTO NoThousands
amt:F I X(CKemtl 1000)
CKemt:Ckemt·amt* 1000
GOSUB Textamt
TextCKemtS:Textamt$+" THOUSAND"
NoThousonds:
IF CKamt< 100 THEN GOTO NoHundreds
am\:FIX(CKamt/ 100)
CKamt=CKemt-amt* 100
GOSU8 Textemt
TextCKemtS=TextCKemtS•Textemt$+" HUNDRED "
NoHundreds:
amt:FIX(CKamt) 'remove eny cents
CKamt:Ckemt·amt 'lsolete just the cents
GOSUB Textamt
TextCKamt$:TextCKamt$+Textemt$+" DOLLARS"
IF CKamt:O THEN TextCKamt$:TextCKamt$+"~NO NO CENTS": RETURN
TextCKemtS:TextCKamt$+" AND "+STRS(C I NT(Ckamt * 100))+ • CENTS"
RETURN
·Subroutine to convert a value from 0-99 in variable amt into a textuel
·description of thot amount in vorieble TextamtS
Textamt:
IF emt:O THEN Textemt$:"" : RETURN
IF amt<20 THEN TextemtS:Numbers$(amt): RETURN
amt 1O:FIX(amtl10) ·get tens digit of number
amt=amt-amt 10* 1o
Textamt$:Numbers 10$(amt1 OJ 'tens digit in text
IF amt:O THEN RETURN
TextamtS:TextamtS+" "•NumbersS(amtJ 'append ones digit in text
RETURN

There are many business supply houses that will now do this for
you, in quantities as low as 500 checks. The checks come complete
with sequence numbers, as continuous forms with detachable
tractor-feed edges. They are ideal for use with an lmagewriter
printer. You can customize the check writing program to include a
predefined list of the accounts you pay most often. Then, when the
bills arive each month, all you have to do is run the program on
your Macintosh.
You select the account to pay from your predefined list and enter
the amount. The rest is automatic! The check will be made out to
the correct party, showing your account number, and the date and
amount. Your record ("checkbook register") is stored as a
sequential disk file named CHECKS, from which you can make a
printout. All you then have to do is detach the checks as they come
out of the lmagewriter, sign them, and place them in the proper
envelopes and mail them. I find that this approach can save a lot of
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time when doing the monthly bills; and it makes an otherwise
unpleasant task more fun as well!
The program presented at this time is fairly large, as it must
handle all of the functions described above. In its present form,
however, it does not do justice to the Macintosh. This is because it
does not make extensive use of those unique Macintosh features
such as the mouse, windows, and pull-down menus. In fact, this
version of the program relies on old fashioned screen menus and
prompts to provide a user interface.
I have done this on purpose; at this point I want to focus on the
internals of the program and not the user interface. I will explain in
detail how the program maintains the checkbook register as a
sequential data file, and how it manipulates the data that it has to
work with.
In later chapters of this book, as you learn how to implement
user interfaces, I will keep bringing this program back. We will then
modify the user interface parts of the program so that, by the end
of the book, it will be a true Macintosh style implementation. In
this final form, I am sure it will be a program you will enjoy using.
How to Use the Program

Before I explain how the program works, I will describe how it is
intended to be used. Figure 4-11 shows the "main menu" of the
program. The five major functions provided by the program are
Display Register, Current Balance, Print Register, Write Checks,
Add Deposits, and Initialize New Register (this will eventually be a
pull-down menu). As you know, the program maintains your
checkbook register as a disk file named CHECKS.
Figure 4-11

:0

Check Writing Program
Main Menu

Fig 4-11
CHECK WRITING PROGRAM

1. Display Register and Current Balance
2. Print Register
3. Write Checks
4. Add Deposits
5. Initialize New Register
6. End Program

Select Choice ·

When you first start using the program, you must select the
Initialize New Register function to initialize this disk file. This
function will prompt you to supply a starting checking account
balance, as well as a starting check number for the next check to be
written. This data will then be used to create and place the first
record in the CHECKS file, as shown in Figure 4-12. Subsequently,
you may use any of the other four program functions, as needed.
You may make deposits to the account, write checks against it, or
display or print the account register.
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Figure 4-12

Fig 4-12

u

Initialize New Register
Function

T

INITIALIZE CHECK REGISTER

i

WARNING! - Thi s function wi ll destroy any previous register contentsl
Be sure to rename the CHECKS file and obtain a printout of the current
register before proceeding !I!
Enter a starting balance for the new register== > ? 560.23
Enter a starting check nurntier ==> ? 100
07 /05/85 Opening Balance =

$560.23 Next Check Number wi 11 be

100

Proceed to i nitialize new register? (VIN)
INIT COMPLETED.

Press any key for rnenu .

To make a deposit to the account, select the Add Deposits
function and supply a deposit description and amount,as shown in
Figure 4-13. Notice that the program automatically stamps the
deposit with the current date.

_o

Figure 4-13

Add Deposits Function

MAKE DEPOSITS

Fig 4- 13
0 1/24/85

Enter Deposit description==> Paycheck for 1I15
Enter amount of deposit == > ? 230.45
01 /24/85 DEPOSIT from Paycheck for 1/15
Proceed to register this deposit

7

$230.45

(VI N)

To write out a check, select the Write Checks function. You will
be provided with a list of predefined payees, as shown in Figure
4-14. Notice that the program also supplies the date and your
current checking account balance. You can either select a
predefined payee, or enter the payee manually.
In Figure 4-14, I have selected one of the predefined payee
accounts. The program shows the name of the account and my
account number with that payee, both of which will appear on the
check itself. The program then prompts for the check amount, and
any additional text you will want to put in the checkbook register
for this entry.
Once this information is supplied, the program displays a screen
showing what the check and checkbook register entry will look like,
and asks for confirmation. This is shown in Figure 4-15. Figure
4-16 shows the check as it was printed by the lmagewriter on plain
paper. When you actually receive your continuous forms checks,
you can modify that portion of the program that prints the check so
that all of the print fields line up properly.
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Figure 4 - 14

~o

Check Writing Function

Fig 4- 14
CHECK WRITING

Todey is

o1/ 24/85

Your current be 1ence is

$790 68

1. ABC Telephone Compeny
2. HTD Power end Light
3. XVZ Hee ting Oi 1 Co.
4. SUPERCARD Credit Compeny
5. Book of the Hour Club
99. All othereccounts
Select eccount number==> ? 2
Check will be mede out to HTD Power end Light
Additionel te xt on check will reed : 123-456789-0 1
Enter edditionel text to go in register, if eny ==> Month of De cember
Enter Check Amount ==> ? 89.7tj

-o

Figure 4-15

Fig4-15
PLEASE CONFIRM

Check Writing
Confirmation

O1/24/ 85 Check '1 00 to HTD Power and Light
123-456789-0 1
Month of December

$89.70

Proceed to write this check? (V /N) ===>

l
Notice that the program converts the numeric value of the check
amount into an English language textual description. The program
gives you the option of writing additional checks, or returning to
the main menu.
The program's Display Register and Print Register functions are
identical, except for the target device to which the output is
directed. Either function allows you to select a starting date from
which the checkbook register entries will be selected. All entries
from that date on will be displayed (or printed) by these functions.
In Figure 4-17, I have used this function to obtain a complete
display of my checkbook register for this ongoing example. Note
that the first register entry (titled "OPENING BALANCE") was
placed in the register by the Initialize function .
The CHECKS File Structure

The heart of this program is the structure of the CHECKS file, in
which the checkbook register entries are maintained. Each record in
this file is created using the following statement

WRITE#1, Cdate$,Cdesc$,Cno%,Camt,Bal
The five variables specified above represent the total amount of
information necessary in each file record to make the check writing
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program work. Each check and each deposit made using the
program will appear as a single file record. A description of each
variable and its purpose can be found in Table 4-4.
Figure 4-16

No
. 1001
0 1/ 24/8 5

I

The Check as Printed by
the Imagewriter

~TSHt~w~tN~ngotL~~§

AND

70

CENTS

$ 89 . 70

12 3 - 45 6789 - 0 1

_J

L

_,...,

Figure 4-17

Fig 4-17

:u

Checkbook Register
Display

Enter start da t e as mm / dd / yy

07/05/ B5

1
l

==> oI /O I / 85

Balance
** DEPOSIT "* OPENING BALANCE

$0.00
$56 0.23

0 1/ 24/85

** DEPOSIT

"* Payche ck

Balan ce
for 1I 15

$56 0.23
$230.45

0 1/ 24/ 85

Balan ce
HTD Power and Light/Month of Decemb er
Check " I oo
Cl osin g Balance

Pre ss any key

$790.66
$89.70
$7 00.98

to continue

Notice that the date is stored in the file in the format yymmdd
(year, month, day). This format is used because two dates in this
format can be compared simply as character strings to determine if
one date is greater than the other. This is possible because the most
significant information (year) appears to the left of the string while
the least significant information (day) appears to the right. Using
this format will prove to be quite helpful when implementing the
search for start date component of the Display and Print Register
functions.
The description field , Cdesc$, is a variable length character
string used to provide a description of deposit, or additional
description text for checks. The Cno % field holds the check
number for entries that represent checks. For entries that represent
deposits, this field contains the check number of the last check
entry.
When a new check is to be written, the program can simply read
the file to the last record to obtain the last check number used. It
then adds one to that value to obtain the next check number to use.
When the Initialize function is used to create the file, it asks the
user for a starting check number. One less than the value supplied
by the user will appear in the Cno % field of the initialization
record written to the file.
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Table4-4

Variables in Each
CHECK File Record

Variable

Type

Holds

Cdate$

String of length 6

Date of transaction described
by this record in format
yymmdd.

Cdesc$

String of variable
length

Description of this
transaction.

Cno%

Integer

Check number for check
transactions. Last check
number used for all other
transactions.

Camt

Single-precision

Amount of this transaction.
If negative, then this record
represents a check, otherwise
it represents a deposit.

Bal

Single-precision

Account balance prior to the
transaction described by this
record.

The Camt field holds the dollar amount of the transaction
represented by the record. It is this field that determines whether or
not the record represents a deposit or a check. If the field is
positive, then the record represents a deposit, otherwise it
represents a check.
The final field, Bal, represents the checking account balance
prior to the transaction represented by the record. The program can
obtain the current account balance at any time by simply reading to
the last file record, and adding the Bal field and the Camt fields
together. The Bal field in the initialization record will be set to zero,
and the Camt field for that record will be set to the opening balance
provided by the user.
How the Program Works

The program relies heavily on subroutines to provide a readable,
structured form. The main program implements each of the
functions available in the main menu, obtaining help from the
appropriate subroutines when necessary. A complete list of
subroutines used in the program is shown in Table 4-5.
You may find some of these subroutines useful in your own
programs. The subroutines can be grouped into three basic types.
WaitKey, GetYN, and GetStartDate obtain information from the
user, format it appropriately, and return that information to the
caller. ScanFile and GetBalance both open the CHECKS file for
input and read information for return to their callers.
In some cases the file is left open and positioned to a particular
record to be read; in other cases the file is closed before a return.
The main program must take this into account, since all files must
be closed when their processing is completed.
Finally, the subroutines SetCdate, TextAmount, and Textamt
perform computational functions, accepting data in input variables,
and returning results in output variables. Since subroutines, and not
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subprograms, are used, all variables are shared and known to the
main program and all of the subroutines.

Table 4-5

Function

WaitKey

a$

Waits for a key to be
pressed, returns it in
a$

GetStartDate

d$

Prompts for and
obtains start date
from user. User
enters date in mm/
dd/ yy format, but
d$ is returned as
yymmdd.

Cdate$, Cdesc$,
Cno%, Camt ,
Bal

Opens CHECKS
file and reads until
a record dated d$ or
later is found .
Returns variables
for that entry and
leaves file open. If
no entries in file for
date, then close file
and return Cdate$
as null string.

GetBalance

Cdate$, Cdesc$,
Cno%, Camt,
Bal, Balance,
BalanceKnown

Reads CHECKS file
to end to obtain the
current account
balance.

GetYN

yn$

Waits until the user
presses either the Y
or the N key.
Returns key pressed
in yn$ as upper case
even if lower case 'y'
or 'n' was pressed.

ScanFile

132

Input
Variables

Output
Variables

Subroutine
Name

Subroutines of the
Check Writing Program

d$

SetCdate

Today$

Cdate$

Converts date in
input variable from
mm/ dd/ yy format
to yymmdd format
in output variable .

TextAmount

CKamt

TextCKamt$

Converts numeric
dollar amount in
input variable to
textual description
of that amount in
output variable.

Textamt

amt

Textamt$

Converts value
from 0 to 99 in
input variable into
textual description
of that value in
output variable .
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The main program begins by defining a pair of array variables to
hold the predefined payee accounts. The variable Predefined will
hold the total number of such accounts available, and will be used
later when the check writing function provides a menu of the
predefined accounts.
A loop (starting with the label GetPredefined) is then used to
read the predefined account information from a set of DATA
statements. The end of this information is signalled by an account
name of END, which must be present in the DATA statements that
follow. The loop will automatically set variable Predefined for later
use.
The program, as provided, contains the names and account
numbers of five fictitious accounts. Be sure to replace these with
your own real accounts before using the program. The DATA
statements appear immediately after the GetPredefined loop.
The next step in the main program is to define and initialize a set
of string arrays named Numbers$ and Numbers10$. These arrays
are initialized from DATA statements by a set of simple FORNEXT loops. The information they hold is used by the TextAmount
and Textamt subroutines to convert a numeric quantity into an
English language textual description of the quantity. For example,
the number 123 is converted into "ONE HUNDRED TWENTY
THREE."
If you decide to use these subroutines in your own programs, be
sure to also copy the initialization and DATA statements for the
arrays.
Next, a set of flag variables are initialized. Flag variables can
contain various different values to indicate different conditions
during program execution. In this case, the flag variable
BalanceKnown is set to 0 when the current account balance is not
yet known; it is set to 1 once the current account balance is known.
The flag variable FileOpen is set to 0 when the CHECKS file is
not open, it is set to 1 once the file is opened; this variable is only
used during the check writing and deposit functions.
As the final initialization step, the built-in function DATE$ is
used to obtain the current date. It is returned in the format mm-ddyyyy; the program immediately converts this to the more familiar
format of mm/dd/yy and stores it in variable Today$. Later, the
program will also use the format yymmdd for the date.
The main menu of the program is displayed using PRINT
statements, and a user selection is obtained from the keyboard via
subroutine WaitKey. Later in the book, I will replace this part of the
program with a custom pull-down menu, making the program feel
much more "at home" on the Macintosh.
An ON-GOTO statement is used to transfer control to the
appropriate part of the main program based upon the user's menu
selection. The ON-GOTO statement has the general format

ON variable GOTO label1, label2, label3,
Control is transferred to labell if the variable specified contains a
value of 1, to label2 for a value of 2, and so on.
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Each of the five program functions begins with the statement
CLS, which clears the current Output window. LOCATE and
PRINT statements are then used to present a secondary menu
appropriate to the function. At this point, each function requests
and obtains input from the user. In later chapters, I will replace
these sets of PRINT and INPUT statements with custom dialog
boxes.
Both the custom pull-down menus and the custom dialog boxes
allow the user to control the program with the mouse, and thus help
to provide the program with a Macintosh-style user interface.
Since the Display and Print Register functions are identical
except for the target of their output, I put Microsoft's device
independent i/ o to good advantage here. The two functions will
share most of their code, beginning at statement label
MergeDispPrint. Prior to that point, each function opens file
number 2 for output. The Display function opens it to the SCRN:
device, while the Print function opens it to the LPTl: device.
The bulk of the common code, which formats and outputs the
checkbook register data, uses file number 2 for the target of the
output. This allows you to avoid having to rewrite the same set of
statements for the two functions.
The check write function obtains the current account balance
and date, and displays these for the user along with a list of the
predefined payee accounts. The user may select either a predefined
account, or fill in his own. The multitude of PRINT and INPUT
statements here can also be replaced with a pull-down menu and/or
dialog box. In any case, the program also requests a check amount,
then clears the screen and redisplays all of the pertinent check
information for confirmation. Note that the program also checks
for account overdrafts, though it allows the user to proceed with an
overdraft if desired.
In this version of the program, if the user makes a mistake, he
must cancel the operation at the confirmation checkpoint and
reenter all pertinent data. With a dialog box interface, this will not
be necessary. The dialog box is clearly a better user interface.
When the user confirms that he wants to write the check, the
TextAmount subroutine is used to convert the check amount to a
text description. A series of LPRINT statements are then employed
to send the pertinent information to the Imagewriter. You will have
to customize these statements so that the proper information
appears in the proper places for the actual checks that you receive
from the business forms supplier.
Once the check is printed, the program writes a record to the
CHECKS file. The variable FileOpen is used to keep track of
whether or not the CHECKS file is already open, since the program
allows multiple checks to be written from within this function.
When the function is finally exited, the file is closed. Note the use
of the append mode when the file is opened for this function.
The Deposit function allows the user to specify an amount and
description for deposits to the account. Once again, PRINT and
INPUT statements are used where a dialog box will be substituted
later. This function must call subroutine GetBalance before writing
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the deposit record to the CHECKS file. This allows the program to
propagate the values for balance and check number from the last
record in the file to the record to be added. Once again, append
mode is used.
The Initialize function obtains a starting account balance and
check number. This data is placed in a record written to the
CHECK file using the output mode and not the append mode.
Since output mode is used, the file, if it was already present, is reset
to zero records. The initialization record is thus the first record in
the file. Since the program always adds one to the check number
found in the last file record when writing a new check, the user
supplied check number is decremented by one before it is placed in
the initialization record.
If you use the program for a long time, eventually the CHECKS
file may become so large as to impact the speed of the program.
When this happens, you can simply rename it so as to save it as an
archive of old checking account data. Then use the initialize
function to create a new CHECKS file, carrying over the balance
and next check number by manually supplying that information to
the initialize function.
Random Files
As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, there are two kinds
of disk files, sequential and random. Having spent a good amount
of time on sequential files, it is now time to look at random files. As
I have already noted, you have considerably greater control over file
access with random files than you do with sequential files. The cost,
of course, is the additional and complicated programming that
must be used to implement the extra control.
In what cases, then, would random files be useful? Random files
are best employed when a large database of information must be
maintained; one that may be too large to fit entirely in memory;
and one in which you need to have immediate access to any specific
database entry.
Consider, for example, a bank that maintains its customer's
accounts in a computer database. Each entry in the database must
contain the customer's name, address, and current account balance.
An example of such an entry is shown in Figure 4-18. Each
database entry must also be keyed to a specific account number,
since that is the manner in which the database will be accessed.
When a customer comes into the bank to make a deposit or
withdrawal, he gives his account number to the teller, who enters it
into the computer. The computer must be able to use the account
number to immediately access the customer's entry in the database.
If you specified that each customer's account number
corresponds to the record number of his database entry, then you
could use a random file to implement the bank's program. Using
random i/ o techniques, you can directly access a specific customer
account, as long as you know the account number (record number).
I will now develop the file structure and program necessary to do
this.
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Figure 4 - 18

A Database of Bank
Account Records

Account#

Customer Name

Address

Balance

Record 1
Record 2
Record 3

JOHN DOE

11 2 AMERICA ST.

$1115.70

...
...
...

...
...
...

. ..

...

. ..
. ..

File Structure :
Account#
Customer Name
Address
Balance

=Record#
= 40 characters
= 80 characters
= Single-precision value [ 4 bytes]

Tot.al Record Length = 40 + 80 + 4 = 1 24 Bytes.

I

I

CUSTOMER NAME:

I

ADDRESS:

BALANCE

I

Defining Ramdom Files
When working with random files, you must have a clear definition
of the format (data structure) of the file's records. This format must
be explicitly stated in the program before you can access the file.
Refer to Figure 4-18. The record is organized into fields, each of
which is assigned a fixed length in bytes. Fields containing character
string information require one byte per character, whereas fields
containing numeric data require 2, 4, or 8 bytes, depending upon
the numeric data type. Numeric data types are shown in Table 4-6.
Table4-6

Bytes Required for
Numeric Fields
(Random Files)

Numeric
Data Type

Bytes
Required

To Place Data
in File, Use:
(change to string)

To Retrieve Data
From File, Use:
change to numeric

Integer

2

MK1$

CVI

SinglePrecision

4

MKS$

CVS

DoublePrecision

8

MKD$

CVD

Once the fields are organized, and their respective lengths
determined, you calculate the total record length. This length must
be specified in the OPEN statement for the random file . The
statement looks like this

OPEN "R",fi Le number,fi Lename,totaL
record Length
For the example shown in Figure 4-18, the OPEN statement might
be written as
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OPEN "R" I 1I"ACCOUNTS"I124
The "R" stands for random file. The file number is 1 and the
filename is ACCOUNTS. The new parameter, 124, defines the
length in bytes of each record in the file. This parameter should
always be specified when using random files.
After the file is opened, its record layout must be defined to
BASIC. This is accomplished by using the FIELD statement, which
defines the length and position of each field in the record. The
FIELD statement also assigns a specific BASIC variable name to be
used when accessing the contents of each record field.
To continue the example, the FIELD statement might look like
this
FIELD 1, 40 AS Custname$, 80 AS Address$, 4
AS Bal$

The number 1 appearing after the FIELD keyword is the file
number. This is followed by a list of field definitions. The length of
each field is specified, as is the variable name through which the
contents of that field will be accessed. Note that only character
string variables may be used to access fields in random access file
records.
For numeric fields, special functions are employed to convert the
numeric data to/from character string format (a list of the special
functions are given in Table 4-6). The procedure for doing so will be
described in a moment.
Accessing Random File Data

Once the file has been OPENed and FIELDed, you can read and
write records to/from it. The BASIC statements GET and PUT are
used to accomplish this. In either case, the number of the record to
be accessed must be specified. Thus, for example, the statement

GET1,7
will read the seventh record from (open) random file number 1.
The statement

PUT1,23
will write the 23rd record to the file. When a record is read, the
contents of each of its fields are placed into the corresponding
variable names defined in the FIELD statement for that file
number. Conversely, when a record is written, its contents are taken
from the contents of these variables. When you are finished
accessing the file, you must, of course, close it in the usual fashion.
The complete file access protocol for random files is outlined in
Figure 4-19.
The LSET and RSET Statements

When preparing to write a random file record, you cannot use the
standard BASIC assignment statement to place data into the
FIELD variables. Special assignment statements, using the
keywords LSET and RSET, must be used.
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Flgure4-19

Random File Access
Protocol

STEP

BASIC Statement(&) Used

1. Open File.

OPEN

2. Define Record Fields.

FIELD

3. Access dat.a in file.
(Read Record(s),
Write Record[s))

GET
LSET, RSET, PUT

4. Close File.

CLOSE

--

The LSET statement is used to place data into a FIELD variable,
aligned to the left side of the field. The RSET statement aligns data
to the right side of the field. For example, if you wanted to set the
customer's name field to "JOHN DOE," you could use the
statement
LSET Custname$ ="JOHN DOE"

This would cause the 40-character-long customer name field to
be set to equal to the eight characters "JOHN DOE" followed by 32
blanks.
Alternatively, the statement
RSET Custname$ ="JOHN DOE"

would cause the 40-character-long customer name field to be set
equal to 32 blanks followed by the eight characters "JOHN DOE".
In a similar fashion, you might set the address field using the
statement
Ls ET Address$ = "11 2 AMER I

cA s T."

Setting the last field, which contains a numeric value, is slightly
more difficult. The field variable, Ba/$, is a character string, but
you want to place a numeric value in it. To do so, you must use the
special conversion function MKS$.
The keyword stands for "make single precision character string."
This function converts a single precision number into a four
character long string so that it can be stored in a random file. In the
current example, you would use it as follows
LSET Bal$=MKS$C1115. 70)

The alternative special conversion functions MKI$ and MKD$
would be used to convert integer and double-precision values,
respectively. MKI$ returns a two-character-long string and MKD$
returns an eight-character-long string.
What happens when you wish to read the file? Well, fields
containing character string data are easy; you simply access the
FIELD variable as if it were any other variable. Thus, for example,
the statements
GET1,6
PRINT Custname$

would result in a display of the customer name field for the sixth
record in the file. To access numeric data fields, you must use the
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other set of special conversion functions listed in Table 4-6. These
functions are CVI, CVS, and CVD. The keywords stand for convert
to integer, convert to single precision, convert to double precision.
An example of their use

Get 1, 6
x =CVS (Bal$)
The above statements will obtain the balance for account number
6 and place it in single precision variable x.
When using random files, you must be very careful to never use a
FIELDed variable name as the target of an assignment or INPUT
statement. To do so would break the relationship between that
variable name and the random file records. Be sure to use the LSET
or RSET keywords whenever placing such variable names to the left
of an equals sign.
The Appointment Calendar Program - Version 1
As a way of illustrating the use of random file ii o, I will now
introduce the first version of the appointment calendar program.
The main purpose of this program is to allow your Macintosh to
help you maintain a personal appointment calendar. In its final
form (several chapters hence), this program will display a graphic
image of a selected calendar month, and allow you to use the mouse
to select a particular date as shown in Figure 7-57 (Chapter 7). For
each date in the year, you will be able to specify a list of
appointments.
In the version shown here, the program's user interfaces do not
make it very practical to use, but you will be able to see the details
of how the program builds and maintains the appointment data
itself. This central component of the total program is what I will
focus on now. Once it is in place and fully understood, the
program's user interface can be enhanced (in subsequent chapters).
The Linked List Structure

The heart of the appointment calendar program is the
CALENDAR file itself, which maintains all of your personal
appointment data. The CALENDAR file is a random file. It is
created by running the special initialization program shown in
Listing 4-9, after which the appointment calendar program itself
can be run (Listing 4-10).
The way the file is structured, each file record can store a single
appointment. The first 366 records correspond to each individual
day in a single year period (365 days for most years, 366 days for
leap years). Using these records, it will be possible to set a different
appointment for each day of the year.
A problem arises, however, when you want to set more than one
appointment for the same day. In general, every day of the year may
not have appointments scheduled; some days may have quite a few
appointments, while other days may have none. For these reasons, it
is not feasible to set aside a fixed number of records for each day of
the year. Instead, a special data structure called a linked list is
employed. Using this structure, it will be possible to allocate as
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many or as few records as are needed to any particular day of the
year.
Listing 4-9

Calendar File
Initialization Program

·This progrem creetes and i nitializes the ·CALENDAR file.
· It must be run before ony version of the Appointment
·Ca lender Progrem cen be nJn.
· Records numbered 1 through 366 represent t heir corresponding
· julion detes fore one yeer period (including the possibility of
·leap yeers). Each record hos two fields : Appoint$ and Link$ .
·Records numbered 1 - 366 are initialized so t hat Appoint$="@>"
·which indicetes no appointments . Also, Link$ is initialized to 0.
·Record 367 is o special record es its Link$ field points to the
·start of the free record chain. It is initielized to 368. Any new
· free records thot ore needed will be allocated from record number
· 368 onwerd .
·See text for more informetion.
OPEN "R" , 1,"CALENDAR",42
FIELD 1, 40 AS Appoint$, 2 AS Link$
LSET Appoint$= .. ,, ..
LSET Link$= MKIS(O)
FOR Record . number~ = I TO 366
PUT I ,Record . number~
NEXT
LSET Link$= MKl$(368) 'Initia lize stert of the free record chein
PUT 1,367 ·write the specia l record containing the stert of free chein ptr
CLOSE I
PRINT "CALENDAR FILE INITIALIZED."
END

Listing 4-10

The Appointment
Calendar Program Version 1

· This version of the progrem does not. ho•1e the Mocintosh style
· user interfaces installed yet , but it does illustrote the use of o
· rondom access file Mid the concept of e linked list to implement
· the appointment detebese. See the text for more information.
Todoy$:DATES 'Ge t dote end reformat it to mm / dd/yy formet:
Todoy $:LEFTS(Todey$,t5)•Rl6HTS(Todoy$,2) 'remove · 19' from yeer
MIDS(Todey$,3, I):"/"
MIDS(Todey$,6, 1):" /"
Tmonth~=VAL(LEFT$(Todoy$ ,2))
T doy:l::VAL(M I DS(Todey$,4,2))
Tyeor~= VAL(R I GHT$(Todey$ ,2))
· Initial ize orroy dete:
DIM MonthDeys:l:(12)
FOR x:l::I TO 12
READ MonthDeys~(x:g)
NEXT
DATA 31 ,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31
·De termine the starting dey of the week for the current yeor, seve
·it in variable NewVeorsDoy:I: :
CALL StortDay( I ,Tyeor:g,NewVeersDay:l:,Deys~)
· Set up month of Februery for the current yeer ·
IF (Tyeer:g·84) MOD 4 = 0 THEN Month0eys~(2)=29 ELSE MonthDeys:l:(2):28 'Leep Veers
CALL DayofWeek(Tmonth:l: ,T doy~ ,Tdeyw~ ,T jdoy:I:)
DIM DoyNomes$(7)
FOR x:l::I TO 7
READ DoyNemesS(X:C)
NEXT
DAT A Sundey,Mondey, Tuesday, Wednesdey, Thursdey,Fri dey,Seturdey
DIM MonthNemes$( 12)
FORx%:1TOl2
READ MonthNemes$(x:I:)
NEXT
DAT A January, Februery,Merch,April ,Mey,June,July,August,September
DAT A October,November,December
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· Set up a complete textual description of the current date :
Tdate$:DayNames$(T deywll+• •+MonthNames$(Tmonthl)+• • +STRS(T dayll
Tdate$:Tdate$+., 19"+Rl6HTS(Today$,2)+" (Day •· +STRl(T j dayl)+")"
· Prepare for access to random file CALENDAR :
OPEN "R", I, "CALENDAR",42
FIELD 1, 40 AS Appoint$, 2 AS Link$
HlghestRecordl:LOF( I )/42 ·current highest record number in the file
Main.Menu:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT ·Appointment Calendar Program - Version I·
LOCATE 3,5
PRINT "Today is ";Tdate$
LOCATE 5,1
PRINT "1. Check/Delete Appointmenti'
PRINT ·2. Enter Appointments"
PRINT "3. Exit Program·
LOCATE 9,5
PRINT "Select Choice ==> •
TryAgain:
GOSUB WaitKey
al=YAL(a$)
IF al< 1 OR al>3 THEN GOTO TryAgaln
ON al GOTO CheckA,EnterA,Finish
·Check Appointments function:
CheckA:
CLS
PRINT "This function wilt let you check to see if you heye"
PRINT ·any appointments. In this Yersion, you must supply"
PRINT '.the date tMt you wish to check. Any appointment may·
PRINT "be deleted from the calender using this function."
PRINT
GOSUB GetDete ·get date from user Yie keyboard
· determine day of week and jullan day • for selected date :
CALL DayofWeek(Monthl,Day:t,Deywl,Jdeyl)
· display the selected date nicely :
PRINT
PRINT DeyNemes$(Daywl)+ • •+MonthNemes$(Monthl)+ • ••STRS(Deyl)
·search CALENDAR file for appointments for selected date:
· ( the initial record number to reed is the Julien date, Jdeyl l
GET 1,Jdayl
Linkl:CYl(Link$)
IF LEFTS(AppointS, l·l="CI" AND Linkl:O THEN PRINT "No appointments for this date!": GOTO NextC
heck
·display each appointment in the chain:
Apno= 1 ·number each appointment starting with I
Apno.fix=O 'handles case where appomt• 1 was deleted but appoint•2 exists
FollowChain:
IF LEFTS(Appoint$, 1l<>·o· THEN PRINT Apno;·. ",Appoint$ : Apno:Apno+ 1 ELSE Apno.fix: 1
IF Linkl:O THEN GOTO EndofChain
GET l,Linkl
Linkl:CYl(Link$)
GOTO FollowChain
EndofChei n:
PRINT"---- End of Appointments for selected date----·
PRINT
PRINT "Do you wish to delete any of these "ppointments ? (YIN)·
GOSUB GetYN
IF yn$:"N" THEN GOTO NextCheck
RetryApno:
INPUT "Enter appointment number to delete==> ";Dapno
IF Dapno< I OR Dapno>:Apno THEN PRINT "lnYalld choice": &OTO RetryApno
Dapno:Dapno+Apno.flx 'handles case where appoint• I was deleted but appoint•2 exists
· Delete the selected appointment entry from the calendar:
IF Dapno> 1 THEN &OTO DeChain 'all entries except the 1st must be returned to the free chain
GET l,Jdayl
LSET Appoints=···
PUT 1,Jdayl
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GOTO Deletedlt
DeChein: ·find the entry to be deleted end breek it out of the chein:
GET 1,Jdey:C
'stert et the heed of the chein
Li nk:C:Jdey:C
Apno=l
'keep track of the position number (eppoint~ent '")
WHILE Apno+ 1 <> Depno
Link:i=CYl(Link$)
GET 1,Link:C
'chein forward end keep looking for it
Apno:Apno+ 1
WEND
·Now Link:C = the record preceding the record to be deleted :
PreLink:C=Link:C
Link:C:CYl(Link$)
GET 1,Link:C
·get the record to be deleted
Dellink:i=Link:C 'the record'" to be returned to the free chain
Link:C:CYl(Link$) link:C =the next entry after the one to be deleted
GET 1,Prelink:C 'get the preceding record
LSET Link$=11KIS(Link:C) 'connect it to the entry following the deleted one
PUT 1,Prelink:C 'this effectively disconnects the deleted entry from the
·
current appointment chei n.
·Now put the deleted entry on the free record chein:
GET 1,367
·get pointer to start of free chein
NextFreelink:C:CYl(LinkS)
LSET Link$=11KIS(Dellink:C) 'meke the deleted entry the first on the free chein
PUT 1,367
GET 1,Dellink:C
·get the deleted entry
LSET Link$:11Kl$(NextFreeLink:C) ·attach the rest of the free chain to it
PUT 1,De I Li nk:C
· Deletion process complete.
Deletedlt:
PRINT "Thet eppointment hes been deleted."
NextCheck:
PRINT "Do you wish to check enother date? (VIN) •
GOSUB GetVN
IF yn$:"V" THEN GOTO CheckA
GOTO Nein.Menu
·Enter Appointments Function:
EnterA:
CLS
PRINT "This function will let you add appointments to eny date in"
PRINT "the current year. In this version, you must manually specify"
PRINT "the date desired."
PRINT
GOSUB GetDete
CALL DayofWeek(Nonth:C,Day:C,Deyw:g,Jday:C)
· ,jisplay the selected date nicely:
PRINT
PRINT DayNemes$(Deyw:C)+" "+NonthNames$(Nonth:C)+" "+STRS(Day:C)
PRINT
LINE INPUT "Enter the description of the eppointment ==> ";Apdesc$
·search CALENDAR file for eppointments for selected date:
· ( the initial record number to reed is the julien date, Jday:C)
GET 1,Jday:C
.
Link:C:CVl(Link$)
PrevL i nk:C:Jday:g
IF LEFTS(Appoint$, 1):"@'"AND Link:C:O THEN LSET Appoint$:Apdesc$ : PUT 1,Jday:C: GOTO Appoin
tmentNade
WHILE Link:C<>O
GET 1,Link:C
Prevli nk:i=Li nk:C
Link:C:CYl(Link$)
WEND
· found end of chain, alloc6te end insert a new record 6l Prevlink:C
GET 1,367 ·get start of free record chain
NextFreeLi nk:i=CY I (Link$)
IF NextFreeL ink:i>HighestRecord:C THEN LSET Li nk$:11KIS(NextFreelink:C+ 1) : HighestRecord:C:High
estRecord:C+ 1 : GOTO AllocateNextFree
GET 1,NextFreelink:C 'get the link to the next free record available
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AllocateNextFree:
PUT i ,367 ·setup the new start of the free chain
GET 1,Prevlinkl 'get previously last record for appointment date chain
LSET Link$=11KIS(NextFreeLfnkl) 'attach the new record to the end of the chein
PUT 1,PreYLinkl
LSET Appoint$:Apdesc$ 'set up the new appointment record
LSET Link$=11KIS(O) ·end of chain indicator for appointment date chain
PUT 1,NextFreelinkl 'write the new appointment record
· the appointment has been added.
Appoi ntmentMade:
PRINT "Do you wish to enter another appointment? (VIN)"
GOSUB GetYN
IF yn$:"V" THEN GOTO EnterA
GOTO Mein.Menu
· End of Program :
finish:
CLOSE 1
END

·Subroutine to wait for the user to press any key.
·The keystroke is returned in a$
WaitKey:
a$:1NKEYS
WHILE a$=""
a$:1NKEYS
WEND
RETURN
·Subroutine to obtain the date from the user.
·Returns value in format mm/dd in variable d$, also returns
·month in Monthl and day in Dayl
GetDate:
LINE INPUT "Enter desiro.d dete ~s mm/dd ==> ";d$
· Verify va 1id input:
IF LEN(d$)<>5 THEN GOTO GDerr
IF 111DS(d$,3, l)o"/" THEN GOTO GDerr
Monthl=YAL(LEFT$(d$,2))
IF Month I< I DR Monthl> 12 THEN GOTO GD err
Dayl:YAL(RIGHTS(d$,2))
IF Dayl<1 OR Dayl>MonthDaysl(Monthl) THEN GOTO·GDerr
RETURN
GDerr:
PRINT "Invalid input, try again please"
GOTO GetDete
·Subroutine to wait until the user presses either the V or N keys,
·in response to a yes or no question. Will not return until one of these
·keys is pressed. The keystroke character is returned in ynS.
GetVN:
yn$:1NKEYS
WHILE UCASES(yn$)<>"Y" AND UCASES(yn$)<>"N"
yn$:1NKEYS
WEND
yn$:UCASE$(yn$)
RETURN
· Subprogram StartDay
·Finds the starting day of the week for. a given month and year.
·Call StartDay(Monthl,Yea~,Dayl,Daysl)
·with Monthl = !(Jen), 2(Feb), .... , 12(Decl
·and Vee~= 65, 66, ... , 99 (valid for 1965 thru 1999)
·Returns with Dayl = 1 (Sun), 2 (Mon), 3 (Tue), ... , 7 (Sat)
·and with Deysl =number of days in that month.
SUB St11rtDay (ml,yl,dl,dsl) STATIC
SHARED MonthDaysl()
dl:3 'Jan 65 starts with Tuesday
m 11= 1 'start at Jan
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y I %=85 'start at 1985
StarlDayLoop2:
IF (y I %-84) MOD 4 = 0 THEN MonlhDays%(2):29 ELSE MonlhDays%(2):28 leap Years
Start.Dayloop I:
IF m I :ll: m% AND y 1:ll:y% THEN GOTO FoundSlartDay
d%=d%+MonthDays%(m I%)
IF m1% <12 THEN m1%=m1%+1 : GOTO SlarlDayLoopl
ml%=1
y I %:y I%+ 1
GOTO Start.Dayloop2
FoundStartDay:
,J:l::d:l: MOD 7
IF d:l::O THEN d:i: 7
ds%=MonlhDays%(m I%)
END SUB
· Subprogram DayofWeek
· Call DeyofWeek(month:ll ,day:i ,. dayw:l:,jday:lll
·Variables month% and day% are inputs to this routine.
· Variables dayw:I: and jday:l: are outputs from this routine.
· This routine takes a month ( 1- 12) and a day ( 1-31) and
· ret11rn s a ,Jay of the week (I (Sun), 2(Mon), ... , 7(Sat)) and
· a julian day ( 1-366). The current year (Tyear:ll) is assumed
SUB DayofWeek(m%,d%,dw%,jd%) ST AT IC
SHARED MonthDays:iO,NewVearsDay:i
dw:l:=NewVearsDay:i
jd%: I
ml:i:I
WHILE ml:l:<m:l: 'Accumulate days for each full month prior to desired month
dw%=dw%•MonlhDays%(m 1:!:)
_id%=jd%+MonthDays%(m 1%)
ml:l:=ml:l:+I
WEND
· Now in desired month, find desired day :
d"N%:dw%+d%- I
Jd:l::jd%•d%-I
· Adjust day of week lo range 1 - 7 .
dw%:dw% MOD 7
IF dw%:0 THEN dw% =7
END SUB

Each entry in a linked list structure contains two elements: the
data for the entry, and a special link field. The link field is used to
connect the current entry to any additional related entries in the
structure. Several entries connected together via their link fields
form what I shall call a chain. This concept is illustrated by Figure
4-20. The last entry of a chain is denoted by placing a special value
(usually 0) in the link field.
For the calendar program, each date with multiple appointments
will form a chain. Each entry in the chain will represent an
Figure 4-20

A Linked List Structure

Dete Field

Link Field

Dete Field

Dete Field
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Link Field

individual appointment for that date. The CALENDAR file will
contain one additional chain, called the free record chain. This will
be a chain of entries that are no longer in use. Entries will be added
to this chain when appointments are deleted from the calendar.
When additional appointments are made, the entries used to
hold them will be allocated from the free record chain. In this
fashion, the amount of disk space needed is kept to a minimum,
while the storage requirements of the program are met.
The CALENDAR File

The CALENDAR file is a random access file with 42 byte records.
Each record contains a data field (used to hold a single
appointment), and a link field (used to implement linked list
chains). The record structure is defined by the following FIELD
statement

FIELD1, 40ASAppoint$, 2AS Link$
Variable Appoint$ holds a string with a maximum length of 40
characters, used to describe the user's appointments. Variable Link$
holds an integer value (2 bytes) that represents the link information.
The file always has a minimum of 367 records. Records numbered 1
through 366 correspond to the days of a single calendar (Julian)
year. Record number 366 is only used for leap years.
Records 1 through 366 are initialized so that the Appoint$ field
contains the "@" character, and the Link$ field contains zero. This
indicates no appointments for each day of the year. When the first
appointment for a specific day is made, that appointment is placed
in the corresponding day's record (i.e., Jan 10th would appear in
record # 10).
Subsequent appointments for the same day will be stored in new
file records (starting with record number 368). These additional
Record Number
001 (Jan 1)
002 (Jan 2)
003 (Jan 3)

Figure 4-21

Calendar File Structure

o 16 (Jan
o 17 (Jan

16)
17)

152 (Jun 1)
153 (Jun 2)

364
365
366
367
366
369
370
371
372

(Dec 30)
(Dec 31)
(leap yr)
(free ptr)

Appoint$
@l
@l
@l

Link$
0

0
0

Dentist, 9 AM
@l

@l

Ded's Birthday!!!

@l
@l
@l
@l

0
0
0

373~

Staff Meeting, 1 PM
369 ::J
New Employee Interviews
370::J
Racquetba 11, 7 PM
0
Theater Tickets for 2 PM
372 ::J
Dinner Reservations for 6
0
***************** END OF FILE *************
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Record Number
001 (Jon 1)
002 (Jon 2)
003 (Jon 3)

Figure 4-22

Calendar File Structure
with Deletions

o16 (Jon

16)
017 CJon 17l

152 (Jun 1)
153 (Jun 2)

Appoint$
@I

@I
@I

Dentist, 9 AM
@I

@I

Dod's Birthdoy !!!

Link$
0
0
0
366
0

0
372

364 (Dec 30)
@I
0
@I
O
365 (Dec 31)
366 (leop yr)
@I
o
367 (free ptr)
@I
371 _J
366
Storr Meeting. 1 PM
370 ~
369
New Employee Interviews
373
·
Rocquetboll, 7 PM
o
370
371
Theoter Tickets ror 2 PM
369 1
I
372
Dinner Reservotions for 6
o
••••••••••••••••• END OF FILE •••••••••••••

I

entries will be logically connected to the first record via the Link$
field. Record number 367 is a special record. Its Link$ field holds
the starting record number of the free record chain. If this number
is greater than the total number of records currently in the file, then
the next free record must be allocated by adding a new record to the
end of the file.
Eventually, however, as new records are allocated and then
deleted, the free record chain will contain existing (unused) records
in the file. These records will be reclaimed and reused when
additional appointments are added. This overall strategy is
illustrated by Figures 4-21 and 4-22.
In Figure 4-21, a set of appointments has been made for the dates
January 16th, and June 2nd. Since there is more than one
appointment for each of these dates, new records have been
allocated at the end of the file (records numbered 368 and higher)
to hold the data.
In Figure 4-22, several of the appointments have been deleted.
Note how the corresponding records have been added to the free
record chain (which starts at record number 367). If new
appointments were added at this time, these free records would be
used before any new records are added to the file.
How to Use the Program

Once again, let me stress that this version of the program is not
meant for serious use. It is only presented in this form so that you
can focus on how to handle a random access file and linked list
structure. In a later chapter, a much improved version of the same
program is presented; that version can be put to real and practical
use. With this caveat in mind, let me show you how the current
version of the program operates.
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If you want to follow through these steps on your own

Macintosh, remember that you must run the program of Listing 4-9
once before the program of Listing 4-10 can be run.
Figure 4-23 shows the main menu of the program. The two
significant choices are Check/Delete and Enter appointments. The
first function is used to interrogate the CALENDAR file for
appointments made on a specific date. Any appointments found
can then be deleted from the file if so desired . The second function
is used to actually place new appointments into the CALENDAR
file.
Figure 4 -23

Fig 4-23
Appointment Ca lendar Pro grnrn - Vers i on 1

u

Appointment Calendar
Program Main Menu

To d e~

i s Tue:; oe rJ

~l~nua ry

29, 1965

(Day " 29 )

1. Check/ Delete Appoi ntments
2. Enter Appointment s
3. Exit Program
Select CMice ==>

In Figure 4-24, I have selected the Check/Delete function, and
supplied a date of January 16th. Note that the program calculates
the day of the week for the selected date, and displays this
information for the user (in this case, Wednesday). The program
indicates that, at the present time, no appointments have been
made for that date. The final prompt shown in Figure 4-24 allows
you to inquire about another date, or return to the main menu.
Figure 4 -24

:D

The Check/ Delete
Appointments Function

Fig 4-24

This function will let you check to see if you have
any appointments. In this \lersion, you must supply
the dote that you wish to check. Any oppointment may
be deleted from the colendar using this function.
Enter desired date es mm/dd ==> O1I16
Wedne sday January 16
No appointments for this dote !
Do you wish to check another date

? (V /N)

In Figure 4-25, I have selected the Enter Appointments function.
Once again, I have supplied the program with the date; it has
replied with the day of the week. I then entered an appointment for
that date, which the program adds to the CALENDAR file.
The final prompt shown in the figure allows me to either enter
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another appointment, or return to the main menu. Continuing to
use the Enter Appointments function, I supplied all of the
appointments shown in Figure 4-21.
Figure 4 -2S

~[

Fig 4-25
This function will let you edd eppointments to eny dete in
the current yeer. In this version, you must menufllly specify
the dete desired.

The Enter
Appointments Function

Enter desired dete es mm/dd ==> o1I16
Wednesdey Jenuery 16
Enter the description of the eppo1ntment ==> Dentist, 9 AM
Do you wish to enter enother eppointment? (V/N)

Going back to the Check/Delete function, I requested those
dates for which I just added appointments-the results are shown in
Figures 4-26 and 4-27. Note that the program numbers all
appointments and displays them in the order in which they were
entered. In addition, the program gives you the option at this point
to delete any appointment displayed. Appointments to be deleted
are specified by the numbers supplied by the program.
In Figure 4-27, I have deleted appointment number 2 ("Theater
Tickets ... ") from the June 2nd list. If I were to proceed in the same
fashion and delete the appointments numbered 2 and 3 in Figure
4-26, the CALENDAR file would then be structured as shown in
Figure 4-22. As you can see, the program fulfills all of the
requirements of a simple automated appointment calendar,
although the user interface is not very friendly at this point.
How the Program Works

The program is divided into several parts: a main program, several
subroutines, and two subprograms. The main program implements
the main menu and its subfunctions, which rely on the subroutines
and subprograms for support. The subroutines WaitKey, GetDate
and Get YN are either identical or very similar to those used in the
checkbook program, so they do not require additional explanation.
Subprogram StartDay was developed in an earlier chapter; its
purpose is to calculate the starting day of the week (e.g. Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday, etc.) for a given month and year. This routine
will work for any month-year combination between January 1985
and December 1999. It is used in this program to determine the
starting day of the week for the current year.
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Figure 4 -26

;;o

Fig 4-26
This function will let you check to see if you hove
any appointments. In this version, you must supply
the dote that you wish to check. Any appointment may
be deleted from the calendar using this function .

Appointments Made for
01116

Enter desired dote os mmldd

==> 01116

Wednesday January 16
1 . Dentist , 9 AM
2 . Stoff Meeting, 1 PM
3 . New Employee Interviews, 3 PM
4 . Racquetball , 7 PM
---- End of Appointments for selected dote ---Do you wish to delete any of these appointments? (VI N)

Figure 4 -27

~

Fig 4-27
This function wi 11 1et you check to see if you hove
Bny Bppointments. In this version, you must supply
the dBte th6t you wish to check. Any 6ppoi ntment may
be de 1eted from the cB 1endor using this function .

Appointments Made for
06102, with Deletion
Request

Enter desired d6te BS mmldd

==> 06102

Sunday June 2
1 . Dad's Birthday !!!
2 . The6ter tickets for 2 PM
3 . Dinner reserv6tions for 6 PM
---- End of Appointments for selected d6te ---Do you wish to delete any of these appointments? (VIN)
Enter Bppoi ntment number to de 1ete ==> ? 2
Th6t Bppointment h6s been deleted.
Do you wish to check another d6te ? (VIN)

Since the CALENDAR file only holds data for a single year,
StartDay need only be called once. The value for the first day of the
current year is thereafter maintained in variable New YearsDay%, as
a number in the range 1 to 7 (where 1 corresponds to Sunday, 2 to
Monday, etc.). Subprogram DayofWeek uses this information to
calculate the day of the week for any date in the current year.
DayofWeek also calculates and returns the Julian day for the
requested date. The Julian day is a number that begins with 1 for
January 1st and increases by 1 for each day thereafter. Thus
December 31st is Julian day 365 , except in a leap year, when it is
Julian day 366. The Julian day corresponds to the starting record
number in the CALENDAR file for any given date within the year.
The main program begins by obtaining the current date from the
built-in function DATE$. The MonthDays% array is then
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initialized from DATA statements to show the number of days in
each month of the year. This array is shared by the two date
manipulation subprograms. Subprogram StartDay is then used to
obtain a value for NewYearsDay%, and then subprogram
DayofWeek is used to determine the current day of the week.
Arrays DayNames$ and MonthNames$ are initialized from
DATA statements; they contain the text for the days of the week
and months of the year, respectively. Using this information, the
program can now create a complete textual description of the
current date, which is placed in variable Tdate$. The initialization is
completed by opening and fielding the random access CALENDAR
file.
Note how the LOF function is used to calculate the current
highest record number in the file (LOF value divided by record
size). Most linked list chains in the CALENDAR file are terminated
by a link value of zero. However, the free record chain is terminated
by a link value that exceeds the highest record number in the file.
This is used to indicate when a new record should be allocated.
The program's main menu is implemented using PRINT
statements, the WaitKey subroutine, and an ON-GOTO statement.
In later chapters, you will see how they can be replaced by a custom
pull-down menu. The Check/Delete function begins at label
CheckA. Subroutine GetDate is used to obtain the date to be
checked from the user.
In a later implementation, the program will display a graphics
image of an entire calendar month, and allow the operator to use
the mouse to select a particular day.
The DayofWeek subprogram is used to determine the day of the
week for the selected date, and this information is supplied to the
user. The Julian day (variable Jday%) returned by the subprogram
is used as a starting file record number, and the CALENDAR file is
accessed.
If the appointment field for the record contains the special
indicator"@" and the link field is zero, then there are no
appointments scheduled for the date in question. If the
appointment field does not contain "@ ," it is displayed, and the
link field is used to determine if additional appointments are
scheduled for this day. When the value of the link field is nonzero, it
is used as a record number, and that record is read from the
CALENDAR file. The process is repeated until a link value of zero
is encountered. In this fashion, each appointment in the linked list
chain for this day is found and displayed.
Note that the program numbers each appointment found and
keeps track of the total number of appointments as variable Apno.
The appointment number is simply a reference value which allows
the user to define a specific appointment to be deleted. A special
case exists if the user has deleted the first appointment in a
multiappointment chain. In this case, the primary file record
(record number = Julian day) for the day in question will contain
the "@" symbol in the Appoint$ field, but it will also contain a
nonzero link field. This situation is indicated by setting the variable
Apno.fix to 1 (it is normally 0).
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This is important, because the delete function uses the
appointment reference number to determine how far to chain
through the linked list before reaching the record to be deleted. In
the special case where the primary appointment record has already
been deleted, this chaining operation would be off by one. Variable
Apno.fvc corrects for this situation.
Once all of the appointments for the selected date have been
displayed, the user is given the option to delete any listed
appointment. In the present version, the appointment to delete is
selected by manually entering the appropriate reference number.
Eventually, such a selection will be made via the mouse.
For now, the appointment number to delete is input to variable
Dapno. Variable Apno.fvc is added to Dapno to handle the special
case described above. If the appointment number to be deleted is 1,
then the process is simple. The primary record for the date is read,
its Appoint$ field is set to"@," and then the record is written back
to the file. Note that the record's link field is not altered. This
insures that any additional appointments in the chain are not
affected.
If, however, the appointment number to delete is greater than 1,
the process is quite complex. The appointment record in question
must be removed from the appointment chain, and the chain must
then be reconnected so that any preceding appointments are still
linked to any following appointments.
A WHILE-WEND loop is used to chain through the
appointment records until the record preceding the record to be
deleted is reached. The link field of this record is then changed to
contain the value in the link field of the deleted record. This
effectively breaks the delete record out of the chain, while leaving
the chain intact.
Now, the deleted record must be added to the free record chain.
Doing this allows the record to be reused by a subsequent Enter
Appointment function, and conserves space in the CALENDAR
file. The deleted record is thus placed at the very beginning of the
free record chain, by placing its record number in the link field of
special record number 367. The previous value in the link field of
record 367 is placed into the link field of the deleted record, thus
insuring that the complete free record chain is intact.
The Enter Appointments function also relies on subroutine
GetDate to obtain a date from the user. It then prompts the user for
a text description of the appointment to be added for that date. The
DayofWeek subprogram converts the date into a Julian day, and
this value is used to obtain the primary file record for that day.
If this record is unu&ed, then the appointment is simply inserted
into the record, and the function is complete. Otherwise, a
WHILE-WEND loop is used to chain through each record in the
existing appointment chain until a link field of zero is found. This
is the point at which the new appointment will be appended to the
chain. This will be done by allocating a new record, and placing its
record number into the link field of the current last record in the
chain. The new record's link field will be set to zero to indicate that
it is now the end of the chain.
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The new record is allocated from the free record chain, which is
interrogated by reading special record number 367. The first record
in this chain is taken off the chain and used as the new appointment
record. If, however, the record number indicated as the next free
record is greater than the current total number of records in the file,
then there are no (previously allocated and deleted) free records
available for use, so a new record is allocated at the end of the file.
The free record chain pointer (link field of record number 367) and
the variable HighestRecord% are updated accordingly in this case.
This completes my discussion of how the appointment calendar
program works. As I have already mentioned, the guts of this
program will be reused later when the user interface is extended to a
Macintosh style. Study the program listing and accompanying
figures carefully, and be sure you understand how the program
works in its current form. This is important, because the program
becomes much more complex when reincarnated in later chapters.
File Types
Each Macintosh disk file has an attribute called its file type. The
file type identifies how the file was created and how it can be used.
If you are an experienced Macintosh user, you are probably aware
that MacPaint will only open MacPaint documents, Mac Write will
only open Mac Write documents, and so on. In fact, Microsoft
BASIC will only open Microsoft BASIC documents. In general,
each Macintosh application defines a file type that it will work
with.
Most applications have an Open function in the File pull-down
menu that will display all files of the appropriate type available on
the current disk. Since Microsoft BASIC gives you the ability to
create and access disk files, it also gives you some control over the
file type attribute of those files.
The file type attribute is a four character string. All files created
by your BASIC programs will have a default file type of TEXT. You
can set the file type attribute of any file from within BASIC by
using the NAME statement. The primary purpose of this statement
is actually to rename the file, but the ability to set the file's type is
provided at the same time. The format of the NAME statement is
as follows

NAME oldfi Lename AS newfi Lename, fi Letype

For example, the statement
NAME "CHECKS" AS "CHECKS1984"

I

"OLDC"

would change the name of disk file "CHECKS" to "CHECKS 1984"
and simultaneously change its file type to "OLDC." You can make
up your own file types in order to classify different files created by
different programs.
Through use of the FILE$ function, which is described in the
following section, you can limit access by a program to only those
files that are of a specific type.
The file type TEXT is of special interest, because it usually
represents a general file structure that is used by many applications.
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When you save a BASIC program with the Text option (see Chapter
1), the file type TEXT is used. In addition, many word processing
programs allow you to save documents as "text" or "ASCII-only";
these formats represent the TEXT file type.
Most of these applications define a TEXT file as a very simple
structure. The file is a sequential one, in which each record
represents a line (or perhaps a paragraph) of text. The length of
each record in the file is not constant. Each record is terminated by
a single carriage return character (CHR$(13)). This simple structure
makes it easy to write a BASIC program and to list the contents of
the file. Such a program will be introduced in the following section.
The FILES$ Dialog Boxes
Earlier I mentioned the File Open function as it appears in many
familiar Macintosh application programs. While establishing the
Macintosh user interface, one of Apple's basic ground rules was to
provide the user with a consistent way of doing things across many
different applications. A fine example of this is the file open dialog
box shown in Figure 4-28.

Figure 4-28

File Open Dialog Box,
Type I

L2-2
L2-:5
L2-4
L2-5
L2-6
L2-7
L2-8

I
I

Open

MB
Eject

Cancel

I am sure that you are by now familiar with using this dialog box,
as almost every Mac program makes use of it in one way or another.
Fortunately for us, Microsoft felt that we should be able to use this
dialog box in our programs as well. They therefore provided the
special Macintosh function FILES$.
The FILES$ function is a built-in character string function (that
is, it returns a character string result when referenced). When the
FILES$ function is referenced in a program, it causes a file open
dialog box to be presented to the user. The program does not
proceed until the user enters the data requested by the dialog box,
or clicks the dialog box cancel button with the mouse.
The character string returned by the function describes the
actions taken by the user on the dialog box. A FILES$ function
reference should look like one of the following

stringvariable$= FILES$CO,prompt
string)
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stringvariable$= FILES$(1,fi Le type
string)
The two different formats allow two different kinds of file open
dialog boxes to be used. When the first argument of FILES$ is 0,
i the dialog box displays a message to the user and allows him to
manually enter a file name. Save, Cancel, and Eject buttons are
provided. The message displayed in the dialog box is specified as
the second argument of the function reference. For example, the
statement
x$ =FI LES$ CO, "Te LL me what f i Le to use
please")
will cause the dialog box shown in Figure 4-29 to be presented to the
user.

Flgure4-29

File Open Dialog Box,
TypeO

Tell me wh&t file to use

II

MB

Eject
cancel

Note that the dialog box only has room for the first 24 characters
of the prompt string. The Save button is dimmed until some text is
entered from the keyboard. After entering text, pressing the
<Return> key will have the same effect as clicking the Save
button. The dialog box also displays the name of the current disk
(in this case, "MB").
An Eject button allows the user to eject the current disk and
replace it with a different disk. If you have more than one disk drive
attached to the Mac, the dialog box will appear as shown in Figure
4-30. In this case, one additional button, labelled "Drive," will be
present. This button allows you to select either disk drive for the
filename that you specify. If only one of the drives actually has a
disk inserted, then the Drive button will be dimmed and unusable.
The program does not proceed until the user exits from the
dialog box either by supplying a file name or clicking the Cancel
button. The file name supplied is returned as a character string
value to the caller of the FILES$ function. This character string will
contain the disk name followed by a colon and then the file name
(e.g., "MB:TestFile").
In this format, with the disk name preceding the file name, the
entire string can be used in an OPEN statement. In multiple disk
systems, you can automatically reference files on more than one
disk in this fashion. I do not recommend using the disk name
feature in a one drive system, however. This results in numerous
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requests to swap disks, which rapidly becomes frustrating for the
user. If the dialog box is exited via the Cancel button, the FILES$
function returns a null string.
Figure 4-30

File Open Dialog Box,
Type 0, with 1Wo Disk
Drives in System

Tell me what file to use

MB
Eject

Cancel

Driue

When the first argument of FILES$ is 1, the other style of file
open dialog box is displayed . This style of dialog box is shown in
Figure 4-28 . In this case, the dialog box presents the user with a list
of files and allows him to select the particular file desired. A
prompt string is not displayed. Instead of a prompt string, we can
pass a file type string to the FILES$ function.
The file type string specifies one or more types of files. Only files
that match the file type(s) specified are displayed in the dialog box.
If the file type string is not supplied, then all files on the disk are
displayed. Each file type must be specified as a four-character
string; multiple types are simply concatenated as needed. Thus, for
example, the statement
x$

= FILES$(1,"0LDCNEWCTEXT")

provides a list of all files of types "OLDC," "NEWC," or "TEXT"
on the current disk. As with the other dialog box, an Eject button
allows the user to swap disks. The file name selected is returned by
the function , preceded by the disk name. If the Cancel button is
clicked, the function returns a null string. A Drive button appears if
more than one disk drive is available in the system.
In Listing 4-11, the FILES$ function is used to create a general
purpose text file read program. The program begins by presenting
· 111 ustretes use of t he FI LES$ functl on to create
· open die log box .
f$:FJLES$( 1,"TEXT")
IF f$:"" THEii ENO
OPEN T , 1,f$
PRINT "File "; f$;" conteins ";LOF( 1);"bytes."
PRINT "Contents of file ..
PRINT
i= O
WHILE NOT EOF( 1)
a$: INPUT$( 1,'" 1)
PRINT a$ ;
IF e$:CHR $( 13) THEN i =i + 1
WEND
CLOSE 1
PRINT "***** End of File , t otal records= ";i
ENO

Listing 4-11

General Purpose Text
File Read Program
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the user with a dialog box displaying all files of type TEXT on the
current disk. The user selects one of these and clicks the Open
button. The program opens the file, and displays the file name and
its size in bytes (obtained from the LOF function).
The program then displays each line of text in the file. The- file is
read one character at a time by use of the INPUT$ function, and
the characters so received are simply output to the display.
Individual file records are delimited by the carriage return
character; this fact is used to keep a count of the number of records
(text lines) as the file is read. When the end of the file is reached,
the total number of records in the file is displayed.
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Chapters

BASIC Graphics

Straight out of the box, the Macintosh computer truly excels in
graphics capabilities that are easily accessible to the user. Creating
graphics from within a BASIC program requires considerably more
time and planning, however, than simply drawing a picture with
MacPaint. In spite of this, you will find that the effort is well spent.
The power of custom-made software combined with the Mac's
graphics can produce some truly remarkable results.
Microsoft BASIC for the Macintosh includes two general classes
of statements for creating graphics images. The first class is a set of
Microsoft BASIC graphics statements, most of which are available
in other implementations of Microsoft BASIC for other computers
(such as the IBM PC). This class includes such statements as LINE,
CIRCLE, and PSET. If you have worked with Microsoft BASIC
graphics before, these will be familiar to you.
The second class of graphics statements are, at least for now,
unique to the Macintosh. Most of these correspond very closely to a
set of routines called the Macintosh Toolbox, which is resident in
the ROM of the machine. In this chapter, I cover the first class of
graphics statements. The second class will be covered later, in
Chapter 7.

Pixels and Graphics Coordinates
The Macintosh screen uses a technology called raster scan display.
All displays using this technology can be represented as a simple
matrix of individual dots, or picture elements. Since talking about
"dots" doesn't sound very impressive, the term pixel (short for
picture element) is usually used.
With the current Macintosh screen, you can address each
individual pixel and set it to either black or white. From within a
BASIC program, you can access pixels only within an Output
window.
Individual pixels within an Output window are addressed using a
very simple coordinate system. Each pixel location is defined by a
pair of coordinates. There is an x-coordinate (horizontal
coordinate) and a y-coordinate (vertical coordinate).
In Microsoft BASIC graphics statements, the two coordinates are
separated by a comma and enclosed in parentheses. The xcoordinate always appears first. Thus, the coordinate expression

(5,9)
would refer to the pixel at horizontal coordinate 5 and vertical
coordinate 9. Coordinate (0,0) is always the upper left corner of the
Output window being accessed. This scheme is illustrated by Figure
5-1.
The simplest graphics statement is the PSET statement, which
allows you to set a specific pixel in the Output window to either
black or white. Its format is as follows
PSET Cx-coord, y-coord) ,color

The statement specifies the pixel location as a coordinate pair,
and the color as a value of either 30 or 33. The value 30 represents
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white, and the value 33 represents black. If color is not specified,
black is used.
An almost identical statement is the PRESET statement. The
PRESET statement has the same format and function, except if the
color is not specified, white is used. Normally, the color parameter
is not specified, and PSET is used to set pixels (to black) while
PRESET is used to reset pixels (to white).
Figure 5 - 1

The Graphics
Coordinate System

Fig 5 1
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Either statement can be used with the color parameter in cases
where it is necessary to reference a particular pixel and set its color
to a value that is determined dynamically (that is, at the time the
program runs).
Listing 5-1 shows how the PSET statement can be used to
produce a plot of the LOG function. Note the way this program
scales they-coordinate. This is necessary for two reasons. First, the
value returned by the LOG function has a range that is too small to
show the detail of the curve on the screen. This is handled by
multiplying it by 25.
Listing 5-1

·Note the scaling of the y-coordinete.

Using the PSET
Statement

CLS
LOCATE 1, 10
PRINT "THE LOG FUNCTION"
FOR X= 1 TO 400
y:LOG(x)
Y= 150-(y1t2S)
PSET (x, y)
NEXT

Second, they-coordinate on the screen increases in value as you
go down the screen. Since the graphs that we are used to viewing
normally have they-coordinate increasing as we look up towards
the top of the graph, an additional adjustment must be made. This
is accomplished by simply subtracting the y-coordinate value from
150, which is the largest value it will reach for the programmed xcoordinate range. This results in the conventional graph shown in
Figure 5-2.
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Figure S-2
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Fig 5-2

·Note the scaling of tt1e y-coordinate.
CLS
LOCATE 1, 10
PRINT "THE LOG FUNCTIO N"
FOR X= 1 TO 400
Y=LOG( x)
Y= 150-(y*25)
PSET (x ,y)
NEXT
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While a program is running, BASIC keeps track of the last graphics
coordinate referenced at any time. Instead of specifying a pixel
location by absolute coordinates, as I have done above, you can
specify it relative to the previously referenced pixel location. To do
this, you use relative coordinates.
Relative coordinates are used by simply prefacing the coordinate
expression with the keyword STEP. For example, the statement

PSET STEP (3I1)
would set the location three pixels to the right and one pixel below
the last referenced location. That location would then become the
last referenced location for any subsequent relative coordinate.
Negative values may be used in relative coordinates. A negative x
value means that many pixels to the left of the previous location; a
negative y value means that many pixels above the previous
location.
Prior to using a relative coordinate reference, at least one
absolute coordinate reference must be made. Figure 5-3 shows an
example of how relative coordinates can be used.

The Point Function
The POINT function can be used to interrogate the current state of
any pixel in the Output window. The POINT function requires two
arguments that represent a pair of absolute pixel coordinates. It
returns the numeric value 30 if the specified location currently
contains a white pixel, or the value 33 for a black pixel. For
example, the statement
color= POINTC10,20)
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will set variable color to the current color of the pixel at horizontal
coordinate 10, vertical coordinate 20. If a pixel location that lies
outside the current Output window is referenced, the POINT
function will return a value of -1. You could therefore use the
function to determine the size of the current Output window. This is
not necessary, however, since Microsoft provides a special
WINDOW function for that purpose (described in Chapter 8).
Figure 5-3
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Fig 5-3
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List

FOR Y= 10 TO 50
PSET (O ,y)

FOR X=l TO 25
PSET STEP (x.O)
NEXT
NEXT

The "animated pixel" program in Listing 5-2 utilizes the graphics
functions introduced so far to produce an amusing display. By
allowing a set of FOR-NEXT loops to cycle through a sequence of
adjacent pixel coordinates, lines can be easily drawn. In this
fashion, a box is drawn on the Output window. The random
function is then employed to draw a set of "walls" within the box.
The walls are of varying length and are placed at random locations
within the box. Finally, a random point within the box is selected
and the "animated pixel" is displayed.
The pixel is moved about on the screen in a direction which is
also determined randomly. To produce the animation effect, the
new location of the pixel is calculated, then a PRESET statement
erases the pixel from its old location and a PSET statement places it
at the new location.
The POINT function is used to detect when the pixel is about to
collide with a wall. When this occurs, the BEEP statement is used to
produce an audible beep, and a new random direction is choosen
for the pixel.
The Line Statement

In the preceding example, I placed the PSET statement in a loop to
produce a line of pixels across the display. This is not necessary,
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however, as BASIC provides a LINE statement. The LINE
statement can be used to rapidly produce lines, boxes, and filled
boxes. The simplest form of the LINE statement is as follows

LINE Cx1 ,y1 >-Cx2,y2)
This statement specifies two pixel coordinates; a line is drawn
between these two locations on the screen. By default, the line is
drawn in black. You can specify a color value, as follows

LINE Cx1 ,y1 >-Cx2,y2) ,color
Listing 5-2

·This program causes e single pixel to move in e random manner
• around the screen. Initially the pixel is pieced in the middle
· of e box. The pixel Is not allowed to escape the box.
· Several wells ere pieced Inside the box, the pixel bounces off
·these wells when It encounters them. The program produces en
· audible "beep· whenever the pixel bounces.
DEF FNrend(l,u):ClffT(l+RND( 1)•(u-1))
RANDO"IZE Tl"ER
·drew the enclosing box:
FOR x:5 TO 400
PSET (x,5)
PSET (x,250)
NEXT
FOR y:5 TO 250
PSET (5,y)
PSET (400,y)
NEXT
· drew a bunch of randomly located and sized walls:
FOR walls = 1 TO 20
x:FNrand(50,350)
y:FNren1 1·50 ,200)
d:FNrend( 1,4)
IF d:l THEN dx:I: dy:O
IF d=2 THEN dx=-1 : dy:O
IF d=3 THEN dx:O : dy: 1
IF d:4 THEN dX:O : dy:-1
size:FNrend(15,40) ·
PSET (x,yl
FOR drew= 1 TO size
x:x+dx
y:y+dy
PSET (x,y)
NEXT
NEXT
· aII walls have been set up.
TryAgain:
'pick a random starting point for the roving pixel:
X:FNrend(20,300)
y:FNrand( 20 ,200l
IF POINT(x,yl:33 THEN &OTO TryAgain 'dont start the pixel inside a well !
PSET (x,y)
NewDirection: ·select a random (diagonal) direction for the pixel to move in:
d:FNrend( 1,4)
IF d:l THEN dx:l: dy:l
IF d:2 THEN dX= 1 : dy=-1
IF d:3 THEN dx:-1 : dy: I
IF d:4 THEN dx=-1 : dy:-1
Again:
·move the pixel in the selected direction until tt hits e well
newx:x+dx
newy:y+dy
PRESET (x,yl
IF POINT (newx,newy) = 33 THEN BEEP : &OTO NewDtrectlon
x:newx
y:newy
PSET (x,yl
&OTO Again

The Animated Pixel
Program
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As before, a color value of 30 represents white, and a color value
of 33 represents black. Figure 5-4 illustrates the effect of this form
of LINE statement.
Figure 5-4
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Relative Coordinates

Either coordinate in the LINE statement may be specified as a
relative coordinate, simply by prefacing it with the keyword STEP.
A relative first coordinate is always relative to the last graphics pixel
location referenced. A relative second coordinate will always be
relative to the first coordinate in the same LINE statement. Thus,
for example, the statement
LINE (5,5)-STEP(95,65)
will draw a line from coordinates (5,5) to (100,70).
The Box and Box Filled Options

The LINE statement can also be used to produce outlined and solid
boxes on the display. This is accomplished by appending an
additional parameter to the LINE statement. This parameter is
specified as either "B" for an outlined box, or "BF" for a filled
(solid) box.
The two pixel locations specified in the LINE statement represent
the diagonal corners of the box when these options are used .
Examples are shown in Figure 5-5. Note the double comma between
the second coodinate and the B/BF specification. The double
comma indicates that the color parameter is not specified, thus the
default color of black is used. If desired, a color specification can
be placed in the statement; in this case, boxes of either black or
white can be produced.
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Figure 5-5

The Box and Box Filled
Options
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Fig 5-5
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LINE ( 10,20)-(5 0,70),,6
LINE (30, 100)-(60 , 150),,BF

Sample Programs

In Listing 5-3, LINE statements with and without the box option
are combined with a little trigonometry to produce a threedimensional image of a cube. The user enters the size of the cube as
a single dimension in pixels (d). The program then draws the cube,
using the specified dimension for each edge.

Listing 5 -3

· This progrem produces the i mege of e cube on the
· Mecintosh dtspley. The length (in pixels) of eech
·cube dimension is supplied by the user when the
· progrem sterts.
Retry:
INPUT "Enter cube dimension in pixels "; d
IF d< I 0 OR d>I 00 THEN PRINT "lnlo'elid dimension· : GOTO Retry
· Drew beck fece of cube :
LINE (20,20)-STEP(d,d).,B
· Celculete offset to front fece of cube, 3rd dimension must= d .
offset=cl * C06(3. 14159/4)* C06(314159/4)
· Drew front fece of cube :
LINE (20•offset,20+offset)-6TEP(d,d).,B
· Now connect front fece to beck fece .
LINE (20,20H20•offset ,20•offset)
LI NE (20 ,20•d)-(20•of f sel ,20•d•of f set)
LI NE (20•cl,20 )-( 20•d• off set ,20+off set)
LI NE (20•cl,20•cl)-(20•cl•of f set ,20•d•off set)
ENO

Producing a ThreeDimensional Image

First, the back face of the cube is drawn, using a simple LINE
statement with the box option. The offset from the corner of the
back face to the corner of the front face is calculated as the cosine
of 45 degrees (pi/ 4) times the user specified dimension. This value
is multiplied once again by the cosine of 45 degrees to take into
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account the fact that each screen pixel is a perfect square (thus the
diagonal dimension of a single pixel is 1I cos 45 times its height or
width). This calculation assures that the connecting lines drawn
from the back face to the front face will be appear to be "d" pixels
long. Using this offset, the front face is drawn, again with the box
option. Finally, four LINE statements are used to connect the back
face corners to the front face. A sample run is shown in Figure 5-6.
In Listing 5-4, LINE statements are combined with random
numbers to produce a constantly changing display image. The
LINE statement is used to produce a filled box, with the
coordinates of the box choosen at random. For each box, a random
number from 1 to 6 is selected. If the number is 1 or 2, the box is
drawn in white, otherwise it is drawn in black. This results in twice
as many black boxes as white boxes, on the average. Run the
program on your own Macintosh to see the effect produced.

:o

Figure 5 -6

Three Dimensional Cube

Fig 5-6

Enter cube dimension in pixels? 40

~

Commend

IJ
Listing 5-4

The LINE Statement
and Random Numbers

OEF FNrand(l ,u) =CINT(l•RNO( 1)*(u-1))
RANDOMIZE TIMER

Again:
x I :FNrand( 1,400)
y 1=FNrand(1,250)
x2 =FNrand( 1,400)
y2=FNrand( 1,250)
color=FNrend( 1,6)
IF color <3 THEN color=3 0 ELSE color=33
LINE (x 1,y 1)-(x2,y2),color,BF

GOTO Again

Listing 5-5 employs a sequence of closely spaced LINE
statements to produce beautiful moire patterns on your Macintosh
screen. The program works by selecting at random a point
somewhere near the center of the screen. Lines are then drawn from
this point to the outer edge of the screen. When the image is
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complete, the program uses the built-in function TIMER to
produce a five second pause, then goes on to produce a different
pattern. Figure 5-7 shows an example of one of the patterns
produced by this program.
Listing 5-5

DEF FNrend(l ,u)=CINT(l•RND( ll*(u-1))
RANDOMIZE TIMER
Again:
CLS
x 1=FNrand(100,200)
y 1=FNrend(75, 150)
FOR x2 =0 TO 400 STEP 2
LINE (x 1,y 1)-(x2,0)
NEXT
FOR y2=0 TO 250 STEP 2
LINE (x 1,y 1)- (400 ,y2)
NEXT
FOR x2 :400 TO 0 STEP -2
LINE (x 1.y1 )-(x2,250)
NEXT
FOR y2=250 TO 0 STEP -2
LINE (x 1,y I )-(O,y2)
NEXT
· now wait about fi'le seconds before do i ng another :
l=TIMER
Deley:
IF TIMER<t•5 THEN GOTO Delay
GOTO Again

Producing Moire
Patterns

Figure 5-7

Moire Pattern

The Circle Statement

The CIRCLE statement can be used to draw circles, ellipses, arcs, or
pie pieces (i.e., segments of a circle). The simplest form of the
CIRCLE statement is as follows

CIRCLE (x,y),radius
In this statement, the coordinates (x,y) specify the center of the
circle, and the radius specifies the circle's radius, in pixels. The
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coordinates can be specified as relative to the last referenced
graphics location by using the STEP option. In any event, after the
CIRCLE statement has been executed, the last referenced graphics
location is taken to be the center of the circle. A simple example of
the CIRCLE statement is shown in Figure 5-8.
Figure 5-8

r

A Simple CIRCLE
Statement
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CIRCLE (100, 100),50
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Once again, the default color for the CIRCLE statement is
black. It can be specified, however, as follows
CIRCLE (x,y), radius, color
As usual, a color value of 30 represents white, and a color value of
33 represents black.
Drawing Arcs

By specifying a start and end angle, it is possible to draw only a
portion of a circle, the result being an arc. The start and stop angles
are specified in radians on the CIRCLE statement as follows

CIRCLE (x,y),radius,color,start,stop
The start and stop values use the conventional mathematical
coordinate system where zero degrees is due east, 90 degrees due
north, 180 degrees west, and so on. This coordinate system is
shown in Figure 5-9. Thus, for example, the statement
CIRCLE Cx,y),radius,,0,pi/2
would draw a quarter circle arc (assuming variable pi was set to
3.14159). An example is shown in Figure 5-10. Note the use of two
commas to skip the specification of the color parameter. This
causes the default color of black to be used.
In Listing 5-6, a sequence of CIRCLE statements is used to
produce the image of a nautilus shell. This is accomplished by
continually increasing the circle radius while simultaneously
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increasing the size of the arc drawn. The result is shown in Figure
5-11.
figure 5 -9

90°, 'T112

Coordinate System for
Start and Stop Angles

180°,11'

0° ,0' 211'

270°, 311'/2
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Figure 5-10

Using CIRCLE to
Produce an Arc

Fig 5-10

0

List

pi=3 14159
CIRCLE (100, 100),50,,0,pi/2 ·

Listing 5-6

· The radius of the ci rcle is continually increased as the
· size of the arc increases.
Pi=3. 14159
Radius= 10
FOR Angle= 1 TO 360 STEP 5
StopAngl e=Angl e*Pi/ 180
CIRCLE ( 100, 100),Radius,,O,StopAngle
Radius=Radius+ 1

Producing a Nautilus
Shell/mage

· NEXT
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Figure 5-11

Fig 5-11

A Nautilus Shell

Drawing Pie Pieces

By preceding the start and stop angles in a CIRCLE statement with
a minus sign, you request that BASIC draw connecting lines from
the ends of the arc to the circle's center. The result is a pie piece. An
example is shown in Figure 5-12.
Figure 5-12
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A Simple Pie Piece

Fig 5-12
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List
Pi=3.14159
CIRCLE (50, 100), I 00,, -2 *Pi,-Pi/4

)I

Note that the start angle was specified as 2pi instead of as zero.
This is because BASIC cannot detect that the value zero is negated.
In all other respects, an angle of 2pi is equivalent to an angle of
zero.
When you negate angles in a CIRCLE statement for the purpose
of creating pie pieces, the angle values are still interpreted as if they
were positive. The fact that they are negative is only used to indicate
that the connecting lines to the center should be drawn. It is
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important to understand this concept, because in standard
mathematics an angle such as -pi/ 2 is interpreted as reverse (i.e.
clockwise) rotation, and represents a true angle of +3pi/2. This is
not the case here.
One good use for the pie piece option of the CIRCLE statement
is the creation of pie charts. A program to do this is shown in
Listing 5- 7. This is only the first version of this program, as I will be
enhancing it later in the book.
Listing 5-7

The Pie Chart Program
- Version 1

· Thi& program ellows the user to enter up to six Yelues thet
· represent percenteges. The t otel of ell Yelues entered must
· equel 100 percent. The progrem then produces e pie chert us mg
·the CIRCLE stetement with negetiYe stert end end engles .
· In a subsequent Yersion, lebels will be added to the Yerious
·circle pieces . See text for further information.
·Arrey pc holds eech pie piece percentage
DIM pc(6)
Pi:3. 14 I 59
· Obtein user input :
Retry :
INPUT "How many items i n the pie chert "; Items
IF ltems <2 OR ltems>6 THEN PRINT "lnYelid number of Items" . GOTO Retry
FOR i= I TO Items
PRINT "Enter percentege for item "; i ;
INPUT pc(i)
NEXT
· Check for valid input dete .
Totel=O
FOR i= I TO Items
Tote I= Totel•pc(i)
NEXT
IF Totel <> 100THEN PRINT "lnYelid input, totel does not equel 100~· GOTO Retry
· Produce pie chart :
CLS
StertAngle:O
FOR i:l TO Items
EndAngle:StertAngle•(2*Pi •pc(i )/ 100)
IF StertAngle:O THEN ST :2*Pi ELSE ST :S tartAngle ·zero i s a speciel cese
'drew the pie piece
CIRCLE (I 00 , 11 0) ,75,, -ST, -EndAngle
'set up for next pie piece
StertAngl e:EndAngle
NEXT
LOCATE 15, 1
PRINT "Do enother? (V/N) .
GOSUB GetVN
IF yn$:''V'' THEN CLS : GOTO Retry
END
· Subroutine to weit until the user presses either the V or N keys,
·in response to a yes or no question. Will not retum until one of these
·keys is pressed. The keystroke charecter i s retumed in yn$.
GetVN:
yn$:1NKEY$
WHILE UCASE$(yn$) <> Y AND UCASE$(yn$)o "N"
yn$ =1 NKEYS
WEND
yn$:UCASES(yn$)
RETURN

The program accepts user input describing the way the pie chart
should appear. The input consists of a list of items; there may be
from 2 to 6 items in the list. Each item represents a percentage of
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the whole. The sum of all items in the list must total 100%. Once
this data is supplied, the program uses the CIRCLE statement to
produce a circle divided into pie pieces sized to represent the various
percentages. Figure 5-13 shows a sample input session with this
program and Figure 5-14 shows the pie chart produced as a result.

=o

Figure 5-13

Sample Input to the Pie
Chart Program

ng s

How rntiny i terns in the pie
Enter percentage for item
Enter percentage for item
Enter percentage for itern
Enter percentage for item
Enter percentage for item

Figure 5-14

Do another

?

13

5

35
20
19
15
11

Fig 5-14
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Sample Pie Chart

chert
1 ?
2 ?
3 ?
4 ?
5 7

?

(V / N)

The program begins by requesting the number of items in the
user's data; this value goes into variable Items. The percentage for
each item is then input into array pc. A FOR-NEXT loop sums the
array entries and insures that they total 100%; if not, an error is
reported. The program begins producing the pie pieces that will
make up the chart. The beginning StartAngle is set to zero, and a
FOR-NEXT loop is entered.
For each item in the input data, an EndAngle is calculated as the
current StartAngle plus that item's percentage of a whole circle
(2pi, or 360 degrees). The pie piece for that item is then drawn using
the CIRCLE statement with the start and stop angles negated. Note
the special check for a start angle of zero prior to the CIRCLE
statement. In this special case, 2pi is substituted to allow the
negation sign to have effect. Once the pie piece is drawn, its
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EndAngle becomes the new StartAngle. In this fashion, the
complete chart is produced.
The program uses the by now familiar subroutine GetYN to
allow the user to produce another chart or quit. Later in the book, I
show you how to add labels to each of the pie pieces. This makes the
program more valuable.
Changing the Aspect Ratio

There is one more parameter that can be added to the CIRCLE
statement. It is called the aspect ratio, and it appears after the end
angle parameter. If the color, start angle, and/ or end angle
parameters are not used, then the appropriate number of commas
must precede the aspect ratio parameter,

CIRCLE (x,y),radius,,,,aspect
When not specified, the aspect ratio defaults to one. This
produces the perfectly symmetrical circle that I have shown in the
previous examples. The aspect ratio represents the ratio of the
horizontal dimension of the circle to its vertical dimension. Thus,
an aspect ratio less than one will produce an ellipse that is elongated
at the sides and compressed at the top and bottom, as shown in
Figure 5-15.
An aspect ratio greater than one will produce an ellipse that is
elongated at the top and bottom and compressed at the sides, as
shown in Figure 5-16.
Figure 5 - 15

Ellipse Produced Using
Aspect Ratio Less Than
One
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Fig 5-15
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List
CIRCLE (100, 100),50,,,,5

Animating Graphics Images
Microsoft BASIC provides a set of special statements that enable
you to animate graphics images on the Macintosh screen. The
statements that allow you to do this are called the graphics GET
and PUT statements. Although these statements begin with the
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same GET and PUT keywords as random file i/o statements (see
Chapter 4), they have a completely different function.
BASIC automatically distinguishes between random file and
graphics GET and PUT statements by the syntax of the operands
that follow the keywords. It is important that you, as a BASIC
programmer, also be able to distinguish between these two types of
statements.
Figure 5-16
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Aspect Ratio Greater
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List

CIRCLE ( 100. I 00 ), 50 .. .. 2

The graphics GET statement allows you to capture a graphics
image from the screen and store it as a set of data values in an array
variable. Conversely, the graphics PUT statement allows you to take
such data stored in an array and place it on the screen for display.
Both GET and PUT statements allow you to specify exactly what
portion of the current Output window is to be acted upon.
By executing multiple PUT statements at different locations, you
· can rapidly reproduce an image in several places on the screen. If
you execute a sequence of PUT statements, changing the location
slightly for each subsequent PUT, and erasing the previous image at
the same time, you can create the effect of an image moving across
the screen. Sample programs illustrating these techniques follow.
The Graphics GET Statement

The graphics GET statement specifies a rectangular area in the
current Output window. The contents of this area will be captured
and saved by the execution of the statement. The rectangular area is
specified by a pair of graphics coordinates, as follows

<x1 ,y1 )-(x2,y2)
The coordinate (xl ,yl) specifies the upper left corner of the
rectangle, and the coordinate (x2,y2) specifies the lower right
corner. The graphics data present within the rectangle is stored in an
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array variable that must also be specified on the GET statement.
For best results, I recommend using only integer array variables for
this purpose.
The array must be dimensioned to contain enough elements to
store all of the graphics data in the rectangle. The size of the array
therefore depends upon the size of the rectangle, and is given by the
formula shown in Listing 5-8. This formula yields the number of
elements of an integer array needed to store the graphics data
contained in a rectangle of a specific size.
Listing 5-8
· The array size depends upon the size of the rectangular area to
. be captured . ONL v I NT EGER ARRA VS SHOULD BE USED I ! I
· For a statement such os :
GET (x 1,y 1)-(x2,y2),lmoge~
· The array lmege~ should be dimensioned to contain
(4+(((y2-y 1)+1 J* 2*1NT(((x2-x 1)+16)/ l 6)))/2
·
· elements. Don 't forget thet subscript O will be the first element
· of the array to be used, thus the volue in the DIM statement can be
·one less then the value returned by the formula .

Calculating Array Size
for Graphics GET

DEF FNasiz( x 1,x 2,y 1,y2l=(4+(((y2-y 1)+1 )*2*1NT(((x2 -x1)•16)/ 16)))/2
PRINT "Graphics GET array size calculation"
PRINT
INPUT "E nter upper left coordinate (x 1,y 1) ";x 1,y 1
INPUT "Enter lower right coordinate (x2 ,y2) ";x 2,y2
PRINT "To capture an image of that size , you need an·
PRINT "integer array with ";FNasiz(x 1,x2,y 1,y2);" elements."

ENO

Note that the GET statement fills the array starting with
subscript 0, so the number specified in the DIM statement can be
one less than the number given by the formula. For example,
suppose you want to capture graphics data within the area defined
by the coordinates

(5,5)-(35,35)
Plugging these values into the formula (or just running Listing 5-8),
you find that you need 64 elements. You can thus define your array
as follows

DIM Image%(63)
The complete GET statement would look like this

GET (5,5)-(35,35),Image%
The statement specifies the coordinates of the rectangular area,
as well as the name of the array to be used. Compare the syntax of
this statement to the random file ii o GET statement described in
Chapter 4.
The Graphics PUT Statement

Once an image has been captured with the GET statement, it can be
redisplayed anywhere on the current Output window by using the
PUT statement. The PUT statement specifies a single coordinate
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that represents where the upper left corner of the rectangular image
should be placed. The array containing the image is, of couse, also
specified. The syntax is as follows
PUT Cx,y),arrayname

In Figure 5-17, the basic operation of graphics GET and PUT is
demonstrated. The array Image% is dimensioned, and then a
CIRCLE statement is used to produce the image of a circle centered
at (20,20) and with a radius of 10. The rectangle defined by the
coordinates

(5,5)-(35,35)
completely encloses the image of the circle. A GET statement is
used to capture the image in array Image%. The image is then
redisplayed with a PUT statement. The PUT statement specifies
that the image in Image% be displayed so that its upper left corner
is aligned to coordinate (30,30). This results in the second circle
(lower and to the right of the first) shown in the figure.
Creating Multiple Images

The program in Listing 5-9 shows one way that the GET and PUT
statements can be used. This program draws the image of a smiling
face, and then captures it using the GET statement. The screen is
then cleared using the CLS statement. A graphics PUT statement
within a pair of nested FOR-NEXT loops is then employed to
produce many copies of the smiling face image at evenly spaced
intervals. The result is a screen that rapidly fills with smiling faces
as shown in Figure 5-18.
The image of the face used in this program is produced by a
combination of CIRCLE, LINE, and PSET statements. The first
CIRCLE statement is the same as was used in Figure 5-17, and
produces the outline of the face. A pair of LINE statements then
produces the eyes, and then a LINE and a PSET statement produce
the nose.
Finally, a CIRCLE statement draws an arc to represent the
mouth. The CIRCLE statement uses the same center as the first
CIRCLE statement, but a smaller radius. The statement specifies
start and stop angles of 220 and 340 degrees, respectively. This
results in an arc that is well positioned and sized for the mouth of
the face. The entire image fits within the same rectangle that was
used in the simple demo of Figure 5-17.
Changing the Dimensions of an Image

The PUT statement allows you to change the dimensions of the
image being displayed. To do this, you specify a pair of coordinates
instead of a single coordinate on the PUT statement. This pair of
coordinates defines a rectangular area in which the image should be
displayed. The horizontal and/ or vertical dimensions of this
rectangle can be different from those of the rectangle used to GET
the image.
The PUT statement will automatically scale the image specified
to fit into the area specified. This feature can thus be used to grow,
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shrink, or stretch an image. In Figure 5-19, the same smiling face
image is drawn and captured using the GET statement, then
redrawn using this new form of the PUT statement. In this
example, both the horizontal and vertical dimensions are increased
uniformly. The result is a well proportioned, but larger, image of
the smiling face.
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Figure 5-17
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List
DIM lmege%(63)
·drew e single copy of the image desired :
CIRCLE (20,20), 10
·capture the irnege in en errey using GET:
GET (5,5)-(35 ,35),lrnege%
· display the irnege using PUT :
PUT (30,30),lrnege%

END

Listing 5-9
· Thi s program uses the graphics GET and PUT statements
· to produce multiple copies of a predefined image.
· The image in this example is that of a smi ling face end is
· created using the CIRCLE, LINE and PSET stateme nt s.
pi:314159
DIM tmage~(63)
· draw a single copy of the image desired :
CIRCLE (20,20), 10
'the face outline
LINE ( 14, 16)-( 16, 16)
'left eye
LINE (24, 16)-(26, 16)
'right eye
LINE (20 , 1B)-(20,21)
'nose
PSET ( 19,21)
nose
CIRCLE (20,20),6., 220*pi/ I B0 ,3 40*pi/ I BO 'mouth
· capture the image in an array using GET ·
GET (5,5)-(35,35),lmege~
· now clear the screen and meke multiple copies of the image .
CLS
FOR Y= 10 TO 21 0 STEP 40
FOR x:20 TO 400 STEP 40
PUT (x , y),tmage~
NEXT
NEXT
END

Demo of Graphics GET
and PUT

By increasing one dimension to a greater extent than the other,
"stretched" images can be created. Examples are shown in Figures
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5-20 and 5-21. The base image in each case is the same, original
smiling face.
Figure 5-18
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List

pi =3 14159
DIM lrnage%(63)
·draw a single copy of the image desired :
CIRCLE (20,20), 10
'tr1e face outline
m111
LINE ( 14, 16)- ( 16.1 6)
'left eye
LINE (24, 16)-(26, 16)
'right eye
LINE (20.1 S)-(20.21)
'nose
PSET (19,21)
nose
CIRCLE (20,20),6,.2 1O*pi /180,340* pi / 1SO mooth
. capture tr1e i rnage in an arra1d using GET :
mm
GET (5.5)-(35.35).lrnage%
imi:
CLS . Now di sp 1ay the i rnage with new di rnensi ons : mu
PUT ( 10 .1OH1 50, 150),lrnage%

il

I

Image Transfer Modes

Up to this point, I have allowed the graphics PUT statement to use
its default image transfer mode. In general, however, there are five
different image transfer modes that can be used with the PUT
statement. The modes determine the way in which the image is
placed on the screen. This controls how the image will affect, or
will be affected by, any previous graphics data already present in the
relevant area of the screen.
Different modes can be used to produce different kinds of special
effects, and an understanding of the modes is vital to the
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production of animation effects. To be able to understand the
modes, however, you must first understand how the graphics data is
represented within the Macintosh.
Figure 5-20
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Pi=314159
DIM lrnage%(63)
· draw a single copy of the image desired·
CIRCLE (20,20), 10
'the face outline
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PUT ( 10, 10)-(200,50),lrnage%

Figure 5 -21
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List
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:Pi=314159
DIM lmElge%(63)
·draw a single copy of the image desired:
CIRCLE (20,20), 1O
'I.he face outline
LINE(14,16)-(16,16)
'left eye
LINE (24, 16)-(26, 16)
'right eye
LINE (20, 113)-(20,21)
nose
PSET ( 19,21)
nose
CIRCLE (20,20),6..,21O"pi/1130 . 340"pi/ 1130 'mouth
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Each graphics pixel on the Macintosh screen is represented by a
single bit in the Macintosh memory. As you should already know, a
bit is the smallest unit of information storage within a computer,
and can take on either the value 0 or the value 1. The Macintosh
display hardware is set up so that bits containing zeros represent
white pixels, while bits containing ones represent black pixels.
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When you GET a graphics image off the screen, you simply store
a matrix of bits that, via ones and zeros, represent the black and
white pixels of the image. This concept is illustrated by Figure 5-22.
The figure shows the image of a diagonal line, and its
representation as a matrix of one and zero bits.
Figure 5-22

Graphics Pixel
Representation

o bHs = White pixels
1 bHs = Black pixels
When you use the PUT statement to place a graphics image on
the screen, the image transfer mode determines how the bits of the
image will be combined with the existing bits in the screen memory.
The five image transfer modes are called XOR, AND, OR,
PSET, and PRESET. The default mode (used if no mode is
specified on the PUT statement) is XOR. This mode causes the bits
of the image to be logically XO Red with the bits already present on
the screen. When two bits are XO Red together, the result is zero if
both bits are the same, and one if they are different.
If the image consists of black pixels against a white background,
and the screen area in question contains all white pixels, such a
PUT operation will result in the display of the black pixel
information representing the image. You already know this, of
course, from the results of our previous experiments.
The XOR mode has some other properties, however, that are not
as readily apparent. If, for example, the screen area contains all
black pixels before the PUT operation, the image (defined by black
pixels) will appear as white against the black background. This is
illustrated by Figure 5-23.
In this example, the smiling face image is used once again. A
LINE statement with the box filled option is used to blacken the
background area prior to redisplaying the image with a PUT
statement. The XOR image transfer mode is used. This mode can
be summarized as only those pixels of the image that are black are
significant, and they will appear on the screen as either black or
white, depending upon the state of the screen prior to the
operation.
Table 5-1 defines the effect produced by each of the five image
transfer modes. Compare the previous example with that shown in
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Figure 5-24, where the PSET mode is used. The PSET mode
ignores the previous contents of the screen pixels, and simply stuffs
the image defined in the array onto the appropriate area of the
screen. Thus, both black and white pixels of the image will be
significant when using the PSET image transfer mode. Note also
the syntax for specifying an image transfer mode on the PUT
statement
PUT (x,y) ,arrayname,mode

Although the precise action taken in all situations by each mode is
well defined in Table 5-1, it is not immediately obvious how to best
employ each mode.
Figure 5-23
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Background
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list

pi=3 14159
DIM lmage%(63)
·draw a single copy of I.he image desired :
CIRCLE (20,20), 10
'the face outline
LINE ( 14, 16)-( 16, 16)
'le ft eye
LINE (24, 16)-(26, 16)
'right eye
LINE (20, 18)-(20,2 1)
·nose
PSET (19,21)
nose
CIRCLE (20,20),6,,21O*pi/ 180,340*p i / 180 'mouth
·capture the image i n an array using GET :
GET (5,5)- (3 5,35), lmage %

·i/i!i

CLS
LINE (0 ,0)-( 100, 100),,8F

'set. up a black background
PUT (10 , 10)-(80,80),lmage%

Figure 5-24
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Using PSET Mode
Against a Black
Background
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List

pi=314159
DIM lrnage %(63)
· dra'N a sing le copy of the image de sired :
CIRCLE (20,20), 10
'I.he f!lce out.line
LINE ( 14, 16)-( 16, 16)
'left eye
LINE (24, 16)-(2 6, 16)
'right. eye
LINE (20, 113)-(20,21)
·nose
PSET (19.2 1)
nose
CIRCLE (20,20),6,,2 1O*p i /1130,340*pi/ 180 'mouth
·capt ure the imege in an array using GET :
GET (5,5)-(35,35),lmage%

Ill

CLS
LI NE (0 ,0) - ( 100, 100) ,,BF ·set up a bl !lCk b!lckground
PUT ( 10, 10)-(130,BO) , lm!lge%,PSET
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Table5-1

Image Transfer Modes

Mode

Effect

XOR

Displays an image (defined as black pixels against a white
background) in black if the affected area was previously
white, or in white if the affected area was previously black.
Only black pixels in the image have an effect on the screen.
This is the default mode, and is also useful for creating
animation effects. See text for more information.

AND

OR

PSET

PRESET
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Image pixel

Previous pixel on
screen

Resulting pixel on
screen

White
Black
Black

Either
White
Black

Unchanged
Black
White

Forces the screen to white wherever the image pixels are
white. Only white pixels in the image have an effect on the
screen. Can be used to display images (defined as white
against a black background) in white if the affected area was
previously black. Cannot be used to set screen pixels to
black.

Image pixel

Previous pixel on
screen

Resulting pixel on
screen

White
Black

Doesn't matter
Either

White
Unchanged

Forces the screen to black wherever the image pixels are
black. Only black pixels in the image have an effect on the
screen. Can be used to display images (defined as black
against a white background) in black if the affected area was
previously white. Cannot be used to set screen pixels to
white.

Image pixel

Previous pixel on
screen

Resulting pixel on
screen

White
Black

Either
Doesn't matter

Unchanged
Black

Forces an exact copy of the image (both black and white
pixels) onto the affected screen area. The previous
appearance of the affected area of the screen is of no
consequence when this mode is used.

Image pixel

Previous pixel on
screen

Resulting pixel on
screen

White
Black

Doesn't matter
Doesn't matter

White
Black

Forces an inverted copy of the image (black pixels appear as
white, and white pixels appear as black) onto the affected
screen area. The previous appearance of the affected area of
the screen is of no consequence when this mode is used.

Image pixel

Previous pixel on
screen

Resulting pixel on
screen

White
Black

Doesn't matter
Doesn't matter

Black
White

So far, you have seen that the XOR mode can be used when you
want to insure that an image is seen, regardless of any background
already present on the screen. The image in this case is only defined
by the black pixels in the array, as the white pixels will not affect the
screen. In addition, the image will appear as black on white or
white on black, depending upon preexisting conditions.
A good example of how this mode is used is the I-beam cursor
present in an active List window under BASIC. The cursor appears
as black against a white background, but when you move it against
the text in the List window, it automatically inverts to white.
The XOR mode has one other important characteristic. If you
PUT an image using the XOR mode and then PUT it again at the
same location, the image will disappear. This feature will prove vital
in creating animation effects, as you will soon see.
The PSET mode is best employed to force an image onto the
screen, regardless of what was on the screen previously. When using
PSET, both white and black pixels within the image array are
significant, and any graphics data previously on the screen will
always be lost.
An alternative to the PSET mode is the PRESET mode. The
PRESET mode has the same effect as the PSET mode, except white
and black pixels defined in the image array are inverted before being
stuffed onto the screen. Thus, all black areas will appear as white,
and vice versa.
The OR mode causes the bits of the image array to be logically
ORed with those already present on the screen. This causes the
black pixels of the image to appear as black on the screen. If the
area of the screen was already black, however, the pixels may not be
noticeable. Only black pixels in the image are significant when
using OR mode, and only areas of the screen that were previously
white will be affected. This mode is best used when it is desired to
overlay one image on another.
The AND mode causes the bits of the image array to be logically
ANDed with those already present on the screen. Only the white
pixels of the image array will be significant in this case. The screen
will be forced to white in those areas where the image array pixels
are white.
Of course, this may not be noticeable unless that area of the
screen was previously black. Areas of the screen that were
previously white will not be affected by the AND mode. This mode
can be used to erase selected black images, or to display white
images against a (preexisting) black background.
Creating Animation

Animated graphics can be created by using either the XOR or the
PSET modes. The choice of which mode to use depends upon the
type of background that the image will be moving against. If the
image is to move against a plain white background, then the PSET
mode can be used, and the technique is very simple. The image is
defined and captured with a GET statement so that it is surrounded
by a border of white pixels.
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The border must be at least as wide as the maximum number of
pixels that the image will move in a single step. In this fashion, the
border itself will take care of erasing the old copy of the image. The
program in Listing 5-10 uses this technique to move the smiling face
image back and forth across the Output window.

Listing 5 - 10

Animation Using the
PSETMode

· This progrem will moYe the smiling fece imege beck
· end fort h ecross the displey window fiYe times , with
· eyer mcreesing speed.
· This technique is eppropriete for moYing imeges egeinst
· e white beckground. The imege must be ceptured with
·on edequetely sized white border. See text for more i nformati on.
Pi=3 14159
01'1 lmege:C(63)
· drew e single copy of the imege desired :
CIRCLE (20 ,20) , 1O
'the fece outline
LINE ( 14, 16)-( 16, 16)
'left eye
LINE (24, 16)-(26, 16)
'right eye
LINE (20 , 18)-(20,21)
'nose
PSET ( 19,21)
nose
CIRCLE ( 20,20),6,, 21O*pi/180,340 * pi/ 180 'mouth
· cepture the imege in on orrey using GET :
GET (5,5)-(35 ,35),lmege:C
CLS
· Now begin the onimetion process :
FOR speed: I TO 5
'********
FOR X= 10 TO 400 STEP speed
PUT (x, 10Hx•60 ,70),lmege:C,PSET
NEXT
FOR x:400 TO 10 STEP -speed
PUT (x, 10Hx•60 ,70) ,lmegd,PSET
NEXT
NEXT

The program begins by drawing the base image of the face and
capturing it in the usual fashion. The screen is cleared. The image is
then redisplayed, using the grow option to make it appear larger. A
pair of FOR-NEXT loops cycle the starting location of the image
across the Output window, from left to right, and then back again.
An outer loop controls the rate at which the image starting location
is changed, and thus controls the perceived speed with which the
image moves. As the speed increases, the movement becomes more
choppy and less attractive to view.
If the speed is increased too far, the border width of the image
will be exceeded, and the image will leave a "trail" behind it as it
moves. This can be seen by changing the FOR statement marked
with asterisks in Listing 5-10 so that it reads
FOR speed= 10 to 25

The technique just illustrated cannot be used if the image is to
move against a background that is other than all white. (Actually,
you could use PRESET mode and an all black background-try it
as an exercise.)
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In many applications, you will want to display your image
against a detailed background drawing, and then move the image
without disturbing that background. This can be accomplished
using a different animation technique and the XOR image transfer
mode.
The image is drawn at its starting location using the XOR mode.
Then, just before it is to be moved, the image is erased by drawing it
once again at the same location with the XOR mode. This causes
the image to disappear and restores the background that it was
drawn on. The next location for the moving image is then
calculated, and the process is repeated. An example is provided in
Listing 5-11. Try running this program now.
The program of Listing 5-11 displays an amplified image of the
smiling face, and causes it to move back and forth across the
Output window.
Prior to producing the animation, the program fills the Output
window with a cross-hatch pattern made up of two sets of
intersecting diagonal lines. If you are running the program now, you
will note that the face image moves against this background
without disturbing it in any way.
This is only possible when using the XOR mode animation
technique. Because this technique tends to cause the animated
image to flicker as it moves across the screen, the timing of the
various animation steps is very critical. You must provide an
adequate delay between the time that the image is displayed and the
time that it is erased. In addition, you must try to minimize the time
required between the moment when the image is erased and the
moment when it is redisplayed at its next location.
In the example program, I wanted to use an amplified copy of
the smiling face image. The amplification feature of the PUT
statement, however, takes a bit of time to be processed. Since this
would cause an undesirable amount of flicker, I perform the
amplification once prior to the start of the animation process. The
amplified image is then recaptured using a graphics GET statement.
The screen is then cleared, and the background image is drawn.
The background image is produced by a pair of LINE statements
within a single FOR-NEXT loop. The animation process itself
begins by drawing the image using the XOR mode. Since the image
was recaptured in its larger size, no additional processing time is
needed at this point to amplify it. A delay subroutine is then used to
wait a moment before erasing the image. The amount of time delay
needed here will depend upon the specific image being animated,
and how fast and far it is moving. It must be adjusted in each case
by experimentation.
After the time delay, the image is erased by simply drawing it
again, at the same location, with the XOR mode. This causes the
background to reappear where the image was just seen. The next
location for the image is then determined (in this case by the action
of the FOR-NEXT loop), and the process is repeated. By using a
pair of FOR-NEXT loops, the image is made to move in both
directions across the screen. The program remains in this "infinite"
loop forever; it must be halted manually.
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listing 5-11

Animation Using the
XOR Mode

· This progrom will move the smiling fece imege beck
· ond forth ocross the display window without al teri ng
· the background imoge in tMt window.
· This technique is appropriate for moving imoges egeinst
· e non-uniform beckground. The imege must be defined es
· bleck on white . See text for more informetion.
pi:3. 14159
DIM lmage~(487)
· drew o single copy of the image desired :
CIRCLE (20,20) , 10
'the fece outline
LINE ( 14, 16)-( 16, I 6)
'left eye
LINE (24, 16)-(26, 16)
'right eye
LINE (20, 18)-(20,21 )
'nose
PSET (19 ,21)
nose
CIRCLE (20 ,20),6,, 21 O*pi / 180,340*pi / 180 'mouth
· capture the i moge in on orroy using GET :
GET (5 , 5)-(35 , 35) , lmege~
CLS
· redispley the i mege in e lorger size :
PUT ( 10, 10) -(90 ,90) ,lmoge:il
· recopture the imege in the lorger size :
GET ( 10, 10)-(90,90 ), lmoge~
CLS
· Set up the background imoge, e cross-hatch pottem :
FOR x:2 TO 450 STEP 10
LINE (x, 1OO)-(x+50,0)
LINE (x+50 , 1OOHx,O)
NEXT
· Now begin the onimation process :
Ago in:
FOR X= 10 TO 400 STEP 2
PUT (x , 10Hx•80,90),lmege:il
GOSUH De l oy
PUT (x , 1O)-( x +80 , 90),lmoge~
NEXT
FOR X:il:400 TO 10 STEP -2
PUT (x~ . 1 O)-(x~+80 , 90) , lmege~
GOSUH Deloy
PUT (x:il, 10H x ~•80,90),lmoge~
NEXT
GOTO Agoin
· Subroutine Deloy : provides o smell time deloy between the time
· the onimoted imoge is disployed and the time that it is erased .
· This deloy time helps to reduce flickering of .the onimeted image .
· The delay time will need to be adjusted for best results in each
·application of this technique.
Deloy:
FOR d= I TO 200
NEXT
RETURN

Summary

In this chapter, you have learned how to create a variety of graphics
images with your Macintosh. As you are no doubt aware, the
Macintosh screen, with its pixel structure, can represent text in a
wide range of different fonts, or type styles. These and other
graphics capabilities of the Macintosh have yet to be explored.
Before proceeding in that direction, however, it is time to discuss
the Macintosh mouse. In the following chapter, I will show you how
you can make use of the mouse in your own programs. Armed with
this new ability, you will be able to make even greater use of
graphics and the Macintosh user interface.
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Chapter 6

The Mouse
No, look, you see what happened was that we used to do
experiments on them.
-Arthur Dent

The Macintosh is the first successful microcomputer to employ a
mouse as a pointing and input device. Through the use of clever
software such as MacPaint, Apple has produced an environment
in which a great deal of productive work can be performed
without ever taking one's hand off the mouse.
After using the Mac for a while, control of the computer via
the mouse becomes almost second nature. Once this transition is
made, it becomes hard to conceive of making a menu selection,
initiating a function, or moving data around without the mouse.
Microsoft realized that persons writing their own software for
the Macintosh would also want to be able to take advantage of
this unique input device. Their BASIC language therefore
provides a number of functions and statements that deal with the
mouse.
In addition, Microsoft BASIC permits the programmer to
define custom pull-down menus, dialog boxes, and windows.
Since these entities are implicitly controlled by mouse action, a
great deal of mouse control is possible from within BASIC
programs.
In this chapter, I show you how to detect the mouse position,
mouse movement, and mouse button clicks from within your
own BASIC programs. I also cover the mouse program interrupt,
and the Toolbox (ROM) calls that control the appearance of the
mouse cursor. These features can be used to spice up many
BASIC programs that would otherwise be quite ordinary in
operation.
In later chapters, you will see how to create custom pull-down
menus and dialog boxes and thus provide the user of your
programs with even greater mouse control.
The MOUSE Function
The MOUSE function is used to determine the mouse position and
button status. The function is designed to detect the types of mouse
activity that are standard to the Macintosh user interface. These
types of activities should be familiar to you. They include such
actions as positioning the mouse to a particular item on the screen
and clicking the mouse button; positioning the mouse to a
particular location, clicking and holding the button, and then
moving the mouse to another position before releasing the button
(the so-called "drag"); and positioning the mouse to a particular
item and double-clicking. Each of these types of activities can be
detected through a series of calls to the MOUSE function.
The MOUSE function always requires a single argument; it must
be a number in the range 0 to 6. The argument of the function
determines what kind of mouse information is to be return,ed·by the
function. Table 6-1 summarizes the seven different items of mouse
information that can thus be obtained from the MOUSE function.
It is important to realize that a specific protocol must be used
when obtaining information via this function. Of course, all of the
items shown in Table 6-1 need not be used by your program.
However, those that are used must be referenced in a specific order.
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Table6-1

The MOUSE Function

Function

Returns

MOUSE(O)

Mouse button status as follows:
0
Button is not depressed and has not been
depressed since the last call to MOUSE(O).
1 Button was single-clicked since the last call to
MOUSE(O).
2
Button was double-clicked since the last call to
MOUSE(O).
3
Button was triple-clicked since the last call to
MOUSE(O).
-1
Button has been single-clicked and is still being
held down.
-2
Button has been double-clicked and is still
being held down.
-3
Button has been triple-clicked and is still being
held down.

MOUSE( I)

X-coordinate of mouse pointer at time of last call to
MOUSE(()). This is the current mouse horizontal
coordinate.

MOUSE(2)

Y-coordinate of mouse pointer at time of last call to
MOUSE(O). This is the current mouse vertical
coordinate.

MOUSE(3)

X-coordinate of mouse pointer at the time of the
most recent button click since the last call to
MOUSE(O). This is the horizontal coordinate of the
starting position of a drag action.

MOUSE(4)

Y-coordinate of mouse pointer at the time of the
most recent button click since the last call to
MOUSE(O). This is the vertical coordinate of the
starting position of a drag action.

MOUSE(5)

X-coordinate of mouse pointer at the last time that
the button was released since the last call to
MOUSE(O). If the button was still down at the time
of the last call to MOUSE(O), then the x-coordinate
of the pointer at that time. This is the horizontal
coordinate of the ending position of a drag action.

MOUSE(6)

Y-coordinate of mouse pointer at the last time that
the button was released since the last call to
MOUSE(O). If the button was still down at the time
of the last call to MOUSE(O), then they-coordinate
of the pointer at that time. This is the vertical
coordinate of the ending position of a drag action.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

-

Mouse Button Status

When your program is ready to interrogate the current state of the
mouse, it must begin by calling the MOUSE function with an
argument of 0. The operating system in the ROM of the Macintosh
automatically remembers any mouse activity that has taken place
and returns the most recent mouse button action when MOUSE(O)
is called.
If no button clicks have taken place since the previous call to
MOUSE(O), then the function will return a value of 0. Otherwise,
the function returns a value of 1, 2, or 3 to indicate that a singleclick, double-click, or triple-click of the mouse button has been
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made. If such an action has occurred, and the button is still being
held down (i.e., a "drag" is still in progress), then the value returned
will be negative (-1, -2, or -3).
At the same moment that the MOUSE(O) function returns its
value, it freezes the values associated with MOUSE function calls 1
through 6. Thus, the protocol for interrogating a user's mouse
action is as follows. First, obtain the value for MOUSE(O). If it is
zero, no mouse activity has occurred; your program can wait if
necessary. If MOUSE(O) returns a nonzero value, a mouse selection
has been made; if the value is negative, the selection is still in
progress. At this point, you can call any of the other mouse
functions to determine the mouse coordinates pertinent to the
action. I will show you how to deal with the mouse coordinates in a
moment.
Figure 6-1 contains a simple example that is concerned only with
the mouse button, and not the mouse location. The figure actually
shows two techniques for pausing a program until the user requests
that it proceed.

·The old wiiy (using the keyboard) :

Figure 6-1

Detecting Mouse Button
Clicks

PRINT "Press any key to continue."

WeitKey:
e$=1NKEY$
IF e$=·· THEN GOTO WeitKey
PRINT "Thank you .... proceeding .......

·The new way (using the mouse button) :
PRINT "Click the mouse button to continue."

Weit.Mouse:
IF MOUSE(O) <> 1 THEN GOTO WeitMouse
PRINT "Thtmk you ..... proceeding .......

END

The first technique, which you have seen before, prompts the
user to press any key to continue the program. The INKEY$
function is used to effect the desired action.
The second technique prompts the user to click the mouse button
to proceed with the program. In this case, the MOUSE(O) function
is used to wait until the proper mouse activity occurs.
The Current Mouse Position

For some applications, you may want to determine the current
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position of the mouse pointer, without concern for whether or not
the mouse button has been clicked. The current mouse position can
be obtained from function calls MOUSE(l) and MOUSE(2), but
you must still call on MOUSE(O) first.
Since you will not be concerned with the state of the mouse
button, you can ignore the value returned by MOUSE(O). The call is
made to freeze the current values for MOUSE(l) and MOUSE(2).
These values represent the horizontal and vertical position of the
mouse pointer at the moment that the MOUSE(O) call occurs.
The horizontal and vertical values correspond to the pixel
coordinates explained in the previous chapter. The resolution of the
mouse pointer is one pixel width in both the horizontal and vertical
dimensions. The coordinate system is identical to that used to
address graphics points within the current Output window. The
mouse position will therefore always be returned relative to the
upper left corner of the current Output window (coordinate
position (0,0)).
If the mouse pointer is moved above the top of the Output
window, or to the left of the left edge of the Output window, then
the corresponding coordinate value will become negative.
The program shown in Listing 6-1 demonstrates this concept.
When run, it displays in the Output window the current horizontal
and vertical coordinate values of the mouse pointer. The values are
continually updated, so you can watch them change as you move
the mouse pointer about on the screen.
Listing 6-1

Demo of Current Mouse
Coordinates

·This progrem displays the current mouse coordinates in
· the output window. These values are continually updated
· so that you can watch them change as you move the mouse
· pointer about on the sceen.
CLS
LOCATE 3,5
PRINT "Horizontal Value" T AB(30) "Vertical Value"
Again:
'freeze the current mouse coordinate val1Jes
l=MOUSE(O)
· get mouse hori zonta 1 coordinate va 1ue
X=MOUSE( 1)
y:MOUSE(2)
· get mouse vertical coordinate value
LOCATE 4,5
PRINT x T AB(30) y
GOTO Again

When you run this program, be sure you try moving the mouse
pointer outside of the Output window to see what effect this has.
Also, try moving the pointer until you get both coordinates to equal
zero. You should then be pointing to the upper left corner of the
Output windo~.
Listing 6-2 contains the first version of a basic drawing program.
This program allows you to use the mouse pointer as a "graphics
pen" to draw freehand pictures in the Output window. Instructions
explaining how to use the program will appear when it is run.
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Listing 6-2

BASIC Drawing
Program

· This program illustrates how to obtain end use current mouse coordinates.
· It permits the.mouse to be used es e ·graphics pen· in the creation of
· free 'hend drawings.
CLS
PRINT "BASIC Drewing Program - Version 1·
PRINT "Click end dreg to drew with the mouse"
PRINT "Double Click to clear the screen·
PRINT "Triple Click to end the program·
Again:
b=MOUSE(O) 'get button status AND freeze the current mouse coord values
x=MOUSE( 1)
·get mouse horizontal coordinete value
y=MOUSE(2}
·get mouse vertical coordinate value
IF b=2 THEN CLS . GOTO Again
· a double click clears the screen
·"drag" action allows dniwing with a "pen" the size of a 4 pixel square:
IF b=-1 THEN PSET (x,y) : PSET(x+ I ,y) : PSET(x,y+ 1) : PSET(x+ 1,y+ 1)
IF b:3 THEN END
·a triple click ends the.program
GOTO Again

The program works by obtaining values for the MOUSE
functions 0, 1, and 2 in quick succession. The first MOUSE call
obtains the status of the mouse button and freezes the current
mouse coordinates, which are then returned by the subsequent two
calls.
The program then proceeds to take different actions depending
upon the button status, held in variable b. If bis 2 then the mouse
button was double-clicked; this causes the output window to be
cleared. If bis 3 then the mouse button was triple-clicked; this
causes the program to end. For all other cases except b = -1, no
action is taken. This allows you to move the mouse pointer around
on the screen without drawing, as long as you do not press the
mouse button.
To draw, you must press and hold the mouse button while moving
the mouse. This action is reflected by a value in b of -1 (singleclick, button still down). In this case, the mouse coordinates
(returned via MOUSE(l) and MOUSE(2)) are used to plot graphics
pixels on the screen. The version I have presented uses a "graphics
pen" that is two pixels wide and two pixels high, so a total of four
PSET statements are used.
Determining Drag Coordinates

The four remaining MOUSE function calls (MOUSE(3) through
MOUSE(6)) are used to determine the coordinates of mouse drag
actions. As you already know, a mouse drag action consists of
clicking the mouse button (one or more times), holding the button
down, and moving the mouse to another position before releasing
the button. When such an action takes place, the program
processing it will be concerned with two pairs of coordinates. These
are the starting coordinates, which represent the mouse position
when the drag action began (i.e., when the mouse button was first
clicked), and the ending coordinates, which represent the mouse
position when the drag action was completed (i.e., when the mouse
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button is finally released).
Functions MOUSE(3) and MOUSE(4) return respectively the
horizontal and vertical starting coordinates, while functions
MOUSE(5) and MOUSE(6) return the horizontal and vertical
ending coordinates. As always, the MOUSE(O) function must be
called prior to using any of these functions. In addition, a nonzero
value must be obtained from MOUSE(O) for any of these other
values to be meaningful.
If MOUSE(O) returns a value of 1, 2, or 3, then a single-click,
double-click, or triple-click action took place, and MOUSE(3)
through MOUSE(6) contain the starting and ending mouse
positions for that action (if the user just clicked the mouse and did
. not drag it , then MOUSE(3) will equal MOUSE(5) and MOUSE(4)
will equal MOUSE(6)).
If MOUSE(O) returns a negative value, then the mouse button is
still being held down, so the drag action may still be taking place. In
this case, the values of MOUSE(5) and MOUSE(6) may still be
changing; additional calls to MOUSE(O) and MOUSE(5) and
MOUSE(6) will be necessary to obtain the final values of the ending
coordinates.

The program shown in Listing 6-3 illustrates the use of drag
coordinates. It is also a basic type of drawing program. In this case,
however, the program produces lines and circles instead of simply
dots. When you run this program, you will be given instructions on
how to use it.

Listing 6-3

Detecting Mouse Drag
Activities

· This progn1m shows how you can detect a mouse drag action
· end determine the starting and ending coordinetes of the drag.
CLS
PRINT "Click once and drag to draw a l ine."
PRINT "Click twice and dreg to drew a circle."
PRI NT "C l ick three times to end program ."
Agai n:
b:MOUSE(O)
st. art x=MOUSE(3)
starty:MOUSE (4)
end x=MOUSE(5)
endy:MOUSE (6)
IF b= I THEN LINE (st artx, st.arty )-( end x,endyJ
IF b= 2 THEN CIRCLE (s t.art. x,start.y) ,SQR (( (end x· start. xt2 )• (( en1jy- st.art. y)'2))
IF b: 3 THEN ENO
GOTO Aga i n

To draw a line, position the mouse pointer to the starting point
for the line, click and hold the mouse button, and drag to the
ending point for the line. Release the button, and the line will
·appear. To draw a circle, position the mouse pointer to the desired
center of the circle, double-click and hold the mouse button, and
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drag out to the desired size (radius) of the circle. Release the button,
and the circle will appear. Triple-click the mouse button to
terminate the program.
The program works by calling MOUSE(O) to obtain the button
status, then calling MOUSE(3) through MOUSE(6) to obtain the
starting and ending positions of the drag action (if any). These
coordinates are returned to variables (startx,starty) and
(endx,endy). The button status, in variable b, is then interrogated.
If b is 1, then a single-click drag took place; a LINE statement is
used to draw the line between the appropriate coordinates.
If bis 2 then a double-click drag took place; a CIRCLE
statement is used to draw the circle desired. The center of the circle
is at (startx,starty). I then employ a basic formula from geometry to
calculate the radius of the circle as a function of the circle's center
coordinates and a single coordinate given on the circle itself (the
ending point of the drag). Finally, if bis 3 then a triple-click took
place and the program is ended.
Mouse Interrupts

Use BASIC's program interrupt facility (see Chapter 3) to enable
interrupts on mouse button activities. To do this, you must set up a
subroutine to handle the mouse interrupts. If the subroutine were
named Mouselnt, the following statement would be used
ON MOUSE GOSUB Mouse Int

To actually enable the interrupt to take place, you would then
execute the statement
MOUSE ON

Once these statements were executed, any mouse button activity
(i.e., any time that MOUSE(O) would return a nonzero value) would
interrupt the normal flow of execution of the program, and activate
the Mouselnt subroutine. The RETURN from the subroutine
would then resume execution of the main program at its point of
interruption.
A Simple Arcade Game

A sample program that illustrates the use of mouse interrupts is
presented in Listing 6-4. This is a simple example of an arcade style
game utilizing animated Macintosh graphics and the mouse as a
player input device. Before executing this program, resize the
Output window so that it occupies the maximum amount of space
possible on the Macintosh screen. Later, in Chapter 8, I will show
you how you can make the program set the window size
automatically.
When you execute this program, the image of a ship appears near
the top of the screen. This ship moves back and forth across the top
of the screen. The XOR animation technique, described in the
previous chapter, is used. This ship is the player's target. The player
shoots missiles at the ship by positioning the mouse and clicking the
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mouse button. Player missiles move vertically up from their launch
position towards the top of the screen, and then disappear. At any
time, the player may have up to four missiles on the screen.
Listing 6-4

· NOTE : The output window should be resized to meximum size before
· sterling this progrem !!!!!~
· In th1s geme, e ship moves beck end forth ecross the top of the screen.
· The pl eyer uses the mouse to l eunch missi l es et the ship. Up to four
· m1ss1les mey be on the screen et eny time. Pl eyer scores for eech
·missile that hits the ship. The score Yelue is greeter for missiles
· leunched et e greeter distence from the ship.
· Position mouse to launch locetion end click to launch e missile.
· Double click t.he mouse to end the geme.
·Score is displayed neer bottom left of screen.
·See text for more information.
· Arrey to keep treck of up to four missiles et once :
DIM Misstles:li(4,5J
FOR i:li= 1 TO 4
'initially no missiles
FOR J:li=l TO 5
miss1les(i:li,j:li):O
NEXT
NEXT
· Note Missiles:li(i, 1) is current x position of missile
·Note . Missiles:li(i,2) is current y position of missile
· Note · Miss11es:li(i ,3) is next x position of missile
· Note : Missiles:li(i ,4) is next y position of missile
· Note : Misstles:li(i ,5) is scoring Yelue of missile, if it hits the ship

A Simple Arcade Style
Game

· Arreys to hold grephics imeges of ship end missiles :
DIM RShiplmege:li(23 )
DIM LShiplmege:C(23)
· DIM Missilelmege:li(23)
· Define the imeges .
CLS
· imege of ship maying to nght :
LINE ( 10, IOH30, 15)
LINE ( 10,20)-(30, 15)
LINE ( 10, 1OH10,20)
GET ( 10 , IOH30,20),RShiplmege:li
CLS
· imege of ship moving to left :
LINE ( 10, 15)- (30 , 10)
LINE ( 10, 15)-(30 ,20)
LINE (30 , 10)-(30 .20)
GET ( I 0, 10)- (30, 20) ,LShiplmege:li
CLS
· imege of missile (moves upwards only)
LINE (10,30)- ( 15, 10)
LINE (20 ,30)- ( 15 , I Ol
LINE ( 10 ,30)-(20 .30)
GET ( 10 , IOJ-(20,30),Miss1lelmege:li
CLS
ON MOUSE GOSUB Mouselnt
MOUSE ON

· set up mouse interrupt hendling subroutine
·eneble mouse interrupts

'stert with zero score points
Score:li:O
·sterling ship locetion (x-dimJ
ShipLoc:li= 1o
'ship sterts moYing to the right
ShipOirc:li:O
Age in:
· displey ship et new location :
IF ShipDirc:g:o THEN PUT (Sh1ploc:C , IOJ ,RShiplmege:C ELSE PUT (Shiploc:li, 10),LShiplmege:C
· display eny missiles et their new locetions .
FOR i:li:l TO 4
IF Mi sslles:li(i:li , I )<> 0 THEN PUT (Miss1les:li(i:li , I ),MissileS:C(i:li,2)),Missilelmege:li
NEXT
· check ell four missiles for potentie l hits :
Hit:li:O
FOR i:li:l TO 4
IF Missiles:C(i:li ,2)<20 AND Missiles:li(i:li, 1)+6>Shiploc:li AND Missiles:li(i:li, I )<Shiploc:C• 16 THEN Hit
:li:i:li
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Listing 6-4-coni.

NEXT
IF Hitl<>O THEN GOSUB MtssileHtt
·calculate next position for the ship:
IF ShipOircl:O AND Shtplocl<450 THEN NewShipOircl:O : NewShtpLocl:Shiplocl•4
IF ShipOircl:O AND Shiplocl>=450 THEN NewShipOircl: 1 : NewShtpLocl:Shiplocl
IF ShipOircl: 1 AND Shiplocl> 10 THEN NewShtpOircl: 1 : NewShiplocl:Shtplocl-4
IF ShipOircl: 1 AND ShipLocl<= 10 THEN NewShipOircl:O : NewShiplocl:ShtpLocl
·calculate next position for missiles:
FOR il:l TO 4
IF Mlsstlesl(tl, 1):0 THEN &OTO NextMissile
IF Mlssilesl(tl,2)< 10 THEN Mtssilesll(tl,3)=0: Mlssilesll(ll,4):0: GOTO NextMtssile
Mtssilesl(il,3)=Mtssilesl(tl, 1) ·next x-dtm set to current x-dtm
Mtssilesl(il,4):M1sstlesl(11,2l-3 'next y-dtm moves miss11e upwards
NextMisstle:
NEXT
·erase ship from old location:
IF ShipOircl:O THEN PUT (Shiplocl, 10).RShiplmegel ELSE PUT (Shiplocl, IOi,LShiplmegel
· set up for new ship location :
ShipOircl:NewShipOircl
ShipLocl:NewShipLocl
·erase missiles from old locations end set up for new missile locations:
FOR 11:1TO4
IF Mtss11esl(ll, 1)<>0 THEN PUT (Mtssilesl(il, I).Mtssilesl(il,2)),Mtsstlelmegel
Mtssilesl(il, 1l=Missilesl(il,3)
Mlss11esl(il,2l=Missilesl(il,4l
NEXT
·~heck

for any new m1ss1les launched by the user YI& the mouse:
IF Mxl:O THEN GOTO Again
· e new missile wes launched, see if there 1s room in the Missiles array for 1t.
ii: I
TrtJleunch:
IF Missilesl(il, 1):0 THEN Missilesl(tl, IJ:Mxl: Missilesl(il,2)=Myl: Missilesl(il,S)=Myl\ IO: M
xl:O : &OTO Again
il:il•l
IF il<S THEN &OTO Trylaunch
Mxl:O
BEEP · beep to show that missile could not be launched
GOTO Again
·Subroutine to handle e hit of the ship by player's missile:
MissileHit:
BEEP
Scorel:Scorel•Mi ssi 1esl(Hi ti ,S)
·erase the missile that struck the ship immediately .
PUT (Missilesl(Hitl, 1J,Missilesl(Hitl,2)),Missilelmegel
Missilesl(Hitl, 1):O
·make this missile go away on the next cycle
Missi 1esl(Hi ti ,3):0
LOCATE 15,1
PRINT Scorel
'display the new score
RETURN
·The Mouse Interrupt handling subroutine:
·A single mouse click launches e new missile if the mouse
·coordinates ere in en acceptable range. The new m1sslle starting
·coordinates are returned to the main game loop in variables Mxl end Myl.
· If en attempt is made to launch e missile in en invalid location, this
· routine issues e "beep" end returns Mxl = 0.
Mouse Int:
bl:l10USE(OJ
IF bl=2 THEN END
·a double-click ends the program 1
IF bl<> 1 AND bl<>- I THEN RETURN
Mxl:l10USE(3)
Myl:l10USE(4)
IF Myl<75 OR Myl>300 THEN BEEP: Mxl:O: RETURN
IF Mxl< 10 OR Mxl>450 THEN BEEP : Mxl:O : RETURN
RETURN

If a missile on its way up intercepts the ship, the player scores
points. The point value of each hit depends upon the vertical
position of the mouse at the time the scoring missile was fired.
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Thus, shots released from near the bottom of the screen (much
harder to strike) are worth more than those released when closer to
the ship's path of travel.
The player's score is displayed near the bottom left of the screen.
In this version, the game terminates when the mouse button is
clicked twice (this discourages overzealousness in the launching of
missiles). Figure 6-2 shows what the game looks like when it is in
progress.

=o

Figure 6-2

The Arcade Game in
Progress

Fig 6-2

92

How It Works

The program begins by dimensioning array Missiles%. This array
holds the necessary information to keep track of four missiles. Each
missile is maintained using a different subscript value for the first
dimension of the array. For each missile, five data values are
needed, and so the second dimension subscript of the array ranges
from 1to5.
As shown in the comments of the listing, two of these values hold
the current coordinates of the missile, two of them hold the
missile's next coordinates, and the last value maintains the score
value of the missile. If the current x-coordinate value of a missile is
zero, then the missile is not currently active (i.e., on the screen).
The program then dimensions arrays RShiplmage%,
LShiplmage%, and Missilelmage% to hold the graphics images of
the ship and the missile. Two images are used for the ship, one when
it is moving from right to left, and the other when it is moving from
left to right. Since the missile only moves straight up the screen, it
requires only one image. Each image is then defined by a trio of
LINE statements, and stored in the arrays using the graphics GET
statement.
The mouse interrupt is set up and mouse interrupts are enabled.
The variable Score% is initialized to zero and the main action of
the game commences. The game consists of a large loop starting
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with the label Again. Each time through the loop, each object that
can move on the screen is moved. For each object, the program
must maintain two sets of coordinates: one set indicates the object's
position before the move (the "current" position), and the other
indicates the position the object will occupy after the move (the
"new" position). For the four missile objects, this information is
maintained in the Missiles% array. The target ship's horizontal
location is maintained in the variables ShipLoc% and

NewShipLoc%.
Since the ship always maintains the same vertical position, no
variable is needed for that dimension. The ship does move in two
different directions, however, and so variables ShipDirc% and
NewShipDirc% are used to keep track of this. The direction
variables use a value of zero to indicate left to right motion, and a
value of one to indicate right to left motion.
The main game loop begins by displaying all currently active
objects. The proper ship image is selected based upon the value of
ShipDirc%. A FOR-NEXT loop cycles through the four possible
missiles, displaying any active ones at their appropriate (current)
coordinates.
The next step is to check for missile strikes ("hits"). Another loop
scans through the missiles, comparing their locations against the
ship's location. If a hit is indicated, subroutine MissileHit is called
with variable Hit% indicating which missile made contact.
Note that the way the loop is coded, only one missile c~n score at
a time. Subroutine MissileHit sounds a "beep" to indicate the strike
and then increases the score by the missile's scoring value, which is
kept in the Missiles% array, and is set when the missile is launched.
Finally, the subroutine erases the missile from the screen and
alters its array entries so that it will go away at the end of the
current game cycle.
Back in the main loop, the next step is to determine the new
location for all objects on the screen. A set of four IF-THEN
statements handles the four possible cases for the target ship. Either
the ship continues to move to the left or the right, or, when it
reaches either end of travel, its direction is reversed.
In the current version, the ship moves at a rate of 4 pixels per
game cycle. A FOR-NEXT loop then calculates the next position
for each active missile.
The missiles move up at a rate of 3 pixels per game cycle, and
they disappear (become inactive) when they reach vertical
coordinate 9. Once a new position has been calculated for each
object, the objects are erased from their current locations by
redrawing at their current locations using the XOR image transfer
mode. The "new" locations then become the "current" locations so
that when the objects are redrawn at the beginning of the next
cycle, they will appear to have moved.
Before the main game loop is closed, however, a check is made to
see if any new missiles are to be launched. Missiles are launched by
a single mouse click, detected in the Mouselnt subroutine. Since the
interrupt can occur at any time, the subroutine simply obtains the
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mouse coordinates for the launch and places them in a pair of
dedicated variables, Mx% and My%.
Normally, these variables are zero. They become nonzero only
when a launch request is made. At the end of the game loop, these
variables are checked. If they are nonzero, then the Missiles% array
is searched for an unused (inactive) entry. This entry is then used
for the new missile, and the missile's starting coordinates are stored
within it.
At this time, the score value of the missile is calculated as one
tenth the vertical coordinate of the missile. This value is also stored
in the Missiles% array, for use if and when the missile scores a hit.
Study the mouse interrupt handling subroutine, Mouselnt,
carefully. It begins by obtaining the mouse button status via a
MOUSE(O) call. A double-click terminates the program. A singleclick indicates a missile launch request. Note that the routine
accepts a button status of either 1 or -1 for this case. This is
necessary because the interrupt subroutine gets control immediately
upon detection of any mouse button activity. Thus, depending upon
how fast the user releases the mouse button, the button status can
come back as either 1 (button released) or -1 (button still down).
Note also that the routine checks to make sure the launch
coordinates are in a specific range. In this game, a maximum height
limit must be enforced for missile launches, or it would be too easy
to score every time.
This game can be enhanced into one that can be played
competitively by several people. To do this, you would add a time
limit to the main game loop. Each game would therefore progress
for a fixed amount of time, at which point it would end. Players
would take turns and compete by trying to obtain the highest score
in the time allotted. The time remaining in the current game can be
displayed on the screen as a continuously decreasing number, near
the score. I have left these enhancements as an exercise for the
reader.
Controlling the Mouse Cursor
The mouse cursor is the Image of the mouse pointer. As you know,
the Macintosh uses different mouse cursors under different
conditions. The two most commonly used cursors are the arrow and
the I-beam (see Figure 6-3). Control of the mouse cursor is possible
from within a BASIC program. This control is exercised by
accessing some of the Macintosh's built-in ROM routines.
Collectively, these routines are known as the Macintosh Toolbox.
All toolbox routines are accessed from BASIC through use of the
CALL statement. The routine names are reserved names and are
always known to BASIC; no special defining statements are needed
to use them. In this section, I will cover those routines that provide
control over the mouse cursor; most of the other routines will be
explained in the next chapter.
There are five toolbox routines concerned with the mouse cursor.
They are called INITCURSOR, HIDECURSOR,
OBSCURECURSOR, SHOWCURSOR, and SETCURSOR. Only
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Figure 6-3

Mouse Cursors

I
Arrow·

I-beam

the last of these, SETCURSOR, requires an argument. The
routines are summarized in Table 6-2.
Three of the routines are concerned only with whether or not the
cursor is visible on the screen. At any time, the cursor can be
visible, invisible, or momentarily obscured. A momentarily
obscured cursor is invisible until the mouse is moved, at which time
it immediately becomes visible again. This state is often used in text
editing windows.
For an example, activate the List window of Microsoft BASIC.
Move the I-beam mouse cursor around a bit, then click to set the
insertion point. Now, watch the mouse cursor very closely and enter
some text. Notice that the cursor disappears as soon as you press
the first key. This is the momentarily obscured state. The mouse
cursor is still there, but it is not visible. If, however, you move the
mouse (even the sligh~est amount), the cursor will immediately
become visible again.
Most of these toolbox routines are very easy to use in your own
programs. If you wish to make the mouse cursor invisible at some
point, simply insert the statement

CALL HIDE CURSOR
To counteract this statement and make the cursor appear, the
statement

CALLSHOWCURSOR
can be used.
The momentarily obscured state can be entered with the
statement

CALLOBSCURECURSOR
The INITCURSOR call makes the cursor visible and also resets
its appearance to that of the standard and familiar pointing arrow.
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Table 6-2

Mouse Cursor Toolbox
Routines

Statement

Action

CALL INITCURSOR

Initializes mouse cursor to the standard
system cursor (an arrow) and makes it
visible.

CALL HIDECURSOR

Makes mouse cursor invisible.

CALL SHOWCURSOR

Makes mouse cursor visible.

CALL OBSCURECURSOR

Makes mouse cursor momentarily
obscured. The cursor will be made
invisible immediately, but it will become
visible as soon as the mouse itself is
moved.

CALLSETCURSOR
(VARPTR(Cursor %(0)))

Sets the mouse cursor to the image
defined by the contents of Cursor%,
and makes it visible. Cursor% is a 34
element integer array containing the
following information:

Cursor%(0)
Cursor%(1)

...
...
...

Cursor Image (see text)

Cursor%(15)
Cursor%(16)
Cursor%(17)

...
...
...

Cursor%(31)
Cursor%(32)
Cursor%(33)

Cursor Mask (see text)
Vertical coordinate of hot spot
Horizontal coordinate of hot spot

The most interesting routine of all, however, is the SETCURSOR
routine. This routine allows you to define your own image for the
mouse cursor. The image is passed to the routine, along with other
information, in an integer array.
All toolbox routines require that array arguments be passed to
them in the form of Macintosh memory addresses, so the VARPTR
function must be used (see Chapter 2).
Defining the Cursor Image

A mouse cursor image is defined by 256 pixels, arranged in a 16
pixel wide by 16 pixel high square. The image is defined by 256 bits,
or 32 bytes. As we have already seen, white pixels are represented by
zero bits, and black pixels are represented by one bits. The 256 bits
that represent the cursor image are stored in the first sixteen
elements of the integer array passed to the SETCURSOR routine.
This organization is illustrated by Figure 6-4. The cursor image in
the figure would be that of a thin diagonal line, sloping from upper
left to lower right. Additional information is also passed in the
array, but I will get to that in a moment.
To be able to use the SETCURSOR routine, you need to set the
appropriate bit positions in the appropriate array elements, as
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shown in Figure 6-4, so as to create the desired cursor image. It is
easy to see which array element must be affected for each pixel you
want to turn on in the cursor image.
Figure 6-4

Defining the Mouse
Cursor Image
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lmage~(O)=
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l
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1000000000000000 = 2 s
14
Image%( 1)= 0 100000000000000 = 2
13
lmage%(2)= 00 10000000000000 = 2
12
lmage%(3)= 000 1000000000000 = 2
11
lmage%(4)= 0000 100000000000 = 2
10
lmage%(5)= 00000 10000000000 = 2
9
lmage%(6)= 000000 1000000000 = 2
8
lmage%(7)= 0000000 100000000 = 2
lmage%(6)= 00000000 10000000 = 2 ~
lmage%(9)= 0000000001000000 = 2
5
Image%( 10)=0000000000100000 = 2
4
Image%( 11):0000000000010000 = 2
3
Image%( 12)=0000000000001000 = 2
2
Image%( 13)=00000000000001 oo = 2
1
Image%( 14)=00000000000000 1O = 2
0
lmagell:( 15):0000000000000001 = 2

= -32768
= 16384
6192
=
4096
=
2046
=
1024
=
512
=
256
=
126
=
64
=
32
=
16
=
6
=
4
=
2
=
=

The array element (0 - 15) is simply the vertical coordinate of
that pixel (coordinates being measured on the 16 X 16 pixel grid,
starting with (0,0) for the upper left corner). Each bit position
within that array element represents a different numeric value.
These numeric values are shown in Figure 6-4.
Each array element holds an integer value, using a storage
technique called binary two's complement. Thus the bit positions,
going from right to left, each represent a power of 2 (2 0 = 1,
r 1 = 2, 2 2 = 4, 2 3 = 8) and so on)
The leftmost bit position is special in that it represents the sign
bit, indicating that the integer value is negative. This bit position
represents the numeric value -32768. If more than one bit position
is to be set in a given element, the values for each bit position are
simply added together for that element. Thus, if the two rightmost
bits in an element were set, the element value would be 1+2, or 3.
The next program I present will automatically calculate the array
element values for you, given a specific image.
A

A

A

O

The Cursor Mask

The SETCURSOR routine requires more than just the mouse
cursor image. As shown in Table 6-2, a total of 34 integers (in the
form of a 34 element array) are passed to the routine. The first 16 of
these define the cursor image itself, in the manner explained above.
The next 16 define another image, but this one is called the
cursor mask. The cursor mask determines how the cursor image
affects the existing contents of the screen in the area where the
mouse pointer is positioned.
To simply display the cursor image as black against whatever is
present on the screen, you would define the cursor image as black
· pixels (one bits) against a white background (zero bits), and set the
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cursor mask bits identically. Wherever the cursor mask bits are one,
the contents of the cursor image are forced onto the screen.
In those positions where both the cursor image and mask bits are
zero, the screen image will be unaltered. One way that the cursor
mask can be used is to extend the mask by adding a border of
additional one bits around the cursor image. This helps to make the
(black) cursor visible when it is moved against a black or almostblack area of the screen. The system's standard arrow cursor uses
this technique.
Look closely at the arrow cursor as you move it against the grey
of the desktop and you will notice the white border surrounding it.
This is caused by setting extra bits in the cursor mask. Another way
that the cursor mask can be used is to leave some of its bits as zero
in positions where the cursor image bits are one. These positions
will cause the corresponding screen image pixels to be inverted
when the mouse pointer is positioned on the screen. Table 6-3
summarizes the effects that can be produced using different
combinations of cursor image and mask bits.
Table6-3

Cursor Image and Mask
Bit Combinations

Cursor Image
Bit

Cursor Mask
Bit

Effect on screen
pixel

0

1

force to white

1

1

force to black

0

0

leave unchanged

0

invert (white becomes black,
and black becomes white)

1

The Hot Spot

There are still two more elements in the array passed to
SETCURSOR. These two elements are used to define what is called
the cursor's hot spot. The hot spot is a point that may be defined
anywhere on the cursor image. As you already know, the mouse
coordinates represent a single pixel position on the screen. The hot
spot is used to determine where these coordinates are, relative to
where the mouse cursor image has been positioned at any time. For
example, the standard arrow cursor would have its hot spot defined
at the tip of the arrowhead itself.
The hot spot is defined as a pair of coordinates, but it does not
· represent a pixel position within the mouse image. The hot spot
represents an imaginary point that lies at the boundary between
adjacent pixels. Hot spot coordinates are illustrated in Figure 6-5;
each dimension can range in value from 0 to 16. The upper left
corner of the image would be at (0,0) and the lower right corner
would be at (16,16).
The Mouse Cursor Development Workshop

Listing 6-5 contains a useful program I call the Mouse Cursor
Development Workshop. This program lets you use the Macintosh
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tools to build your own custom mouse cursors. Using the program,
you define a cursor image, cursor mask, and hot spot. The program
allows you to make these definitions easily, by moving the standard
mouse pointer against a grid such as that shown in Figure 6-4.
Figure 6 -5

Defining the Mouse
Cursor Hot Spot
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Listing 6-5

The Mouse Cursor
Development Workshop

· This progrem ellows you to design end test your own mouse
· cursor imeges. You define the cursor in three steps.
· First, you define the imege of the cursor itself.
· Second, you define the cursor mesk.
· Finelly, you specify the cursor's hot spot.
·When you h~ve completely defined I.he cursor, it will be presented to you
·on the screen, end you cen test the hot spot by clicking the mouse
· button to tum on pi xe Is et the hot spot.
·When you ere setisfled with the cursor you have designed, this progrem
· cen be instructed to seve the cursor definition es e set of DATA
· stetements to the Meclntosh Clipboerd. From there , the definition
· cen be included for use in other progrems . See text for more informet1on.
0111 lmege;g( 15)
'holds the imege you define on the screen
Dll'I Curso~(33)
'holds the complete mouse cursor definition
Dll'I Sevelmege;g(648)
'holds screen imege for quick redrewing
StertAgein:
CLS
LOCATE 15,1
PRINT "Define mouse cursor imege, triple-click when done·
· init imege dete to ell zero, all while pixels ·
FOR i:O TO 15
lmege;g(i)=O

NEXT
GOSUB Definelmege
FOR i:O TO 15
Cursor;g(i):lmege;g( i)

'let the user define the 16 x 16 pixel image
'piece the image the user defined into Cursor;g :

NEXT
GET (0,0)-( 100, 120),Sevelmege;g ·get e snepshot of the screen for quick redlspley
CLS
LOCATE 15, 1
PRINT "Define mouse cursor mesk , triple-click when done·
PUT (0,0H 100, 120),Sevelmagd ·redisploy the mouse cursor imege
PUT ( 100,0)-(200, 120).Sevelmoge;g ·redisploy the mouse cursor image
GOSUB Oefinelmage
'let the user define the 16 x 16 pixel mesk
FOR i:O TO 15
-.piece the mesk the user defined into Cursor;g:
Cursor;g(i-. I 6):1mege;g(i)

NEXT
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CLS
LOCATE 15,1
PRINT "Define hot spot, triple-click when ready"
PUT ( 100,0)-(200, 120),SeYelmege• ·redisplay the mouse cursor imege
&OSUB DrewGrid
'drew e fresh 16 x 16 grid for the user to select on
·Prepare to get hot spot from user, set up default hot spot at (0,0):
Hotx:O
Hoty:O
Get Hot~
LOCATE 13,1
PRINT "Hot spot at ";Hotx,Hoty;
GetHotC1tck:
·welt for user to meke e mouse selection
&OSUB Mousewett
IF b:J THEii &OTO GotHot
· e triple-click enters the hot spot dete
IF X( 10 OR X>90 OR y< 10 OR y>90 THEii &OTO GetHotCllck
x:x-10
'adjust coordinates to zero bese
y:y-10
·The selection must be exactly on a set or grid lines :
IF x "OD 5 () 0 OR y "OD 5 () 0 THEii &OTO GetHot
· Hotx:x\5
·conYert screen coords to grid coords
Hoty:y\5
&OTO GetHot 'stey In this section until the user enters the date Yie tr1ple-c1tck
· The user entered the hot spot dete :
GotHot:
Curso~(32):Hoty
'piece user's hot spot definition into

Curso~

Curso~(JJ):Hotx

· Curso~ array now complete.
CLS
PRINT "New cursor def1ned and now act1Ye ror testing"
PRINT "Press 5 to saYe cursor definition to the clipboard"
PRINT "Press C to chenge definition·
· meke the defined cursor ecliYe for 11 demo:
CALL SETCURSOR(YARPTR(Curso~(O)))
· let the user p!ey with the new cursor, also check ror keyboeni commends
· as defined aboYe
DemoCursor:
aS:lllKEYS
IF eS:"S" OR aS:·s· THEii &OTO SaYeFlle
IF es.·c· OR eS:"c" THEii CALL llllTCURSOR: &OTO StertAgeln
·check for mouse button clicks so the hot spot can be checked:
b="OUSE(O)
IF b<> 1 AllD b<>-1 THEii &OTO DemoCursor
X•"OUSE(3)
Y•"OUSE(4)
IF X<O OR y<O THEii &OTO DemoCunor
PSET (x,yJ
'show where the hot spot is et button click
· &OTO DemoCursor
· Seye the cursor definition on the clipboard.
·The cursor definllion Is seYed es e set of fiYe DATA statements.
5eYeF1le:
OPEil "O", 1,"CLIP·TEXT"
i:O
FOR J=I TO 4
PRINT•!,"DATA •.
FOR k:1TO7
PRINT•!, Curso~(I);",".
1:i•1

llEXT
PRINT•1. Curso~(i)
1:1•1
llEXT
PRINT• 1;DATA ·.curso~(il,".",Cursor•h• 1)
CLOSE 1
CLS
. PRINT "lmege date seYed on clipboent"

EllD
· Subroutine to enow the user to define a graphics 1mege one
· 16 pixel by 16 pixel grid, end return the graphics date 1n errey 1mege•
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Listing 6-5-cont.

·This subroutine returns when the user triple-clicks the mouse.
Definelmege
&O&UB DrewGrid
'displays tlle 16 x 16 grid et (10,10) on the screen
GetLoc·
&O&UB MouseWeit
·wait for end get e mouse selection
IF b:3 THEN RETURN
'mouse was trlple·cllcked
· mouse must be clicked within tne 16 x 16 gnd .
IF X< 10 OR X>90 OR y< I0 OR y>90 THEN &OTO GetLoc
·convert screen coon! to 16 x 16 gnd coon!.
x:(x·I0)\5
·adjust x to renge 0·15
y:Cy·I0)\5
'adjust y to renge 0-15
·convert x coon! into e single bit position value in integer Yerieble xi:
IF x:O THEN xl:-32768! EL&E xl:2"( 15·x)
· trwert thet bit position In the eppropriete entry or the lmegel emiy :
lmegel(y):lmegel(y) IOR xi
· determine whether the btt just altered is now zero or one :
Ptxel:tmegel(y) AllD xi
·end set the screen display or thet ptxel ecconllngly:
IF Plxel:O TllEI &O&UB ResetPlxel ELSE &O&UB SetPlxel
&OTO Getloc
'stay here until the user triple-clicks
· SUllrautlne to reset e pixel position on the 16 x 16 gnd.
·The plNel ts reset both on the grid end in the smeller, reel imege
· interpretation below.
ResetPtxel
PRESET (x•10,y•100) 'reset the pixel in the smeller, reel imege interpretation
· conYert grid coonls to screen coords :
x=x•5•11
y:y•5•11
LINE (x,yl-Cx•3,y•3),30,BF
'reset the pixel on the grid
RETURN
· SUllroutlne to set e pixel position on the 16 x 16 grid.
·The pixel Is set both on the grid end In the smeller, reel Image
· Interpretation below.
SetPlxel:
P&ET (x•IO,y• 100> ·set the pixel in the smeller, reel lmege lnterpretetton
· conYert grid coords to screen coords :
x:x•S•tt
y:y*5•11
LINE (x,yl-Cx•3,y•3),33,BF
·set the pixel on the grid
RETURN
· Subroutine to display the 16 x 16 grid :
·The grid is composed or e set or horizontal end Yertlcel llnes thet ere
· speced flYe pixels epert. The grid Is origlned et screen coon! (10,10).
· Each ·cell" (pixel position) in the grid wlll ectuelly occupy e 2 x 2 pixel
· eree on the screen.
OrewGrid:
FOR 1:10 TO 90 STEP 5
LINE (I, 10)-(i,90)
LINE (IO,i)-(90,0
NEIT
RETURN
·Subroutine to weit until the user takes e mouse ectton.
·This subroutine wm only return one single or triple-click.
· 1t returns b =value or MOUSE(O) =button status
x= velue or MOUSEC3l =x coon! et time of click
Y= value or MOUSE(4l = y coon! et time or click
MouseWeit:
b:nOU&E(O)
IF b=3 THEN RETURI
IF b<> I THEN &OTO MouseWelt
x:nOU&E(3)
y:nOU&E(4)
RETURN

As you define the image, a "life-sized" copy of it is also
displayed. Based upon your input, the program calculates the
appropriate values for the SETCURSOR array. You can test the
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cursor you build by making it active, and you can see where you
placed the hot spot by clicking to alter screen pixels.
Finally, the program can be instructed to generate a set of DAT A
statements containing the SETCURSOR array values. The program
will automatically write these statements to the clipboard, from
which they can be easily included in your own programs. It is a very
useful program indeed!
When you run this program, it begins by displaying a copy of the
16 X 16 pixel grid shown in Figure 6-4. The program prompts you
to define the cursor image. You do so by moving the mouse pointer
to each pixel position on the grid and clicking. You can click once to
turn the pixel on (black); clicking again will turn the pixel off (back
to white).
As you build the image in this fashion, a "life-size" copy of it
appears below the grid. This gives you the opportunity to see what
your cursor looks like as you define it. Figure 6-6 shows this phase
of the program; I am creating a mouse cursor image that looks like
a fat arrow pointing directly to the left. When you are satisfied with
the image, triple-click the mouse button. Your image will be moved
to the right on the screen.
Figure6-6

Defining the Cursor
Image with the
Workshop

Fig 6-6

•
Define mouse cursor image, triple-click when done

A new grid then appears on the left, and it contains a duplicate
of the image you just defined. The prompt now instructs you to
define the cursor mask. If you simply triple-click the mouse button
now, the program provides a "default" mask that is identical to your
image. This allows your image to appear in black against any screen
background, although it may be hard to discern if moved against a
black background.
To alleviate this problem, you can manually add a border of
additional black pixels to the cursor mask at this point. Figure 6-7
shows that I have done this with my sample custom cursor. You can
also experiment with screen inverting cursors by resetting some of
the image pixels in the mask at this point. In any event, you must
triple-click the mouse button when you are satisfied with the mask
image.
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Figure 6-7

=D

Defining the Cursor
Mask with the
Workshop

Fig 6 7

••
+

Define mouse cursor mask, triple-click when done

The program will then display a fresh grid and prompt you to
define your hot spot. The default hot spot coordinates are (0,0) and
are displayed near the prompt at the bottom of the screen. To select
a different hot spot, very carefully position the mouse pointer to
any point where a set of grid lines intersect and click the mouse
button. Since valid selection points exist only at specific locations
on the screen, you may find it difficult at first to make this
selection. Watch the screen display, as it will change when you make
a successful selection and will indicate the new hot spot
coordinates. In Figure 6-8, I am selecting the hot spot for my
cursor, at coordinates (1, 7).

:o

Fi!Jure 6-8

Defining the Hot Spot
with the Workshop

Fig 6-8

••
Hot spot at

I

7

Define r ot spot, triple-click when ready

When you are satisfied with the hot spot, triple-click the mouse
button. This will activate your cursor and present you with the
cursor test screen. The cursor test screen allows you to move your
cursor around on the screen to see what it will look like against
various screen backgrounds. While this screen is active, you can test
the location of the hot spot by simply clicking the mouse button.
Each mouse click will set the pixel at the current mouse
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coordinates. Figure 6-9 shows the test screen with my custom
cursor.
There are two ways to exit from the test screen. You can press the
< C > key to change the cursor definition. This effectively restarts
the program. Alternatively, you can press the < S > key to save your
current definition as a set of DATA statements on the clipboard.
Figure 6-10 shows the data produced for my example. Selecting this
option also causes the program to terminate.

_o

Figure 6-9

The Workshop Cursor
Test Screen

Fig 6 9

New cursor defined ond now octive for testing
Press 5 to sove cursor definition to the clipboord
Press C to chonge definition

=o

Figure 6-10

Data for the Sample
Cursor

ORTR
ORTR
ORTH
ORTR
ORTH

Clipboard
0, 0, 512, 1536, 3584, 7680, 16380, 32764
16380 , 7680 , 3584 , 1536 , 512 , 0 , 0 , 0
0' 768' 1792' 3840' 7936' 16382' 32766 ,-2
32766 ' 16382 ' 7936 ' 3840 ' 1792 ' 768 ' 0 ' 0
7' 1

Q:]

Using this program, you can now design your own custom
cursors. When you are satisfied with the cursor you have created,
use the Save option to save the pertinent data on the clipboard.
From the clipboard, you can copy this data into your own
programs. This is done by simply loading in the program desired,
selecting an appropriate insertion point, and using the Paste
command to insert the contents of the clipboard. Be sure that you
do not destroy the clipboard contents between the time that you
save the cursor data and the time that you perform the Paste. This
can, unfortunately, be easily done by accident when using the Cut
or Copy functions of the edit menu.
Once you have the data in your own program, it is an easy matter
to use it. Define an integer array with 34 elements, READ the data
into the array with a simple FOR-NEXT loop, and then reference
the array in a SETCURSOR call. Listing 6-6 shows what this
arrangement will look like.
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Listing 6-6

Sample Cursor Data
with Demo

·This program contelns the dete statements used to create the sample
·mouse cursors shown in the text. When run, this program demos eech
·cursor In tum. The program wlll end with en out-of·dete error message.
Din cursor-1(33)
CLS
PRINT "Press eny key to see next cursor example."
PRINT "Click mouse to see locetlon of hot spot."
Again:
FOR 1=0 TO 33
·get next set of cursor dete from DATA statements :
READ Cursorl(i)
IEXT
CALL SETCURSOR(YARPTR(Cursorl(O))) 'define new cursor
WeitKey:
8$:11KEYS
IF e$<>"" THEI CALL lllTCURSOR: &OTO Agein 'eny key goes on to next sample
b=t10USE(O)
IF b<> 1 AID b<>· 1 THEI &OTO WeitKey ·only detect single mouse clicks
x:nOUSE(3)
·get mouse coords et time of click
y:nOUSE(4)
IF X<O OR y<O THEI &OTO WeitKey
PSET (x,y)
'show location of hot spot Yie e pixel
GOTO WettKey
·The sample cursor deta follows:
·Left-pointing arrow cursor:
DATA 0, 0, 512, 1536, 3584, 7680, 16380, 32764
DATA 16380, 7680, 3584, 1536, 512, 0, 0, 0
DATA 0, 768, 1792, 3840, 7936, 16382, 32766 ,-2
DATA 32766, 16382, 7936, 3840, 1792, 768, 0, 0
DATA 7, 1
·Diagonal Cross-hairs, flickers when moYed egeinst stenderd
· Macintosh grey desktop pettem :
DATA -32766, 16388, 8200, 4112, 2080, 1088, 896, 640
DATA 896, 1088, 2080, 4112, 8200, 16388 ,-32766, 0
DATA -16378 ,-8178, 28700, 14392, 7280, 4064, 1984, 1984
DATA 1984, 4064, 7280, 14392, 28700 ,-8178 ,-16378, 0
DATA 7, 7
·Diamond shaped cross-heir with hot spot et center:
DAT A 0 , 256 , 896 , 1344, 2336 , 4368 , 8456 , 32508
DATA 8456, 4368, 2336, 1344, 896, 256, O, O
DATA 256, 896, 1984, 4064, 8176, 16376, 32764 ,-2
DATA 32764, 16376, 8176, 4064, 1984, 896, 256, 0
DATA 7, 7
·Solid ceret with hot spot et top:
DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 128
DATA 448, 992, 2032, 4088, 8188, 16382, 0, 0
DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 128, 448
DATA 992, 2032, 4088, 8188, 16382, 32767, 32767, 0
DATA 7 ,8
· A mouse cursor thet looks like e mouse !
·The hot spot is et the tip of the mouse's tell :
DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 496, 520, 1028 ,-30670
DATA 18482, 12290, 2050, 4094, 0, 0, 0, 0
DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 496, 520, 1028 ,-30670
DATA 18482, 12290, 2050, 4094, 0, 0, 0, 0
DATA 7,0
·Similar to the standard Mee errow, but pointing up end to the right
· instead of up end to the left :
DAT A 0 , 2 , 6 , 14, 30 , 62 , 126 , 254
DATA 510,62,54,98,96, 192, 192,0
DATA 3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 127, 255, 511
DATA 1023, 1023, 127, 247, 243, 480, 480, 480
DATA I, 15

In writing the program shown in Listing 6-6, I used the Mouse
Cursor Development Workshop to create six custom cursors. The
first one is the left pointing arrow of Figure 6-6. The second
appears as a pair of diagonal cross hairs, with the hot spot at the
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center. This cursor is interesting in that, when moved against the
standard desktop "grey" pattern, it flickers. It is shown in Figure
6-11.
The third cursor is a diamond shaped cross hair that obliterates
any image it is moved against; it also has the hot spot at the center,
and is shown in Figure 6-12. The fourth cursor is a solid "caret"
symbol with the hot spot at the top and is shown in Figure 6-13.
The fifth cursor looks like a mouse itself! The hot spot is at the tip
of the mouse's tail, as seen in Figure 6-14.
Figure 6-11

D

The Diagonal Crosshairs Cursor

Fig 6-11

••
x

x

Define mouse cursor mesk, triple - click when done

Figure 6-12

Fig 6-12

The Diamond Crosshairs Cursor

•

•

Define mouse cursor mesk, triple-click when done

Finally, my last custom cursor is almost identical to the standard
arrow cursor, except that it points upward and to the right instead
of upward and to the left, as shown in Figure 6-15.
The data for each of these cursors was pasted from the clipboard
into the test program, and appears in Listing 6-6. When you run the
program you can try out each of them. After trying the last
example, the program will end with an "Out-of-Data" error.
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Figure 6-13

~o

The Solid Caret Cursor

Fig6-13

Define mouse cursor mask, triple-click when done

Figure 6-14

E:O

The Mouse Cursor that
Looks Like a Mouse

Fig 6 14

••
Define mouse cursor mask, triple-click when done

How the Cursor Development Program Works

The cursor development program in Listing 6-5 is in itself an
excellent demonstration of the various functions covered in this
chapter. It is therefore worth studying in greater detail.
The program begins by defining three integer arrays: array
Image% has sixteen elements and is used to hold a cursor or mask
image, as defined by the user on the development grid; array
Cursor% has 34 elements and will ultimately hold the complete
mouse cursor definition; array Savelmage% is much larger, and is
used with a set of graphics GET and PUT statements to manipulate
sections of the Output window during the program's execution.
A major component of the program is the subroutine named
Definelmage. This routine is responsible for presenting the user
with the 16 X 16 pixel development grid, detecting mouse clicks
within the grid, and converting those clicks into a complete image.
The routine displays the image on the screen and returns it in the
contents of array Image%. The routine does not return until the
user triple-clicks the mouse button. Its first action is to call on
another subroutine, named DrawGrid, which simply displays the
development grid on the screen.
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Figure 6-15

Fig 6 15

The Left-handed Arrow
Cursor

••
Define mouse cursor mask, triple-click when done

The development grid consists of a set of sixteen horizontal and
sixteen vertical lines. Each line is separated from its neighbors by
five pixels. This provides a four pixel square area for each cell
within the grid. Mouse clicks within these cell areas must be
detected and converted into the appropriate coordinates (0-15 in
each dimension).
The program relies on another subroutine, Mouse Wait, for
mouse input. This routine waits for either single or triple mouse
button clicks, and then returns with the mouse coordinates at the
time of the click in variables x and y. Variable b indicates the
number of times the mouse was clicked. When the routine returns
b = 3, subroutine Definelmage knows that the user triple-clicked
the mouse and so it returns to its caller.
For single-clicks, the mouse coordinates are inspected. The grid
area is eighty pixels wide and high, and its upper left corner starts at
screen location ( 10, 10). If the mouse coordinates are not within the
grid area, the click is ignored. Otherwise, each coordinate is
decreased by ten and then integer-divided by five to convert it into a
value in the range 0-15. The x-coordinate is converted into the
value representing a single bit position, as per Figure 6-4. Theycoordinate selects the appropriate element of the Image% array.
The logical function XOR is used to invert the selected bit
position in the array. Thus, ,each mouse click in a given cell will flip
that cell back and forth between the white and black states.
The logical function AND is then used to test the current state of
the bit by isolating it within its element. If the result of this
operation is zero, then the bit is currently zero; any other value
indicates that the bit is currently one. Based upon this outcome, the
program knows whether to set or reset the pixel on the screen. This
is done by either subroutine SetPixel or ResetPixel. In each case,
the pixel must be altered both on the grid and in the smaller "lifesize" version of the image.
The "life-size" version appears with its upper left corner at
( 10, 100) and is easy to address. The grid copy of the pixel is a two
pixel by two pixel square area whose upper left corner is calculated
by multiplying each coordinate by five and then adding eleven. A
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LINE statement with the BF (box filled) option is then used to fill
in the selected area.
The main program begins by initializing an all zero (all white)
image, and then calling subroutine Definelmage. In this step, the
user defines his custom cursor image. When the routine returns, the
data in Image% is copied into the first sixteen elements of
Cursor%. A graphics GET statement is then employed to save a
copy of the grid and "life-size" images of the cursor. Of course,
with the data in Cursor%, we could always manually reconstruct
these images, but this approach is much easier.
The screen is cleared, and the prompt for the cursor mask is
displayed. Before calling Definelmage, graphics PUT statements
are used to redisplay the image, both in the development grid area,
and slightly to the right. The copy on the right serves as a reference
for the user in defining the mask.
Once again, the Definelmage subroutine is called to allow the
user to turn selected pixels on and off in the development grid. On
return, the sixteen elements of Image% are copied into elements 16
through 31 of Cursor%. The screen is cleared and the default hot
spot coordinate (0,0) is set into variables Holx and Holy.
Along with the text prompt, a graphics PUT statement displays a
reference copy of the cursor image, as defined by the user in the
previous step. Subroutine DrawGrid is called upon once again to
display the development grid. Subroutine MouseWait is employed
to wait until the user clicks the mouse button. If the mouse is
clicked outside of the grid area, the click is ignored. Otherwise, ten
is subtracted from each coordinate to base their values at zero (this
is necessary because the grid is aligned to screen coordinate
(10,10)).
If either coordinate value modulo five is not zero, then the
selection was not made at an exact intersection of the grid lines, and
so the selection is ignored. If the selection is valid, then a simple
integer division by five converts the screen coordinate selected to a
grid coordinate in the range 0- 16. These values are used for Holx
and Holy, and are displayed at the bottom of the screen. This
section of the program is exited when the user triple-clicks the
mouse button. At that time, the values for Holx and Holy are
inserted into the last two elements of the Cursor% array.
At this time, the Cursor% array is complete and ready to be
used. The screen is cleared and the test screen prompts are
displayed. The SETCURSOR routine is called with the memory
address of the first element of the Cursor% array
(VARPTR(Cursor%(0))). This activates the cursor that was just
defined and places it on the screen.
The loop beginning with statement label DemoCursor checks for
a keyboard command (either < S > or < C >) via the INKEY$
function, and also checks for single mouse button clicks. The latter
are used to set the corresponding pixels on the screen, thus helping
to identify the new cursor's hot spot.
The keyboard command < C > causes the program to restart at
statement label StartAgain (note that the INITCURSOR call is used
in this case to restore the normal system cursor). The keyboard
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command < S > causes the program to continue at label SaveFile,
where the data for the cursor will be saved.
The save function opens the CLIP:TEXT device for sequential
output. File number 1 is used. A set of PRINT#l statements output
the contents of the Cursor% array in the form of DATA
statements. When all of the data has been output (five DATA
statements in all), the file is closed and the program terminates.
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Chapter7

Graphics Revisited

Now it is time to look at the more sophisticated graphics
capabilities of Macintosh. Many of these capabilities come from
the Macintosh Toolbox, a set of routines that come built into the
ROM (read-only memory) of the machine. In the last chapter, you
saw how such toolbox routines could be invoked from within a
BASIC program. In this chapter, I expand upon these concepts and
introduce many more toolbox routines. You will learn how to
control text format and appearance as well as text fonts and styles.
Other routines allow you to define a graphics "pen" with which you
can "draw" lines on the screen.
The familiar shapes that make up much of the Macintosh user
interface (rectangles, rounded rectangles, ovals, etc.) can also be
quickly created using these routines. Finally, you will see how these
graphics commands can be combined with Microsoft BASIC
graphic commands (discussed in Chapter 5) under a single unifying
structure. In this fashion, a complete graphics image, as defined by
a sequence of many and varied graphics commands, can be stored
and manipulated as a single entity.
Controlling the Appearance of Text

You may wonder why I have chosen to discuss control of text
appearance in a chapter that is supposed to be about graphics. The
Macintosh provides you with extremely powerful control over text
appearance, and it does this so well because it actually treats all text
as a special case of graphics images. This is not immediately
apparent, because you create text with PRINT statements, while a
whole world of other statement types are used to create graphics
images (i.e., LINE, CIRCLE, and PUT).
It is important to realize that each character you print is nothing
more than a special, predefined graphics image; all Macintosh
characters are formed by appropriate combinations of those black
and white pixels that you have learned so much about in the last few
chapters.
Character Fonts

A collection of graphics images that makes up a complete character
set is called afont. There are many different fonts available for use
with the Macintosh and at any time you may have a variety of such
fonts available for use by your program. Some examples are shown
in Figure 7-1.
Figure 7 - 1

Sample Text Fonts

-o

fig 7-1

Rthens
J&on~on

Ban r?ranuiSuo

Toronto
New York
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Fonts are provided in different sizes. The size of a font is
specified in pixels and represents the vertical size (height) of the
characters produced. Font sizes typically vary from 9 (very small
characters) to 36 (fairly large characters). Representative font sizes
are shown in Figure 7-2.
Figure7-2

[D

Sample Text Sizes

fig 7 2

Nifle point

Twelve point

Eighteen point

Twenty four point

Thirty six point
When specifying a font, be sure that the font is available in the
character size that you intend to use. If it is not, there can be
undesirable side effects (which I will explain shortly).
Fonts are stored as part of the system file on bootable disks. To
determine whether a font is available on a particular disk, you must
use an Apple utility program called The Font Mover.
The Font Mover lets you copy fonts into and out of the system.
Fonts copied out of the system are held in a file named Fonts, which
you can use to transfer fonts from one disk to another.
The reason why all of this bother is necessary is because fonts
take up a lot of space on disk. If you had all of the fonts that I will
demonstrate available on a single disk, little room would be left for
your own programs. Most people keep only the fonts that they
intend to use in their system, to maximize the available disk space.
Unused fonts are kept in the Fonts file on a backup disk. You can
therefore see why it is important to insure that a font is available
before using it in a program.
Font Size Scaling

If you specify that you wish to use a particular font in a particular
size, and the font is not available in that size, the Macintosh will
automatically try to scale the characters (in whatever size it does
have available) to the size requested. In general this is very
undesirable process and you should try to avoid it. The scaling
process takes time, and so any program that displays a lot of
characters in an unavailable font size will be seriously slowed down.
Another problem is that many fonts do not scale well to certain
sizes. Figure 7-3 shows what happened when I tried to display some
data in the Monaco-12 font when only the Monaco-9 font was
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available in the system. As you can see, the scaling process damaged
the legibility of the characters.
Figure 7-3

Font Size Scaling
(Monaco-9 Available,
Monaco-12 Scaled)

Monac:o Nine

l'b a:::f.) T1.ue I l,I@

Default Font Designations

There are certain fonts that you can rely on always to be present
the system. These fonts are used by the system itself and therefore
must always be available. As of this writing, the system uses
Chicago-12 for window titles, Geneva-9 and -12 for miscellaneous
information displays, and Monaco-9 for small nonproportionally
spaced text.
The Monaco font is unique in that it is not a proportional font,
and so all characters in Monaco take up the same amount of
horizontal space. Geneva-12 is the default font used by Microsoft
BASIC. I caution that these designations may be changed by Apple
in later releases of the Macintosh Finder.

./

The TEXTFONT and TEXTSIZE Routines

You can set the font to be used when displaying data through use of
the TEXTFONT and TEXTSIZE toolbox routines. The
TEXTFONT routine takes a single input parameter that indicates
the desired font, as per Table 7-1. The TEXTSIZE routine takes an
input parameter that specifies the size of that font.
Table7-1

TEXTFONT Input
Parameter

0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

Chicago
Default font used by BASIC (currently Geneva)
New York
Geneva
Monaco
Venice
London
Athens
San Francisco
Toronto
Seattle
Cairo

If you call either routine with invalid values, the active font will
not be changed. Sample programs demonstrating the use of these
routines are shown in Listings 7-1 and 7-2. They produce the
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outputs shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2, respectively. You will not be
able to reproduce those results, however, unless you have the
specified font available on your disk when the programs are run.
Listing 7-1

The TEXTSIZE and
TEXTFONT Routines

CALL TEXTSIZE (18)
'set size to 18 point
LOCATE 1, 1 ·set starting display position appropriately for 18 point
FOR i=l TO 5
READ font,nf$
CALL TEXTFONT(fonl)
·make the specified font active
PRINT nf$
NEXT
· Sample font codes. For each font sampled, the Mme of that
·font is displeyed:
DATA 7,Athens
DATA 6,London
DATA 8,"Sen Francisco"
DATA 9,Toronto
DAT A 2, "New York"

Listing 7-2

·The program displeys several different sizes of the
·"New York" font. See text for more information.
CALL TEXTFONT(2)
' set New York font
FOR i=l TO 5
READ size,sizeneme$
·set specified text size
CALL TEXTSIZE(size)
LOCATE i, 1 ·set starting display position for thet text size
PRINT sizename$
NEXT
END
·Semple data showing commonly used font sizes. A textual
·description of the size is used as I.he demonstration data
·for each size.
DATA 9,"Nine point"
DATA 12,"Twelve point"
DATA 18,"Eighteen point"
DATA 24,"Twenty four point"
DATA 36,"Thirty six point"

Font Size Demo

These two demonstration programs are basically very simple and
straightforward, although there is an important point that can be
learned from them. Notice the LOCATE statement in each
program. At first glance, these LOCATE statements would seem
superfluous-they do not set the display position to a row-column
location other than where it would have been anyway at the
moment(s) they are employed.
Why then, are they present? All text displayed within a
Macintosh window is displayed starting at a particular location.
This location is called the pen position, and it is specified as the
coordinates of any pixel within that window (the standard
convention assigning coordinate (0,0) to the upper left corner is
used).
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When you tell BASIC that you want to display text at a specific
row and column via the LOCATE statement, it calculates the pen
position based upon that row and column, as well as the current
text size. It is therefore important to use the LOCATE statement
after initially setting a specific text size, so that any PRINT
statements that follow will produce text that is properly positioned.
If the pen position is allowed to remain set to a value calculated
on the basis of a smaller text size, then some of your displayed text
will be lost or will overlap other text. You can see this for yourself
by removing the LOCATE statements from the sample programs in
Listings 7-1 and 7-2, and then executing the altered programs. The
pen position concept will be covered in more detail later in this
chapter.
Fancy Text Styles

Because all text characters are actually graphics images, it is easy
for Apple to offer basic style enhancement options for all fonts.
The style enhancement options allow you to display characters in
italics, boldface, and underlined, among others. You can enable any
of these options through use of the TEXTFACE routine. This
routine accepts a single numeric input parameter that selects the
enhancement options desired. Calling the routine with an input
parameter of zero turns off all options.
Each option is represented by a different numeric value, as
shown in Table 7-2. You can turn on more than one option at the
same time by simply adding together two or more of the values
shown in the table. Thus, for example, a value of five would
represent both the bold and underlined options (bold = 1,
underlined = 4, 1 + 4 = 5).
Table 7-2

TEXTFACE Input
Parameter

0
I
2
4
32
64

Turn off all style enhancements
Boldface
Italic
Underlined
Compressed
Expanded

Exercise restraint when using several options at once, as the
composite effect of too many options can often be unattractive to
look at. Also, some fonts do not lend themselves well to certain
style enhancements. In fact, the italic enhancement only really
works well with the Monaco font.
Listing 7-3 contains a sample program that demonstrates the use
of style enhancement options and the TEXTFACE routine. Figure
7-4 shows the output produced when this program is run. The
Monaco-18 font is used.
Text Display Modes

Recall the image transfer mode option of the graphics PUT
statement. That option allowed us to control how the pixels of the
image being displayed would affect the pixels in the relevant area of
the screen. In a similar fashion, you can instruct the Macintosh to
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Listing 7-3

·set 18 point size
CALL TEXTSIZE(l8)
·set pen posit i on es per point size
LOCATE I, 1
'set Moneco font
CALL TEXTFONT(4)
FOR i =I TO 8
READ sty l e,styleneme$
CALL TEXTF ACE(style)
PRINT stylename$
NEXT
END
·Each of the single style options, as well as two combinations , are
·sampled by the following 1jata ·
DATA O,Pla in
DATA ! ,Bo l d
DATA 2.ltalic
DAT A 4,Underl i ned
DAT A 32 ,Condensed
DAT A 64,Expanded
DATA 3,"Bold and Italic"
DAT A 68,"Unijerlined and Expanded "

Style Enhancement
Demo

l;o

Figure 7-4

Text Sty le Enhancements

fly 7-4

Plain
Bold
l ta I ic
Under Ii ned
Ca .:B r:e::I
Expatided
Bo la ant:J I ta/ ie
Under I i ned and Expanded

u
use different text display modes whenever text is displayed. The
default text display mode simply causes the character image to
replace the previous contents of the screen.
Characters are, of course, defined as black pixels against a white
background, and this is how they normally appear on the
Macintosh screen. There are three alternative text display modes;
they are called OR, XOR, and BIC.
The OR and XOR modes are identical to their counterparts as
used in the graphics PUT statement. The OR mode combines the
black pixels of the character being displayed with any previously
black pixels on the screen. Thus, if the screen background is black,
you would not see any text displayed using the OR mode.
The XOR mode causes the black pixels in the character image to
invert the corresponding pixel positions on the screen, the white
pixel positions in the character image do not alter the previous
screen contents. This mode could thus be used to display text
automatically in black when the background is white, and in white
if the background is black. (The default mode, analogous to the
PSET mode of the graphics PUT statement, would display
characters as black on white regardless of the preexisting screen
background.)
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The BIC mode stands for Black Is Changed. This mode has no
counterpart in the mode options of the graphics PUT statement.
When this mode is used, all of the black pixels in the character
image are displayed on the screen as white. The existing screen
pixels are not altered in those positions where the character image
pixels are white. This mode can thus be used when you want to
display characters in white only; they will be visible if displayed
against a black background, but invisible against a white
background.
Using a text display mode other than the default is only
necessary when you want to display text combined with, or in a
manner determined by, the preexisting contents of the screen. The
prevailing text display mode is set by a call to the TEXTMODE
routine. The numeric input parameter to this routine selects the
desired mode, as per Table 7-3.
The sample program of Listing 7-4 demonstrates the action taken
by each text display mode. The output produced by this program is
shown in Figure 7-5 . The program begins by setting up three
different background areas on the screen. There is a white area, a
black area (produced using a LINE statement with the box filled
option), and a grey area composed of a pattern of evenly spaced
lines.
The program displays the same message, against each of these
backgrounds, using each of the text display modes. Figure 7-5
provides a visually succinct summary of the effect of each of the
modes. The default mode (PSET) displays text as black against a
white background, regardless of any preexisting material on the
screen. The OR mode will produce visible text in black against a
Listing 7-4

Text Display Modes
Demo

·Thi s progrem begins by setting up severe! different beckgrounds

·on the screen, so thot the significant differences between eech
·mode can be illustreted.
LINE ( 100,0)-(200,300),,BF
· set up a black erea on the screen
FOR y=O TO 300 STEP 2
·set up a grey area on the screen
LINE (200,y)-(350,y)
NEXT
LOCATE 4, 1
·set starting pos i tion for the demo
FOR i =O TO 3
'1ji spl e'J t.he same message usi ng each of the four modes
CALL TEXTMOOE(i )
PRINT "Look at ell of these wonderful 1jifferent modes 111 ..
NEXT

Table7-3

TEXTMODE Input
Parameter

0

PSET (Text, in black on white, replaces whatever is currently on the
screen.)
OR (Text in black is superimposed on any other black image already
on screen.)
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2

XOR (Image of text inverts any previous data on screen. Text will
therefore appear in black if screen was previously white. Text will
appear in white if screen was previously black.)

3

BIC (Text is displayed in white, but the screen area must have
previously been set to black or text will not be visible.)
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preexisting white background. Text produced using the OR mode
will be invisible against a preexisting black background. The XOR
mode will display text in black if the preexisting background is
white, and in white if the preexisting background is black.
Finally, the BIC mode will display text in white against a
preexisting black background. Text produced using the BIC mode
will be invisible against a preexisting white background.
Figure 7-5

fig 7-5

Text Display Modes

---~

- - - -- - -

Look at all of the se wonderful different modes
Look at all of t
Look at all of t

1!1

The Pen Position
As mentioned earlier, the graphics images (including text) that are
produced by the toolbox routines are drawn with an imaginary
"graphics pen." The position of the pen at any time determines
where the next image will appear. In this section, I show you the
toolbox routines that you can use to manipulate the pen position.
Controlling the pen position allows you to specify where text will
appear, right down to a specific pixel location. This is a much finer
degree of control than you have when using the LOCATE
statement, which only allows you to position text on (character) row
column boundaries.
The GETPEN routine can be used to determine the current pen
position. It returns the pen position in a two element integer array.
The array must be predefined and its address must be passed to the
GETPEN routine using the VARPTR function. The vertical
coordinate of the pen position will be returned in the first element
of the array, while the horizontal coordinate will be returned in the
second element. Figure 7-6 illustrates how the GETPEN routine
may be used.
The MO VETO routine is used to actually set a new pen position.
It accepts two numeric values as input parameters; these specify the
horizontal and vertical coordinates for the pen. Thus, for example,
the statement

CALLMOVET0(10,30)
would set the pen position to pixel location (10,30) within the
current output window.
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Figure 7-6

·The GETPEN routine is used to obtain the current
·pen position as a set of screen coordinates.
·First, dimension an integer array with two elements
·to hold the result returned by GETPEN •
DIM Penloc%( I)
· Now, call the routine, passing the address of the
· array through use of the VARPTR function •
CALL GETPEN(VARPTR(Penloc%(0)))
·On return, Penloc%(0) holds the vertical coordinate
· and Penloc%( I ) holds the horizontal coordinate of the
· pen position •
PRINT "Pen was positioned at x=";Penloc%(1);"
y=";Penloc%(0)
ENO

The GETPEN Routine

The MOVE routine can also be used to set a new pen position.
Unlike MOVETO, however, the coordinates specified in a MOVE
routine call are considered relative to the current pen position.
Thus, for example, the statement
CALLMOVE(S,10)

would move the pen five pixels to the right and ten pixels below its
current position.
Negative values can be passed to the MOVE routine. A negative x
value causes the pen location to be moved to the left, while a
negative y value causes the pen location to be moved up.
Recall the pie chart program in Listing 5-7. At the time I
introduced that program, I mentioned that it would be nice to be
able to add descriptive labels to each pie piece. Using the pen
positioning techniques just described, this can be easily
accomplished. Version 2 of the pie chart program is shown in
Listing 7-5.
Listing 7-5

· In this version, lebels ere eutometicelly edded to eech
· circle piece through use of the MOVETO toolbox routine.
0111 pc(6)
·Arrey pc holds each pi e piece percentage
0111 Plebel $( 6J ·Holds the label for each pie piece
Pi:3 . 14159
· 1Jbtain user input .
Pe •.r1J
INPUT "How meny items 1n the pie chart. ".It.ems
IF lt.em0<:2 OR ltems >6 THEN PRINT "lnvelid number of Items" GOTO Pet.riJ
FOR I= I TO It.ems
PRINT "Enter label for i t.em ".i,
INPUT Plabel$(i)
PRINT "Ent.er percentage for it. em ",i,
INPUT pc(i)
NEXT
·Check for ve lid input date ·
ToJ\al:O
FOR 1=1 TO It.ems
Tota I= Total •pc(i)
NEXT
IF Total o lOO THEN PRINT "lnveli1J inp1Jt. total does not equal IOO:C" GOTO Ret.nJ
·First, ca lculate the size of each pie piece, so that the
· ·:enterpoint fo r the\ pie piece can be calculdted, besed 1Jpon that.
· centerpoint. , posit.ion the pen Md displa•J the pie ptece 1.~bel

The Pie Chart Program
- Version 2

CLS
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listing 7-5-cont.

Start.Angle=O
FOR 1:1 TO Items
EndAngle:StartAngle•(:Z*Pi*pc!i >I I OO>
H1ddleAngle:StartAngle• ((EndAngle-StartAngle)i2l
:~=I 00 + 40*COS(MiddleAngle)
'J= I 00 - 40*SIN(MiddleAngle)
CALL t10YETO (x,yl
PRINT Plabel$(i):
·set up for next pie piece
StartAngle:EndAngle
NEXT
·Now produce the pie chart itself
:3tartAngle=O
FOR i:I TO Items
EndAngle=StartAngle•(2*Pi"pc(1)/1 Or))
IF St~rtAngle:O THEN ST:2*Pi ELSE ST:St~rtAngle ·uro iS ~special c<J;a
CIRCLE (100, 110),75.,-ST,-EndAngle
'drew the pie piece
StertAngle=EndAngle
·set up for next pte piece
NEXT
LOCATE 15, 1
PRINT ·oo another? (YIN)·
GOSUB GetYN
IF yn$:-V- THEfll CLS: GOTO Retry
EfllO
·Subroutine to wait until the user presses either the Yor N keys,
· 1n response toe yes or no Question. Will not return until one of these
·keys is pressed. The keystroke character 1s returned 1n ynS.
GetYN:
yn$:1NKEYS
WHILE UCASE$(yn$)<>-Y- ANO UCASE$(yn$)<>"N"
yn$:1NKEYS
WEND
yn$:UCASE$(yn$)
RETURN

This version is essentially the same as the previous version, except
for the addition of the label feature. A new array has been added to
the program. It is called Plabe/$ and it holds the label for each pie
piece. Data is input to the elements of this array by the user when he
enters the percentage data for each pie piece. The "obtain user
input" loop is modified to handle this requirement. The next step,
in which the input data is verified, remains unaltered.
In the original program, the next step was to create the pie pieces
themselves. In this new version, the pie piece labels are produced
first, and then the pie pieces are drawn. It is necessary to do things
in this order because the user might enter a long label which, if
drawn on top of the pie chart, would obliterate part of the chart.
The label display loop is similar to the pie piece drawing loop.
StartAngle is initialized to zero. For each item, an EndAngle is
calculated as that item's percentage of a complete circle (360
degrees). The objective here is to find the proper location on the
screen to place the item's label. To this end, an angle that lies
exactly between the StartAngle and the EndAngle is calculated. This
angle is called the MiddleAngle.
Using simple trigonometry, a point lying near the center of the
pie piece is calculated as a function of the MiddleAngle, the
centerpoint of the pie ( 100, 100), and a radius less than the pie's
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radius (40). The coordinates of this point are used as the input to
the MOVETO routine. This positions the graphics pen to the center
of the pie piece being processed. An ordinary PRINT statement is
then employed to display that pie piece label at that position.
Once all of the labels have been displayed, the orginal pie chart
drawing loop is employed to create the pie chart itself. Figure 7-7
shows some sample input data to this program, and Figure 7-8
shows the pie chart produced as a result.
Figure 7-7

Sample Pie Chart Data

Figure 7-8

Sample Pie Chart with
Labels

·o

Fig 7-7

How many items in the pie chert? 3
Ent er label for item 1 ? A
Enter percentage for item 1 7 30
Enter lebel for item 2 7 B
Enter percentage for item 2 ? 30
Enter label for Hem 3 ? c
Ent er percentage for item 3 ? 4tj

-U

Fig 7 B

Do another ? (V/N)

Drawing With the Graphics Pen

There are toolbox routines that let you draw lines with the graphics
pen. Combined with the pen positioning routines, these give you the
ability to draw lines between any two points on th~ screen. Of
course, the Microsoft BASIC statement LINE also gives you this
ability, but there are some advantages to using the toolbox routines,
so they are worth consideration.
The L/NETO routine draws a line from the current pen position
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to the coordinates specified in the routine call. Assuming the
graphics pen is positioned to coordinate (10, 10), the statement
CALL LINET0(100,20)

would draw a line from (10,10) to (100,20). The routine leaves the
graphics pen positioned to the endpoint of the line just drawn, so in
this example the pen would be left at position (100,20).
The LINE routine is similar to the LINETO routine, except that
it accepts coordinates that are relative to the current pen position.
For example, the statement
CALL LINEC100,50)

would draw a line from the current pen location to a point 100
pixels to the right and 50 pixels below. At the conclusion of the
statement, the pen would be positioned to that new location.
A simple example illustrating how these statements can be used is
shown in Figure 7-9. Here, a set of LINE routine calls is used to
draw a five pointed star. A set of LINETO routine calls is then used
to enclose that star in a box. Note how the MOVETO routine is
used to reposition the pen between the two stages of the program.

Figure 7-9

Drawing with the
Grapics Pen

~

s

File Edit Seorch Run Windows
Fig 7-9

list
·Starting point for star•
CALL MOVET0(40,40)

·Draw a five pointed star •
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

LINE(50,0)
LINE(-40,30)
LINE(15,-5 0)
LINE(15,50)
LINE(-40,-30)

·Starting point for enclosing box :
CALL MOVET0(30, 10)

· Draw an enclosing box:
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

LINETO( 100, 10)
LINETO( 100,90)
LINET0(30,90)
LINET0(30, 10)

li!!ll

llll!i

i~I

Setting the Pen Size

Thus far, I am sure you can see no advantage to using the line
drawing toolbox routines over the standard Microsoft BASIC LINE
statement. There is an advantage, however, and it becomes apparent
when you discover that you have greater control over the graphics
pen. The default pen is comprised of a single black pixel, and so it
draws lines that are one pixel thick, as seen in the previous example.
It is possible, through use of yet another toolbox call, to change
the dimensions of the pen itself. This allows you to draw thicker
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and wider lines. The size of the pen is defined by two values: a
horizontal size and a vertical size. The size is set by calling the
PENSIZE routine. For example, the statement
CALL PENSIZE(3,2)

would cause the pen to draw lines that are three pixels thick in the
horizontal dimension and two pixels thick in the vertical dimension.
To illustrate this concept, I have provided the program in Listing
7-6. This program is identical to the demonstration of Figure 7-9,
with the addition of a single CALL PENSIZE statement. The
results produced by this program are illustrated in Figure 7-10.
Notice that the same image is drawn, but with thicker lines.
Listing 7-6

· Set the grephics pen size to 3 x 3:

Drawing with the
Graphics Pen

CALL PENSl.ZE(3,3)

· Sterting point for ster:
CALL t10YET0(40 ,40)

·Drew e five pointed ster:
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

LINE(50,0)
LINE(-40 ,30)
LINE(15,-50)
LINE ( 15,50)
LINE(-40,-.30)

·Starting point for enclosing box;
CALL MOVET0(30, I 0)

·Draw an enclosing bo x:
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

Flgure7-10

LINETO( 100, I 0)
LINETO( 100,90)
LINET0 (30, 90i
LI NET0(30 , I 0)

D

Using a Thicker Grapics
Pen

Fig 7-10

Setting the Pen Pattern

In the previous example, the graphics pen was expanded to a three
pixel by three pixel square area, and all of the pixels in the area
remained black. Not only is it possible to expand the pen size in this
fashion, but a custom pen pattern can be specified as well. This
means that the pen does not have to draw only with black pixels,
but there can be white pixels within the pen area as well.
The largest allowable pen size is eight pixels high by eight pixels
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wide. For any pen size greater than a single pixel, you can specify a
custom pattern for the pen. This is done through the PENPAT
toolbox call.
The PENPAT routine accepts as input an integer array with four
elements. The contents of the array define an eight pixel square
pattern, in much the same way as the mouse cursor images were
defined to the SETCURSOR routine. Since each element of an
integer array can hold 16 bits, each element represents two
consecutive rows of the complete image. This is why only four
elements are needed for an image with eight rows and eight
columns. This arrangement is illustrated by Figure 7-11 .
Figure 7 -11

Defining the Pen Pattern

E!lch element of Pet% 1s !ln integer comprised of 15 bits,
!lS shown ebove The pen p!lttern 1s !ln eight bit by eight
bit !lrr!ly .

Once a pen pattern has been set up in an array (say Pat%), it can
be made active by calling the PENPAT routine, as follows

CALLPENPAT(VARPTR(Pat%(0)))
The pen size should also be set at this time. I have provided a
Pattern Development Workshop program, similar to the Mouse
Cursor Development Workshop program. It is shown in Listing 7-7.
This program can be used to design and test your own custom pen
patterns. Like the mouse cursor program, it can generate a set of
DATA statements for the pattern you create, and store these on the
clipboard for inclusion in your own programs.
Listing 7 -7
·This program allows you to design end test your own pen end background
'patterns. Vou define the pattern on en 8 pixel by 8 pixel grid.
·When you ere satisfied with the pattern you heYe designed, this program
·can be instructed to save the pattern definition es a DATA
·statement on the Macintosh Clipboen!. From there, the definition
· can be included for use in other programs. See text for more informetion.
Dirt lmege:C(3)
'holds the imege you define on the screen
Dirt Sevelmage:C( I 000)
'holds screen image for quick redrawing
GridColor=30
· grid color:30:whi te=no grid line di splay by def~ult
StertAgein:
CLS
· init image date to all one bits, ell bleck pi xels :
FOR i= O TD 3
lmege:C( i )=-1
NEKT

The Pen Pattern
Development Workshop

· set 1JP the initial screen display ·
LINE ( 100, IOH 130,40),,B 'display the "Toggle Grid Lines· box
LOCATE 2, 18
PRINT "Toggle Grid Lines";
· •jispley default, ell black image:
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LINE ( 10, 10)-(50,SOJ.,BF
LINE ( 11) 61'.\H 17.57).,BF

listing 7-7-cont.

GOSUB DrawGrid

· the grid copy
'the ·1ife-s1ze· ~opy
'displays the8 x 8 grid at (10,10) on the screen

&ET ( 10, 10)-(250.70),SaYelmage• 'get a snapshot of the screen for quick redisplay
Again:
CLS
PUT ( 10.10)-(250, 70),SaYelmage• 'redisplay development screen
LOCATE 15, 1
PRINT "Define pattern, triple-click when done·
GOSUB Define Image
'let the user define the 8 x 8 pixel image
GET ( 10, 1OH250,70J,SaYelmage• ·get a snapshot of the screen for quick redisplay
· Qemo the pattern for the user:
CLS
PRINT "New pettem defined and now on display"
PRINT "Press S to save pattern •lefinition to the clipboard"
PRINT "Press·c to change current definition"
PRINT "Press N to create a new definition"
·make I.he defined pattern active ford demo:
CALL PENPAT(VARPTR(lmage:C(O))) .

· display some graphics images using the new pettem :
. x:O

y:lOO
x2=330
FOR ps1ze=2 TO 8 'drew three lines (dieg, horiz, yertl in each pen size:
CALL PEN&IZE(psize,psize)
· drew e diegonel line in this pen size :
CALL rtOVETO(x,200)
CALL LINETO(x•BO, I 00)
X:X+20
·drew a horizontal line in this pen size
CALL 110VET0(220,y)
CALL LINET0(300,y)
y:y•20
·drew a vertical line in this pen size.
CALL 110VETO(x2, 100)
CALL LINETO(x2,200l
x2=x2•20
NEXT
·now fill in a nice sized area of the screen with the pattern.
FOR Y=220 TO 280 &TEP 8
CALL 110VETO( 10,yl
CALL LINET0(80,y)
NEXT
·demonstration images now on Yiew,
·check f•lr keyboard commends as defined above:
WeitKey:
eS:INKEY$
IF e$:"S" OR a$:"s" THEN GOTO SaYeFile
IF a$:"C" OR aS:'c'' THEN CALL PENNORl1AL. GOTO Again
IF e$:"N" OR e$:"n" THEN CALL PENNORl1AL. GOTO StartAgein
GOTO WeitKey
·Saye the pattern definition on the clipboard
·The cursor definition is saved es a single DATA statement.

SeveFile:

OPEN ·o·, 1,"CLIP:TEXT"
PRINT•l,"DATA ·,
FOR i:O TO 2
PRINT•!, lmage:C(i);",";
NEXT
PRINT• I, lmage~(3)
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Listing 7-7-cont.

CLOSE I
CL&
PRlllT "Peltem date saved on cllpboenl"

END
· Subrout1ne to allow the user to def1ne e greph1cs image on en
· 8 pixel by 8 pilcel grid, end retum the graphics dete in errey lmegel:
·This subroutine returns when the user triple-clicks the mouse.
·Clicking In the "Toggle Grid Lines· box will tum the display
· of the grid lines on or off.
Definelmege:
GetLoc:
GO&UB MouseWeit
'weit for end get e mouse selection
IF b=3 THEN RETURN
'mouse wes triple-clicked
·check for mouse click in the 'Toggle Grid Lines· box:
IF )() I 00 AND X< 130 AND Y> I 0 AND y<40 THEN &O&UB Toggle .
· otherwise, mouse must be clicked within the 8 x 8 grid :
IF x< I 0 OR x>50 OR y< I 0 OR y>50 THEN &OTO GetLoc
· convert screen coord to 8 x 8 grid coord :
x:(x·IOJ\5
·adjust x to range 0-7
y:(y· I 0)\5
'adjust y to range 0-7
·convert x coord into e single bit position vl!lue in integer verieble xi:
IF y 110D 2 = 0 THEN IF x:O THEN xl=-32768! ELSE xl:2"( 15-xl ELSE xl:2"(7·x)
· invert that bit position in the appropriate entry of the lmegel errey:
y2:y\2
'convert y to select the proper element of lmege:S
lmegel(y2)=1megel(y2l XOR xi
·determine whether the bit just altered is now zero or one :
Pixel:lmegel(y2) AID xi
· end set the screen display of that pixel accordingly :
IF Pixel:O THEN &OSUB ResetPixel ELSE &OSUB SetPhcel
GOTO GetLoc
'stay here until the user triple-clicks
·Subroutine to reset e pixel position on the 8 x 8 grid.
·The pixel is reset both on the grid end in the smeller, reel image
·interpretation below.
ResetPlxel:
PRESET (x•IO,y•60) 'reset the pixel in the smeller, reel image interpretation
· convert grid coords to screen coords :
lC:X*5+1 I
Y=Y*5•11
LINE (x,y)-(x•3,y•3l,30,BF
·reset the pixel on the grid
RETURN
·Subroutine to set a pixel position on the 8 x 8 grid.
·The pixel 1s set both on the grid and in the smeller, reel image
·interpretation below.
SetP1xel:
P&ET (x• 10,y•60)
'set the pixel 1n the smeller, reel Image Interpretation
·convert grid coonls to screen coonls:
X:X*5+11
y:y*5•11
LINE (x,y)-(x•3,y•3),33,BF
'set the p1xel on the grid
RETURN
· Subroutl ne to di sp 1ey the 8 x 8 grid :
·The gnd is composed of a set of horizontal and vertical lines that ere
·spaced f1ve piMels apart. The grid is or1gined et screen coord ( 10, 10).
· Eech ·call" (pixel position) in the grid will ectuelly occupy e 2 x 2 pixel
· area on the screen.
·Variable GridColor toggles between 30 (white) end 33 (black) t.o
·determine whether or not tha gnu 1s v1s1ble.
DrewGrid:
FOR 1:10 TO 50 STEP 5
LINE (i, I0)-(1,50),GridColor
LINE ( IO,i)-(50,1),GridColor
NEXT
RETURN
·Subroutine Toggle is celled when the user clicks in the
·''Toggle Grid Lines· bolC. It causes the grid line display to be
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Listing 7-7-cont.

· t1Jrned off or on by flipping the value of variable GridColor
·between 30 (white) end 33 (black).
Toggle:
IF GridColor:30 THEN GridColor:33 ELSE GridColor:30
&OSUB OrowGrid
.
RETURN
511broutine to wait unt1 I the 1Jser takes a mouse action.
·This subroutine will only return one single or triple-click.
·It returns b =value of MOUSE(Ol =button status
x= value of MOUSE(3l = x coon! et time of click
y= value of MOUSE(4) = y coord at time of click
MouseWeit:
b:l10USECOJ
IF b=3 THEN RETURN
IF b<> 1 THEN GOTO MouseWeit
X:l10USE(3)
y=l10USE(4)
RETURN

Some sample pen patterns are provided in Listing 7-8; that
program also shows how to use the DATA statements generated by
the workshop program.
Listing 7-8
ON ERROR &OTO EndofD1t1 ·to cetcll tile out-of-d1t1 error condition
Din Petl(3)
·errey to llold tlll pettem definition
Petno:O
'keeps count of which pettem is currently on Yiew
CL&
PRINT "Pen Pattern Demo Program·
PRINT "Click end dreg to draw lines in current pattern·
PRINT "Triple-click to go on to next pattern·
CALL PENSIZE(4.4l
· set a 4 pixel by 4 pixel pen size
GetNextPet:
FOR 1=0 TO 3
'reed in the next pattern definition
READ Petll(i)
NEXT
Petno:Petno+ 1
'count up end display the pattern number
LOCATE 4,1
PRINT "Pattern ··,Patno
CALL PENPAT(YARPTR(Pat~(O)))
·now make the pattern active
· we1 t for user input Yia the mouse :
MouseWait:
b:l10USE(O)
IF b:3 THEN GOTO GetNextPat
'triple click goes on to next pattern
IF b<> 1 THEN GOTO MouseWait
·wait fore single ch ck-drag action
x I :110USE(3)
'dreg start coords
y 1:110USE(4)
x2=110USE(5)
·dreg end coords
y2:110USE(6)
IF l< 1:x2 AND y 1:y2 THEN GOTO MouseWeit
'skip if no dreg was done
IF x 1<0 OR y 1<0 OR x2<0 OR y2<0 THEN GOTO MouseWait
CALL 110YETO<x 1,y 1l
·position pen to start drag coor'1s
CALL LINETO(x2,y2J
'drew e line to end drag coords
GOTO MouseWait

Sample Pen Patterns

EndofDate:
CALL PENNORl1AL
END

·get here when run out of data statements .

·Semple pattern data follows:
· Medium grey :
DATA 21930, 21930, 21930, 21930
·Diagonal stripes·
DATA 26231, 13243 ,-26147 ,·13074
·Light grey:
DATA 13260, 13260, 13260, 13260'
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Listing 7-8 -cont.

· Oaric grey :
DATA -86 ,-86 ,-86 ,-86
· Vertical jagged stripes :
DAT A -8773 , 30651 ,-8773 , 30651

The Pattern Development Workshop Program

Although the Pattern Development Workshop is very similar to the
Mouse Cursor Development Workshop, there are some interesting
differences. When you run the program of Listing 7-7, you will be
presented with an eight pixel by eight pixel grid on which you can
define a pattern.
Unlike the mouse cursor grid, this grid starts out with all the
pixels black. This is the default pattern, and is a better starting
point for custom patterns than an all white pattern. Because the
pattern is all black, the grid lines are not shown (see Figure 7-12).
If the grid lines were shown, the development grid area would
appear as a solid black square, and it would be impossible to
accurately select individual pixels within it. A "life-size" copy of the
pen pattern appears below the development grid. If you are
developing a pattern that has quite a few white pixels in it, you may
want to turn the grid lines on to help identify the individual pixel
positions. This can be accomplished by clicking the mouse in the
"Toggle Grid Lines" box, just to the right of the development grid.
Figure 7-13 shows the program being used to develop a pattern
containing a diagonal white stripe. In Figure 7-14, the same pattern
is shown with the grid lines turned on. Once a pattern has been
designed, triple click the mouse to display a demonstration of the
pattern. The demonstration screen shows the pattern used to draw
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines in various widths, as well as
a solid area filled in with the pattern, as in ·Figure 7-15.
From the demonstration screen, you can save the pattern data by
pressing the < S > key. The data is saved as a single BASIC DATA
statement on the Clipboard. Figure 7-16 shows the data produced
for the sample pattern of Figures 7-13, 7-14, and 7-15.
Alternatively, you can press the < C > key to go back to the
development grid and change the pattern, or the < N > key to start
developing a new pattern.
I have used the program to generate the required data for some
commonly used Macintosh patterns. Figure 7-17 shows a light grey
pattern formed by alternating white and black pixels. Figure 7-18
Flgure7- 12

Defa ult Pen Pattern

D

Fig 7-12
Toggle Grid Line s

•
Define pattern, triple-click when done
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shows this pattern on the demonstration screen. In Figure 7-19, a
medium grey pattern is shown; the demonstration screen is seen in
Figure 7-20. A dark grey pattern is shown in Figures 7-21 and 7-22.
Finally, a pattern containing jagged vertical stripes appears in
Figures 7-23 and 7-24.
Figure 7-13

Diagonal Striped Pen
Pattern

.. ..i
......

......
::. ::.
I Iii 1

Fig 7-13

[J

Toggle Grid Lines

Define pattern, triple-click when done

Figure7-14

Pen Pattern with Grid
On

Fig7-14

-D

•

[J

Toggle Grid Lines

Define pottern , triple-click when done

The data for each of these sample patterns appears in Listing 7-8.
When that program is run, it defines a four pixel by four pixel pen
and allows the user to draw lines with the pen by clicking and
dragging the mouse. Each time the mouse is triple-clicked, the
program goes on to the next sample pattern.
Most of the programming techniques used in the pattern
development program are similar to those used in the mouse cursor
development program. One important difference involves the
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conversion of coordinates on the eight pixel by eight pixel
development grid into a bit position in one of the Pat% array
elements.
Figure 7-15

Testing Diagonal Striped
Pen Pattern
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Flgure7-16

Data for Diagonal
Striped Pen Pattern

-,,

Clipboard
u
DATA 26231'13243 ,-26147 ,-13074

f2l
Flgure7-17

Light Grey Pen Pattern

D

II

Fig 7-17

D

Toggle Grid Lines

Define pottern, triple-click when done

Since the grid is 8 x 8, and not 16 x 16 as it was for the mouse
cursor, it is possible to store two lines of pixel information in a
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single array element (each array element still holds 16 bits). This
arrangement was illustrated in Figure 7-11.
Figure 7-18

Testing Light Grey Pen
Pattern

Fig7-18
New pet tern defined ond now on disploy
Press S to seve pettern definition to the clipboerd
Press C to chonge current definition
Press N to creole o new definition
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Figure7-19

Medium Grey Pen
Pattern

-0

Fig 7-19

Q

Toggle Grid Lines

Define pettern, triple-click when done

Study the code in Listing 7-7 that handles this structure. The xcoordinates and y-coordinates of the mouse click are converted to
development grid coordinates using the same formula that was used
for the mouse cursor development grid. This time, however, each
coordinate has a range of 0- 7, instead of 0-15.
The x-coordinate is converted into a bit position using a formula
that depends upon whether they-coordinate is even or odd. Theycoordinate thus determines whether the upper or lower half of the
array element is used.
Variable y2 is then created by integer dividing the y coordinate by
2. This variable is used to index into the Pat% array. In this
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fashion, y-coordinate values of 0 and 1 both access array element 0,
values of 2 and 3 both access array element 1, and so on. Once a bit
position and array element have been determined, the rest of the
Definelmage code works the same.
Flgure7-20

Fig 7-20

Testing Medium Grey
Pen Pattern

New pot tern defined ond now on disploy
Press S to sove pottern definition to the clipboord
Press C to chonge current definition
Press N to creole o new definition
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Figure 7-21

~o

Dark Grey Pen Pattern

Fig 7 21

D

Toggle Grid Lines

•

Define pottern, triple-click when done

One additional feature of this program is the "Toggle Grid Lines"
box. This feature illustrates how an area of the screen can be set
aside, and a program can be made sensitive to mouse clicks within
that area. The effect is not unlike that of the control buttons within
dialog boxes. In this case, I displayed the control box using a LINE
statement with the "box" option. Mouse clicks within the xcoordinate range of 100 to 130, and within they-coordinate range
of 10 to 40 lie within this box, and are used to trigger the desired
action. Note that a single, albeit compound, IF-THEN statement is
all that is needed to detect this condition.
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Figure 7-22

~o

Testing Dark Grey Pen
Pattern

fig 7- 22

New pettern defined end now on displey
Press S to seve pettern definition to the clipboerd
Press C to chenge current definition
Press N to creete e new definition

•
The desired action, that of toggling the development grid lines
off and on, is effected by a call to subroutine Toggle. This
subroutine alternates the value of variable Grid Color between 30
and 33. Subroutine DrawGrid references this variable when it
actually draws the grid lines.

:o

Figure7-23

Jagged Vertical Striped
Pen Pattern

II

Fig 7-23

D

Toggle Grid Lines

Define pettern, triple-click when done

Additional Graphics Pen Options
There are additional toolbox calls that you can use to control the
way the graphics pen draws images. The most interesting of these is
the PENMODE routine. This routine allows you to define the
image transfer mode used by the pen when drawing lines using the
LINE and LINETO routines. It will also affect the creation of
other graphics images that I will cover later in this chapter.
The image transfer mode choices are similar to those available
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for the TEXTMODE routine. The prevailing mode is set by passing
a single numeric parameter to the PENMODE routine, as follows

CALLPENMODE(parameter)
The parameter values that can be used in this statement are
summarized in Table 7-4. The first four entries in this table
correspond to the four text display modes shown in Table 7-3 (page
226). The last four entries are the same as the first four, except that
they first invert the pattern definition. This allows you to design a
pattern and then use both it and its inverse without having to define
the inverse pattern separately. The applications of the four basic
transfer modes have been explained earlier in this chapter.
Flgure7-24

Fig 7-24

Testing Jagged Vertical
Striped Pen Pattern

New pot tern defined ond now on disploy
Press S to so11e pottern definition to the clipboord
Press C to chonge current definition
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Table7-4

PENMODE Input
Parameter

8

PSET (Pen image completely replaces previous contents of screen.)

9

OR (Black pixels of pen image are displayed on screen, previous
contents of screen not altered where pen image pixels are white.)

10

11

12
13
14
15
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XOR (Existing screen pixels are inverted where pen image pixels are
black, previous contents of screen not altered where pen image pixels
are white.)
BIC (Black pixels of pen image are displayed on screen as white,
previous contents of screen not altered where pen image pixels are
white.)
PRESET (Pen image is inverted and then completely replaces previous
contents of screen.)
NOT OR (Same as OR mode, except pen image is inverted before
processing.)
NOT XOR (Same as XOR mode, except pen image is inverted before
processing.)
NOT BIC (Same as XOR mode, except pen image is inverted before
· processing.)
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Three more toolbox calls complete our repertoire of graphics pen
control routines. They are PENNORMAL, HIDEPEN, and
SHOWPEN. None require any arguments. The PENNORMAL
routine simply restores the graphics pen to its default state. This
state consist of an all black pattern, a pen size of a single pixel, and
a pen transfer mode of PSET. It is used in the programs of Listings
7-7 and 7-8.
The HIDEPEN routine is used to temporarily inhibit the creation
of any graphics pen images. Once a call is made to HIDEPEN, any
subsequent toolbox calls that draw with the graphics pen will have
no visible effect on the screen. The pen is still there, and can be
moved about on the screen, but it is "hidden" in that it produces no
readable image. To counteract the effect of the HIDEPEN routine,
simply call the SHOWPEN routine.
The program shown in Listing 7-9 illustrates the operation of
these routines. When executed, the program sets a pen size of four
by four pixels, and the XOR pen transfer mode. The default pen
pattern (all black) is used. Starting at pixel coordinate (100, 100),
the program draws lines using the graphics pen. The point to which
each line is drawn is chosen randomly.
Since the LINETO routine is used, each line originates where the
previous line ended. Because the pen transfer mode has been set to
XOR, the lines are drawn in white where they cross each other. A
mouse interrupt routine is used to detect when the user clicks the
mouse button. This is used to toggle the pen state between "hidden"
and "shown."
Execute the program and observe the lines that are drawn. Now
click the mouse button. Notice that the image appears to stop
changing on the screen. The main loop of the program is still
executing but because the mouse click caused the HIDEPEN
routine to be called, no further images are produced. Click the
mouse once again. This causes the SHOWPEN routine to be called,
causing the images to start appearing once again. Note that the line
drawing picks up at a new point on the screen, and not at the end of
the last line that was visibly drawn before.
Setting a Background Pattern
When you use the CLS ("clear screen") statement, BASIC's Output
window is filled in with a background pattern. You would not
normally realize this, because the default background pattern is all
white. The background pattern can be changed, however, through
use of the BACKPAT toolbox routine. The background pattern is
defined on an eight pixel by eight pixel grid, exactly like the pen
pattern. You can therefore use the Pattern Development Workshop
program to create custom patterns for use as screen backgrounds.
The BACKPAT routine is qtlled in the same way as the PENPAT
routine

CALLBACKPAT(VARPTR(Pat%(Q)))
Once again, Pat% is a four element integer array that defines the
pattern image. Use the data produced by the pattern development
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program to initialize the array. Once the BACKPAT call has been
made, you should use the CLS statement to actually fill in the
Output window with your pattern.
Listing 7-9

Demo of PENMODE,
HIDEPEN, and
SHOWPEN

· When run, this program starts iilling the screen with thick blacks lines
· 1jre wn i n v!'lrious random directions. Each line starts where the previous
· line left off . Because the XOR pen transfer mode is used, the lines ere
· clearly visible where they cross one another. By clicking the mouse,
· the user can "hide the pen; thus turning oif the display of the lines.
·Clicking the mouse again will turn "show the pen " and turn the display
· of new lines back on .
DEF FNrand(l ,U)=CINT(l+RNO( 1)*(u-1))
PenOn= 1
'keeps track of whether pen is on or off
CALL MOVETO( 100, 100)
'set starting point
CALL PENMOOE( 10)
's et XOR pen transfer mode
CALL PENSIZE(4,4)
'set up a thick pen
ON MOUSE GOSUB Mouselnt
'detect mouse clicks via an interrupt
MOUSE ON
Again:
·select a random point for the next line to go to
x=FNrand(0,500)
y=FNrand(0,300 )
'draw the line to that point
CALL LINETO( x, y)
'waste some time to slow things down a bit
FOR delay= 1 TO 50
NEXT
GOTO Again
· Come to here on whenever the user presses the mouse button :
Mouse Int:
b=MOUSE(O)
·get mouse button status
IF b<> 1 ANO b<>-1 THEN RETURN
'only concerned with single clicks
IF Pen0n=0 THEN PenOn= 1 ELSE Pen0n=0 'toggle state of pen between on and off
IF Pen0n=0 THEN CALL HIDEPEN ELSE CALL SHOWPEN
RETURN

Llstlng7-10

Demo of the BACKPAT
Routine

· Note : This program requires the London iont.
DIM Pat%(3)
FOR i=O TO 3
'initialize the image array
READ Pet%(i)
NEXT
CALL BACKPAT(VARPTR(Pat%(0)))
's et a new background pet.tern
CLS
· fi 11 the output windo w with the background pattern
CALL TEXTFONT(6)
'set London font
CALL TEXTSIZE(7 2)
's et te xt size
CALL TEXTMODE(3)
'set BIC te xt transfer mode
LOCATE 2,2
'position for centered text
PRINT "Dramatic";
END
·Pat t ern data generated by pattern development program :
· Diagonal stripes :
DATA 26231 , 13243 ,-26147 ,-13074

Listing 7-10 shows how the BACKPATroutine can be used. The
"diagonal stripe" pattern, developed earlier in this chapter, is.
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defined as the background pattern. The program then selects the
London font, in a rather large text size of 72. The BIC ("Black is
Changed") text transfer mode is also selected at this time. The
appearance of text produced in this fashion and against this
background is quite dramatic, if not just plain dizzying. It is
illustrated by the execution of this program, provided in Figure
7-25.
Drawing Shapes
The next set of toolbox routines that I will discuss all use the
graphics pen. They are therefore affected by the pen size, mode,
pattern, and whether or not the pen is hidden. These routines allow
you to rapidly create images of various shapes. Most of these shapes
are rectangles or variations of basic rectangles. For each shape,
there are five basic actions that you can perform. These actions are
summarized in Table 7-5.

Figure 7-25

Dramatic Text Display

Table7-5

Basic Drawing Actions
for Shapes

FRAME

Draw an outline of the defined shape.

PAINT

Fill in the defined shape with the current pen pattern.

ERASE

Fill in the defined shape with the current background
pattern.

INVERT

Invert all screen pixels within the defined shape (white
becomes black and black becomes white) .

FILL

Fill in the defined shape with the supplied pattern.

The FRAME action is used to create an outline of the shape
selected, while the PAINT action creates a solid image of the shape.
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The ERASE action replaces the shape with the background pattern.
The INVERT action reverses all of the existing pixels within the
area defined by the shape. This can be very useful, as you will see
later in this chapter. Finally, the FILL action can be used to fill in
the shape with a user-specified pattern.
Rectangles

Let me introduce you to each of these actions by starting with the
simplest shape, a rectangle. The name of the toolbox rout.ine used
to produce an action on a shape is formed by combining the action
verb, from Table 7-5, with the name of the shape. Thus, since
rectangles have the shape name RECT, we have the five toolbox
routines named FRAMERECT, PAINTRECT, ERASERECT,
INVERTRECT, and FILLRECT. The five different shapes and
their names are summarized in Table 7-6.
Table7-6

Basic Shapes and their
Names

Rectangle.

RECT
ROUNDRECT

Rectangle with rounded corners.

OVAL

Oval or circle.

ARC

Segment of an oval or circle, or the pie piece created by
connecting the endpoints of the segment to the oval
center by a pair of straight lines.

POLY

Polygon (Three or more sides, each side can be of
arbitrary length, sides can be joined at arbitrary angles.)

For each shape type, there is a different method for defining the
shape to the toolbox routine. Rectangles are easily defined by four
numeric values representing the upper left and lower right
coordinates of the shape. These values are passed in a four element
integer array. The placement of coordinate values in the array is
shown in Figure 7-26. Figure 7-27 shows how the FRAMERECT
routine would be used to draw the image of a rectangle on the
screen.
Flgure7-26

Rectangle Shape
Definition

DIM Rect%(3}
Rect%(0) y 1
Rect%( 1) x 1
Rect%(2} y2
Rect%(3) = x2

(x 1,y 1}

=
=
=

(x2,y2)

e.g. : CALL FRAMERECT(VARPTR(Rect%(0}})

The example in Figure 7-27 does not reveal the true power of
these toolbox routines. After all, the image produced by that
example could have been generated more easily with the Microsoft
BASIC statement LINE (with the "box" option). The real
advantage to the toolbox routines comes as a result of the control
you have over the graphics pen. For example, by simply adding one
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statement to the example of Figure 7-27, you can increase the
thickness of the lines that make up the rectangle. This would be
accomplished by adding a CALL PENSIZE statement. In a similar
fashion, you can use an alternate pen pattern and/or pen transfer
mode when drawing the rectangle.
r

Figure 7-27

C File Edit Search Run Windows

The FRAMERECT
Routine

Fig 7- 27

D

:o

List

·Drew e rectang l e from ( I O, 15) to(55,75)
DIM Rect%(3)
Rect%(0)= 15
·y I (upper left coord)
Rect%( I)= I 0
·x 1
Rect%(2)= 75
·y2 (lower right coord)
Rect%(3)=55
·x2
CALL FRAMERECT(VARPTR(Rect%(0)))
END

Ill

The PAINT action fills in the entire area bounded by the shape
with the current pen pattern. You can thus use the PAINTRECT
routine to fill arbitrary rectangular areas of the Output window
with any pattern desired. Obviously, an all-black or all-white
pattern would not be used in these cases, as it is easier to use the
LINE statement with the "box filled" and "color" options. If,
however, you wanted to fill an area of the Output window with, for
example, a grey pattern, the PAINTRECT routine would be the way
to go. An example is shown in Figure 7-28.
The ERASE action is very similar to the PAINT action. It also
fills the entire area bounded by the shape with a specific pattern.
Unlike the PAINT action, which uses the current pen pattern,
however, the ERASE action uses the current background pattern.
The action will therefore set the area to match the background color
as set by the CLS statement. The default background pattern is, of
course, all white .
The program of Listing 7-11 contains the sample program of
Figure 7-28, with the addition of an ERASERECT call. The results
of running this program are shown in Figure 7-29. Note that, for
this example, the default background pattern of all white has been
used.
The INVERT action alters the current screen contents in the
entire area bounded by the shape. All black pixels within that area
become white, and all white pixels become black. This is a very
important action, and is used extensively in the Macintosh user248
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interface. Whenever you click a button in a dialog box, or select an
item in a pull-down menu, the selection is highlighted by this kind
of INVERT action. It is therefore quite fortunate that this
capability is available to us from within a BASIC program. This
allows us to write programs that mimic the standard Macintosh
interface.
~

Figure 7-28

The PAINTRECT
Routine

s

.,

File Edit Search Run Windows
Fi 7- 28
List

ENO

· Light grey •
DATA 13260, 13260 , 13260 , 13260

Listing 7-11

The PAINTRECT and
ERASERECT Routines

Dlt! Peti(3)
·Set pen pattern to light grey •
FOR i:O TO 3
READ Pati(i)
NEXT
CALL PENPAT(YARPTR(Peti(O)))
· Fi ll a rectang l e from ( I 0, 15) to (55 ,75) with the pen pattern :
Dlt1 Rect:g(3)
·y I (upper left coord)
Rect:ll(Ol = 15
Rec t •( 1l =1 O
·x I
·y2 (lower right coord)
Rect:g(2)=75
':<2
Rect:g(3):SS
CALL PAINTRECT(VARPTR(Rect:ll(O )) )
· Now erase e smaller rectangle within the filled recteng l e :
· This smeller rectangle is defined by the coordinetes :
(20,30)- (40,50)
Rect:C(0):30
·y I (upper left coord)
Rect:C( I ): 20
·x 1
Rect:l:(2)=50
·y2 (lower right coord)
Rect:ll(3)=40
·x 2
CALL ERASERECT(VARPTR(Rect:C(O)))
ENO
· Light grey :
DATA 13260 , 13260 , 13260 , 13260

We can display a variety of items on the Output window, and,
when the user selects one of these items, the selection can be
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highlighted by using an INVERT routine. Listing 7-12 illustrates
the programming techniques used to accomplish this.
flguN7-29

Fig 7-29

Effects of ERASERECT

Llstlng7-12

The Ice Cream Flavor
Selection Progra,;z

·When run, this progrem presents the user wt th a choice of four items
·(they happen to be tee-cream flaYors). Each Item is enclosed In a
·rectangular bo><. The user selects an item by clicking in the box with
·the mouse. The selected bo>< is h1ghllghted by inYert1ng its contents.
·When the user releases the mouse button, the selected item is
· un·h1ghlighted and the program ends.
0111 FlaYors$(3)
'holds the names of the four choices
FOR i:O TO 3
READ Flavors$(i)
NEXT
OAT A Chocolate.Vanil le,Strawberry,Banene
CLS
LOCATE 1,3
PRINT "Select 1Jesired flavor :"
FOR i=v TO 3
LOCATE i*2•3 ,5
PRINT Flovors$(i)
NEXT

'display prompt and the four choices

seperate eech choice by

a blank

line

·The Reece array will hold the definitions of four rectangles .
·Four elements are required for each rectangle definition.
0111Rect :li(1 5)
y:30
FOR i=O TO 12 STEP 4 'ini\ielize the array t.o hold the four rectangle 1Jefs
Rect:li(i)=y
Rect.~(i•1):30
·~ coords always the same
Rect:li( i •2) =y•25
Rect~(i•3)= 120
·x coords aI ways the same
y:y•30
NEXT
FOR i:O TO 12 STEP 4
CALL FRA1'1ERECT{\IARPTR(Rect:ll{i))J
NEXT

'draw the four rectang les

MouseWait.:
·wait for the user to mdre .~select.ion w1th the mouse
b=MOUSE( Ol
X=l10USE(3)
y:l10USE(4)
IF ~ < 30 OR x>l20 THEN GOTO MouseVlait ·selecti on must be in one or the reels
IF bo -1 THEN GOTO MouseWait '=e ·select.10n must vie clic k and hol1J
Selection=-!
'init value t.o indicate no valid select. 1on
FOR i : 0 TO 12 STEP 4
'scan through t.h e array f or a va Ii d se I eel 1 on rnat.i:h
·v al11j match i•Jund
IF y>Rect:li(i) AND y<Rect:li(i•2) THEN Selectiiin=I
NEXT
IF Select ton=- t THEii &OTO MouseWalt 'if no valid select1on, keep waiting
CALL lllYERTRECT(YARPTR(Rect•(Selectton))) 'highlight the selected reel
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Lllflng 7-12-cont.

Mousewett2:
·now we1t until the user releases the mouse button ·
b="OU&E(O)
IF b<> I THEN &OTO MouseWa1t2
CALL INYERTRECT(YARPTR(RecUC(Selection))) 'un·highlight the selectton
LOCATE 12, I
'show thet we know whet the user selected :
PRINT ·vou heve selected choice : ";FlevorsS(Selection/4}
END

The program in Listing 7-12 presents the user with a choice of
four different ice cream flavors. Each flavor is listed in a rectangle,
as shown in Figure 7-30. The user selects a flavor by moving the
mouse pointer to one of the rectangles and clicking. When the user
clicks and holds the mouse button, the selected rectangle is
highlighted through use of the INVERTRECT call. This condition
is maintained as long as the user holds the mouse button down.
When the button is released, the rectangle is no longer highlighted
(another INVERTRECT call returns it to its original state) and the
program ends.
Figure 7.30

The Jee Cream Flavor
Choices

=o

Fig 7-30

Select desired flavor :
I Chocolate
I vanilla
I Strawberry

Jsanana

The names of the four flavors are maintained in elements 0
through 3 of array Flavors$. Array Rect% is dimensioned to hold
sixteen elements. As you know, only four elements are needed to
define a rectangle. The sixteen elements thus allow four rectangles
to be defined. Since all the rectangle definitions are kept in the one
array, it is an easy matter to dynamically select any one of them by
simply selecting the starting element of the array. The array is filled
with the appropriate coordinate values to define the four rectangles
so that they enclose the four flavors as they are displayed on the
screen. A FOR-NEXT loop then steps through each rectangle
definition, and the FRAMERECT routine is used to draw the
rectangles. Note the use of the dynamic subscript in the array
reference on the FRAMERE CT call.
The next step in the program is to wait for the user to make a
selection via the mouse. The usual technique is used to wait for
mouse button activity. Note that only a single click and hold will be
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detected by the MouseWait loop. If the mouse x-coordinate is not
within the possible range allowed by the rectangles, the click is
ignored.
·
A FOR-NEXT loop is then used to check the mousey-coordinate
against each rectangle definition in Rect%. The variable named
"Selection" is used to reflect the outcome of this check. It is
initialized to -1, and set equal to the starting Rect% array e~ement
if a match is found. When the loop is completed, the value of
Selection is checked. If it is still -1, then no match was found, the
user did not click within a rectangle, and the click is ignored.
Otherwise, a valid flavor selection was made, and variable
Selection points to the starting element in Rect% for the rectangle
definition that was selected. It is therefore used in an
INVERTRECT call to highlight that rectangle. Now a second loop,
beginning with label MouseWait2, is entered. In this loop, the
program waits for the user to release the mouse button.
As long as the button is held down, the selected rectangle will
remain highlighted on the screen. Note that, while the button is
held, the mouse can be moved about but this will not change the
selection. When the mouse button is released, a second call to
INVERTRECT restores the screen to its original condition. The
program then displays the name of the selected flavor and ends.
Execute this program and try experimenting with it. As an
exercise, modify the program so that it will beep at the user when
the mouse is clicked outside the rectangles.
The final action verb is FILL. This is essentially the same as the
PAINTRECT and ERASERECT calls, except you can supply yet
another pattern definition to be used in filling the shape. To fill a
rectangular area defined by the contents of array Rect% with the
pattern defined by the contents of array Pat%, the following call
would be used

CALLFILLRECTCVARPTRCRect%(Q)),
VARPTRCPat%CQ)))
The pattern definition in Pat% is defined in the same fashion as
pen and background patterns. Note that, unlike the previous
routines, this routine requires that two array parameters be passed
to it.
Now that you understand the five basic action verbs that can be
applied to graphics shapes, I will describe the more esoteric shapes
that are available.
Rounded Rectangles

The ROUNDRECT shape is a basic rectangle with rounded
corners. It is defined using three parameters. See Figure 7-31. The
first parameter is a four element integer array; it defines the basic
rectangle in the usual fashion. The two additional parameters are
used to define the curvature of the rounded corners.
These parameters, named ova/width and ova/height, represent
values that are measured relative to the width and height of the
defined rectangle. If, for example, the ovalwidth value is made
small compared to the width of the rectangle itself, only a small
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portion of the horizontal lines that make up the top and bottom of
the rectangle will be curved.
Figure 7-31

ROUNDRECT Shape
Definition

(

DIM Rect%(3)

x l ,y

1)

1 /2 onlwidth

+I I• ...

Rect%(0) = y 1
·r
]'--...• 1/2
Rect%( 1) = x 1
Rectll:(2) = y2
Rectll:(3) = x2
~-----~, (x2,y2)
ov11lwidth = 11 fr11ct ion of (x2-x 1)
ov11lheight = 11 fr6ction of (y2-y1)

onh~1

e.g .• CALL FRAMEROUNDRECT(VARPTR(Rectll:(O)), OV61Width,OV6lheight)

Similarly, if the ovalheight is made small compared to the height
of the rectangle, only a small portion of the vertical lines that make
up the left and right sides of the rectangle will be curved. This
situation is illustrated by the example in Figure 7-32.
In this example, small values for ovalheight and ovalwidth
produce a rectangle with slightly rounded corners. As the ovalheight
and oval width values are increased towards the actual height and
width of the rectangle, more and more of the rectangle corners are
curved, as in Figure 7-33.
The maximum values for ovalheight and oval width are the
rectangle's height and width, respectively. At this point, however,
the figure drawn has no straight lines at all, and is actually an oval
that can be inscribed within the rectangle so that its outermost
edges would touch the rectangle. This situation is shown in Figure
7-34. In this case, if the rectangle were actually a square (width =
height), a circle would be produced.
Flgure7-32

s

r

A ROUNDRECT with
Slightly Rounded
Corners

File

Edit

Search

Run

Windows
Fig 7-32

D
List

DIM Rect%(3)
Rect%(0)=20 ·y-coord of upper left corner
Rect%( 1)=30 ·x-coord of upper left corner
Rect%(2)=B0 ·rectangle height is B0-20 = 60
Rect%(3)= 100 ·rectangle width is 100- 30 = 70
ovelwidth=20
ovalheight=20
CALL FRAMEROUNDRECT(VARPTR(Rect%(0)) ,01/l:ll wi dth,O\/Bl height)
:
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Flgure7-33

A ROUNDRECT with
Very Rounded Corners

s

File Edit Search Run Windows
Fig 7-33

0
List
DIM Rect %( 3)
Rect%(0)=20 ·y-coord of upper left corner
Reel%( 1)=30 ·x-coord of upper left corner
Rect%(2)=B0 ·rect angle height i s B0- 20 = 60
Rect%(3)= 1oo ·rectangle width i s 100- 30 = 70
O\lalwidth=50
O\lalhei ght=40
CALL FRAMEROUNDRECT(V ARPTR(Rect%( 0)) ,ave l wi 1jth,o ~e l height)

111111

The ROUNDRECT shape is not meant to be used in this
fashion, however, since the next shape I discuss (OVAL) is available.
For most applications, you will want to use ROUNDRECT to
produce rectangles that have slightly rounded corners, so keep the
ovalheight and ovalwidth parameters relatively small.
For each of the action verbs FRAME, PAINT, ERASE and
INVERT, the ROUNDRECT shape requires the three parameters as
shown in the preceding examples. For the FILLROUNDRECT call,
four parameters are needed. The first three define the round
rectangle, and the fourth defines the fill pattern

CALLFILLROUNDRECTCVARPTRCRect%(0)),
ovalheight, ovalwidth,VARPTRCPat%(0)))
Note that the VARPTR function is used only when passing arrays
to the toolbox routines, it is not used when passing simple numeric
variables.
Ovals

The OVAL shape is the same as a rounded rectangle where
ovalheight and ovalwidth equal the rectangle's height and width,
respectively. Since these values are determined by the rectangle
definition itself, they do not need to be specified. Thus, the only
parameter that needs to be passed to the toolbox routines to define
an oval shape is our familar Rect% array. This is illustrated by
Figure 7-35. If, for example, the elements of array Rect% were 20,
30, 80, and 100, then the statement

CALLFRAMEOVALCVARPTR(Rect%(Q)))
would produce the same image as that shown in Figure 7-34. The
OVAL shape can be used to define circles by simply setting the
coordinate values in Rect% so that the height and width are equal.
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Figure 7-34

r

Maximum Ova/height
and Ova/width in a
RoundRect

S File Edit Search Run Windows
Fig 7-34

List

DIM Rect%(3)
Rect%(0)=20 ·y-coord of upper left corner
Rect%( 1)= 30 ·x-coord of upper left corner
Rect%(2) =B0 ·rectangle height i s B0- 20 = 60
Rect%(3) = 1oo ·rectangle width is 100 - 30 = 70
0\181Width=70
ovalheight=60
CALL FRAMEROUNDRECT(VARPTR(Rect%(0)) ,ova 1wi dth ,ova Iheight)

Figure 7-35

DIM Rect%(3)
Rect%(0) = y 1
Rect%( 1) = x 1
Rect%(2) = y2
Rect%(3) = x2

OVAL Shape Definition

(xl,yl)

(= =)

(x2,y2)

e.g.: CALL FRAMEOVAL(VARPTR(Rect%(0)))
Note: if height (y2-y1) equels width (x2-x1), then
this will produce 8 circle.

The radius of the circle thus produced will be half that of the width
(or height).
Once again, it is actually much easier to use Microsoft BASIC's
CIRCLE command, but this does not provide the ability to do such
operations as PAINT, FILL, and INVERT.
An example showing how the OVAL shape can be used to draw a
circle with a radius of 50 pixels, and fill it with a diagonally striped
pattern, is shown in Figure 7-36.
Arcs

The ARC shape represents a portion of an OVAL shape. It is
defined using three parameter values. The first is the rectangle used
to define the oval itself. The next two parameters specify a start and
duration angle through which the arc should be drawn. The basic
idea is very similar to the start and stop angle options on Microsoft
BASIC's CIRCLE statement (see Chapter 5).
Unlike the CIRCLE statement, however, the toolbox routines
expect the angles to be specified in degrees. Furthermore, the
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angular coordinate system of the toolbox routines does not
conform to the standard mathemetical system, as the CIRCLE
statement did. These routines interpret zero degrees as the 12
o'clock position, and they move clockwise as the angle increases.
This is shown in Figure 7-37.

Flgure7-36

The FILLOVAL Routine

~ S File Edit Search Run Windows
Fig 7-36
List
DIM Rect%(3),Pat.%(3)
FOR i=O TO 3 •READ pat.%( i ). NEXT
Rect.%(0)= 10 ·~ - coonj of upper left corner
Reel.%( 1l=1
·x - coord of upper left corner
Rect.%(2)= 11 0 ·rectangle heigtit is 100
Rect%(3)=110 ·rectangle wWf1 is 100
CALL FILLOVAL(VARPTR(Rect%(0)),VARPTR(Pat%(0)))
END
·Diagonal str·ipes :
DATA 26231, 13243 ,-26147 ,- 13074

o

ii!!!!.

Ill

il
Flgure7-37

Toolbox Routines
Angular Coordinate
System

+270°+-~--4~~~-t-~~-+~~~

+90°

(-90°)

+ 180°

The start angle specifies the starting point for the arc, and the
duration angle specifies the number of degrees through which the
arc should be drawn, as in Figure 7-38. A negative start angle is
measured by moving counterclockwise from the zero position. A
negative duration angle represents counterclockwise rotation from
the start angle position.
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Figure 7-38

(xl,yl)

DIM Rectll:(3)
Rect%(0) = y 1
Rectll:( 1) = x 1
Rect%(2) = y2
Rectll:(3) = x2

ARC Shape Definition

r

s
···· ··~·d,

...···

··:~ ·····,·

..
L..

........ ·········

·· -....•....

.J

(x2,y2)

StartAngle=s
OurationAngle=d
Note: If dis negative, then rotation is counterclockwise
from the StertAngle position .
e.g. : CALL FRAMEARC(VARPTR(Rect%(0)),StortAngle,OurotionAngle)

When used with the FRAME action verb, the ARC shape always
represents an arc, drawn along the edge of the oval defined by
Rect%, and running through the angle range specified. An example
is shown in Figure 7-39.
Flgure7-39
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The FRAMEARC
Routine
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File

Edit

Search
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Fig 7-39
Lis t
DIM Recl.%(3)
Rect.%(0)= 1o ·y-coord of upper l eft corner

~~:j~~j~~\t~~:[f: : :'~~~;~:'.,:Y'""

:m::

Ill

CALL FRAMEARC(VARPTR(Rect.%(0)), -45 ,90)

When used with any of the other action verbs, however, the ARC
shape represents the pie piece constructed from the arc and a set of
lines connecting the endpoints of the arc to the center of the image,
as shown in Figure 7-40.
Polygons

The POLY shape is used to specify a wide variety of polygon. This
is, in general, a much more complex shape than any of the others. A
polygon can have any number of sides, and these sides can be
joined together at arbitrary angles. The definition of a polygon is
itself a complex matter.
The polygon shape definition is passed to the toolbox routines
through a single integer array. The size of the array is variable and
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depends upon the number of sides in the polygon. Refer to Figure
7-41. The first element of the poly array serves to indicate the size
of the array. The value in this element must reflect the total number
of bytes in the array. Since there are two bytes per element in an
integer array, this value must be set to twice the number of elements
in the array.
Flgure7-40

The PA IN TA R C
Routine

r

s

File Edit Search Run Windows
Fig 7-40
List
DIM Rect.%(3)
Rect%(0)= 10 ·y-coor-d of upper left. corner
Re ct%( 1)=10 ·x- coord of upper 1ef t. corner
Rect.%(2)= 110 ·rectangle height is 100
Rect%(3)= 110 ·met.ang le width is 100
CALL PAINT ARC(VARPTR(Rect%(0)), - 45,90)

The next four elements of the array are used to define a rectangle
that will enclose the defined polygon. The polygon itself is defined
by the remaining elements of the array. Each subsequent pair of
array elements defines a single endpoint of the polygon.
The polygon is drawn by connecting one endpoint to the next
with lines. To close the polygon, the last endpoint specified must be
the same as the first endpoint specified. Note that for each
endpoint coordinate, they-coordinate is specified in the array
before the x-coordinate. The total number of array elements needed
for a polygon withs sides is
7+Cs*2)
The value to go into the first element of the array (subscript 0), is
two times this value. If each endpoint of the polygon is numbered,
starting with the number 1, then the coordinates of the endpoint
numbered m will be placed in array elements n-1 and n, where n =
4 + (m * 2). Or, m = (n-4)/2.
Listing 7-13 shows several examples of how to define a PO LY
type shape. The program code itself has been generalized so that it
can produce different images simply by changing the data fed to it.
The program expects to receive the data in a particular order, as
described in the comments that accompany the listing.
Each polygon definition begins with a value for program variable
s, the number of sides in the polygon. This is followed by a
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character string description of the polygon, which will be displayed
below the polygon itself on the output window. Based upon the
value for s, the program can calculate how much additional data is
needed in the Poly% array.
Flgure7-41

POLY Shape Definition

J

DIM Poly%(n) (See below to determine ve1ue of n)
Poly%(0) = errey size in bytes = 2*(n+ 1)
Poly%( I)= eyl
Poly%(2) = ex I
Poly%( 3 ) = ey 2
Rectengle enclosing the polygon
(xm,Ym)
Poly%(4) = ex2
(x 1 y 1)
Poly%(5)=y1 LF · t
cl . t
Poly%( 6 ) = x 1 _J 1rs en porn
(exl,eyl)~'
·
.
2
Poly%(?)= Y L seconcl endpoint
Poly%(8) = x2 _f
.
. (x2,y2)
(xm-1 'Ym-1 )

Poly%(n-1) = y L_
.
Pol %(n)
= x m _J Lest endpoint for e polygon
Y
m
with (m-1) sicles. This enclpoint shoulcl be equel to the
first endpoint.
Note errey size, n, cen be celculetecl es:
n = 2*m + 4, where m = 1 + • of sicles .

· (~ 3 y 3 )

e.g . : CALL I NVERTPOL V(VARPTR(Poly%(0)))
L111tln9 7-13

Examples of Polygon
Shapes

·This program produces seYeral images of different polygons.
·The program is driYen bye stream or deta included tn the program as
·a set or DATA statements. The general rormet or thts dete is es follows:
·
s
=number of sides in the polygon
Pname$
= descriptiYe neme or the polygon
y 1,x 1,y2,x2 = coordinates or the rectangle enclosing the polygon
I yi,xi
=coordinates or eech polygon endpoint I
I the eboYe date repeated for each polygon endpoint,
based upon number of sides in polygon I
xd,yd
=coordinate at which to display the polygon neme
· The eboYe dete strrJc t.ure mey be repeated for es many figures es desired.
· The ,Jet.e st.reem is term inated bye velue for s (sides) of 0.
DIM Po l y:li(20 )
array to hold the polygon definition.
CALL PENSIZE(2,2)
Age in
READ s
·get •of sides i n polygon
IF S:O THEN END
'end of date signalled
READ PnemeS
·get descriptiYe name of polygon
Poly:li(OJ=2" (7 • s*2)
·set size of errey based upon• of sides
d=6•s*2
·celculete amount of data to read based upon • of sides
FOR i= I TO d
·reed in the rest of the polygon definition data
READp
Poly:C(i):p
NEXT
CALL FRAMEPOL V(VARPTR(Po ly:C(O)))
.display the polygon
READ x,y
·get ·MoVETO' coords for text description
CALL MOVETO(x,y)
PRINT PnemeS;
·display polygon name
GOTO Again
DATA 3;·1sosceles Triangle··
DATA 1,1 ,50, 100
DATA 45,5,5,45,45 ,85,45,5
DATA 2,62
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'

(ex2,ey2)

Listing 7-13 - cont.

DATA 3,"Scalene Triong1e·
DATA 1. 110,50,210
DATA 5, 130,20 , 190 ,40 , 160,5, 130
DATA 132,62
DATA 4,"Porollelogrom·
DATA 1,250,50,350
DAT A 5 ,280 ,5,340,45, 320,45,2 60 ,5,280
DATA 252 ,62
DAT A 4,"Tropezoid"
DATA 80, 1, 130, 100
DATA 80,30,60,70 , 125 ,90, 125 , 10,80,30
DATA 20,142
DATA 5,"Pentogon·
DATA 80, 100.130,200
DATA 80 , 120,80, 150, 100, 180, 120, 150, 120, 120,80, 120
DATA 120, 142
DATA 6,"He~ogon·
DATA 80,200,130,300
DATA 80,230 ,80,270, 100,290, 120,270, 120,230, 100,210,80,230
DATA225,142
DATA 0

A simple FOR-NEXT loop is then employed to read in this data.
The balance of the data consists of the four values that define the
enclosing rectangle, as well as a set of values for each polygon
endpoint coordinate. Remember that one extra endpoint, equal to
the starting endpoint, is needed to "close" the figure. The
FRAMEPOLY routine is used to draw the image of the polygon.
Two additional data values accompany each polygon definition.
These data values represent the screen coordinate to which the
graphics pen should be positioned prior to displaying the polygon's
name. This allows each description to be neatly positioned beneath
the polygon itself. The output produced by running this program is
shown in Figure 7-42. Note that neither the pentagon nor the
hexagon produced by this program are regular (i.e., of equal sides
and angles).
Figure 7-42

Sample Polygon Images

-o
l~:osceles

Fig 7-42

Triangle

Scalene Triangle

Paral lelogram

ODC>
Trapezoid

Pentagon

Hexagon

The program provided in Listing 7-14 is a basic Polygon
Development Workshop. You can use this program to design your
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own polygon shapes. Like the other workshop programs, this one
also allows you to save a definition of your work as a set of DATA
statements on the Clipboard. When you execute this program, it
will instruct you to define the polygon endpoints with the mouse.
Move the mouse pointer to the desired location for the first
endpoint of your shape, and click once. The output of this is shown
in Figure 7-43.
Llstlng7-14

The Polygon
Development Workshop

DU1Pol y:g(100)
·array holds the polygon definition
StertAgein:
CLS
PRINT "Define polygon endpoints, double-click when done·
i=S
's terling errey subscript f or 1st endpoint
TryAgain:
GOSU8 GetPoi nt ·get mouse cIi ck for endpoint
IF b=2 THEN GOTO TryAgain 'ignore double-clicks et I.he beginning
Polyi(i)=y
·set 1st endpoint into array
PoJy:g(i+l):X
Miny=y
'initiel ize minimum and meximim coords
Min x=x
Maxy=y
MaXX : X
Again:
i =J• 2
GOSU8 Ge tPoint
·get mouse click for next endpoint
'double - click meens definition complete
IF b=2 THEN GOTO Defi ned
P1Jly~(il:y
·set pol1Jgon endpoint into arrey
Polyi(i• I l=x
LI NE ( Poly~(i- 1),P ol y~(i - 2)) - ( Poly:g(i•l ), PoJy :g( i )) 'drew a l ine of the polygon
GOTO Age in
Defined
'get here when the user •louble-clicks:
l =l - 2
Pol1J:g( i )=P 0Jy:g(5) "let fine I endpoint eque l to I st endpoint to "c l ose" pol1Jgon
PoJy:g(i• 1i=P oJy;g(6)
LINE (Poly iW -1 ),Po Jy:g(i - 2))-(Po ly:W •1 ),Poly:it( i)) 'drew fine I side or polygon
S= 1+( i-5) /2
PoJy:g(0)=2*(5 • s*2)

·number of sides in the polygon
·number of byte s in t he Poly:g errey

FOR j =7 TO i STEP 2
'find the coords of the smal lest enclosin g rectangle ·
IF PoJyJg(j)<Miny THEN Miny:Poly:i(j)
IF PoJy:g(jl>Mexy THEN Maxy:Pol1J:g(J)
IF PoJy:g(J• 1)<Minx THEN Minx:PoJyjg(J• 1.0
IF PoJyjg( j • 1h Mexx THEN Maxx:PoJy:g(j •I )
NEXT
Polyl{ 1J:Miny
·p 1 .~ce the enclosin g rectangle in th e Pol1J:g .irre1J:
Poly:l:(2)=Minx
Po 1y:g(3 i=Maxy
P•l lyl( 4) =Maxx
CALL PENSIZE(4,4)
·make it e th ick line for demo purposes
CALL FRAt1EPOLY(YARPTR(PolyJg(O)))
'drew the polygon
LOCATE 1, 1
PRINT "Press 'V' to save this polygon to clipboard, 'N' to define e new one·
We i tKey:
·we1t for user response via keyboerd
aS =I NKEY$
IF a$:''" THEN GOTO WaitKey
IF UCASE$(a$): Y THEN GOTO SaveFile
IF UCASES(a$l:''N" THEN GOTO Start.Again
GOTO Wa1tKey
SaveFi le:
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Listing 7-14-cont.

CALL PAINTPOLV(l/ARPTR(Poly:l:(O)))

'fi ll in the shape with solid black

OPEN "0".1."CLIP·TEXT"
·save the polygon definition to the clipboard .
PRINT•! ,"DATA ":
FOR j=O TO 3
PRINT•! ,Poly:i(j !;",":
NEXT
PRINT- 1,Poly:l:(4J
FOR j = 5 TO 1 STEP 2
PRINT- I ,"DAT A ",Poly:l:(j) ;",";Poly:i(j •I)
NEXT
CLOSE I
LOCATE I , I
PRINT "Polygon ,jefi ni tion saved on clipboard.
ENO
· :;ubroutine to we1t until the user clh:ks the mouse. Returns b = I or 2 t.o
· indicate a single- or double-click; and (x ,y)= coords of mouse pointer at
·time of click .
GetPoint.:
b=l10USE(O)
IF b=2 THEN RETURN
IF bo I THEN GOTO GetPoint
:'=110USE(3)
y=110USE(4)
IF :«0 OR y<O THEN BEEP: GOTO Get.Point
RETURN

Flgure7-43

First Polygon Endpoint

-o

Fig 7-43

Define polygon endpoints, double-click when done

Now move the mouse to the next endpoint location and click
again. The result of this is shown in Figure 7-44. A thin line will
appear between the two points you selected. In a similar fashion,
move the mouse to each additional endpoint and click. As you do
Flgure7-44

First Polygon Side
Drawn

-[]

Fig 7-44

Define polygon endpoints , double-click when done
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this, the image of your polygon will begin to take shape on the
screen. When you have reached the final endpoint (the point that
you want joined to the first endpoint), simply double-click the
mouse as in Figure 7-45. The polygon shape will be closed and then
redrawn in a thicker outline.
Figure 7-45

Polygon Ready for
Double-Click

::o

Fig 7 46

Figure 7-46

Polygon Completed

Fig 7-45

Define polygon endpoints, double-click when done

Press ''f to sove this polygon to clipboord, 'N' to define o new one

The program now has a complete definition for your shape and
will ask if you want to save it. See Figure 7-46. Reply by pressing
either the < Y > or < N > keys. If you reply < N > then the
program will restart and thus allow you to define a different shape.
If you reply < Y > then the program will save the polygon
definition on the clipboard. At the same time, the program will use
a PAINTPOLY routine to fill in your shape in solid black.
The program obtains the user's mouse clicks in the usual fashion,
via a subroutine named GetPoint. Each endpoint of the polygon
being defined is obtained as a set of mouse coordinates and saved in
the Poly% array. A BASIC LINE statement is used to draw the
initial outline of the shape, from endpoint to endpoint. When the
shape is closed, the program determines the coordinates of the
enclosing rectangle (variables (Minx,Miny) and (Maxx,Maxy)). This
is done by searching for the smallest and largest of the xcoordinates and y-coordinates.
The enclosing rectangle definition is placed in the Poly% array,
as is the total size of the array (calculated as a function of the
number of sides in the polygon). This information completes the
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Poly% array, and a FRAMEPOLY statement is then used to draw
the complete polygon.
The graphics pen size is first set to four pixels by four pixels, so
that the polygon will appear with thick lines. At this point the
program can be restarted by pressing the < N > key, or the polygon
definition can be saved by pressing the < Y > key. The SaveFile
code writes the polygon definition to the CLIP:TEXT device as a
set of standard DATA statements. Figure 7-47 shows what this data
looks like for the sample polygon I drew in Figure 7-46.

Flgure7-47
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Data for Completed
Polygon

ORTA
ORTA
ORTA
ORTA
ORTA
ORTA
ORTA
ORTA
ORTA
ORTA

Clipboard
46,48,85, 112,204
88,85
48,14:5
74,160
55,185
72,200
111,204
88,177
11 2, 125
88,85

'2J

Since the polygon definition carries with it the specific screen
location at which the polygon is displayed, it would appear that
another polygon definition is necessary if the polygon is to be
displayed somewhere else on the screen. Fortunately, however, this is
not the case. A very simple procedure can be used to alter the
Poly% array so that the polygon can be displayed at different
points on the screen. The next program illustrates this technique.
In Listing 7-15, the data generated by the polygon development
program is read into an array and used to reproduce the polygon
image. The polygon definition data is read in two stages. The first
five elements of the array are read, since we know they will always
be present. The value for the first element is then used to derive the
number of sides in the polygon (variables). This value is then used
to determine how many more data elements must be read. A FORNEXT loop reads these values, and the Poly% array is complete
and ready for use. The program uses the FRAMEPOLY statement
to display the polygon, as per its original definition.
The program now modifies the Poly% array so that the image it
defines is moved to the upper leftmost position possible within the
Output window. This is done by aligning the rectangle enclosing the
polygon with the upper left corner of the window. The upper left
corner of this rectangle is specified by Poly% elements 1 and 2.
These values are set into variables Zy and Zx, respectively. A loop
then runs through each x-coordinate and y-coordinate in the
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Listlng7-15

Polygon Repositioning
Techniques

·This program uus the dete.produced by the Polygon OeYelopment Workshop.
Din Polyl( 100)
·emy holds tlte polygon definition
· reed the dete statements produced by the deYelopment workshop progrem:
FOR 1:0TO 4
·reed 1n the I st ft ye elements of the polygon definition
READ Polyl(1)
NEXT
s:((Polyl(0)/2) - 7)/2
·number of sides for this polygon
j:(S+ 1)•2
·number of elements remaining to be reed
FOR i=5 TO (4+j)
READ Polyl(i)
·reed In the rest of the polygon definition dete
NEXT
· polygon definition read in.
Cl&
CALL FRAnEPOLY(YARPTR(Polyl(O))) 'display the original polygon on screen:
LOCATE 1,1
PRINT "Here is the original polygon, press any key to continue."
GOSUB WeitKey
· Now moYe the polygon to its upper-leftmost position:
Zy:Polyl( 1)
'the smell est y-coord in the polygon definition
Zx=Polyl(2)
'the smallest x-coord in the polygon definition
FOR 1=1 TO (3•j) STEP 2
Polyl(i)=Polyl(t)-Zy
Polyl(i• l):Polyl(I+ 1)-Zx
NEXT

·adjust each y-coord
'adjust each x-coord

Cl&
CALL FRAnEPOL Y(YARPTR(Polyl(O)))
LOCATE 12,1
PRINT "Here the polygon has been moYed es fer up end to the left es possible."
PRINT "Press any key to continue."
GOSUB WeltKey
·Now moYe the polygon e specific number of pixels down and to the right :
Zy=30
'number of pi xe Is to moYe down
Zx:150
'number of pixels to moYe to the right
FOR 1:1 TO (3•jl STEP 2
Polyl<O:Polyl(i)•Zy
'adjust each y-coord
Polyl(t+ 1):Polyl(i+ I )•Zx
'adjust each x-coord
NEXT

Cl&
CALL FRAnEPOL Y(VARPTR(Polyl(O))J
LOCATE 12, 1
PRINT "Here the polygon hes been moyed down end to the right es requested."
PRINT "Press eny key to continue."
60SUB WeitKey
END
·Subroutine to weit until any key is pressed:
we1tKey:
aS=lNKEYS
IF a$:"" THEN GOTO WeitKey
RETURN
·Polygon image:
DATA 46,46,85, 112,204
DATA 86, 85
DATA 48, 143
DATA 74. 160
DATA 55, 185
DATA 72, :200
DAT A I I 1 , 204
DATA 86, 177
DATA 112, 125
DATA 88,65
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polygon definition. The value Zx is subtracted from each xcoordinate and the value Zy is subtracted from each y-coordinate.
This effectively moves the polygon to the upper left corner while
keeping its original shape intact. The program displays the polygon
in its new location, as shown in Figure 7-48.
Flgure7-48

Fig 7-48

Polygon Moved to
Upper Left Corner

Here the polygon hos been moved os for up ond to the left os possible
Press ony key to continue .

The same technique can be used to move the image anywhere on
the screen. In the next part of the program, the image is moved 150
pixels to the right and 30 pixels down on the screen. This is
accomplished by setting variable Zx to 150 and variable Zy to 30.
Once again, a loop is used to run through each coordinate in the
Poly% array. Zx is added to each x-coordinate, and Zy is added to
each y-coordinate. The resulting image is shown in Figure 7-49.
Figure 7-49

Polygon Moved Down
and to the Right

0

Fig 7-4 9

Here the polygon hos been moved down ond to the right os requested
Press ony k ey to continue .

Using these techniques, it will only be necessary to define a
specific shape once, regardless of where you intend to display it on
the screen. Once the shape is defined, I recommend aligning it to
the upper left corner of the Output window, as I did in the example
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program. From this position, it is an easy matter to move the image
to any other area of the screen.

The Scroll Statement
The SCROLL statement is a special feature of Microsoft BASIC for
the Macintosh. It is a graphics oriented statement in that it treats a
section of the display screen as a matrix of individual pixels. The
statement operates within a rectangular area of the screen and
allows you to shift all of the screen pixels within that area. The
pixels may be shifted right or left and/or up and down.
The rectangular area to be affected is specified on the scroll
statement by a pair of coordinates. The syntax of the rectangle
specification is the same as that used on the LINE statement. The
scroll statement looks like this

SCROLL Cx1,y1)-(x2,y2),Dx,Dy
Variable Dx specifies the number of pixels the image is to be
shifted to the right. If it is negative, the shift will be to the left. If it
is zero, no horizontal shifting will take place. Variable Dy specifies
the number of pixels the image is to be shifted down. If it is
negative, the shift will be in the upward direction. If it is zero, no
vertical shift will take place.
Listing 7-16 shows a simple example of the SCROLL statement.
When run, it displays a small black box in the Output window. A
FOR-NEXT loop enclosing a SCROLL statement is used to scroll
the box down and to the right. This is done one pixel at a time, by
using a value of 1 for both Dx and Dy. A second loop then scrolls
the box up and to the left until it is back in its original position. In
this case, a value of -1 is used for both Dx and Dy.
Listing 7 -16.

The SCROLL Statement

LINE (50,50)-(75,75),,BF

'drew the box

DX;l
Dy;l
FOR i;l TO 50
SCROLL (0,0)-(200,200),Dx,Dy
NEXT
Dx;-1

'scroll down end to right

Did;- I

FOR i;I TO 50
SCROLL (0,0)-(200 ,200),Dx ,Dy
NEXT

·scroll up and to left

END

More rapid scrolling rates can be achieved by using larger values
for Dx and/or Dy. To scroll only horizontally, use a value of 0 for
Dy. To scroll only vertically, use a value of 0 for Dx.
When using the SCROLL statement, it is important that you
define the rectangle large enough to enclose the image that you are
scrolling, as well as the area that the image will occupy after the
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scroll is complete. The boundary of the rectangular area on the
side(s) vacated by the image will be filled with the current
background pattern (all white by default, changeable with the
BACKPAT routine).

Unifying Graphics Commands With Picture$
The Macintosh supports a special command structure that can be
used to represent every type of command and statement that
produces a graphics image on the screen. This powerful facility
allows you to bundle any combination of graphics-producing
statements into a single entity, a character string variable. That
variable can then be manipulated in any way desired-held in
storage, saved in a file, transferred to another variable, among
others.
By "playing back" the graphics commands stored in the variable,
you can at any time reproduce the effects of all of the graphics
commands that the variable contains.
To create such a string variable, you must request that BASIC
begin recording all of your graphics commands. This is
accomplished with the statement
PICTURE ON
Once this statement is executed, any statements executed that
produce an effect on the Output window will be encoded into the
special graphics command language and stored in a special area
within the computer. It is important that you understand that the
statements that will be trapped and encoded in this fashion are only
those that would normally have an effect on the display screen
(e.g., CLS, PRINT, LINE, CIRCLE, CALL LINETO, and CALL
FILLARC).
Statements that affect the way in which the graphics statements
function will also be trapped (e.g., CALL MOVETO, CALL
TEXTSIZE, and CALL TEXTFONT). When these statements are
executed after the PICTURE ON statement, they do not actually
affect the screen, as they are directed to the special internal storage
area instead.
After you have executed the desired sequence of graphics
statements, you must turn off the graphics recording process by
executing a
PICTURE OFF
statement. This restores normal operation of the graphics
statements of the BASIC language. All of the graphics statements
that were trapped between the execution of the PICTURE ON and
PICTURE OFF statements can now be retrieved into a character
string variable by referencing the character string function
PICTURE$. This function takes no arguments. Thus, the statement
P$ =PICTURE$
would access the graphics commands sequence previously trapped
and place it into variable P$. The command sequence held in this
variable can be "played back" through use of the PICTURE
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statement. This statement has several different forms. The simplest
form is

PICTURE ,P$
where P$ is a string variable containing a sequence of specially
encoded graphics commands. Note the comma that must precede
the variable specification. This statement will "play back" each of
the graphics commands that were trapped earlier (between the
PICTURE ON and PICTURE OFF statements).
The effect is as if the graphics statements that were executed at
that time are executed now, all at once, in the same order. The
screen rapidly fills with the image that those commands define. I
will explain how this facility can be used in a moment; first, let me
describe the other formats of the PICTURE statement.
The PICTURE statement can also be written as

PICTURE Cx,y),P$
where (x,y) represents a screen coordinate. While the first form of
the PICTURE statement will reproduce the stored graphics
commands exactly as they were originally executed, this form will
realign the image produced so that its upper left corner is at the
screen coordinate specified. It can thus be used to reproduce the
captured image in a different area of the screen.
The final form of the PICTURE statement is as follows

PICTURE Cx1 ,y1 )-Cx2,y2) ,P$
In this case, the pair of coordinates defines an enclosing rectangle,
and the image being played back is scaled to fit into that rectangle.
This form of the statement can thus be used to grow, shrink, or
stretch images that have been previously recorded.
How can this picture recording and playback facility be used?
Suppose you have a large and complex image that is created
through use of a wide variety of graphics statements. You want to
include this picture as part of a program you are writing, but all of
those graphics statements take up a lot of room, and may not leave
you enough space for the main body of the program. You can write
a separate program that only serves to create this special image.
This program will record the statements that create the image using
the PICTURE ON and PICTURE OFF statements. It will then
obtain the character string containing the sequence (use the
PICTURE$ function), and save it in a data file.
Now your main program need only open the data file, read in the
contents of the character string, and play back the image using the
PICTURE statement. This can save an enormous amount of space
for the main program.
Sometimes it is necessary to use mathematical functions and
calculations to produce a desired image. This often results in an
image that appears slowly on the screen (due to the amount of
processing time needed for the mathematics). This is another way in
which the PICTURE facility can be helpful. The image is created
and trapped with PICTURE ON. Then, when you actually want the
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image to appear on the screen, you use the PICTURE statement to
reproduce the image.
Since the calculations have already been made, the image will
appear much more rapidly. Listing 7-17 shows an example of this
approach. Using the trigonometric functions, this program creates a
three-dimensional image of a phonograph record. If you execute
Llstlng7-17

Capturing a Graphics
Image with PICTURE
ON/ OFF

PRINT "Ple11se w11it 11 moment·
Pi::3.14159
PICTURE ON
FOR 11ngle::O TO Pi STEP .025
x 1:: 1oo • 50*COS(ongle)
yl::lOO + 50*SIN(engle•Pi/3)
x2:: 100 + 50*COS(angle•Pi)
y2:: 100 + 50*SIN(engle•Pi/3+Pi)
LI NE (x 1,y 1)-(x2,y2)
NEXT
PICTURE OFF
P$::PICTURE$
OPEN "O", 1,"PHONO"
PRINT' 1,P$
CLOSE 1
PRINT "File 'PHONO' creeled"

this program, you will not actually see this image appear, as it is
trapped by the PICTURE ON statement. The purpose of this
program is to generate the graphics data, and save it in a sequential
disk file named "PHONO." Once this program is run and the file is
created, it is a simple matter to rapidly reproduce the image from
the data in the file. This is done by Listing 7-18.
Llstlng7-18

· Thts- progrem wtll reed the three-dtmenstonel ptcture of e phonogreph
·record creeted by the preytous progrem end wtll dtspley thet imege on
· the screen in Yerious locettons end sizes.
·The sequenttel date me nemed "PHONO" must heYe been preYiously
· creeled by running progrem L7-17.

Replaying a Graphics
Image with PICTURE$

· Reed the grephics date in the file :

OPEN "I", 1,"PHONO"
PS= I NPUT$(LOF( 1), 1)
CLOSE 1
· Disp lay the 1mege es it wes recorded :

PICTURE ,PS
LOCATE I , 1
PRINT "Here is the original picture , press eny key to continue"
GOSUB WeitKey
CLS
· Oispley the image in e different eree of the screen :

PICTURE (200,0l,PS
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Listing 7-18-cont.
LOCATEl , I
PRINT "Here is the picture et. e different locetion, press eny key to continue"
GOSUB WeltKey
CLS
· Displey the imege i n e lerger size .
PICTURE (0,0) -(400,400),PS
LOCATE 1, I
PRINT "Here i s the picture in e lerger size, press dny key to continue"
GOSUB WeitKey

END
· Subroutine to we1 t unt i I the user presses a k ey
WeitKey :
d$=1NKEYS
IF a$: "" THEN GOTO W~ i tKey

R£TURll

This program opens the file and reads its contents into string
variable P$. The three different forms of the PICTURE statement
are then demonstrated. Figure 7-50 shows the picture displayed at
its original location. Figure 7-51 shows the picture displayed at a
different location. Finally, Figure 7-52 shows how the PICTURE
statement can be used to expand the image to a larger size.
Flgure7-50

Fig 7-50
Here i s the original picture, press eny key to continue

The Original
Phonograph Image

Graphics Images and the Clipboard
Uraphics images that have been encoded into the special format
used by the PICTURE statement can be cut and pasted to/from the
standard Macintosh Clipboard. To access data of this type on the
Clipboard from within a BASIC program, you must use the device
name "CLIP:PICTURE." There are two ways in which this facility
can be used. One would be to create a picture using some other
program, such as MacPaint, and include it in your own BASIC
program. In this case your BASIC program must read the image
data from the Clipboard. The other approach is to create an image
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using a BASIC program, save that image on the Clipboard, and
then incorporate that image into another application/ document by
pasting.
Flgure7-51

Fig 7-51
Here is the picture at a different location, press any key to continue

The Phonograph Image
at a Different Location

Figure 7-52

Fig 7-52
Here is the picture in e larger size, press any key to continue

The Phonograph Image
in a Larger Size

In Figure 7-53 I have drawn a picture of a house, using
MacPaint. As you can see, I have used the marquee to select the
entire image and copy it to the Clipboard. This image can now be
retrieved from the Clipboard by a BASIC program such as the one
shown in Listing 7-19. Figure 7-54 shows the results of executing
that program. (Before you run the program, you must place a
graphics image on the Clipboard, otherwise the program will not
work.)
Note that, once you have retrieved the data from the Clipboard,
you can save it in an ordinary sequential data file for reuse later.
This is a good idea, since it is not easy to maintain the data on the
Clipboard for very long. The Clipboard is only meant as a
temporary storage area, and is too volatile for long term storage of
important data.
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Figure 7-53.
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Copying an Image out
of MacPaint
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~~--··:l€·H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:

Paste
Clear

:l€U

lnuert
Fill

Trace Edges :l€E
Flip Horizontal
Flip Uertical
Rotate

Listing 7-19

Retrieving a Graphics
Image from the
Clipboard

· Vou mus t heve CUT or COPIED e grephics imege to the clipboerd
· before running this progrem . See text for more informetion.
· Reed the grephics dete from the clipboerd device:
OPEN T , 1,"CLIPPICTURE"
P$:1NPUT$(LOF( 1), 1)
CLOSE I
·Di spla y t.he imege def i ned by thet dete:
PICTURE ,PS
LOCATE 1, 1
PRINT .. Here is e Di ctur e 'Jf my house ·
END

Figure 7-54

Fig 7-54

Retrieving an Image
from the Clipboard

Here i s a pi cture of rny house
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Listing 7-20 contains a program that creates a graph. This graph
shows the voltage across a capacitor that is being charged through a
resistor, as a function of time. The graph is produced using a simple
formula taken from basic electronics theory. The objective,
however, is to include this graph in a lab report being written using
Mac Write. To this end, the program in Listing 7-20 uses the
PICTURE ON statement to capture the image of the graph as a
character string. This string is then written to the CLIP:PICTURE
device, effectively placing the graph onto the Clipboard.
You can get the graph onto the Clipboard of your system by
simply executing the program of Listing 7-20. In Figure 7-55, I have
prepared the lab report using Mac Write, and I am about to insert
my graph by performing a paste operation. Figure 7-56 shows the
completed document with the graph in place.
The Appointment Calendar Program - Version 2
Using the techniques that I have covered in the last few chapters, it
is now possible to make some sophisticated enhancements to the

Listing 7-20

Saving a Graphics Image
on the Clipboard

R:5000000!
C= .00001

VO:lOO
PICTURE ON

· 5 M ohm resistor
· 1O uF capacitor
' initvoltoge
·start recording grephics dote

· generate the graph .
FOR t:O TO 200 't =time
l/ : VO*( 1-EXP( -t/(R*C)))
PSET (t•5, 150-V)
NEXT

'formu la for voltage es o f!Jnction of time
"plot o point on the greph

· Now 1Jraw t he graph's exis lines .
LINE (5. 150) - (210,150)
LINE (5, 150)-(5,20)

'drew the x-exis (time)
'drew y-axis (voltage)

· Now I abe 1 the graph :
LOCATE 10,26
PRINT T,
LOCATE 1,1
PRINTY;
LOCATE 11,1
PRINT "Charging voltage of capacitor" ;
PICTURE OFF
· lmege complete, now seve it to clipboard .
P$:PICTURE$
OPEN "O", I ,"CLIP :PICTURE"
PRINT•1 ,P$
CLOSE 1
LOCATE 1, 1
PRINT "Picture written to clipboard"
END
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appointment calendar program. Recall that the first version of this
program was introduced in Chapter 4 as Listing 4-10. That program
contained all of the basic features and functions of a generalpurpose personal appointment calendar but did not take advantage
of the Macintosh user interface. You may want to review the
discussion of that program in Chapter 4 at this time.
Flgure7-55
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Show Clipboard
In this e·
i xed vo ltage supply to a capacitor
through a re sistor. The capacitor we used was a 1o microFarad unit end
the resi stor was a 5 ~legohm unit. We used a DC charging voltage of 1oo
volts . The graph below summarizes the expected results, as per theory:
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In this experiment , we connected a fi xed voltage supply to a ct1pacitor
through a re sis tor. The capacitor we used was a I 0 microFarad unit and
the re sistor was a 5 Megohm Lmit. We used o DC chorging vol toge of I 00
volts. The graph below summarizes the expected results, as per theory :
\I
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Charging vo 1toge of capacitor

Listing 7-21 gives the second version of this program. In this new
version, you need no longer type in the date that you wish to access.
Instead, you can use the mouse to select the date from a graphics
image of a calendar. Essentially, the only part of the original
program that has been changed is the GetDate subroutine.
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Listing 7-21

The Appointment
Calendar Program Version 2

·This Yersion of the program displays 11 graphic image of 11 monthly
· celendar end allows the user to use the mouse to select a date within
·it. The originel Yersion of this progrem was proYlded in Listing 4-10.
• Essentially, subroutine GetDate hes been changed in this Yerslon.
·See the text for more information.
Dmonth~= l
'default display month is Jen
Dll1 Rect~(3) 'holds rectangle definitions for toolbox cells
Today$=DATE$ 'Get date and reformat it to mm/dd/yy format:
Today$=LEFT$(Todey$,6l+RIGHTS(Todey$,2) ·remove· 19· from yeer
111DS(Todey$,3, 1l="I"
111D$(Todey$,6, 1l="/"
Tmonth~=YAL(LEFTS(TodayS,2ll

Tdayl:VAL(l11D$(Today$,4.2))
Tyeer~=YAL(RIGHTS(Today$,2))

· Initialize errey date:
Dll1MonthDays~(12l

FOR x~=1TO12
READ MonthDeys~(x~)
NEXT
DATA 31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31
·Determine the starting day of the week for the current year, save
·it in variable NewVearsDey~:
CALL StartDay( I ,Tyee~.NewVe11rsD11y~.Deys~l
· Set up month of February for the current year:
IF (Tyearl-84) 110D 4 = O THEN MonthDays~(2l=29 ELSE MonthDeys~(2)=28 'Leep Veers
CALL DayofWeek(Tmonth~ ,T day~. Tdaywl ,T jdey~l
D111 DayNames$(7)
FOR xl:I TO 7
READ DayNemes$(xll
NEXT
DAT A Sunday,Mondey,Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursdey,Fri dey,Seturdey
Dll1MonthNames$(12)
FOR xl:I TO 12
READ MonthNemes$(x~l
NEXT
DAT A January, February,Merch,Apri l,May,June,July,August,September
DATA October.November.December
·Set up a complete textual description of the current date:
Taate$=DayNames$(T dayw~)+ • ••MonthNames$(Tmonth~)+ • ••STR$(Tday~l
Tdate$=Tdete$•", 19" •RI GHT$(Today$,2)+" (Day "" +STRS(T jdayl)+ ")"
·Prepare for access to random file CALENDAR:
OPEN "R", 1,"CALENDAR" ,42
FIELD 1, 40 AS Appoint$, 2 AS Link$
HighestRecordi=LOF( 1)/42 ·current highest record number in the file
Mein.Menu:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "Appointment Calender Progrem - Version 1·
LOCATE 3,5
PRINT "Today is ";Tdete$
LOCATE 5, I
PRINT "1. Check/Delete Appointments"
PRINT "2. Enter Appointments·
PRINT "3. Exit Program·
LOCATE 9,5
PRINT "Select Choice==> "
TryAgain:
GOSUB WeitKey
.al:VAL(a$)
IF a)(< 1 OR a)(>3 THEN GOTO TryAgain
ON el GOTO CheckA,EnterA,Finish
·Check Appointments function:
Check A:
Prompt$="Check Appointments"
GOSUB GetDate ·get date from user vie keyboard
·determine day of week end julien day" for selected date:
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Listing 7-21-cont.

CALL DeyofWeek(Monthl,Dayl,Daywl,Jdayl)
·display the selected date nicely:
PRINT
PRINT DayNames$(Daywl)+" "+MonlhNemes$(Monthl)+" "+STRS(Dayl)
• search CALENDAR me for appointments for selected date :
• ( the Initial record number lo reed Is the julten dale, Jdeyl )
&ET 1,Jdayl
Llnkl:CYl(Link$)
IF LEFT$(Appolnt$, 1):"0" AND llnkl:O THEN PRINT "No appointments for this date I": &OTO NeKlC
heck
·display eech appointment In the chain:
Apno= 1 ·number eech appointment sterling with 1
Apno.fix=O 'handles case where eppolnt• 1 was deleted but appolnt•2 exists
Fo11owCheln:
IF LEFT${Appolnt$, 1)o"O"THEN PRINT Apno;". ";Appoint$: Apno:Apno+1 ELSE Apno.fhc:1
IF Li nkl:O THEN &OTO EndofChat n
&ET 1,linkl
llnkl=CYl(llnk$)
&OTO FollowChain
EndofChein:
PRINT·---- End of Appointments for selected date----·
PRINT
PRINT "Do you wish to delete any of these appointments? (V/N) •
GOSUB GetVN
IF yn$:"N" THEN &OTO NextCheck
RelryApno:
INPUT "Enter appointment number to delete==> ";Dapno
IF Depno< 1 OR Dapno>:Apno THEN PRINT "lnYa11d choice· : &OTO RetryApno
Depno:Dapno+Apno.flx 'handles case where appoint• 1 was deleted but 11ppoint•2 eKists
·Delete the selected appointment entry from the calender:
IF Dapno> 1 THEN &OTO DeChaln 'all entries eKcept the 1st must be returned to the free chain
&ET 1,Jdeyl
LSET Appoint$:"0"
PUT 1,Jdeyl
GOTO Oeletedlt
DeChein: · find the entry to be deleted end break it out of the chain:
GET 1,Jdeyl
'start at the head or the chain
Li nkl:Jdayl
Apno= 1
"keep track or the position number (appointment •)
WHILE Apno• 1 <> Dapno
Linkl=CYHLink$)
GET 1,Linkl
·chain forward and keep looking for it
Apno:Apno• I
WEND
·Now Linkl = the record preceding the record to be deleted:
PreLinkl=Linkl
Linkl=CYl(Link$)
GET 1,Linkl
'get the record to be deleted
Dellinkl=L inkl 'the record • to be returned to the free chain
Linkl=CYl(LinkS) ·unkl =the next entry after the one to be deleted
GET 1,Prelinkl ·get the preceding record
LSET LinkS=MKIS(Linkl) ·connect it to the entry following the deleted one
PUT 1,Prelinkl ·this effectively disconnects the deleted entry from the
current appointment chain.
· Now put the deleted entry on the free record ch8in:
GET 1,367
·get pointer to start of free chain
NextFreeL tnkl:CY HL ink$)
LSET Link$:MK1$(De1Linkl) ·make the deleted entry the first on the free chain
PUT 1,367
GET I ,Dellinkl
·get the deleted entnJ
LSET Link$:MKl${NextFreeLinkl) 'attach the rest of the free chain to it
PUT 1,Dellinkl
·Deletion process complete.
Deletedlt:
PRINT "That appointment hes been deleted."
NextCheck:
PRINT "Do you wish to check another date? {Y/Nl •
GOSUB GetVN
IF yn$:"Y" THEN GOTO CheckA
GOTO Mein.Menu
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Listing 7-21-cont.

· Enter Appointments Function :
EnterA:
Prompt$="Add Appointments"
GOSUB GetDete
CALL DeyofWeek(Monthl,Deyl,Deywl,Jdeyl)
· display the selected dete nicely :
PRINT
PRINT DeyNemes$(Deywl)+" "+MonthNemes$(Monthl)+" "+6TR$(Deyll
PRINT
LINE INPUT "Enter the description of the appointment ==> ";ApdescS
· search CALENDAR file for appointments for selected date:
· (the initial record number to reed is the juli11n d11te, Jdeyl)
GET 1,Jdayl
Linkl:CYl(Link$)
PrevLi nkl:Jdayl
IF LEFT$(Appoint$, 1)=·~·AND Linkl:O THEN LSET Appoint$:Apdesc$ : PUT 1,Jdeyl : GOTO Appom
tmentMade
WHILE Linkl<>O
GET 1,Linkl
PrevL i nkl=L i nkl.
Li nkl:CY l(Li nk$)
WEND
· found end of chain, allocate end Insert e new record et Prevllnkl
SET 1,367 'get start of free record chain
NextFreel tnkl:CYl(L Ink$)
IF NextFreeLlnkl>HighestRecordl THEN LSET Llnk$:nKl$(NextFreeLtnkl+ 1): HlghestRecordl:Hlgh
estRecordl+ 1 : GOTO AlloceteNextFree
· GET 1,NextFreeLinkl 'get the link to the next free record available
AllocateNextFree:
PUT 1,367 ·setup the new start of the free chain
GET 1,Prevlinkl 'get previously lest record for appointment date chain
LSET LtnkS:nKIS(NextFreeLinkl) 'attach the new record to the end of the chain
PUT 1,PreYLlnkl
LSET Appolnt$:Apdesc$ 'set up the new appointment record
LSET Ltnk$:nKl$(0) ·end of chain Indicator for appointment date chain
PUT 1,NextFreellnkl 'write the new appointment record
• the appointment hes been added.
Appot ntmentMede:
PRINT ·oo you wish to enter another appointment? ('t'/Nl •
SO&UB Get't'N
IF yn$:"'t'" THEN SOTO EnterA
SOTO Mein.Menu
· End of Program :
Finish:
CLOSE 1
END

·Subroutine to welt for the user to press any key.
·The keystroke Is returned in e$
WattKey:
d:INKEYS
WHILE 11$:""
e$:1NKEYS
WEND
RETURN
·Subroutine to obtain the dete from the user.
·When celled, variable Prompt$: string to display et top of screen
·.while waiting for the user to select e dete.
·Returns selected month in Monthl end dey in Deyl
·This routine hes been rewritten in this version of the program.to display
· a graphics image of a calender end to ell ow the user to select the .iate
· vie mouse clicks on this graphics image. See text for more information.
GetDate:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT( 1)
'set Geneva font
CALL TEXTSIZE(12)
PRINT Prompt$," 19";RI GHT$(Todey$,2)
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Listing 7-21-cont.

'MonthDeys:g(Month:g)
CALL TEXTFONT(O)
CALL TEXTSIZE( t 2)

·set Chicego font

· Displey the t 2 month selection boxes:
xc:g= to
'sterting x-coordinate
FOR i:g:t TO t2
CALL noYETO(xc:g+2,35)
PRINT LEFTl(MonthNames$( i :g) ,3);
LINE (Xc:g,20)-(xc:g+30,40),,B
xc:g=Xcl+40
NEXT
·highlight currently selected month box:
xc:g= t 0•40*(Dmonth:g-1) ·starting x-coord for box for currently selected month
Rect:g(0)=20
Rect:i( t l=Xcl
Rect:g(2)=41
Rect:g(3):Xc:g+31
CALL INYERTRECT(YARPTR(Rect:g(o)))
·~Jaw

displ1Jy month calendar ror selected month, Dmontll:i

CALL StartDay(Dmonth:g,Tyear:i,Fdayl,Deysl) ·get starting day or week, end
·
number or days for currently selected month
Xcl:35
FOR i= I TO 7
'display day name titles for calendar
CALL noYETO(Xcl,60)
PRINT LEFTl(DayNemesS(i),3);
Xcl=Xcl+60
NEXT
·display day numbers in correct calendar positions for each day on month:
Vcl= 1to
·starting y-coord for first row in calender
Cdayl:Fdayl
·set init current day number ( 1-7)
FOR Ndayl: t TO Daysi
'set x-coord as per current dey number
Xcl=35+60*(Cdeyl- t)
CALL nOYETO(Xcl,Vcl)
PRINT USING "H";Ndeyl;
Cdey:g:Cdeyl+ t
'go on to neKt dey of week (current dey number)
IF Cdeyl> 7 THEN Cdeyl= t : Vcl:Vcl+30 'wrap from Seturdey to Sunday
NEXT
FOR K:20 TO 440 STEP 60
LINE (K,60)-(K,270)
NEXT
FOR y:60 TO 270 STEP 30
LI NE (20 ,yH 440 ,y)
NEXT

'drew verttcel lines of calender

'drew horizontal lines of calender

· Calendar image complete, now wait for user to make selection via mouse:
Swait:
·make sure the mouse pointer is vtstble
CALL SHOWCURSOR
606UB Wei tMouse
CALL OBSCURECURSOR 'tum cursor off when not in use
IF y<20 THEN BEEP: SOTO Swett
'clicked tn invalid eree
IF y>40 THEN &OTO DeyCheck
'check for click in calender eree
· click was within month selection eree:
IF )C( to OR X>480 THEN BEEP: &OTO Swait 'invalid area
Dml= t +((x- t 0)\40) 'convert x-coord to month number ( t- t 2)
IF (>HO) t100 40 >30 THEN BEEP: &OTO Swait 'between month boxes
IF Dml:Dmonthl THEN &OTO Swait 'ignore change of month to same month!
Dmonthl=Dml
'change to newly selected month
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Listing 7-21-cont.

GOTO GetDate

'draw new calendar image

• cltck was within day selection area:
DayCheck:
IF >1<20 OR >1>440 THEN BEEP : GOTO Swatt
'inYaltd area
IF y<90 OR y>270 THEN BEEP: GOTO Swait
'tnyaltd erea
y= 1+(y-90)\30
·conYert y Into calendar row number ( 1-6)
K= I +(>1-20)\60
'conYert K into calendar column number ( 1-7)
IF Y= t AND K<Fdeyl THEN BEEP : GOTO Swait 'before first dey on first row
IF Y= 1 THEN Deyl: 1+x-Fdayl : GOTO DeteSelected
Dayl= t+x-Fdeyl + (7*(y-1)) 'day number for any selection on row 2 or below
IF Dayl>Deysl THEN BEEP: GOTO Swait 'after test day on last row
· A valid dete hes been selected:
iialcSelected:
Rectl(0):90+(y-1 )*30 · invert selected date rectangle on screen :
Rectl( 1l=20+(x-1 )*60
RecUC(2):Rectl(0)+30
Rectl(3)=Rectl( t )+60
CALL INYERTRECT(YARPTR(Rectl(O)))
Monthl=Dmonthl
·restore conditions for original pert of the program to continue:
CALL JEXTFOIT( I)
CALL TEXTSIZE(12)
LOCATE 18,1
RETURN

·set Geneva font

END
·Subroutine to weit until the user clicks the mouse button, returns
the ITIOll&e pointer coordinetes at the lime or the click in variables x and y.
WaitMouse:
b:HOUSE(O)
IF b<> I THEN GOTO WeitMouse
X:HOUSE(3)
y:HOUSE(4)
RETURN
·Subroutine to wait until the user presses either the Yor N keys,
·in response to a yes or no question. Will not return until one of these
·keys is pressed. The keystroke character Is returned in yn$.
GetVN:
yn$:1NKEYS
WHILE UCASES(ynSl<>"V" AND UCASES(ynS)<>"N"
yn$:1NKEY$
.
WEND
ynS=UCASESCynSl
RETURN
· Subprogram StertDay
·Finds the sterling day of the week for 11 gt Yen month and year.
· Cell StartDey(Monthl, Yearl,Dayl,Deysl)
·with Monthl = l(Jen). 2(Feb), .... , 12(0ec)
·and Veerl = 85, 66, ... , 99 (valid for 1985 thru 1999)
· Returns with Deyl = I (Sun), 2 (Mon), 3 (Tue), .... 7 (Set)
· and with Daysi = number or deys in that month.
SUB StertDey (ml,yl,dl,dsl) STATIC
SHARED MonthDeyslO
dl=3 'Jen 85 starts with Tuesdey
mI•= 1 'start at Jan
y11=85 'start at 1985
StartDeyLoop2:
IF (y 1:i-84) HOD 4 = 0 THEN Month0eysl(2):29 ELSE Month0eys:i(2):28 'Leap Veers
StartDayLoop 1:
IF m ll:ml AND y I :i:yl THEN GOTO FoundStertDay
dl:dl+MonthDaysl(m I I)
IF m 1:i<12 THEN m 1lll=m1lll+1 : GOTO StertDayloop I
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Listing 7-21-cont.

ml:iC:I
y !:iC:ylli+I
GOTO StartDayloop2
FoundStartDay:
d:iC=dli HOD 7
IF d:iC:O THEN dli=7
ds:iC:MonthDaysli(m 1:iC)
END SUB
· Subprogram DeyofWeek
·Cell DeyofWeek(month:iC,day:iC,dayw:iC,jday:iCJ
·Venables month:iC and day:ili ere inputs to this routine.
·Venables dayw:iC and jday:iC ere outputs from this routine.
·This routine takes a month ( 1-12) end e dey ( 1·31) end
· returns e dey of the week ( l(Sun), 2(MonJ, ... , 7(Set)) end
·a julien dey ( 1-366). The current yeer (Tyear:iC) is assumed.
SUB DeyofWeek(m:iC,d:iC,dw:iC,jd:iC) STATIC
SHARED MonthDeys:iCO ,NewVeersDay:iC
dw:iC:NewVeersDey:iC
jd:iC=l
ml:iC:I
WHILE ml~lkm:iC 'Accumulate deys for each full month prior to desired month:
dw:iC:dw:iC•MonthDeys:iCCm 1:iii)
jd:iC=jd:iC•MonthDays:iC(m 1:iii)
ml:iC=ml:iC+I
WEND
· Now in desired month, find desired day :
dWl:dW:iC+d:iCP 1
jdl:jdli+dli-1
• Adjust day of week to renge 1 - 7 :
dwli:dw:iC HOD 7
IF dw:iC:O THEN dw:iC:7
"END SUB

This routine is used by both the Check Appointments and Add
Appointments functions to obtain a date to process. In the first
version, this routine simply input the date from the keyboard. In
this new version, the routine uses various graphics functions to
draw the image of a calendar. Mouse detection techniques are then
employed to allow the user to select the date by positioning and
clicking the mouse. Figure 7-57 shows what the display screen will
look like when the new GetDate subroutine is active.
The twelve months of the year are displayed across the top of the
screen. The month currently being viewed is highlighted. The user
can change the currently selected month by moving the mouse
pointer to a different month and clicking. Below the month
selection row is the image of the calendar for the currently selected
month. This image changes automatically when the current month
selection is changed.
After selecting the desired month, the user completes the
selection by moving the mouse pointer to the desired day within the
calendar image, and then clicking the mouse button. The selected
day will be highlighted, and then the GetDate subroutine will return
to its caller with the appropriate values in variables Month% and
Day%. Note that the rest of the appointment program is basically
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unchanged; the subroutine mechanism makes it possible to change
one part of the program in such a radical way without requiring an
entire rewrite. As long as subroutine GetDate maintains the same
input and output variables and performs the same basic function,
the rest of the program that relies on it can remain unaltered.
At the very beginning of the program, you will notice the
addition of two new variables. These are Dmonth % and Rect%.
Variable Dmonth % holds the month number for the currently
selected month of the GetDate screen. It defaults to 1 for January.
Array variable Rect% will be used to hold rectangle coordinates for
the toolbox routine INVERTRECT. This routine will be used to
highlight selections made on the GetDate screen.
One additional change has been made in the calling sequence for
the GetDate routine. Its caller must now pass to it a prompt string
in variable Prompt$. GetDate will display this string at the top of
the screen, so that the user can see what function is requesting the
date.
The subroutine begins by clearing the screen and setting the
Geneva-12 font. The prompt message and the current year is then
displayed. The text font is then changed to Chicago-12. In this way,
the calendar image will be displayed in a different font, to highlight
the fact that it represents a new and enhanced part of the program.
A single FOR-NEXT loop is used to create the r.ow of month
names across the top of the screen. The first three letters of each
month name are extracted from elements of array MonthNames$
using the LEFT$ function. The MOVETO toolbox routine is used
to display each name at a precise screen location. Each name is thus
equally spaced from its neighbors, and centered in a selection box
that is drawn using the LINE statement with the "box" option.
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Each selection box is thirty pixels wide and twenty pixels high. The
boxes are separated from each other by ten pixels.
The currently selected month is defined by the value of variable
Dmonth% (1-12). This value is converted into the appropriate
screen coordinates for the corresponding selection box, and these
coordinates are placed in array Reet%. The INVERTRECT
toolbox routine is then used to highlight the currently selected
month box.
The StartDay subprogram is called to get the starting day of the
week and the number of days in the currently selected month. The
seven day names (Sun, Mon, Tue, etc.) are displayed across the top
row of the calendar area using the same technique that was used to
display the month names.
Skip over the next group of statements in the program for a
moment, and look at the set of two FOR-NEXT loops that actually
draw the grid lines making up the calendar image. The calendar
image contains seven rows and seven columns. Each cell in the
image is sixty pixels wide and thirty pixels high. The day names are
centered within each cell across the top row of the grid.
The remainder of the grid must be filled in with the day numbers
that make up the complete set of days in the month. In addition,
the numbers must be placed in the proper cells so that each date
lands on the proper day of the week. This is accomplished by the
section of code that you just skipped over. Study this section of the
program now.
It contains a FOR-NEXT loop that runs through each day
numb~r for the days in the current month (recall that subprogram
StartDay has returned the number of days in the month in variable
Days%). A MOVETO toolbox call is used to insure that each day
number is displayed at the proper location. This location is defined
by variable Xe% and Ye% that contain the x-coordinates and y.
coordinates of the screen, respectively.
The days will start, of course, on the first calendar row, so Ye%
is initialized to 110 before the loop is entered. Throughout the loop,
variable Cday% will contain the number of the day of the week
( 1-7) currently being processed. Variable Cday % begins with the
starting day of the week for the month, which was obtained from
subprogram StartDay (variableFday%).
The x-coordinate at which to display is calculated as a simple
function of Cday%. Each time through the loop, Cday% is
increased by 1. When Cday % exceeds 7, a complete row of the
calendar has been filled in. In this case, Cday% is reset to 1
(Sunday) and variable Ye% is increased to point to the next screen
row. In this fashion, the entire calendar image is constructed.
Once the image is complete, a new subroutine, WaitMouse, is
invoked to wait until the user makes a selection with the mouse.
Since this is currently the only section of the program that relies on
mouse activity, the WaitMouse subroutine call is surrounded by
mouse cursor toolbox calls that insure the mouse cursor is visible
when needed and obscured when not in use.
The WaitMouse subroutine returns the mouse click coordinates
in variables x and y. The next section of the program decodes these
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values to determine what date the user is selecting. If the mouse is
clicked outside a valid selection box, the program beeps and waits
for another mouse click.
If the y-coordinate is in the range from 20 to 40, the user could
have been making a month selection. The x-coordinate is converted
into a month number from 1-12 in variable Dm % . The program
then checks to be sure that the click was not made between month
selection boxes.
If a valid month selection was made, the new month is placed in
variable Dmonth % and the entire subroutine is restarted. This will
redraw the screen with the new month highlighted and with the
calendar for that month on display.
If the y-coordinate is in the range from 90 to 270, the user could
have been making a day selection. They-coordinate is converted
into a calendar row number from 1 to 6, and the x-coordinate is
converted into a calendar column number from 1 to 7.
If the selection was on the first row, and the column number is
less than the first day of the month (as returned by StartDay), the
user clicked in a cell preceding the first day of the month. This
being an invalid selection, the program will beep and wait for
another click. Otherwise, the day number selected is derived from
the calendar row and column number. This value is checked against
the total number of days in the month, to trap possible clicks in
cells past the last day of the month.
Assuming a valid day selection, the coordinates of the selected
cell are derived from the calendar row and column numbers, and
are placed into array Rect%. The INVERTRECT toolbox routine is
then employed to highlight the selected calendar cell. The
subroutine then reverts back to the text font of the main program
and returns to its caller with the selected date defined in variable
Month% and Day%. The balance of the program proceeds as in
the original version.
Try executing this new version of the program. The advantage of
using the mouse to select dates become obvious immediately. It is a
much faster and more comfortable way of inputting data. The rest
of the program can be improved even further by the addition of
more Macintosh user interface techniques. These will be added in
the following chapters.
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Chapters

Windows

The Macintosh is the first successful microcomputer to incorporate
the window concept in its underlying architecture. An intrinsic part
of any microcomputer system is the display screen. Windows
represent a generic technique for partitioning that screen into
sections, each of which can be dedicated to an independent
function. Any user of the Macintosh expects to be provided with
this environment, regardless of the application in use. It is therefore
important to be able to incorporate windowing techniques into your
own programs. Fortunately, Microsoft BASIC Version 2.0 provides
this capability.
When one says "My program can do windows," what does this
really mean? Because windows are so fundamental to all Macintosh
operations, any BASIC program automatically has some window
support. As you already know, the Output window can be
repositioned and resized, and other windows can be manipulated
while a program is being run (the List window, the Command
window).
Doing windows in a Macintosh BASIC program must mean that
the program itself exercises some control over the screen windows.
The program may move windows about on the screen, alter their
size and shape, and possibly even support more than one window at
a time. In this chapter, I show you how you can program these
activities. In addition, you will learn how to create and use dialog
boxes. These are specialized windows that really represent a part of
the standard Macintosh user interface.
Dialog boxes provide a consistent framework within which the
user can enter and receive information. Since all Macintosh users
understand how to manipulate the various components that can be
placed within dialog boxes (i.e., entry fields and buttons) your
program will be easy to learn and use if it also employs these
devices.
The Output Window Revisited
By this point, the Output window should be a familiar and
comfortable concept. All of our programs have used the Output
window to display information while executing and also to accept
information. Normally, while a BASIC program is executing we
have come to expect the Output window to be active (title bar
highlighted). All PRINT and graphics statements have been
directed to this window, and all INPUT and mouse activity has also
been performed within this window. This default Output window is
only one of several Output windows that a BASIC program can
maintain. Actually, at any time your program may have up to four
individual Output windows in use.
Naturally, when more than one window is in use, many questions
arise. Which window will receive the output produced by PRINT
statements? Which will echo data that is being entered under
control of INPUT statements? To which window will graphics
commands be directed? And, finally, relative to which window will
the mouse clicks be detected? (This is a very important question,
since we know that the mouse coordinates are always returned as
relative to the upper left corner of an Output window.)
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Current and Active Windows

Regardless of how many windows a program is using, BASIC
always denotes a current Output window and an active window.
These may or may not be the same at any time. Normally, the
default Output window serves as both the current Output window
and the active window while a program is running. The active
window is always in front of all other windows on the screen and
can usually be detected by its highlighted title bar. This is the
window that will be used for INPUT statements as well as for
mouse activity. The current Output window is the window to which
all programmed screen output will be directed (PRINT statements,
graphics, etc). In order to use a dialog box, it must be made the
active window.
Window Identifiers

Each window is identified by a number. The window numbers range
from 1 to 4. Normally, only the single default window is used; it is
assigned window number 1. If other windows are added, their
numbers should be assigned sequentially (2, 3, 4).
The WINDOW Function

The WINDOW function can be used at any time to interrogate the
current status of the window environment. Like the MOUSE
function, the WINDOW function is passed an argument that
determines what type of information is being requested. The type
of information that can be accessed is summarized in Table 8-1.
Table 8-1

The WINDOW
Function

WINDOW(O)

Returns the window id number of the currently active
window, or 0 if no program output window is currently
active.

WINDOW(l)

Returns the window id number of the current output
window.

WINDOW(2)

Returns the width, in pixels, of the current output
window.

WINDOW(3)

Returns the height, in pixels, of the current output
window.

WINDOW(4)

Returns the x-coordinate of the pen location in the
current output window.

WINDOW(5)

Returns the y-coordinate of the pen location in the
current output window.

Note that the function can be used in a program to determine
which window is currently active and which window is the current
Output window. In addition, the function can determine the size (in
pixels) of any Output window. The default Output window, number
1, is usually both the active and current Output window. Typically
it is 490 pixels wide and 255 pixels high. See Figure 8-1 for an
example of the WINDOW function.
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FOR i=O TO 5
PRINT "W INDOW(";
PRINT USING ...... ;i;
PRINT")= ";WINDOW( i )
NEXT

Command

The Window Statement
To create additional Output windows from within a program, you
use the WINDOW statement. This statement also allows you to
control the size, shape, and position of the Output window. When a
window is created using this statement, it automatically becomes
the active and current Output window. The basic format of the
WINDOW statement is as follows

WINDOW id,tit le, Cx1 ,y1 )-(x2,y2) ,type
The "id" is the window number being created or changed. It can
range from 1 to 4. The "title" is a character string that will appear in
the title bar of the window (note that some window types will not
have title bars). The coordinate pair (xl ,yl) and (x2,y2) defines a
rectangle that represents the screen area occupied by the window.
These values thus define the size, shape, and position of the created
window. Note that these coordinates are relative to the entire screen
area of the Macintosh, with (0,0) being the upper left corner of the
screen. The lower right corner of the screen is at coordinate
(510,338).
You will not normally want to place a window at coordinate (0,0)
since this is above the menu bar that runs across the top edge of the
screen. The menu bar is always visible, and so placing a window
that far up on the screen will cause the top of the window to be
hidden behind it. The default Output window usually has an upper
left coordinate of (2,40). Note also that the width and height of the
rectangle as defined on the WINDOW statement are not the same
as the width and height of the resulting window.
The window width and height represent the number of pixels
available for use within the window. The default Output window
type has a title bar at the top and (inactive) scroll bar along the right
side. These areas are not included in the usable width and height of
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the window, but they are within the rectangle defined on the
WINDOW statement. See Figure 8-2.
(0,0)

Figure 8-2
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Window Types

The value "type" on the WINDOW statement determines the type,
or style, of the window created. There are four possible window
types; they are denoted by the values 1 through 4. The types are
summarized in Table 8-2. The default Output window is of the
default type, type 1. This is a conventional window with a title bar
at the top and a size box in the lower right corner. The presence of
the size box forces the presence of a scroll bar channel along the
right edge of the window. This scroll bar is neither active nor
usable.
The remaining three window types have no title bar or size box.
This means that these windows cannot be repositioned or resized
via mouse activity by the user. Your program can, of course, control
these functions for such windows. Type 2 uses a double line border
and thus looks similar to the standard system dialog boxes. Type 3
Table8-2

Window Types

Conventional output window with a title bar, size box, and close box.
This window type, when active, can be repositioned, resized, and
closed by the user. If you want to prevent the user from doing such
things, use any other window type.
2

Dialog box window with a double line border surrounding it.

3

Plain window with a single line border.

4

Plain window with a single line border and three-dimensional shadow.

Note: By making the window type value negative, you can prevent any user
activity outside the window.
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contains a simple one line border, while type 4 contains a border
with a shadow which gives it a three-dimensional look.
The demonstration program of Listing 8-1 will allow you to see
what each of these window styles looks like. I ran this program to
produce the next four figures. Figure 8-3 shows window type 1; note
the customized title in the title bar. Figure 8-4 shows window type 2;
Figure 8-5 shows window type 3; and Figure 8-6 shows window
type 4.
Listing 8-1

·When run, this program displays ell four types of output windows
· in succession. Each window is identified by displaying its type w.lthln
·the window itself. The program goes on to the next window type when
· the user presses e key.

Window Types Demo

WINDOW 1,"My own title!",(2,40)-(508,290), 1
LOCATE 5,5
PRINT 'This is window type 1·
GOSUB Uweit
WINDOW 1.,(15,40)-(500,280),2
LOCATE 5,5
PRINT "This is window type 2·
GOSUB Uweit
WINDOW 1.,( 15,40)-(500,280),3
LOCATE 5,5
PRINT "This is window type 3·
GOSUB Uweit
WINDOW 1.,(15,40)-(500,280),4
LOCATE 5,5
PRINT "This is window type 4"
GOSUB Uweit
END
Uweit:
LOCATE 7,5
PRINT "Press any key to continue."
WeitKey:
a$:1NKEYS
IF a$:"" THEN GOTO WaitKey

RETURN

For the last three types, no title specification is used on the
WINDOW statement. An extra comma takes the place of the
missing parameter in these cases.
Making a Window Active

A program intending to use several Output windows will use
multiple WINDOW statements to create those windows. Once this
is done, the program can dynamically set the active window by
using a different format of the WINDOW statement. In this
fo~mat, only the window identification is specified, thus

WINDOW id
This statement causes the window specified to become the active
and current Output window. The demonstration program of Listing
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8-2 shows how this statement can be used. When executed, it creates
two Output windows and displays them side by side on the screen.
One window is titled "Even" and the other is titled "Odd." A FORNEXT loop is then used to generate the numbers 1 through 10.
Numbers that are even are displayed in the "Even" window, while
numbers that are odd are displayed in the "Odd" window. Figure 8-7
shows what the screen will look like after this program has been
executed. You should execute the program on your own Macintosh,
however, so that you can observe the screen appearance while
windows are dynamically made active and inactive.
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The WINDOW CLOSE Statement

The WINDOW CLOSE statement can be used to close a window
from within a program. The statement has the following form

WINDOW CLOSE id
where id is the number of the window to be affected. A closed
window disappears from the display screen immediately. It can, of
course, be recreated at a later time with the WINDOW statement. If
you do recreate the window at a later time, it is not necessary to
specify any parameters other than id on the WINDOW statement.
Thus,
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WINDOW id
will cause the window to reappear in the same position and size as
when it was first created. The window will be empty, however. Any
information present in a window when it is closed is lost.
The WINDOW OUTPUT Statement

The WINDOW OUTPUT statement is used to designate a
particular window as the current Output window. It does not,
however, change the designation of the currently active window.
This statement thus allows you to have independent active and
current Output windows in a multiwindow environment.
The WINDOW OUTPUT statement is specified as follows

WINDOW OUTPUT id
where id must be the number of a window that is currently
displayed on the screen. That window will be made the current
Output window immediately. Any subsequent statements that
produce screen output will be directed to that window. The active
window, however, is not changed. Remember that the active window
is the window in which all INPUT statements and mouse activity
are processed. If it has a title bar, the active window can be easily
identified, as its title bar will be highlighted.
Listing 8-2

WINOOW 1,"Even",(2 ,40)-(250,300), 1
WINDOW 2,"0dd",(260,40)-(500,300) , 1

Multiple Output
Window Demo

FORi=1T010
IF i/2 = i\2 THEN WINDOW 1 • PRINT i • ELSE WINDOW 2 . PRINT i
NEXT
ENO

Figure 8-7
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List

wI NOOW

1, "Even '',(2,40) -(250 ,300), 1
WINDOW 2,"0dd",(260,40)-(500,300), 1
FORi=1T010
IF i /2 = i \2 THEN WINDOW 1 • PRINT i • ELSE WINDOW 2 • PRINT i
NEXT
ENO
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Listing 8-3 shows a program that makes use of independent
active and current Output windows. The purpose of this program is
to create a connected line graph from data values entered by the
user. So that the graph can be constructed as the data is entered, it
is displayed in one window, while the user data is input within
another window.
Listing 1-3

Creating a Connected
Graph

·Def ine the program's w indows :
WINDOW 1,"Greph",(200,40)-(500,300), 1
WINDOW 2,"lnput",(2,40)-( 150,300), 1
WINDOW OUTPUT 1

·make "Gr·aph" the current output. w indow

LINE (10,10)-(10,250)
LINE (I 0,250)-(250,250)

'draw graph axis Ii nes

:-<= 10

'init

start.in1~

point. ior connected line graprr

y=250

FOR i=l TO 10
INPUT yl
y1=250-yl
WINDOW OUTPUT 1
LI NE (x,y) - (x•20.y 1)
Y=Yl
X=X•20
NEXT
ENO

'obtain ten data points
·,~ et. data point ir-om user in "Input" wi ndo w
·conver·t. 1jat.a point. to screen coordinate
·make "Gra pl1 " t. 11e current. output 'i>' indovv again
'plot the connect.in1~ line to t11is 1jata point
·set up for next 1jat.a point
·each data point. 20 pixels apart on x-axis

The program begins by creating the two windows, appropriately
titled Input and Graph. Since the Input window is the last one to be
created, it automatically becomes the active and current Output
window. A WINDOW OUTPUT statement is then used to change
the current Output window to the Graph window. The active
window remains the Input window. A pair of LINE statements is
used to draw the graph axes.
A connected line graph has a connecting line drawn from a point
plotted on the graph to the next point, etc. In this case, the
connecting line will begin at the graph origin (where the axis lines
cross), and so variables x and y are initialized to this point. There
will be ten data points plotted on the graph, so a FOR-NEXT loop
is set up for this many iterations. On each iteration, an INPUT
statement is used to obtain from the user the next data point to be
plotted. This is input to variable y I.
The input takes place in the active window, which is still window
Input. Such activity also forces that window to become the current
Output window, but this is easily remedied by another WINDOW
OUTPUT statement.
A LINE statement draws a line from the previously plotted point
to the new data point; each data point is separated from its
predecessor by 20 pixels along the horizontal axis. The new point
becomes the previous point, and the process is repeated.
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In Figure 8-8, I executed this program and have entered the first
data point. The second and third data points are entered in Figures
8-9 and 8-10, respectively. Note how the graph is constructed as the
data is entered. Figure 8-11 shows the completed graph . The
individual data values used can be seen in the Input window. This
highlights the advantages of a multiple window environment.
Figure 8-8
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Another example program is shown in Listing 8-4. Here, a
secondary window is used to display the time of day while a main
program is executing. A timer interrupt is used to periodically (once
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a second) update the time of day in the Time window. Note how the
timer interrupt service subroutine restores the "main" window to
active and current output status before returning to the main
program.
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Figure 8-10
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? 80
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? 20

In the listing shown, the main program does nothing particularly
interesting; it is just present for illustration purposes. When the
program is executed the screen appears as shown in Figure 8-12.
That example may not seem very important, because the same
function can be obtained by selecting the Alarm Clock desk
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Listing 8-4

· Create w indo w s :

Adding a Clock Window
to a Program

WINDOW 1,"Main",(2, 102)-(500,300), 1
WINDOW 2,"Time ",( 300,40)-(500 ,80), 1
WINDOW 1

·make "Main" window active

·set up timer interrupt. to run the 'clock' :
ON TIMER( 1) GOSUB Timer.Int
TIMER ON
· Main

'clock will tick once

a second

Prngrnm :

FOR X= I TO 10000 'this is a dummy main program, for illustration only
PRINT x,x *x
NEXT
END
· Timer interrupt sery ice subroutine :
Timer.Int:
WINDOW OUTPUT 2
CLS
LOCATE 2, 10
PRINT TIME$ ;
WINDOW 1
RETURN

Figure 8 - 12
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2304
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[::t'

'
'

,

accessory from the standard Apple menu. It is the technique that
is valuable, however. Many programs can benefit from the ability to
periodically update some relevant information in a secondary
Output window. Game programs, for example, could keep track of
player's scores and time remaining to play in this fashion. Programs
that require a great deal of computation time can periodically
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report on their progress in this manner. This can help prevent an
impatient user from terminating such a program just before it is
about to complete.
Creating Custom Dialog Boxes
As I have already mentioned, dialog boxes represent an important
element of the standard Macintosh user interface. The ability to
create custom dialog boxes and include them in your own BASIC
programs is thus of great value when creating applications that
conform to the Macintosh standards. To create a custom dialog
box, you begin by creating an Output window. Within that window,
you then place the various dialog box elements desired.
There are basically two kinds of dialog box elements; they are
data entry fields and control buttons. You create data entry fields
with the EDIT FIELD statement, and you create control buttons
with the BUTTON statement. Once a dialog box has been set up,
other statements are employed to monitor a user's interaction with
its elements.
Data Entry Fields

Data entry fields within a dialog box are created with the EDIT
FIELD statement. It has the following format

EDIT FIELD

id,init, (x1 ,y1)-(x2,y2) ,type, justify
Each data entry field is identified by a unique number. This is the
id specified on the EDIT FIELD statement. Data entry field
numbers should be assigned starting with 1 and increasing
sequentially as needed. The init value is a string that will be
displayed as the initial contents of the entry field. It can be blank if
no initial contents are desired.
The coordinate pair specified on the statement defines the
rectangular area that the entry field will occupy. Note that the
EDIT FIELD statement will create the entry field within the
currently active window. Coordinates should thus be specified
relative to that window.
The type specified on the EDIT FIELD statement determines the
style of entry field to be drawn, and also determines whether or not
the < Return> key will be recognized within that field. There are
four possible types, denoted by the values 1 through 4. They are
summarized in Table 8-3.
Tablel-3

Entry Field Types

Type Value

Field Enclosed in a
box

Accept the Return key as data
entered in the field .

1

YES

NO

2

YES

YES

3

NO
NO

NO

4
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YES

The justify value specified on the EDIT FIELD statement
determines how text entered within the field will be justified. It is
specified as a value from 1 to 3, described in Table 8-4.
Table8-4

Entry Field Justify
Options

Left justify (aligns text with left margin of field)
2

Center justify (centers text within the field)

3

Right justify (aligns text with right margin of field)

When the EDIT FIELD statement is executed, the entry field
described is created in the currently active window. Program
execution then proceeds with the next statement in the program.
Other statements and techniques must be employed to determine if
and when the user enters data into the field, and to obtain that
data.
Figure 8-13 shows an example of a data entry field and the
statement that created it. Note that the rectangle enclosing the field
is not visible while the entire field contents are selected. This is
because it causes the entire area within the rectangle to be
"inverted" (that is, set to a black background). You can, of course,
always add your own box surrounding the field, by employing
either the LINE statement with the "box" option, or the
FRAMERECT routine.
Figure 8-13

r

Creating a Data Entry
Field
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List
WINDOW 1,,( 10,50)- (500, 180),2
EDIT FIELD 1," Exemple",(20,20)- ( 150,35),2, 1

While the window containing the entry field is active, the user of
the program can access and modify the contents of the field by
using the mouse. Clicking anywhere within the field selects the field
as active. At this point, data can be typed into the field from the
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keyboard. Portions of the data present in the field can be selected
by dragging the mouse over them. In addition, the standard Edit
menu functions of Cut, Copy, and Paste will work on the data
within these entry fields. This is why it is so desirable to use these
fields for data entry in your programs. They automatically increase
the user-friendliness of the program.
Control Buttons

Control buttons within a dialog box are created with the BUTTON
statement. It has the following format
BUTTON

id,state,title, (x1 ,y1)-(x2,y2) ,type
Each control button is identified by a unique number. This is the
id specified on the BUTTON statement. Control button numbers
should be assigned starting with 1 and increasing sequentially as
needed.
The state defines the status of the button at the time it is created.
As you know from your experience with other Macintosh
applications that use dialog boxes, control buttons are like pulldown menus in that they can be active or inactive. An inactive
button appears "dimmed" and cannot be selected. One aspect of
control button status is whether or not the button is active.
If the button is active, the other aspect of its status is whether or
not the button is currently selected. Some button types appear
differently when they are in the "selected" state, but this depends
upon the type and will be described below. Table 8-5 shows the
values associated with all possible button status conditions.
Table8-5

Control Button State
Options

0

Inactive button (dimmed)
Active button, not selected (check boxes and radio buttons are not
highlighted)

2

Active button, selected (check boxes and radio buttons are
highlighted)

The title field of the BUTTON statement allows you to specify a
character string that will appear as a title for the control button.
Depending upon the button type, the title field will either appear
inside the button, or next to it.
The coordinate pair that follows the title specifies the
coordinates of a rectangle that defines the location and size of the
button. These coordinates are specified relative to the currently
active window, within which the button will be created.
Finally, the "type" field allows you to specify what type of
control button is to be created. The three possible types are
enumerated in Table 8-6.
Type 1, the so-called "push button," is the most often used type
of control button. The title of a type 1 button will appear within the
button itself, so you must be sure that you define the button
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coordinates such that the title will fit within them. When this type
of button is clicked with the mouse, it momentarily highlights (the
text within is inverted from black letters on a white background to
white letters on a black background). When the mouse button is
released, the button reverts to its original state.
Table 8-6

Control Button Types

Push button (highlights while you hold the mouse button down if you
click within the control button)
2

Check box (must be manually highlighted)

3

Radio button (must be manually highlighted)

This type of button is best used for one-time responses. For
example, a program that produces a lengthy printed output might
prompt the user to click such a button to begin the printing process.
A type 1 button does not appear any differently when it is in the
selected state.
A type 2 button is called a "check-box." Such a button always
appears as a small square, with title displayed immediately to its
right. The button coordinates define a rectangular area which must
be large enough to enclose the button and its associated title. The
size of the button itself cannot be enlarged. When this type of
button is in the selected state, an "X" appears within it.
A type 3 button is called a "radio-button." It always appears as a
small circle, with the title displayed immediately to the right. Once
again, the button coordinates define a rectangular area which must
be large enough to enclose the button and its associated title. The
size of the button itself also cannot be enlarged. When this type of
button is in the selected state, a solid black circle appears in its
center.
Listing 8-5 contains a demonstration program that illustrates the
various types of control buttons. When run, it produces the screen
shown in Figure 8-14. Run this program, and try using the mouse to
click each of the buttons. Note that clicking on a button does not
automatically change its "selected" status. This must be done by
your program! I will show you how in a moment. Press any key to
terminate the demonstration program.
Listing 8-5

Control Button Demo

· Push-button, inactive :
BUTTON 1,0,"Press Me !",(20,20)-( 100,50), 1
· Push-button, active :
BUTTON 2, 1,"Push to Start",(20,60)-( 120,90), 1
· Check-box, active , not-selected :
BUTTON 3, 1,"Engines",(20, 100)-( 100, 120),2
· Check-box, active, selected :
BUTTON 4,2,"Turbo",(20, 130)-( 100, 150),2
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Listing 8-5-cont.

·Radio-button, active, not-selected :
BUTTON 5, 1,"Radar",(20, 160)-( 100, 180),3
·Radio -button, acti11e, selected :
BUTTON 6,2,"Windshield Wipers",(20, 190)-( 170,210),3
Pause:

· wait for user to press a key on keyboard ·

a$=1NKEY$
IF a$="" THEN GOTO Pause
END

Figure 8-14

Sample Control Buttons
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Removing Items from a Dialog Box

Dialog boxes tend to be transitory elements within a program. They
appear at a specific moment, the user interacts with them, and then
they go away. The buttons and entry fields that appear within
dialog boxes take up a considerable amount of memory. They also
clutter up the screen and prevent it from being used for general
display purposes. It is therefore important to remove these items as
soon as the user has completed dealings with them.
One easy way to do this is to use the WINDOW statement to
create a custom window for the dialog box, as was done in Figure
8-13. The dialog box items are placed within this window, and the
program waits until the user has completed interacting with it. A
WINDOW CLOSE statement is then used to remove the window
from the screen. This automatically frees up any memory that was
used by the dialog box elements.
Often when this approach is used, the type field on the
WINDOW statement will be specified as a negative value.
Specifying the window type as a negative value forces the user to
deal with that window, and that window only. Any attempt to use
the mouse to select outside of the currently active window (created
with the negative type field) will result in an audible "beep." This
allows you to set up a dialog box and wait until the user supplies the
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required information to that box. Only when this has been done will
you allow the program to continue.
·In more sophisticated situations, you may want to manually
remove certain dialog box items from the active window, without
having to close the entire window. This can also be accomplished.
The EDIT FIELD CLOSE statement can be used to remove a
specific entry field from the currently active window. It is specified
as follows

EDIT FIELD CLOSE id
where id is the number of the entry field to be removed. Similarly,
the BUTTON CLOSE statement can be used to remove a specific
control button from the currently active window. It is specified as

BUTTON CLOSE id
where id is the number of the control button to be removed.
Interacting With Custom DIALOG Boxes
At this point, you now know how to create a custom dialog box
and place within it the various elements needed by your program.
When the dialog box is the active window, the user of your program
will be able to enter data into the entry fields, and make selections
of the active control buttons.
How does your program detect such user activities? This is
accomplished through use of some special purpose built-in
functions. These functions are the DIALOG function, the EDIT$
function, and the BUTTON function.
The DIALOG Function

The DIALOG function is used to determine what type of window
and/ or dialog box activity has been performed by the user. In this
regard, it is similar to the MOUSE function that tells us what type
of mouse activity has been performed by the user.
When you call the DIALOG function, you pass it a single
argument to tell it what type of information you are requesting. As
with the MOUSE function, you should always begin by calling
upon the DIALOG(O) function. Then, depending upon the result
you receive from that call, you may call upon other DIALOG
functions to obtain further information. The DIALOG function is
summarized in Table 8-7.
When you call the DIALOG(O) function, it returns a value
indicating what type of window/dialog box activity has occurred
since the last call to DIALOG(O). If the value returned is 0, then no
activity has taken place. Your program can wait until a nonzero
value is returned from this function, if you so desired.
The activities that can be detected in this fashion include the
clicking of a control button, selecting a particular entry field,
clicking on an inactive window (usually done to request that that
window be made the active window), clicking the "close box" of a
window (usually done to request that that window be removed from
the screen altogether), as well as others.
Note that once the user activity has been detected, it is up to you,
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as the programmer, to decide how to respond. You may choose not
to respond to a certain activity, or you may choose to respond in a
nonstandard manner. For example, if you detect that the user has
clicked the "close box" of one of your program's Output windows,
you may take the standard Macintosh action and execute a
WINDOW CLOSE statement. On the other hand, you might want
to ignore that request, or possibly print a message to the effect that
"user cannot close that window under this application."
Table 8-7

The DIALOG Function

DIALOG(O)

Returns a value indicating the dialog event that has
occurred, as follows:
0 -No event has occurred.
1 - A control button has been clicked. Use DIALOG( I)
to determine the control button id.
2 - A data entry field has been selected. Use
DIALOG(2) to determine the selected entry field id.
3 -An inactive output window has been clicked. Use
DIALOG(3) to determine the clicked window id .
4 -The close box of an output window has been
clicked. Use DIALOG(4) to determine the clicked
window id.
5 -An output window that was obscured is now visible
and the window requires refreshing . Use
DIALOG(5) to determine the window id to refresh.
6 -The Return key has been pressed in an active dialog
box containing entry fields, and the current entry
field cannot accept it.
7 -The Tab key has been pressed in an active dialog
box containing entry fields.

DIALOG( I)

Returns the id number of the clicked control button.
Use after DIALOG(O) returns a value of 1 (see above).

DIALOG(2)

Returns the id number of the selected entry field. Use
after DIALOG(O) returns a value of 2 (see above).

DIALOG(3)

Returns the id number of the clicked output window.
Use after DIALOG(O) returns a value of 3 (see above).

DIALOG(4)

Returns the id number of the output window whose
close box was clicked. Use after DIALOG(O) returns a
value of 4 (see above).

DIALOG(5)

Returns the id number of the output window requiring
refresh. Use after DIALOG(O) returns a value of 5 (see
above).

Listing 8-6 contains a program that creates a dialog box with
several different control buttons. The program responds to mouse
clicks on those buttons in the standard Macintosh fashion, by
toggling the clicked button's state between selected and notselected. Try executing this program. Click the button titled "Done"
to terminate the program.
Figure 8-15 shows the dialog box produced by this program. This
box allows the user to order an ice cream sundae by specifying one
of three possible ice cream flavors and any combination of up to
three toppings. The program sets up the three flavor choices as
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radio buttons, and the three toppings choices as check boxes. Each
set of buttons is grouped together on the screen. The program uses
the DIALOG(O) function to wait until a control button is clicked,
and then calls upon the DIALOG( I) function to determine the
number of the button clicked. If button 7 (the "Done" button) is
clicked, then the program ends. Otherwise, the program takes two
different paths depending upon whether a flavor or topping button
was clicked.
Since only one ice cream flavor can be selected at any given time,
the program uses variable flavor to keep track of the flavor selected.
When a flavor button is clicked, the program uses this variable to
insure that any previously selected flavor is now unselected. Note
the use of the BUTTON function to alter the state of a previously
defined button. The new flavor selected is saved in variable flavor
and its button is made selected.
Since any number of the toppings may be selected at any time,
the program uses an array to keep track of the status of each
topping button. The array is named toppings. Each array element
corresponds to a different topping. If the array element is zero, then
that topping is currently not selected. If the array element is one,
then that topping is selected. When a topping button is clicked, the
program simply toggles the value in the appropriate array element
(from 0 to I, or from 1 to 0), and then uses the resulting value to set
the button's status to either selected or not-selected. Unfortunately,
the Macintosh cannot actually make the sundae for us!
Listing 8-6

·This program sets up a dialog box for selecting en ice cream
· sundae. The user may select from any one of three possible
·flavors, and any combination of up to three different toppings.
WINDOW 1,,( 10,45)-(500,300),-2

Pop's Ice Cream Shoppe

PRINT "Pop's Ice Cream Shoppe"
·Set up ice cream flavor selection buttons :
BUTTON 1, 1,"Vanille",( 10,30)-( 100,45),3
BUTTON 2, 1,"Chocolat.e" ,( 10,50)-( 100,65),3
BUTTON 3, I ,"Strawberry",( 10,70)-( 120,85),3
·Set up topping selection buttons :
BUTTON 4, 1,"Sprinkles",( 10, 100)-( 100, 115),2
BUTTON 5, 1,"Whipped Cream",( 10, 120)-( 140, 135),2
BUTTON 6, I ,"Hot Fudge",( 10, 140)-( 120, 155),2
BUTTON 7, 1,"Done",( 10, 180)-(50,200), 1

·"Done" push-butt.on

·Set up variables to indicate current selection status:
fla11or = O
·no ice cream fla11or selected es of yet
DIM t.oppings(3) ·each array element corresponds to one topping choice
FOR i=l TO 3
'initially, no toppings h6ve been selected
toppings( i )=0
NEXT
· Now wait for user to make selections vie mouse :
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Listing 8-6- cont.

WaitDialog
d=DIALOG(O)
IF d<> 1 THEN GOTO WaitDialog
b=DIALOG( 1)
·get number of button that was clicked
IF b= 7 THEN END
'button "Done" was pressed
IF b>3 THEN GOTO ToppingSelected
· Handle an ice-cream flavor selection :
·Note: only one flavor may be se l ected at a time:
IF flavor<>O THEN BUTTON flavor, 1 'de-select previous flavor selection
flavor=b
BUTTON b,2
GOTO WoitDielog

·mol<e new selection the selected flovor
'show the button is selected

·Handle a topping selection:
·Note: as meny toppings as are desired may be selected at a time:

Figure 8-15

Pop's Ice Cream Shoppe

Toppi ngSe 1ected:
t=b-3
·convert button number to toppings array index
·toggle state of selected topping:
IF toppings(t)=O THEN toppings(t)= 1 ELSE 1.oppings(tl=O
·make button se l ection status match .
IF toppings(t):O THEN BUTTON b, 1 ELSE BUTTON b,2
GOTO WaitDialog
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The BUTTON Function

The previous example used program variables to keep track of the
status of each control button. Proper programming insured that the
program variables always matched the actually visual status of each
control button. The built-in function BUTTON allows you to
interrogate the current status of any button. In some cases, this can
eliminate the need for such program variables.
The BUTTON function takes a single argument, which is the
number of the button being interrogated. It returns a value between
0 and 2 that indicates that button's current status, as per Table 8-5.
For example, the statement
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x=BUTTONC3)

would return the current state of button number 3 to variable x.
The EDIT$ Function

The EDIT$ function is used to retrieve the data placed in data entry
fields. It takes a single argument, which represents the id number of
the data entry field to interrogate. It returns a character string value
equal to the data currently present in that field. Thus, for example,
the statement
a$=EDIT$(1)

would return the current contents of data entry field number 1 to
string variable a$. It is important to realize that the BUTTON and
EDIT$ function always interrogate the selected items within the
current Output window.
In a multiwindow environment, this can lead to possible errors.
It is therefore best to use only one dialog box at a time, place it in a
custom window, and then close the window when the user has
completed his interaction with that dialog box.
The RETURN and TAB Keys

If you study Table 8-7, you will notice that two of the events that
can be detected via the DIALOG function involve the pressing of
keys on the keyboard. These special keys, the < Return > and
<Tab > keys, represent part of the standard Macintosh user
interface for dialog box activity. As you are no doubt aware, many
dialog boxes that ask for a filename will automatically be exited if
the filename is entered and then the <Return> key is pressed. The
< Return > key as used in a dialog box is generally taken to mean
that the program should accept the data entered and proceed with
its processing.
Your programs can also act in this fashion, by detecting the
<Return> key via the DIALOG function. To do so, however, you
must set up your data entry fields so that they will not accept the
<Return> key. Data entry field values are shown in Table 8-3. If
this is not done, the data entry field accepts the <Return> key as
part of the data being entered, and so it cannot be detected by the
DIALOG function.
For dialog boxes that contain multiple data entry fields, the
<Tab> key is often used to move from one entry field to the next.
This allows the user to fill in each field with data typed on the
keyboard, and he does not have to move his hands off the keyboard
to the mouse to change fields. You can implement this feature in
your programs as well.
Listing 8-7 contains a sample program that sets up a dialog box
to obtain a name and complete mailing address. The program uses
the DIALOG function to implement the special keyboard functions
just described. Figure 8-16 shows the screen produced by executing
this program. Execute the program yourself and try supplying
different data values to the various entry fields.
You can change fields by clicking with the mouse, or by use of
the <Tab> key. The <Tab> key always moves you from one entry
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field to the next in a particular order, as determined by the program
code.
Listing 8-7

·This progrem creetes e custom dlelog box with four dete entry fields .
· The user must provide dete for eech field before exiting from the
· die log box. The user cen go from one field to the other either by
· c11cking the desired field with the mouse, or by using the Teb key.
· The user ind1cetes thet ell dete hes been ~upp lied either by clicking
· the "Ok" box or by pressing the Retum key.

Detecting Return and
Tab Keys within Dialog
Boxes

WINDOW 1,,( 10,45)-(500,300),-2
PRINT "Fill out neme end meiling eddress, pleese·
LOCATE 3,1
PRINT "Neme: .
LOCATE 5, 1
PRINT "Street :.
LOCATE 7,1
PRINT "City, State: ..
LOCATE 7,40
PRINT "Zip:"
· Set up dete entry fields ·
EDIT
EDIT
EDIT
EDIT

FIELD
FIELD
FIELD
FIELD

·neme field
'street field
'city/stete field
'zip field

I ,"",(90,32)-(290,47), 1, 1
2,"", (90 ,64)-(290,79) , 1, 1
3,"",(90,96)-(290, 111), 1,I
4,"",(350,96)-(400, 111),1 , 1

HUTTON 1, 1,"Ok",(10, 140)-(50, 170), I
EDIT FIELD 1
f= 1

· "Ok " push-button

'meke the first entry field the current1y ective fie ld
'varieble f shows whet field is currently in use

· Now weit for user to fill in the dielog box dete requested ·
WeitDielog:
d=DIALOG(O)
IF d:O THEN GOTO WeitOie log
IF d= 1 THEN GOTO HuttonC1 ick
IF d=2 THEN GOTO SelectField
IF d:6 THEN GOTO RetKey
IF d= 7 THEN GOTO TebKey
GOTO WeitDielog

· weit fore dielog event to occur

·A button click dialog event took place :
ButtonCl ick:
b=OIALOG( I)
'get number of button thet wes clicked
IF b= I THEN GOTO RetKey
'button "Ok" wes pressed
GOTO WeitOielog
·A dete entry field selection event took piece :
SelectField:
f=DIALOG(2) ·get entry field number selected
EDIT FIELD f
'meke it the currently selected field
GOTO WeitOielog
· The Retum key wes pressed :
RetKey:
n$:EDIT$( I)
'obt ain the data from each field:
street$=EDIT$(2)
CityStete$:EDIT$(3)
Zip$:EDIT$(4)
·e ach ·f i eld must have been filled out properly:
IF nS="" OR st reet$:"" OR CityStates.·· OR Zip$: "" THEN HEEP GOTO WeitOielog
· date obtained ok, now process 1t
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Listing 8-7-cont.
END

· The Tab key was pressed :
TebKey:
IF f<4 THEN f:f+1 ELSE f:1
EDIT FIELD f
GOTO WeitDialog

'move on to the next field

The program begins by setting up the dialog window. The use of
a negative window type insures that the user cannot exit from this
section of the program without going through the specific
programmed checks that I will discuss in a moment. Any attempt to
select outside the window with the mouse will result in nothing
more than a "beep." Try this out for yourself while executing the
program.
The program uses PRINT and LOCATE statements to supply
prompt text and descriptions of each field. A set of EDIT FIELD
statements is then employed to create each data entry field. The
default text for each field is initially null. An "Ok" button is created
below the entry field area.
The EDIT FIELD statement can be used with just a field id
number, as long as that field was previously created with the longer
form of the statement. When just the field id is specified, the
statement causes that field to become the currently active field.
(Once again, remember that the window containing the field must
be the current Output window prior to executing this statement.)
In a window with multiple entry fields, only one field can be
active at any time. The user can make a specific field active by
clicking on it with the mouse (the DIALOG function can be used to
detect when this occurs.) Alternatively, the program itself can make
a specific field the active field by use of this short form of the ED IT
FIELD statement.
My example program uses this short form to make the first entry
field the active field when the dialog box is presented to the user. If
the active field is not explicitly specified in this manner, the last
field created will be the active field. Program variable/keeps track
of which field is active at all times. It is initialized to 1.
The program now uses the DIALOG(O) function to wait until
specific user activities occur. The only events that the program will
be sensitive to at this point are clicking a button with the mouse
(DIALOG(O) = 1), clicking an entry field with the mouse
(DIALOG(O) =2), pressing the <Return> key (DIALOG(O) =6),
or pressing the <Tab> key (DIALOG(O) = 7).
It is important to understand that while the program is in the
WaitDialog loop, all other user actions are handled automatically
by the dialog box devices that have been set up. The user can select
an entry field, type some data into it, select another field, or click a
button.
While entering data into a field the user might use the
<Backspace> key, select some text by clicking and dragging with
the mouse, perform a Cut, Copy, or Paste edit function. All of
these activities can take place with no intervention from my
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program. This is a dramatic example of the power of the Macintosh
ROM toolbox (Microsoft BASIC is using toolbox routines to
implement these functions).
~

Figure 8-16
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Fill out name and mailing address, please
Name:

!John Doe

Street :

It 23 Main Street

City, State: IAnytown, USA

Zip:

It2345 I

My program does get involved for any of the events mentioned a
moment ago, however. If the "Ok" button is clicked, control is
transferred to label RetKey. This is the same location that control
goes to for the <Return> key event. Either event means that the
user is signalling the program that the data requested by the dialog
box has been filled in, and that the program should now proceed to
process that data. The EDIT$ function is employed to extract the
data placed in each field.
For this example, I have stipulated that all fields must be filled in
before the dialog box can be exited. This is checked by a single IFTHEN statement. In other programs, you might impose more
complex exit requirements. If they are not met, the program issues
an audible "beep" and returns to the WaitDialog loop.
Control is transferred to label SelectField when the user uses the
mouse to click on an entry field. The DIALOG(2) function is used
to obtain the entry field id number of the selected field. The short
form of the EDIT FIELD statement is then employed to make that
field the active field. The field id is also saved in program variablef.
The only other event that the program has to handle is the
<Tab> key being pressed. This is handled at label TabKey. The
event is processed by moving the currently active field to the next
field. Since the fields were defined and assigned field id numbers in
the order that I wanted this sequence to follow, it is a simple matter
to implement. I simply increase the contents of variable/by one,
unless/ is already at the last field number, in which case it is set
back to the first field number. The short form of the EDIT FIELD
statement is then used to make field/ active.
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Other DIALOG Events

The DIALOG function will detect three additional events that I
have not yet discussed. These correspond to values for DIALOG(O)
of 3, 4, and 5 as shown in see Table 8-7. Each of these events occur
in a multiple Output window environment. The best way to use the
dialog box techniques I have described is to use several Output
windows, but not at the same time.
The main program runs in the default Output window, numbered
1. When a dialog box is to be used, it is created as window number
2. Techniques such as those shown in Listings 8-6 and 8-7 are then
employed to set up and process the dialog box. When the dialog box
is exited, a WINDOW CLOSE statement is used to remove the
window from the screen. Processing then resumes in the main
Output window.
It is important to realize that when you place window 2 on top of
window 1, anything present in that portion of window 1 that is
overlaid will be lost. When window 2 is removed, window 1
becomes active again, but its contents cannot be automatically
refreshed. It is up to your program to handle this situation.
Usually, the best approach is to use CLS on the window that is
being returned to, and then display any information that should
appear there. I will show you an example of this approach in a
moment.
In general, a multiple Output window environment provides the
opportunity for the user to make changes in window positioning
and sizing. Active type 1 windows can be repositioned by clicking
and dragging on the title bar. They can also be resized via the size
box. It is therefore possible for the user to overlay a portion of one
Output window with another Output window. This is another way
in which the DIALOG(O) event returned as 5 can occur.
This event indicates that part of an Output window needs to be
refreshed. Your program can determine which output window by
calling DIALOG(5). Your program can choose to ignore this event
or process it in any manner desired. Note that, as long as a window
is not active, the user cannot reposition or resize it. Through careful
programming, it is therefore possible to avoid this event.
The event numbered 4 is returned from DIALOG(O) when the
user clicks the "close" box of an active type 1 window. Once again,
it is up to you, as the programmer, to decide how you want to
handle this event (although the system automatically closes the
window when its close box is clicked, you can counteract that effect
if desired).
You may wish to counteract the close request, because if your
program has made a specific window active, it expects to be
communicating with its user via that window. You might interpret
this event as a signal that the user wished to end the program.
Alternatively, you can conform to Macintosh standards and close
the window by use of a WINDOW CLOSE statement. Perhaps you
might only respond in this manner under certain other conditions.
The choice is up to you. The DIALOG(4) function is used to
determine the window id of the window associated with this event.
The event numbered 3 is returned from DIALOG(O) when the
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user clicks anywhere on an inactive Output window. The standard
Macintosh interpretation of this action is make that window the
active window. Of course, you do not have to comply with this
request if you do not wish to. The DIALOG(3) function returns the
window id of the window that has been clicked.
Listing 8-8 contains a program that creates three Output
windows. Each window is filled with a different image. One
contains a circle, another a square, and the last one contains a large
"X." The program then enters a loop waiting for dialog events.
Listing 8-8

·The user can make any window active by clicking on it, con reposition and
·resize active windows, end cen close windowe. The vioible content• of
·each window will always be maintained, even after they have been
· overlaid by other windows. When ell three windows are closed, the program
·automatically ends.

Handling Dialog Events
in a Multiple Window
Environment

WINDOW I ,"Circle",( I 0,50)-(250, 180), I 'create first output window
GOSUB FillWI
'fill first window with image of a circle
WINDOW 2,"Square",(280,50)-(500, 180), I ·create second output window
SOSUB FillW2
'f ill second window with image of a square
WINDOW 3,"X",( I 50,220)-(350,330), I
·create third output window
GOSUB FillW3
'fill third window with image or large T
WindowsClosed=O 'initialize count of number of windows that have been closed
·wait for a dialog event to occur
wait.Dialog:
d:OIALOG(O)
IF d:3 THEN GOTO Activatewindow
IF d:4 THEN GOTO Closewindow
IF d=5 THEN GOTO RefreshWindow
GOTO waitD1alog
Activatewindow:
w=DIALOG(3)
WINDOW w
GOTO waitDialog

·user clicked on an inactive output window
·get window id to be activated
·make thot window the active window

CloseWindow :
·user c licked close box of an active output window
w=DIALOG(4)
·get window id to be closed
WINDOW CLOSE w
'close that w indow
WindowsClosed=WindowsClosed + I 'keep track of how many windows closed
IF WindowsClosed = 3 THEN END 'if no windows left then all done
GOTO waitDialog
Ref resh Wi ndow: ·o portion of an output window needs to be refreshed
w:DIALOG(5)
·get window id to be refreshed
WINDOW OUTPUT w
·make it the current output wi n•jow
IF W= I THEN GOSUB FillW I
'drnw the proper image fo r this w1n1jow;
IF w=2 THEN GOSUB FillW2
IF W=3 THEN GOSUB FillW3
GOTO waitDialog
FillWI ·

'window I gets a circle

CIRCLE (50,50),25
RETURN
FillW2:
'window 2 gets o square
LINE ( 10, 10)-(60,60),,B
RETURN
Fil1W3:
LINE ( 10, 10)-(60,60)
LINE (60, IOH 10,60)
RETURN
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The loop is coded to implement the standard Macintosh
interpretations of the three events I have just described. Figure 8-17
shows the screen initially produced when the program is run. If you
run this program yourself, you will note that you can make any of
the three windows active by simply positioning the mouse cursor
over the desired window and clicking.
Figure 8-17
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In Figure 8-18, I have clicked the mouse on the title bar of the
"X" window and dragged that window over the "Circle" window.
This overlays the image that was on display in "Circle." In Figure
8-19, I have dragged the "X" window down and away from the
"Circle" window. If you try this yourself, you will see that the image
in the "Circle" window is automatically refreshed as soon as the
area it occupies becomes visible. The program handles this situation
by detecting the refresh dialog event.
Another way that this event can be triggered is illustrated by
Figure 8-20. In this figure, I have clicked and dragged the resizing
box of the "Circle" window. I resized the window to make it so
small that the entire circle image was no longer visible . I then again
resized the window, to a larger size.
When more of that portion of the window that contains an image
was made visible, as shown in a Figure 8-21, the refresh event was
signalled. Once again, the program restored the complete image
that belongs in that window.
This program also supports the standard Macintosh "Close Box"
function. In Figure 8-22, I have clicked the close box of the "Circle"
window and it has disappeared from the screen. The "X" window
has become the active window. If you are running this program
now, you can follow in a similar fashion and click the close box on
the "X" window, and then on the "Square" window. When the last
window is closed, the program will automatically end.
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Figure 8-18
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Run this program again, and experiment with moving the
windows around. You will find that you can do almost anything
with the windows, and they will always retain the proper images,
where visible.
Try pulling down the Windows menu and bringing up the List or
Command windows. Use them to obscure one or more of the
program's Output windows. In all cases, the refresh event is
signalled when needed, and the program insures that the proper
data is on display.
The program begins by creating each of the Output windows in
turn. They are all type 1 windows. The image to be displayed in
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each window is defined by a unique subroutine. Subroutine FillWl
produces the circle that goes into the "Circle" window, subroutine
FillW2 produces the square that goes into the "Square" window,
and subroutine FillW3 produces the "X" that goes into the "X"
window. Variable WindowsC/osed is initialized to zero; it will track
the number of windows that have been closed.

,. s

Figure 8-20
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Figure 8-21
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The WaitDialog loop is now entered. The three events that are
recognized are number 3, a window activate request; number 4, a
close window request; and number 5, a refresh window request. The
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activate window request is handled at statement label
ActivateWindow. The id number of the window to be activated is
obtained from the DIALOG(3) function. The WINDOW statement
is then used to make that window active. Remember, this event is
signalled by the user clicking anywhere on the window indicated .
Figure 8 -22
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The close window request is handled at statement label
Close Window. This event is signalled whenever the user clicks on
the close box of an active window. The DIALOG(4) function is
used to obtain the window that has been so selected. The
WINDOW CLOSE statement performs the requested operation.
Variable WindowsClosed is then incremented by one. When it
reaches 3, all of the program windows have been closed, and so the
program ends.
The refresh window request is handled at statement label
Refresh Window. This event is signalled in many different cases, as
explained above. The DIALOG(5) function is used to obtain the id
of the window that needs to be refreshed.
The WINDOW OUTPUT statement is used to insure that that
window will receive any output that the program produces next.
Note that this does not alter the active window! The proper
subroutine is then called to fill the window with the appropriate
image.
DIALOG Interrupts
The dialog events that I have discussed can also be detected by
means of a program interrupt. The DIALOG interrupt will be
signalled whenever the value of the DIALOG(O) function is not
zero. If you wish to write a program to handle dialog events via the
interrupt mechanism, then you must begin by setting up a dialog
interrupt service subroutine. This is done using a statement such as
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ON DIALOG GO SUB Di a log. Int
The program must then be enabled to receive the dialog
interrupts, with the statement

DIALOG ON
Once these two steps have been taken, every time a dialog event
takes place, subroutine Dialog.Int will be called. The subroutine
can call the various DIALOG functions to determine what the event
was, and which window, button, or edit field was affected. When
the subroutine returns, the main program will be resumed at its
point of interruption.
The DIALOG OFF statement can be used to disable dialog
events from interrupting the program. Or, the DIALOG STOP
statement can be used to temporarily postpone any dialog events
from causing interrupts. However, if any dialog events occur while
DIALOG STOP is in effect, those events will be signalled by
interrupts when the next DIALOG ON statement is encountered.
Listing 8-9 contains a program that demonstrates how dialog
interrupts may be used. When you run this program, it will create
two windows. The larger window, titled "Main," will slowly be filled
with an interesting graphics image. A much smaller window, titled
''Time," will display the current time of day, updated once a second.
Listing 8-9
WINDOW 1,"Mein",(10,50)-(400,280), 1

Handling Dialog Events
via the Interrupt
Mechanism

'creete first output window

WINDOW 2,"Time",(380,300) - (500,340), 1 'creete second output window
GOGUB DispleyTime
WINDOW 1

·mel<e Mein window ective

ON DIALOG GOSUB Dielog.lnt
·set up e dielog interrupt service subroutine
ON TIMER( 1) GOSUB Timer.Int ·set up 11 timer interrupt service subroutine
DIALOG ON
·eneble dialog interrupts
TIMER ON
·eneble t1mer 1nterrupts
· The mein progrem thet follows essumes thet output is el ways being
·directed to the Mein window. This condition must be meinteined by
·the interrupt service subroutines. This mein routine simply drews en
· interesting pettem in the Mein window, when the pettem is complete .
·the window is cleered and the pettem begins egein. The mein progrem
· thus runs 1r1dn ;nf1nite loop.
Mai nProgrem:
Pi=3. 14159
FOR offset:O TD 2*Pi STEP .1
FOR engle:O TO 2*Pi STEP .05
X: 110• 1OO*COS(engle)
Y= 110• 1OO*SIN(engle•offsetl
PSET{x,y)

NEXT
NEXT
CLS
GOTO MainProgrem
·The dialog interrupt service subroutine, entered whenever a dialog
· event takes plece: ·
Dialog.Int:
'temporerily stop ell timer interrupts
TIMER STOP
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Listing 8-9-cont.

d:DIALO&(O)
'determine dialog eYent that occurred
IF d:3 THEN &OTO ActiYeteWlndow
IF d:4 THEM &OTO CloseWtndow
IF d:S THEM SOTO RefreshWlndow
Endoflnt:
TIHEROI
·re-enable timer interrupts
·return to main program
RETURN
ActlveteWindow:
·user clicked on en inectiYe window to meke it ectiYe
w=DIAL06(3)
·get window to be mede active
IF w:I THEN WINDOW 1 'If Main window then meke It 11ctiYe
·if Time window then meke it ectlYe but meinteln Mein window es the
·current output window:
IF w:2 THEN WINDOW 2 : WINDOW OUTPUT 1
GOTO Endoflnt
CloseWindow:
·user clicked close bo~ of en active output window
w:DIALOG(4)
'get window id to be closed
· if Mein window hes been closed, then meke it reeppeer:
IF w= 1 THEN WINDOW 1 : GOTO Endoflnt
·otherwise, it must bee request to close the Time window, which is ok:
WINDOW CLOSE 2
'close the Time window
GOTO Endoflnt
RefreshWindow: ·e portion of en output window needs to be.refreshed
w=DIALOG(5)
·get window id to be refreshed
IF w<> 2 THEN GOTO Endoflnt ·only accept refresh request on Time window
WINDOW OUTPUT 2
'meke 'Time· the current output window
GOSUB DispleyTime
WINDOW OUTPUT I
'meke "Mein" the current output window
GOTO Endoflnt
·The timer interrupt service subroutine, entered once every second:
Timer.Int:
DIALOG STOP
'temporarily diseble any dialog interrupts
WINDOW OUTPUT 2
'make 'Time" the current output window
GOSUB DispleyTime
'display the current time
Wll!IDOW OUTPUT I
·meke "M11in the current output window
DIALOG ON
're-enable dialog interrupts
RETURN
·return to the m11in program
OispleyTime:
LOCATE 2,2
PRINT TIHES;
RETURN

'displey the current clock time

As in the previous program, you can click on either window to
make it the active window. Once a window has been made active,
you can reposition and resize it. If the Time window is obscured
and then made visible, it will automatically be refreshed (although
this would happen within one second anyway).
The Main window, however, is not automatically refreshed. The
Main window cannot be closed by clicking on the close box,
although the Time window can. This program technique can be
used to add a time clock to a program, allow the user to move the
clock or remove it entirely, and still insure that the main program
runs undisturbed.
The program begins by creating the two windows. Subroutine
DisplayTime is then called to place the current time within the Time
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window. Once this has been done, the Main window is made active.
It is important to understand that the main program expects the
Main window to be the current Output window at all times. I will
point out to you how this condition is maintained.
Before the main program loop is entered, interrupt service
subroutines are set up for both the dialog and timer events. The
timer event is set to occur once every second; it will be used to keep
the clock time current in the Time window.
The main program loop uses a pair of nested FOR-NEXT loops
and some basic trigonometry to draw an interesting graphics
pattern in the Main window. When the pattern is completed, the
routine clears the Main window and begins again. For this reason,
the program must be terminated manually.
If any dialog event occurs while the main program is running, it
will be interrupted and the Dialog.Int subroutine will be entered.
This routine immediately disables the timer interrupt, since the
program logic cannot handle one interrupt routine being
interrupted by another. The DIALOG(O) function is used to
determine what event caused the interrupt.
A window activate event is handled at label ActivateWindow. The
window to be activated is obtained from the DIALOG(3) function.
If it is the Main window (id number 1), then the program complies.
If, however, it is the Time window, then the program complies, but
it also insures that the Main window remains the current Output
window via a special WINDOW OUTPUT statement.
By allowing the user to make the Time window active, the
program allows him to reposition, resize, and close that window. At
the same time, however, the program insures that the main program
can still proceed with its dedicated window.
If the close window event was signalled, then it is handled at label
CloseWindow. The DIALOG(4) function is used to determine
which window has been closed. Note that the system has actually
already performed the close on whatever window is indicated here.
If the program determines that this was the Main window, it uses
the WINDOW statement to make that window reappear. In this
manner, the user is prevented from closing that window. The Time
window (id number 2) can be closed without intervention from this
routine.
The refresh window event is handled at label RefreshWindow.
The DIALOG(5) function is used to determine which window is to
be refreshed. Since the program does not support the refreshing of
the Main window, such a request is ignored at this point. The Time
window is refreshed, however, by calling the DisplayTime routine.
Note how the program forces the Time window to be the current
Output window before calling DisplayTime, and then insures that
the Main window is the current Output window before completing.
Regardless of what dialog event is signalled, and how it is
handled, the Dialog.Int subroutine always ends up at label
Endoflnt. At this label, the timer interrupt is reenabled, and the
routine returns to the main program.
The Timer.Int subroutine is entered once every second, as a result
of the timer interrupt. This routine begins by disabling any dialog
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events that might occur while it is executing. It then makes the Time
window the current Output window and calls DisplayTime to
update its contents. As always, the routine insures that the Main
window is the current Output window before returning to the main
program. In addition, the routine must reenable the dialog
interrupt.

Summary
In this chapter, you have learned how to add the many features and
advantages of windows to your own programs. Because of
Macintosh's well-defined user interfaces, the addition of windows
and dialog box elements can go a long way toward making a
program quick to learn and easy to use. This is possible because the
experienced Macintosh user already knows how to manipulate
windows and interact with control buttons and data entry fields. In
the next chapter, I will use these abilities to further enhance some of
the sample programs introduced earlier.
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Chapter9

Custom Pull-Down Menus

One of Macintosh's greatest contributions to the microcomputer
user is the concept of the pull-down menu. For years, users of
microcomputer software have been confounded by the many
different approaches to implementing program commands. Some
software uses a single-keystroke approach, where a special control
key is held down in conjunction with a letter key to invoke a specific
command. In this case, the user must memorize each command and
its associated keystroke. This takes time and discourages new users.
Other software systems use a menu-driven approach . In this case,
an easy-to-remember keystroke causes the entire computer screen to
be cleared and replaced with a menu of functions . Users can clearly
see the various choices and options available, but they can no
longer see the data they were working with prior to invoking the
menu screen.
In addition, because sophisticated microcomputer software can
implement hundreds of commands and functions, users are often
forced to chain from one menu screen to another until they find the
commands they want. This can be a time-consuming and
frustrating process.
The standard Macintosh user interface addresses all of these
problems with its menu bar and associated pull-down menus. The
menu bar lists all major categories of commands that the program
supports. Since it is always on display at the top of the screen, the
user is always aware of what functions are available .
Even those functions that may not be available, due to the
constraints of a current program mode, are visible. This is possible
because the menu bar supports both normal and "dimmed" menus,
the latter being an indication that the menu is temporarily
unavailable.
The various functions that appear below any menu can be seen
simply by "pulling down" that menu. This process does not destroy
the information being displayed on the rest of the screen. Although
it does hide some of this information, most of the screen is still
visible. This is the most important feature of pull-down menus and
is the main reason why they go so far to improve user friendliness
and comfort.
The seasoned Macintosh user is going to expect to be able to use
pull-down menus when working with any program on the Mac. It is
thus important to be able to add pull-down menu support to your
own BASIC programs. Once again, Microsoft has come through
for us, providing a powerful set of BASIC statements that support
the Macintosh menu system. In this chapter, I show you how to use
these statements to add pull-down menus to your own programs.
The Menu Statement

The MENU statement allows you to construct your own custom
pull-down menus. You may also use it to remove any or all of the
standard menu items that appear when running Microsoft BASIC.
The basic format of the MENU statement is as follows

MENUmenu-id,item-id,status,tit l e
Each menu that appears in the menu bar is assigned a unique
menu id number. These numbers are assigned from left to right,
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starting with the number 0. Thus, for the normal Microsoft BASIC
menu, the Apple menu will be identified as number 0, the File
menu as number 1, the Edit menu as number 2, and so on. The
menu-id shown in the above statement refers to the menu
identification number of the menu being defined/redefined. It may
be specified as any number from 1 to 10 (you may not redefine the
Apple menu, numbered 0). As you know, when a menu is pulled
down, several menu items are listed within it. Each of these items is
identified by a unique item id number.
Within each menu, the items are numbered from top to bottom,
starting with item id number 1. The item-id shown in the model
statement above refers to the item id number of the item being
defined/redefined. Alternatively, the item-id can be specified as 0,
in which case the statement refers to the entire menu, and not just a
single item within that menu.
The status field allows you to specify whether you want a menu
or menu item to be dimmed; it can also be used to place a check
mark next to a specific menu item. This is often done to indicate
that the function represented by that menu item has been selected
and is "on." Table 9-1 lists the values that can be specified in the
status field of the MENU statement. Finally, the title field contains
a character string that represents the text of the menu or the menu
item itself.
Table9-1

MENU Statement Status
Field

0

Menu or menu item is dimmed and unavailable for selection.
Menu or menu item is available for selection.

2

Menu item is available for selection and is displayed with a check
mark.

Defining a Complete Menu

To completely define a custom menu requires the execution of
several MENU statements. The first MENU statement should
define the menu title itself; its item-id field should be 0. Subsequent
MENU statements should define each menu item within that menu.
To replace one of the standard Microsoft BASIC menus, simply
choose a menu id number that corresponds to an existing menu (ids
1 through 5). For example, to replace the standard BASIC menu
titled "Windows," you would use a menu id of 5. In Figure 9-1, I
have used this technique to replace the Windows menu with my own
custom menu, titled "My Menu." The menu contains four items,
"Sleep," "Wake Up," "Eat Breakfast," and "Use Mac ." Study the
sequence of MENU statements that were used to create this menu.
This is the recommended sequence for defining menus.
Note that when a program using custom menus ends, the system
does not automatically restore the menu bar to its standard state.
Figure 9-2 illustrates how menu items can be either dimmed or
checked by proper status field values. In that example, the "Sleep"
item has been dimmed, and the "Eat Breakfast" item has been
checked.
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Flgure9-1

Creating a Custom Pu/1Down Menu

List
MENU
MENU
MENU
MENU
MENU

5,0, 1,"My Menu"
5, 1, 1,"Sleep"
5,2, 1,"Woke up"
5,3, 1,"Eot Bre11kf11st"
5,4, 1,"Use Moc"

Commond

To add a custom menu to the menu bar without removing any of
the standard system menus, simply choose a menu id number
greater than 5.
Removing Standard Menus

The MENU statement can also be used to remove standard menus
from the menu bar without replacing them with custom menus. To
do this, you use the following form of the MENU statement
MENU id,0,0,

1111

where id represents the number of the standard menu to be
removed. Note that you cannot remove the standard Apple menu,
as it has id number 0 and Microsoft only allows id numbers from 1
to 10 on the MENU statement. In Figure 9-3 I have used this
technique to remove the standard Search menu from the menu bar.
Removing system menus from the menu bar while your program
is running helps to give your program that "finished" look.
Certainly once your program is fully debugged and "out in the
field," you will not want the user to be tinkering with it. You can
therefore use this technique to remove the system menus that allow
the user to manipulate the program.
Typically you will want to remove the "Search," "Run," and
"Windows" menus. You may replace the "File" menu with your own
custom menu that can be used to "Quit" your program but cannot
be used for any other purpose. You may combine this approach
with the technique introduced in Chapter 3 for making a program
unbreakable.
In most cases, however, I do not recommend removing the
standard "Edit" menu. The functions of this menu are accessible to
the user when supplying data to Dialog Box data entry fields, so
you will want them to be present.
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figure 9-2

Dimmed and Checked
Menu Items

m

Hi(1

Edit Seard\

ng 9-2

list
MENU
MENU
MENU
MENU
MENU

5,0, 1,"My Menu"
5, 1,0,"Sleep"
5,2, 1,"Woke up"
5,3,2,"Eat Breakfast"
5,4, 1;use Mee"

·dimmed item
'checked item

Command

The MENU RESET Statement

If at any point in your program you wish to remove all of your
custom menus and restore the standard system menus, you can do
so. This is accomplished by a special form of the MENU statement,
which is coded as
MENU RESET

The statement simply restores the entire menu bar to its default
state.
The Menu Function
The MENU function is used to detect user activity within custom
pull-down menus. It cannot be used to detect selection of the
standard system menus. The MENU function accepts an input
argument of either 0 or 1 and should always be called in a specific
sequence.
First, make a call to MENU(O). Follow this immediately with a
call to MENU(l). The first call will return a value indicating the
menu id number of the custom menu last selected by the user. If
there have been no custom menu selections since the previous call to
MENU(O), then the call will return a value of 0. Assuming a custom
menu was selected, the second call (to MENU(l)) will return the
item id number of the selected item within that menu.
Figure 9-4 shows the basic technique for detecting user selections
of custom menu items. The program first sets up the custom menus
as needed. The wait loop starting at label Menu Wait is then entered.
Each time through this loop, the MENU(O) and MENU(l)
functions are interrogated. If the value of MENU(O) is zero, then no
custom menu activity has occurred , and so the program stays in the
wait loop. If MENU(O) is not zero, then it indicates the id number
of the selected menu, and variable mi contains the selected item id
number.
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flgure9-3

Removing a Standard
Menu

Edit

Run Windows
=-==-=-=--- :::_

- --

-

--

-

- -

---

---=

--

=-

List

MENU 3,0,0,"" · remove the "Search" menu, id •3

Command

Flgure9-4

· Set up custom menus :

Detecting Menu Activity
MENU 6,0, 1,"...''
MENU 6, 1, 1," ... "
MENU 6,2, 1," ... "

.... (etc.)
·Weit for menu activity:
MenuWait:

m=MENU(O)
mi =MENU(l)
IF m=O THEN GOTO MenuWait
· Item 'mi' within menu 'm' hes been selected .

... (perform funct i on requested)

·Un-highlight the selected menu in the menu bar :

MENU
GOTO MenuWait

·go wait for more menu activity

The program proceeds to process the function thus defined.
When processing is complete, a short form of the MENU statement
is executed. This short form has no parameters, just the keyword
MENU. Its function is to unhighlight the selected menu title from
the menu bar. The menu title became highlighted as soon as the
user pulled down that menu, and it remained in that state once the
user selected an item (even though the rest of the menu
disappeared).
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Using this technique, the menu bar remains highlighted while the
requested function is performed and then unhighlights when the
function is complete. This allows the user to visually observe when
a function is being executed and when it is completed. (For
functions implemented by a few simple statements, this feature will
not be noticed. However, if you program a function that takes some
time to execute, such as reading or writing a disk file, then the
menu title within the menu bar will be noticeable as it remains
highlighted for the duration of the function.)
Listing 9-1 contains a program that demonstrates the use of the
MENU statement and function. For this example, I have taken the
very simple program of Listing 3-7 and modified it so that it
supports the Macintosh user interface. As you will recall, the
original program was designed to roll dice for fantasy role playing
games. To this end, it allows the user to specify how many dice to
roll, and how many sides ea<;:h die should have.
Listing 9-1

Fantasy Game Dice
Rolling Program Version 2

·The or1g1nal Yers1on of th1s program cen be found 1n Listing 3-6.
·Simulates the rolltng of eny number of d1ce, with any number of sides per die.
· In this Yers1on, the user spec1ftes the number of sides per die end number
·of dice to roll 1n e d1elog bo><. The dice rolls ere displayed 1n e seperete
·"Display· window. D1ce rol11ng 1s eccomplished by selecting "Roll" from the
·custom pull-down menu titled "File." Other functions that can be selected
·from the menu ere "Clear Dtspley; "Standard Dice; end "Quit."
DEF FNrand(l,u)=CINT(l+RND( I )*(u-1))
RANDOtllZE TltlER
·set up the custom pull-down menu titled "File'·
t'IENU
t'IENU
t'IENU
t'IENU
t'IENU

1,0,1,"Fi le"
1, 1, I ,"Standard Dice·
1,2, 1,"Roll D1ce·
1,3, t ,"C lear Display·
1,4, 1,"Quit.

·remove ell other standard menus :
t'IENU
t'IENU
t'IENU
MENU

2,0,0,""
3,0,0,""
4,0,0,""
5,o,o:·

·define each of the program's output windows :
·
window I = "Displ ay·= usually current output window= displays rolls.
window 2 = ·untitled" = dialog box for specifying roll parameters =
elweys ectiYe window.
WINDOW I ,"Display",( I 0, 170)-(500,330), 1
WINDOW 2,,(100,40)-(400, 140),2
· display field descriptions for dialog box :
PRINT ·specify Dice Rolling Parameters·
LOCATE 3, 1
PRINT 'Number of Dice:'
LOCATE 5,1
PRINT "Sides per Die:·
· create date entry fields for dialog box:
EDIT FIELD 1,"2",(125,32)-( 150,47), 1, 1
EDIT FIELD 2,"6",( 125,64)-( 150,79), 1, 1
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Listing 9-1-cont.

EDIT FIELD 1
· set up date entry fie Id tracking Yerlebles:
f =1
'currently ectlYe field Id
fleld.number1=2 ·number of dice to roll
field.sidesl=6
'sides per die
·make the Display window the current output window 1
WINDQW OUTPUT 1
·set up to receiYe dielog interrupts:
ON DIALOG &OSUB Dialog.Int
DIALOG ON
· wait for user menu actiYity:
MenuWeit:
m:t1ENU(O)
mi :t1ENU(I)
IF m:O THEN &OTO MenuWeit
·branch to appropriate routine b11sed upon menu item selected:
ON mi GOSUB St11ndard,RollDice,Cle11rD,Quit
t1ENU
·un·highlight the menu in the menu bar
&OTO MenuWeit
· Function= Standard: reset Roll Peremeters for standard dice (2 x 6) :
St11nderd:
WINDOW OUTPUT 2
·eccess the dit1log box window
·restore the default settings for the entry fields:
EDIT FIELD CLOSE 1
EDIT FIELD CLOSE 2
EDIT FIELD 1;2·,( 125,32)-( 150,47), 1, 1
EDIT FIELD 2;6",( 125,64)-(150,79), 1, 1
EDIT FIELD 1
f= 1
'currently active field id
field.numberl=2 ·number of dice to roll
field.sidesl:6
'sides per die
WINDOW OUTPUT 1
·make the Display window the current output window
RETURN
·Function= Roll Dice: roll dice as per p1m1meters and display results;
Roll Dice:
DIALOG STOP
'temporarily disable dlelog event Interrupts
numberl:fleld.numberl
'capture current entry field settings
"s1desl=fie1 d.sl desI
DIALOG ON
'reeneble dialog event Interrupts
· Note that any changes in the entry field date et this point will not effect
· this run of the "Roll Dice· function.
· actually do the roll of the dice:
totell=O
FOR xi= 1 TO number!
di el=FNrend( 1,si desll
totell:totel l•di el
PRINT. ";diel;
NEXT
PRINT
PRINT "Total = ":totell
PRINT
RETURN
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Listing 9-1-cont.
· Function = Cleer Displey : cleers displey window:
CleerD:
CLS
RETURN
·Function= Quit: terminates program:
Quit:
END

· Die log eyent interrupt serYice subroutine:
Dialog.Int:
d=DIALO&(O)
'determine whet dielog eYent took piece
IF d:2 OR d=6 OR d: 7 THEN &OTO FieldEvent
RETURN
'ignore 1111 other di 1.11 og eYents
·come here if user tried to select 11ltern1.1te edit field or if he pressed
· the teb or return key :
FieldEvent:
WINDOW OUTPUT 2
xS:EDITS(fl
'get dell.I for field the user is trying to exit from
X=VAL(1C$)
'convert to numeric
~F )((:0 OR IC>99 THEN &OTO EntryError
: 1.1ccept new entry field dete into program veneble :
IF f:I THEN field.numbe~=IC
IF f=2 THEN field.sidesl=IC
· switch to the other entry field :
IF f=I THEN f:2 ELSE f=I
EDIT FIELD f
WINDOW OUTPUT 1
RETURN
·come here if user attempts to enter invalid date into en entry field:
· (f =entry field id number m question)
EntryError.
BEEP
IF f=f THEN ><=field.numberl
·get previous d1.1t1.1 for this field
IF f:2 THEN ><=field.sidesl
xS:STRS(x)
'convert it to ch1.1r1.1cter string
xS=RIGHTS(xS,LEN(xS)-1)
'remove leading blank cheracter from string
·restore previous (valid) date to thet field:
EDIT FIELD CLOSE f
IF f:l THEN EDIT FIELD 1,xS,(125,32)-(150,47),1,1
IF f:2 THEN EDIT FIELD 2,x$,( 125,64)-( 150,79), 1, 1
WINDOW OUTPUT 1
RETURN

In this new version of the program, these inputs are supplied by
the user via Dialog Box data entry fields. The user starts the dice
rolling process by selecting a custom pull-down menu item. It is
interesting to note how the very basic and simple program of Listing
3-7 is transformed into a much larger and more complex program,
simply as a result of the addition offancy user interfaces. While
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this is true, the essence of the program-what it actually does-is
not changed at all!
Figure 9-5 shows the screen produced by running this program.
As you can see, the program uses two windows and a single, custom
pull-down menu. In Figure 9-6, I have pulled down the custom File
menu so that you can see the items within. The Dialog Box window,
at the top of the screen, allows the user to specify the number of
dice to roll as well as the number of sides per die. It also serves to
display the current setting of these parameters at all times.
Flgure9-5

Fantasy Game Dice
Rolling Program Version 2

r

.,

S File
Specify Dice Rolling Peremeters
Number of Dice :

•

Sides per Die :

[[]

~

Display

Flgure9-6

Dice Rolling Program
Menu

Disploy

The user can select either entry field in the Dialog Box by
clicking on it with the mouse. In addition, the user can press either
the <Tab> or the <Return> key to move from one entry field to
the other. The Display window below the Dialog Box will display
the actual results of each roll.
The File menu provides the user with four functions. These are
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Standard Dice, Roll Dice, Clear Display, and Quit. Each time the
user selects the Roll Dice function, the dice are rolled as per the
current roll parameter settings, and the results appear in the Display
window. The user can clear the Display window at any time by
selecting the Clear Display function. The roll parameters can be
automatically reset to the standard 2 dice, 6 sides per die, by
selecting the Standard Dice function. Finally, the Quit function
allows the user to terminate the program.
Give this program a try. As you can see, it performs the same
basic function as Listing 3-7. Because of the user interface,
however, it is much easier for a new user to figure out what the
program does and how to use it.
The program begins by defining the random number function
that will be used to produce the dice rolls. It then provides a starting
seed for the random function. The custom pull-down menu titled
File is then defined. Next, the rest of the standard system menus are
removed.
The two Output windows are created, and the Dialog Box
window is left active. PRINT and LOCATE statements are used to
provide prompts and entry field definitions within this window.
Then the two data entry fields are created with EDIT FIELD
statements. Variablefwill keep track of which entry field is
currently active. Variables field. number% and field.sides% are set
to the current (default) parameters for each field. The Display
window is made the current Output window, as it will be used by the
main program function, Roll Dice.
Subroutine Dialog.Int is set up to receive control for any dialog
· events. It will be used to detect user activity in the data entry fields.
The program then enters a menu wait loop. During the time spent
in this loop, any Dialog Box activity will be handled by the
interrupt service subroutine. The menu wait loop is exited as soon
as the user selects a menu item. An ON-GOSUB statement is used
to direct program flow to the appropriate routine based upon the
menu item selected.
Each routine is responsible for handling a specific menu
function, and is written as a subroutine. In this fashion, each
function completes by returning to the point following the ONGOSUB statement. Here a MENU statement is used to unhighlight
the File menu, and the menu wait loop is reentered.
The Standard Dice function is handled by the subroutine named
Standard. Its purpose is to reset the roll parameters. Because the
reset values must also be displayed in the entry fields of the Dialog
Box window, it will be necessary to close and then recreate those
fields. Since the EDIT FIELD statement only acts on the current
Output window, the program must explicitly set the Dialog Box
window (id number 2) to the current Output window with a
WINDOW OUTPUT statement. (The user, on the other hand, can
only interact with entry fields within the active window).
The EDIT FIELD CLOSE statement is then used to remove the
two entry fields. They are then recreated, assuring that they
contain the proper (default) values. The program variables!,
field.number%, andfield.sides% are also reset at this time. Before
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returning, the routine restores the Display window to the current
output window.
The Roll Dice function is handled by the subroutine named
RollDice. This routine is responsible for actually simulating the dice
rolls and displaying the results. Since the roll parameters might
change at any time ~as a result of a dialog event interrupt, this
routine uses a different set of variables for these parameters. At the
beginning of the routine, the variables that track the Dialog Box
parameters (field.number% andfield.sides%) are copied into the
routine's version of those variables (number% and sides%). For
just that moment, dialog event interrupts are disabled. This insures
that if the user tries to change the roll parameters at the exact
moment that the roll is about to begin, the previous roll parameters
will be used. Note also that the user can change the parameters in
the Dialog Box while the dice are being rolled, but this will not
affect the current roll.
The next time the roll function is used, the new parameters will
be in force. The balance of the RollDice routine is identical to the
code contained in the earlier program (Listing 3-7) and requires no
further explanation.
The Clear Display function is handled in a very simple manner
by subroutine ClearD. The Quit function requires even less
discussion; it can be found at program label Quit.
The rest of the program consists of the dialog event interrupt
service subroutine. This routine uses the DIALOG(O) function to
determine precisely what dialog event took place. Most of these
events are ignored by this program. The only events that are
handled are the user selecting an entry field, pressing the <Tab >
key, or pressing the <Return > key. Each of these events is
processed in the same manner, at label FieldEvent.
These events indicate that the user has entered some data into a
data entry field and is trying to exit from that field. At this point
the program must obtain the data in the field, verify its validity, and
enter it into the program's variables. Since the EDIT$ function acts
only on the current Output window, the Dialog Box window (id
number 2) is made the current Output window.
The EDIT$ function is then employed to obtain the data within
the current data entry field. This is, of course, character string data.
The VAL function is used to convert it to numeric. The data is then
checked for validity (numeric value in range 1 to 99). If the data is
acceptable, it is placed within the appropriate field parameter
variable, the Display window is made the current Output window,
and the program returns from the interrupt.
If the user has entered invalid data into a data entry field, the
program branches to label EntryError. This can occur if
nonnumeric characters are placed in the entry fields, because the
VAL function will return a value of 0. The purpose of this section
of code is to inform the user that invalid data has been entered and,
since the program must always have valid parameters available for a
roll, then replace the invalid data with the previous data for that
field. The BEEP statement is used to inform the user of the entry
error.
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The previous (valid) data is obtained from the appropriate field
variable and converted to character string format via the STR$
function. Since the data must represent a positive number, the
leading blank produced by the STR$ function is removed at this
time. The EDIT FIELD CLOSE statement is used to remove the
offending data entry field, and then the field is recreated with the
previous valid data. The "Display" window is made the current
Output window, and the routine returns.
If you have used this program for a while, you may find it
annoying to have to pull down the menu each time you want to roll
the dice. An excellent enhancement to the program would be a
"push-button" in the Dialog Box window. This button could be
labelled "Roll" and could be clicked by the user to initiate a dice
roll. I have left this enhancement as an exercise for you to do on
your own. I caution that it is not a trivial modification. Bear in
mind that the button click will be detected by the Dialog.Int routine
and, as an interrupt event, can occur at almost any time during the
execution of the program. It could occur even while the dice are
being rolled due to a previous dice-roll request. You will have to take
this into account when writing the code to support this feature.
The Menu Interrupt
User activity in custom pull-down menus can be detected via the
interrupt mechanism. To set up a menu interrupt service
subroutine, use the statement
ON MENU GO SUB Menu. Int

This statement sets up the subroutine named Menu.Int to handle
the event that occurs whenever a user makes a menu selection from
a custom menu defined earlier in the program. To enable the
program to receive menu interrupts, the statement MENU ON must
be executed. To disable menu interrupts, you use the MENU OFF
statement. Alternatively, the MENU STOP statement can be used.
This statement will disable menu interrupts but will keep track of
any that do occur. These will be signalled to the program as soon as
the next MENU ON statement is executed.
The program contained in Listing 9-2 illustrates how the menu
interrupt can be used. When executed, this program adds one
custom menu to the menu bar. It is titled "Fontsize." The main
body of the program is a simple loop that repeatedly displays the
letters of the alphabet in a single line across the Output window.
Listing 9-2

Menu Interrupt Demo

·This progrem odds e custom pull-down menu titled "Fontsize·
· It runs in en infinite loop, continuelly displeying the letters
·of the elphebet. The user cen pull down the Fontsize menu et
· eny time end use it to chenge the size of the text being produced.
·The current font size is elweys indiceted within the custom menu
·bye check merk elongside the eppropriete menu item.
0111 sizes(5)
· errey to hold the font sizes listed in the menu
FOR I= I TO 5
'initielize the errey contents
READ sizes(i)
NEXT
DAT A 9, 12, 18,24,36
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Listing 9-2-cont.

· set up the custom menu :
tlENU
tlENU
ttENU
tlENU
tlENU
tlENU

6,0, I ;Fontsize·
6,1,1," 9"
6,2,2," 12·
·note: by default, fontstze is 12, so check mark is here
6,3, 1," 16"
6,4, 1," 24"
6,5,1," 36"

size=2

'y11ri11ble tracks current font size setting, es inde>e of sizes array

· set up the menu interrupt service subroutine :
ON tlENU GOSUB Menu.Int
tlENU ON

'enable menu interrupts

Mainloop:
'the e><tremely simplistic main loop of the program:
PR I NT "abcdef ghi j k1mnopqrstUYWIC\jZ"
GOTO Mainloop
·The menu interrupt service subroutine:
Menu.Int:
m:tlENU(O}
·get menu id number (it must be 6 in this program}
mi=tlENU( 1}
·get menu item id number
CALL TEXTSIZE(sizes(mi}}
'set te>et display size to selected Yalue
tlENU 6,size, 1
'remoYe check mark from preYiously actiYe size
tlENU 6,mi,2
'place check mark alongside new size
'keep the Yariable up to date
size=mi
ttENU
·reset the menu highlight
RETURN
·return to main program

At any time while the program is executing the user can pull
down the Fontsize menu and select a different text font size. The
newly selected font size will be put into effect immediately and will
be used on the subsequent display line. Try executing this program
and experimenting by selecting various different font sizes from the
custom menu. Note that the menu always indicates the currently
selected font size by a check mark next to the appropriate menu
item. This is a commonly used and important technique; I explain
how to implement it below.
The program begins by dimensioning an array named sizes. This
array holds the five different font sizes that will be made available
via·the custom menu. It is initialized from a DATA statement with a
simple FOR-NEXT loop. The custom menu is then set up. Note
that the normal default font size, 12, is defined to contain a check
mark (status field value of 2). Program variable size keeps track of
the current font size setting at all times.
The value in size represents the index of array sizes and not the
actual font size itself. This value corresponds to the item id number
for the font size within the custom menu. The program now sets up
subroutine Menu.Int to handle any menu interrupts, and then
enables such interrupts. The main body of the program, consisting
of a simple and infinite loop, is then entered. If at any time while
this loop is being executed the user selects an item from the custom
menu, the program will be interrupted and subroutine Menu.Int
will be called.
This subroutine determines the menu activity by calling upon the
MENU(O) and MENU(l) functions. Note that, although there is
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only one possible value for MENU(O), this routine is called anyway.
The important value is provided by MENU(!), this supplies the
item id number that was selected. This number is used to extract the
appropriate font size from the sizes array.
The toolbox routine TEXTSIZE is then employed to actually set
the desired font size. The MENU statement is used to remove the
check mark from the previously selected item (indicated by variable
size). Another MENU statement is used to place a check mark
alongside the newly selected menu item. Variable size is updated to
indicate the new current font size, and the MENU statement is used
to unhighlight the menu itself.
The subroutine then returns to the main program. Figure 9-7
shows the screen while this program is executing. At the moment
· when I created this screen snapshot, I had tried out font sizes 9, 12
and 18, and was about to select font size 24.
~

Figure 9 -7

Menu Interrupt Demo
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abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
tboMfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcMfghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ibcdefghijklmoopqrstuvwxyz
ibcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxy z
abod~fohii:klmnooorstuvwxuz

abcdef ghi j kl mnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdef gh1 Jkl mnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdef ghi j kl mnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdef ghi jkl mnopqrstuvwxyz

Commond

The Terminal Program Revisited
At this point you know enough about Microsoft BASIC to be able
to write complete applications programs that conform to Apple's
standards for the Macintosh user interface. These programs will be
easy to learn, easy to use, and more fun to use than programs using
more conventional user interfaces. I will now bring three of the
more interesting programs in this book up to date by adding the
new features with which you are now familiar.
We begin with the terminal communications program orginally
introduced in Chapter 4 as Listing 4-7. As you will recall, this
program turns the Macintosh into a general-purpose terminal,
useful for communicating with other computers and
communications devices. Chapter 4 contained detailed information
about the hardware considerations pertinent to this application.
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New Program Features

A new and much more sophisticated version of the terminal
program can be found in Listing 9-3. This version uses custom pulldown menus and windows to provide a friendly user interface. In
addition, I have added several important new features. The program
now supports a wider variety of communications parameters, and
these can be selected via control buttons within a dialog box.
Since many users find the 9-point font necessary for 80-column
operation hard to read, the program supports a 40-column mode.
In this mode, larger characters can be used, making the screen
easier to read. The program automatically inserts carriage returns
when the current text line is filled in either column width. This
prevents a loss of data to the right edge of the screen.
Listing 9-3

The Terminal
Communications
Program - Version 2

·The original vers1on otthls progrem cen be f ound In List1ng 4-7.
·This version of the progrem Is much more soph1sticeted end Includes
· custom pull-down menus, e dlelog box for setting ser1el commun1cet1ons
· peremeters, selecteble text d1spley w1dth, mult1ple term1nel w1ndows,
· end e capture buffer. See text for complete informetion on how to use
· this program, es well es dete1ls about how 1t works.
· array "Perms$" hOlds the dev1ce name modifiers for ell possible
· serial parameter choices :
Dll1 Perms$(1 O)
FOR i=l TO 10
READ Perms$(!)
NEXT
DATA ·300·: 1200","2400",T, ·e·:E·, ·o·, "N"," 1·, "2"
Button.BR: I
Button.Wl :4
But tonPer=6
But ton SlB=9
But ton.OW= 12
ComOpen:O
BufferOpen=O
MT: O

'defau lt baud rate selection= 300
'default word length selection = 7
'default parity selection= even
'default stop bits selection= 1
'default display w idth selection= 60
'this variable set to 1 to indicate the com port is open
'this variable set to 1 to indicate the capture buffer is open
'this variable set to 1 to indicate the transmit monitor is on

· set up custom pull down menus .
11ENU 1,0, 1,"Fi l e"
11ENU 1, 1, 1, · set Parameters·
11ENU 1,2, 1,"Quit"
MENU
11ENU
11ENU
11ENU
MENU
11ENU

2,0, 1,"Capture Buffer·
2, 1, 1:Display·
2,2, 1, "Open·
2,3,2,"Close·
'currently checked
2,4, 1,"Clear·
2,5', 1, ·save·

11ENU 3,0 , ! ,"Wi ndows·
11ENU 3, 1,2,"Stenderd"
'currently checked
11ENU 3,2, 1,"Monitor Transmit"
MENU 4,0,o,· ·
MENU s,o,o;·

·remove unused system menus

· define each of the program's output windows es per .
window
window
window
window

I
2
3
4

=standard terminal display screen
= transmit monitor screen
=parameter setting dialog box
=buffer display screen
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Listing 9-3-cont.

WINDOW 1.,(2,30)-(506,300),4
GOSUB GetP11r11meters

•cre11te st11nd11rd termi n11 l di sp I11y screen

·get communications perameters via dialog box

·begin communications session, also keep checking for menu activity:
linesize=O
·count of characters displayed on current line
CLS
PRINT CHR$(95);
'display cursor m terminal window
Again:
·check for any user menu activity.
m:MENU(O)
mi:MENU(I)
IF m<>O THEN GOSUB MenuFunct1on 'handle any user menu activity
·process any received characters :
·WHILE LOC( 1)>0
a$: INPUT$( 1,• 1)
a$:CHR$(ASC(a$l AND 127) ''orce all incoming date to be pure ASCII
IF a$:CHR$( I 0) THEN GOTO SkipChar 'ignore all 1-ine feed characters
IF linesize:w AND a$oCHR$( 13) THEN PRINT CHR$(8);".: ltnesize=O
PRINT CHR$(8);a$;CHR$(95);
IF a$:CHR$( 13) THEN linesize=O ELSE linesize:linesize• I
IF BufferOpen:l AND LEN(Buf$)<32767 THEN Buf$:Buf$•e$
SkipChar:
WEND
·check for any characters to transmit
a$=1NKEY$
IF aS=·· THEN GOTO Again
PRINT •1,aS;
IF MT:O THEN GOTO Again

'not.hmg to transmit
·1.ransm1t the typed character

· displey the typed character in the special Transmit Monitor Window:
WINDOW OUTPUT 2
IF TMsize=w AND aS<>CHR$( 13) THEN:PRINT CHRS(B);".: TMsize=O
PRINT CHR$(B);a$;CHR$(95);
IF a$:CHR$( 13) THEN TMstze=O ELSE TMsize=TMsize• 1
WINDOW OUTPUT 1
GOTO Again
· come here to process 11ny user menu se Iec ti ons :
Menufunctlon:
ON m GOSUB FMenu,CMenu,WMenu 'br11nch to appropriate menu handling routine
·all routines return to here:
11ENU
·unhighlight the menu selection
RETURN
·return to main loop
·The File Menu was used:
FMenu:
IF mi= t THEN GOSUB GetParemeters · RETURN 'set comm parameters
· the only other File menu option is "Quit" so do so:
11ENU RESET
END
·The Capture Buffer Menu was used :
CMenu:
ON mi GOSUB OispBuf,OpenBuf,CloseBuf,CleerBuf,SaveBuf
RETURN
·return to menu function handler
OpenBuf:
BufferOpen= t

·open the capture buffer:
'show that capture buffer 1s open
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MENU 2,2,2
MENU 2,3,1
RETURN

listing 9-3-cont.

CloseBuf:
BufferOpen:O
MENU 2,3,2
MENU 2,2,1
RETURN
ClearBuf:
Buf$:""
RETURN

'put check mark next to "open" in the menu
'remoYe check mark from "close" in the menu

'close the capture buffer:
'show that capture buff er is cI osed
·put check mart< next to "close· in the menu
'remove check mark from "open· in the menu

'clear the capture buffer:

DispBuf:
'display the capture buffer·
·capture buffer empty, bypass function
IF LEN(Buf$)=0 THEN RETURN
WINDOW 4.,(6,60)-(500,260),4
·create capture buffer display screen
CALL TEXTFONT(O)
CALL TEXTSIZE(12)
PRINT "CAPTURE BUFFER DISPLAY"
PRINT "Press eny key to pause, press key again to resume·
CALL TEXTFONT(4)
IF Button.OW= 11 THEN CALL TEXTSIZE( 12) ELSE CALL TEXTSIZE(9)
lsize:O
FOR 1=1 TO LEN(Buf$)
a$:MID$(Buf$,i, I)
IF lsize=w AND e$<>CHRSC 13) THEN PRINT: lsize=O
PRINT e$;
IF e$:CHR$( 13) THEN lsize:O ELSE lsize=lsize• 1
pS=INKEYS
'does user want to pause?
IF p$<>"" THEN GOSUB WeitKey
'yes - pause until another key 1s pressed
NEXT
PRINT
CALL TEXTFONT(O)
CALL TEXTSIZE( 12)
PRINT "END OF CAPTURE BUFFER, press any key to continue·
GOSUB WaitKey
WINDOW CLOSE 4
CALL TEXTFONT(4)
IF Button.DW= 11 THEN CALL TEXTSIZE( 12) ELSE CALL TEXTSIZE(9)
RETURN
WaitKey:
'subroutine to wait until any key is pressed
p$:1NKEYS
IF p$:"" THEN GOTO WeitKey
RETURN
SaveBuf:
·save the capture buffer in e disk file:
IF LEN(Buf$):0 THEN RETURN ·capture buffer empty, bypass function
·get filename from user via standard dialog box:
f$:FILES$(0,"Filename for Save Buffer")
IF f$="" THEN RETURN
'user ·cancelled" the save request
OPEN "0",2,f$
·write the buffer contents to the named file:
PRINT•2,Buf$
CLOSE 2
RETURN
· The Windows menu was used :
WMenu:
IF mi: I AND MT :0 THEN RETURN
'no change requested
IF mi=2 AND MT:1 THEN RETURN
'no change requested
IF mi=2 THEN GOTO MonitorOn
'go turn on the Transmit Monitor
·tum off the transmit monitor:
MT:O
'show monitor hes been turned off
WINDOW CLOSE 2
'remove the monitor window
MENU 3, 1,2
'put check mark alongside ·stenderd" In menu
MENU 3,2, 1
'remove check merk from "Monitor" in menu
RETURN
·tum on the transmit monitor:
MonitorOn:
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Listing 9-3-nt.

MT= 1
'show monitor Is on
WINDOW 2.,(2,305)-(506,340),4
'create transmit monitor dlspley screen
CALL TEXTFONT(4)
IF Button.OW: 11 THEN CALL TEXTSIZE( 12) ELSE CALL TEXTSIZE(9)
t1ENU 3,2,2
'put check merf< alongside "Monitor· In menu
t1ENU 3, 1, 1
·remove check mark from "Standard" in menu
RETURN
GetParameters:
WINDOW 3.,(50,60)-(460,290),-2 'create dialog box
CALL TEXTFONT(O)
'set font to match button titles
CALL TEXTSIZE(12)
CALL t10YETO( 100, 12)
PRINT ·set Communications Parameters·
CALL t10YET0(20,40)
Word Length
Parity
Stop Bits"
PRINT" Baud Rate
BUTTON I, I ,"300",(25,60)-(80, 75),3
BUTTON 2, 1,"1200".(25,80)-(80,95),3
BUTTON 3, 1,"2400",(25,100)-(80, 115),3
BUTTON 4,l,T,(130,60)-(180,75),3
BUTTON 5, 1,"8",( 130,80)-( 180,95),3
BUTTON 6, 1,"EYen",(250,60)-(300,75),3
BUTTON 7, I ,"Odd" ,(250 ,80)-(300,95),3
BUTTON B, 1,"None",(250, 100)-(300, 115),3
BUTTON 9, 1,"1",(330,60)-(380,75),3
BUTTON 10, 1,"2",(330,80)-(380,95),3
CALL t10YET0(20, 160)
PRINT • Display Width"
BUTTON 11, 1,"40Cherecters",(25,180)-( 150, 195),3
BUTTON 12, I ,"80 Cheracters",(25,200)-( 150,215),3
BUTTON 13, I ,"Ok",(250, 180)-(280,210), I
· dialog box set up, now set button states to show current settings .
ShowSettings:
BUTTON Button.BR,2
BUTTON Button.WL,2
BUTTON Button.Par,2
BUTTON Buttl;m.StB,2
BUTTON Button.DW,2

·current balld rate selection
'current word length selection
·current parity selection
'current stop bits selection
'current display width selection

· now weit for user actlYlty within the dialog box, note that since the
·window type is negatiYe, the user cannot do anything outside of this
·dialog box until it is exited:
DialogWait:
·wait for a dialog event.
d:DIALOG(O)
IF d<> I THEN GOTO DielogWeit 'ignore all events but button clicks
b=DIALOG( 1l
·get 1d number of button thet wes clicked
· if eny redio button, then deselect the previously selected button in that
· butt.on group, set the appropnete parameter variable to the new selection,
·end branch beck to "ShowSettings· so that the new button choice will appear
·selected.

IF b>= I AND b<=3 THEN BUTTON Button.BR, I : Button.BR:b: GOTO ShowSettings
IF b:4 OR b:5 THEN BUTTON Button.WL, I : Button.WL=b: GOTO ShowSettings
IF b>=o AND b<=B THEN BUTTON Button.Per, I : Button.Per:b . GOTO ShowSettings
IF b:9 OR b: I 0 THEN BUTTON Button.StB, I . Button.StB:b : GOTO ShowSettings
IF b= 11 OR b= 12 THEN BUTTON Button.OW, I · Button.OW:b : GOTO ShowSettings
·if program reaches th1s point, then button• 13 ("Ok") must have been pushed:
·construct device name from parameters selected:
Dev$:"COM I." •Parms$(Button.BR)+", •+Perms$(Button.Per)• ·,• •Parms$(But ton.WLJ+ ·, ••PermsS(Button.S
tB)
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Listing 9-3-cont.
· 1f com port already open and perms haYent changed then dont reopen it:
IF ComOpen= 1 AND Dev1ce$:Oev$ THEN GOTO SkipOpen
IF ComOpen= 1 THEN CLOSE I
'close port if it is already open
·Open the serial communications port:
De Yi ce$:0eY$
OPEN Device$ AS I LEN:SOOO
·sMw that port is now open
ComOpen= 1
SkipOpen:
WINDOW CLOSE 3
WINDOW 1

'remove the dialog box
'make the main terminal ,jisplay screen active

CALL TEXTFONT(4)
·set Monaco font (a non-proportionally spaced font>
·set text size es per displey width requested, also variable ·w·.
IF Button.OW= 11 THEN CALL TEXTSIZE( 12) . w:40 ELSE CALL TEXTSIZE(9l · w:80

RETURN
The Capture Buffer

When communicating with dial-up services, many users find a
Capture Buffer facility helpful. The Capture Buffer may be used to
retain any portion of the communications session, so that it can be
redisplayed at leisure after the session is ended. Since most dial-up
services charge by the minute for connect time, it is nice to be able
to get online, obtain the information desired, and then log off as
quickly as possible. With the Capture Buffer facility, the
information obtained from the service can be perused at your
convenience, without incurring additional service charges.
The Transmit Monitor

Many dial-up services now provide a feature called teleconferencing.
This feature allows many users to call in to one central service and
then communicate among themselves. Each user logged in to the
conferencing service will receive the messages sent by any other
users on the service. Any message that the user transmits to the
service will be seen by each of the other users. The concept is not
unlike that of the old-fashioned telephone party line. Use of this
type of service can be complicated by a problem known as text
interleaving.
Since users cannot control the transmission of text to their own
terminal (which occurs whenever anyone else on the service enters a
message), it often becomes interspersed with the characters of their
own message as they enter it. This makes both the incoming and
outgoing messages hard to read.
The new version of the terminal program solves this problem by
providing an optional "Transmit Monitor" window. This window
displays the text being transmitted by the user. Since that is all that
it displays, the text cannot become interspersed with incoming data.
Another way that this feature can be used is to monitor the
transmission of passwords. Many services do not echo passwords
when they are supplied by the user. This is for the user's protection.
But, since the text being typed is not echoed on the screen, typing
errors can easily go unnoticed. The Transmit Monitor window
alleviates this problem by directly displaying any text being typed by
the user.
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l:iow To Use the Program

Figure 9-8 shows the initial screen produced when the terminal
program is run. As you can see, the program provides three custom
pull-down menus; they are titled File, Capture Buffer, and
Windows. The main terminal display screen can be seen behind
the currently active Dialog Box. This Dialog Box is used to set the
communications parameters. A complete discussion of the terminal
parameters can be found in Chapter 4.
The parameters are easily set by clicking the desired control
buttons with the mouse. One additional parameter available in the
Dialog Box is Display Width. This determines the size of the
displayed text within the terminal display screen. It can be set to
either 40 or 80 characters per line. Once the parameters are set, the
"Ok" button is clicked. Communications may then begin.
Figure 9-8

Terminal Program Initial Screen
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Figure 9-9 shows the program with the File menu pulled down.
As you can see, this menu contains two items. The Set Parameters
item can be selected at any time to bring back the parameter setting
Dialog Box. The other option in this menu is used to terminate the
program.
Figure 9-10 shows the Capture Buffer menu. This menu allows
the user to manipulate the Capture Buffer. At any time during the
communications session, the buffer may be open or closed. When
the buffer is opened, it will capture (retain) any text received from
the communications port. When closed, text received will not be
captured, but the buffer will retain any previous contents. You can
alternately open and close the buffer by selecting the appropriate
item from the menu. A checkmark in the menu itself indicates the
current status of the buffer.
The Display option creates a new window in which the current
contents of the buffer may be viewed. If the buffer is very large, its
contents will scroll through this window as they are displayed. You
can pause the scrolling at any point by pressing any key on the
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Figure 9-9
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keyboard. Once paused, press any key to resume the scrolling.
Figure 9-11 shows what the Capture Buffer display window looks
like.
Other options in the Capture Buffer menu allow you to clear the
Capture Buffer and save it to a disk file. Clear the Capture Buffer
in preparation for receiving new data. The buffer can be cleared
when it is open or closed. When the save option is selected, the
program uses a standard FILES$ Dialog Box to prompt for a
filename. The buffer contents are saved in a standard format text
file. This file can be read at a later time by the program of Listing
4-11. It can also be processed by word processing programs, if
desired.
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Figure 9-12 shows the options in the Windows menu. At any
time, the terminal windows can be set to either "Standard" ·or
"Monitor Transmit." The current setting is indicated by a
checkmark within the menu itself. In Figure 9-12, the standard
window configuration is shown. Figure 9-13 shows the program
screen with the Monitor Transmit option turned on. Notice the
narrow window near the bottom of the screen. This window will
monitor all characters transmitted from the terminal.
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Figure 9-11
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How It Works

The program begins by defining and initializing array Parms$. This
array holds the character strings that represent each serial
parameter choice available in the Set Parameters Dialog Box, shown
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in Figure 9-8. Its contents will be used to construct the device name
modifier for the OPEN statement that accesses the serial port.
The current choices for each parameter group in the dialog box
are indicated by saving the corresponding button number in a
specific variable. These variables are named Button.BR,
Button. WL, Button.Par, Button.StB, and Button.DW. They are
initialized to the default settings.
Three more variables are also initialized at this time. They are
ComOpen, which indicates whether the serial port has been
opened, BufferOpen, which indicates the current status of the
Capture Buffer, and MT, which indicates the current status of the
Transmit Monitor window.

,. s

Figure 9-13
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The program now proceeds to define the custom menus. Note
that the default settings for Capture Buffer Open/Close and
Transmit Monitor On/Off are indicated by the appropriate
checkmark settings in the menu definitions. The program will use
all four of the available Output windows. The main terminal display
screen will be window 1; it is created at this time.
Subroutine GetParameters is now called to display and process
the Set Parameters Dialog Box. This routine creates the Dialog Box
as window 3. Note that a negative window type is used. This forces
the user to interact with the Dialog Box before doing anything else
with or to the program. The text format is set to Chicago-12 to
match the format used automatically when titling the control
buttons. This gives the Dialog Box a nice uniform appearance.
A series of BUTTON statements creates each of the control
buttons. At program label ShowSettings, the appropriate buttons
are set to the selected state, to show the current settings as per the
Button.xxx variables. A dialog wait loop is then employed to wait
until the user makes a button selection. A group of IF-THEN
statements segregates each possible button selection into its proper
button group, and sets the appropriate Button.xxx variable. In this
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way, only one selection within each group is possible at any time.
The code at label ShowSettings always highlights the buttons
corresponding to the current settings.
When the "Ok" button is clicked, the complete serial port device
name is constructed from the current settings and strings extracted
from the Parms$ array. An OPEN statement prepares the port for
use. The Dialog Box window is closed, and the main terminal
window is made active. The Monaco font is set (necessary because
it is nonproportional) so backspace over characters will work. The,
font size is set to 9 or 12, depending upon the display width
parameter selection. Variable w is set to the prevailing display
width. It will be used elsewhere in the program to insure that text
does not extend past the right screen margin.
The program now prepares to enter its main loop. Variable
linesize is initialized to O; it will keep track of the total number of
characters on the current line. The main program loop starts at
label Again. Each time through the loop, the program checks for
any user activity within the pull-down menus. Such activity is
handled at label MenuFunction. I will cover that section of code in
a moment. First, let us look at the code that handles the actual
transmission and reception of data.
As in the previous version of this program, a WHILE-WEND
loop is used to process all data received from the serial port. The
incoming characters are processed one at a time, in variable a$.
Each character is stripped of its high order bit, to insure that the
program will only have to deal with pure ASCII characters. The line
feed character is bypassed altogether, if and when it is received. All
other characters are displayed on the main terminal screen (window
number 1).
Note that the program checks to see if the current line size has
reached the maximum screen width (variable w) before printing any
character. If it has, and the character to be printed is not a carriage
return, then the program forces a carriage return. This insures that
text will not appear beyond the right margin of the screen,
regardless of the display text size. This section of code also
maintains the linesize variable as an indicator of the current
number of characters on the line at all times.
A single IF-THEN statement is used to implement the capture
buffer at this time. If the Capture Buffer is open (BufferOpen =
1), the incoming data is appended to the Capture Buffer. The
Capture Buffer itself is a simple character string variable named
Bu/$; it can hold a maximum of 32767 characters.
When all incoming characters have been processed (for the
current moment), the program proceeds to see if there is any data to
transmit. The keyboard is checked with an INKEY$ function. Aµy
characters typed on the keyboard are sent out over the serial port.
In addition, if the Monitor Transmit window is active (MT
1),
these characters are displayed in that window (id number 2).
Note that the same code is employed here to insure that the right
margin of the transmit monitor window is not exceeded. Variable
TMsize is used to track the number of characters on the current line
of that window. This concludes the code of the main program loop.

=
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User activity in the pull-down menus is handled at label
MenuFunction. Program flow is directed to one of three
subroutines, based upon which menu was selected (variable m).
Within each of these subroutines, a separate subroutine is called to
handle each individual menu item . All menu function handlers thus
return to the same point, where the menu selection in the menu bar
is unhighlighted, and the program returns to the main program
loop.
The File menu is used to either change the serial parameters, or
quit. The serial parameter change is accomplished by simply calling
upon subroutine GetParameters, which has already been described.
The Quit function is handled by restoring the standard system
menu bar, and terminating the program.
The Capture Buffer menu is used to perform many different
functions affecting the Capture Buffer. The Open Buffer function
simply sets variable BufferOpen to indicate that the buffer is open.
It then sets the appropriate check marks in the menu, and returns.
The Close Buffer function operates in a similar fashion. The
Clear Buffer function empties the Capture Buffer by setting it
(variable Buf$) to a null string. The Display Buffer function is more
complicated. If there is no data in the Capture Buffer, the function
is ignored. Otherwise, the Capture Buffer display window (number
4) is created. The characters are extracted from Buf$ one at a time
and displayed within this window.
Once again, the code is written to insure that the specified
display width is not exceeded. As each character is displayed, the
program checks for a key press from the keyboard. This event is
used to momentarily pause the display loop. Another key press (any
key) resumes the loop. When the entire Capture Buffer has been
displayed, the program waits for a key press. The Capture Buffer
display window is then closed, and the main program loop is
resumed.
The Save Buffer function is bypassed if invoked when the
Capture Buffer is empty. Otherwise, the FILES$ function is used to
present the user with a standard Macintosh file specification
window. The file so specified is opened for sequential output, and
the Capture Buffer contents are written to it in a single statement.
The Windows menu has only two items within it, and they
represent turning the Transmit Monitor function on and off. This is
reflected in status variable MT, as well as by check marks within the
menu itself. In addition, the supporting code either creates or closes
the transmit monitor window, which has id number 2.
The Check-Writing Program Revisited
Listing 9-4 contains the second version of the check-writing
program, the original of which can be found in Listing 4-8. This
new version utilizes a single pull-down menu for all program
functions. In addition, Dialog Boxes are employed to obtain input
data from the operator.
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Llstlng9-4

The Check Writing
Program - Version 2

·The previous version of this program cen be found in Listing 4-8.
·This program will help you to melnteln your personal check-book.
·The program allows you to edd entries thet represent deposits.
• You cen elso edd entries thet represent payments (checks).
• In this case, the subroutine Check.Print will be used to ectuelly
• fill out the fields in 11 check on the lmegewrlter printer.
· Continuous forms checks cen be ordered from meny sources with
·your neme, your benk name end your account number pre-printed.
· Vou will probably heYe to modify the pnnt field locations in
·subroutine Check.Pnnt to match the specific format of the checks
· that you order.
·The check register is maintained on disk in a file named CHECKS.
·The program melnteins 11 constantly updated balance end c11n produce
· a printed copy of the register at any time.
·The program allows you to set up a list of predefined accounts to which
·you often write checks. This seYes time when actually using the program
·to write checks to the. same payees each month. Define your payees in
· the date statements indicated below:
· Vou mey heYe up to 1o predefined payee accounts:
Oltt Account$( 10),Accountno$( 10)
Predefined:O
GetPredefined:
READ s$ ·get a predefined account name
IF 11$:"ENO" THElll GOTO EndPredefOat11
Predefined=Predeflned+ 1
Account$(Predefined):a$
READ Accountno$(Predefined)
GOTO GetPredefined
EndPredefDete:
· Predefined date hes been setup, Yer1eble Predefined = • of Predefined accounts
· Piece your predefined account names here, two strings per account:
·The first string will be the peyee neme for the check, the second will be
• pieced on the comment line of the check end usually set to your account
·number with that payee. Semple date follows:
DATA "ABC Telephone Compeny","555-1212"
DATA "HTO Power end Light","123-456789-01"
DATA ·xyz Heeling Oil Co.","001-58726724"
DATA "SUPERCARD Credit Compeny","5123-456-7890"
DATA "Book of the HourClub","0012233445566"
· --------end of predefined accounts date.
DATA "END"
Din Numbers$( 19), Numbers 10$(9)
FOR i=l TO 19
READ Numbers$(i)
lllEXT
FOR i:2TO 9
READ Numbers 10$(i)
lllEXT
DATA ONE,TWO,THREE,FOUR,Fl\IE,SIX,SE\IEN,EIGHT,NINE,TEN,ELE\IEN
OAT A TWEL \IE,THIRTEEN,FOURTEEN,FIFTEEN,SIXTEEN,SE\IENTEEN
DAT A EIGHTEEN,NINETEEN,TWENTY ,THIRTY ,FOURTY,FIFTY ,SIXTY
DATA SE\IENTY,EIGHTY,NINETY
BelenceKnown=O ·set flag to show current balance not known yet
FileOpen=O ·set flag to show CHECKS file not open
Todey$:0ATES 'Get date end reformat it to mm/dd/yy formet:
Todey$:LEFTS(Todey$,6)+Rl6HTS(Todey$,2) 'remoYe '19' from year
MIOS(TodeyS,3, 1)=" /"
MIO$(Todey$,6, I)="I"
·set up custom pull-down menu, note that this replaces the
··main-menu· of the preyious Yersion of this program:
MElllU
MENU
MENU
MENU
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1,0, 1,"Checkbook"
I, 1, 1,"Display Register"
1,2, 1, "Print Register"
1,3. 1;wn te Checks"
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Listing 9-4-cont.

ltENU 1,4, I." Add Deposits"
ltENU 1,5, 1,"Initialize New Register"
ltENU 1,6, 1;End Program·
·remove ell other system menus from the menu ber

ltENU 2,0,0,""
ltENU 3,o.o:·
ltENU 4,0,0,""
ttENU s,o,o;·

· define main program window :
WINDOW 1..(2,30)-(510,330),3
CLS
PRINT "Today is ";Today$
Mein:
. ·wait for the user to select e function from the pull-down menu:
m=ltENU(O)
mi:tlENU(I)
IF mo 1 THEN GOTO Mein 'there is only one menu in this program
·branch to proper subroutine based upon menu item selected:
ON mi GOSUB Rdisp,Rpnnt,Cwrite,Deposit,Rinit,Finish
·return to here when reQuested menu function 1s complete:
ltENU
·unhighlight the menu bar
GOTO Mein
·Display Register Function:
Rdisp:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "DISPLAY REGISTER"
OPEN ·o·,2;sCRN:"
MergeOispPrint: 'both disp end print functions ere the same from this point on
GOSUB GetStartDete
GOSUB ScenFile
IF Cdete$:"" THEN PRINT "No records found for that start date" :CLOSE 2: RETURN
· displey the register info:
DispAgein:
PRINT•2, STRING$(70,"-")
PRINT•2, TAB(35);"Balance";TAB(45);
PRINT•2, USING ·ss••••.••";Bel
PRINT•2, ltlDS(CdeteS,3,2)+" /"•ltlDS(Cdete$.5,2)•" /"•ltlDS(CdeteS, 1,2);"
IF Cemt>O THEN PRINT•2, "**DEPOSIT ** ";
PRINT•2. Cdesc$
IF Cemt<O THEN PRINT•2, TAB( 10);"Check • ";Cno~;
PRINT•2, TA8(45);
IF Cemt>O THEN PRINT•2, USING"$$•••• ••";Cemt ELSE PRINT•2, USING "$$ .......·;-Camt
· get nel<t record :
IF EDF( 1) THEN GOTO DispEnd
INPUT- 1,Cdete$,Cdesc$,Cno~,Cemt,Bel
GOTO DlspAgeln
·End of file reached on display/print function:
OispEnd:
CLOSE 1
PRINT•2, STRINGS(70,"-")
PRINT•2, TA8(29);"Closing Belance";TA8(45);
••";Bel+Cemt
PRINT•2, USING
Be lence=Blll •Cemt
BelenceKnown= 1 'set fleg to show that the current belence is known
CLOSE 2
RETURN

·ss····

·Print Register Function:
Rprint:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
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Listing 9-4-cont.

PRINT "PRINT REGISTER"
OPEN ·o·.2;LPT I:·
GOTO MergeDispPrint 'both Disp and Print functions ere the seme
·
from this point on.
·Check Write Function:
Cwrite:
CLS.
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "CHECK WRITING"
IF B11l11nceKnown = 0 THEN GOSUB GetB11l11nce
LOCATE 3,1
PRINT "Today is ";Today$·
LOCATE 3,20
PRINT ·vour current balance is";
PRINT USING"$$•••• ••";Belence
· create 11 dialog box to allow the user to select the payee account :
WINDOW 2.,(20,90)-(490,300),-2
·fill the dialog box with buttons corresponding to the predefined accounts :
y:20
FOR i= 1 TO Predefined 'show ell predefined account codes:
BUTTON i+ I' I ,Account$(i),( 10,y)-(200,y+ 15),3
y:y+20
NEXT
BUTTON 1,t;other Account",(IO,y)-(200,y+t5l,3
·welt for the user to make en account selection:
GOSUB DielogWeit
WINDOW CLOSE 2
'remoYe the dialog box
IF b= t THEN &OTO GetPeyee
'must obtoln payee info manually
· use e predefined account name end number for check payee :
payeeS=AccountSCb- t l
peyee2$:Accountno$(b- t l
GOTO GetDesc
·create another dialog window to manually obtain the payee info ·
GetP11yee:
WINDOW 2,.(20,90)-(490,300),-2
LOCATE 2,5
PRINT "Miike Check p11y11ble to:.
LOCATE 5,5
PRINT "Addttlonal text on check to reed:·
EDIT FIELD 1,"",(35,33)-(250,48),1, I
EDIT FIELD 2,"",(35,83)-(250,98), 1, I
EDIT FIELD 1
'start out with f1~1d t es the active field
BUTTON 1, 1;Ok",(300, f50l-C330, 180), 1
·wait for user to fill out the requested tnfo and cit ck the "Ok" button:
GetP11yee:
&OSUB Ot11logW11tt
· (no need to check return Yelues from OialogW111t, 11s there is only one
· button in the d1 el og box!)
peyee$:EDITS( 1l
peyee2$:EDIT$(2l
IF payees=·· THEN BEEP: GOTO GetPeyee ·user must supply 11 payee name
WINDOW CLOSE 2
'remove this dialog box
·get any additional info to be stored with this check entry:
GetOesc:
WINDOW 2,.(20,90)-(490,300), -2
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PRINT "Check will be made out to: ";payee$
PRINT "Additional text on check will reed: ";peyee2$
LOCATE; 5,5
PRINT "Additional text to go in register:·
LOCATE 6,5
PRINT "Amount of check:"
EDIT FIELD I ,"",(35,63)-(250,96), 1, 1
EDIT FIELD 2,"",(35, 133)-(250, 146), 1, 1
EDIT FIELD 1
·start out with field 1 es the ectiYe field
BUTTON 1, I ,"Ok",(300, 150)-(330, 160), 1
GetAmt:
GOSUB DielogWeit
· obtain date supplied by user in dialog box :
desc$:EDIT$( I)
Ckemt$:EDIT$(2)
CKemt:YAL(CKemtSl
·convert check amount to numeric
IF CKemt<:O THEN BEEP: GOSUB GetAmt 'dont let user exit this dialog box
until a valid check amount is supplied.
·close dielog box:
WINDOW CLOSE 2
·process check writing request:
IF Ckemt<:6elence THEN GOTO AmtOK
QuestionS="Thet will cause an overdraft, proceed enywey ?"
GOSUB GetYN
IF ynS="N" THEN PRINT'"Check NOT Written·: RETURN
PRINT ynS
Amt OK:
Cl&
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "PLEASE CONFIRM"
LOCATE3,1
PRINT Today$;" Check•·;
PRINT USING ···•·;cnol+I;
PRINT· to ·;payees;· ·;
PRINT USIN& ·ss••••... ";CKemt
PRINT TA8(20);payee2$;" ";
PRINT T AB(20);desc$
PRINT
Question$:"Proceed to write this check?"
GOSUB GetYN
IF ynS="N" THEN PRINT "Check NOT Written·: RETURN
Cno::C:Cno::C+ 1
Cemt:-CKemt ·show amount es negatiYe to indicate check end not deposit
GOSUB TextAmount ·convert CKamt to TextCKemtS
·print the check on the lmagewriter printer. the following LPRINT
· statements must be modified to conform to the specific check forms
· that you use.
LPRINT TAB(60);"No. "; 'column location for check number, 1Jpper right corner
LPRINT USING"•••·; Cno::C
LPRINT T A8(60); ·column location for date, beneath check number
LPRINT Today$
LPRINT
'number of blank lines before payee line is reached
LPRINT
LPRINT T AB(5);peyeeS 'column location for payee
LPRINT TAB(5);
·column location for text of amount of check
LPRINT TextCKemtS
'print out amount of check in text
LPRINT TA8(60);
·column location for check amount in numeric form
LPRINT USING ·ss••••.••·;-Camt
LPRINT
LPRINT
·number of blank lines before comment line is reached
LPRINT TAB(5);peyaa2S 'column location for comment on check
LPRINT
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LPRINT
'number of blank lines to top of next check form
LPRINT
·---------end of check printing statements that need custom modification.

Listing 9-4-cont.

· Now add entry to the CHECKS f1I e for this check:
IF FileOpen:O THEN OPEN "A", 1;CHECKS": FileOpen: 1
GOSUB SetCdete
CdescS:peyeeS+" /" +descS
· Cnol is elreedy set
· Cemt ts olreody set
BeI =Be I ence 'beI once prior to this check
Belence:Belence+Cemt 'keep program's belence current
WRITE- 1,CdeteS,CdescS,Cnol,Comt,Bel 'write register record to file
CLOSE I 'close CHECKS file
FlleOpen:O ·show thet file not open
PRINT
PRINT "Check Written:
RETURN
·---------------End of Check Write Function.
·Deposit Function :
Deposit:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "MAKE DEPOSITS
";Todey$
WINDOW 2.,(20,90)-(490,300),-2
LOCATE 2,5
PRINT "Deposit Description:·
LOCATE 5,5
PRINT "Deposit Amount:·
EDIT FIELD I ;·,(35,33)-(250,48), 1, I
EDIT FIELD 2;",(35,83)-(250,98), I, I
EDIT FIELD 1
·start out with field I as the active field
BUTTON 1, l;Ok",(300, 150)-(330, 180), I
· weit for user to fill out the requested info and click the "Ok" button:
GetDep:
GOSUB DiologWeit
·(no need to check return Y&lues from DiologWatt, as there is only one
·button in the dialog box!)
desc$=EDIT$( 1l
DPomt$:EDIT$(2)
DPamt:VAL(DPamt$)
IF DPemt<=O THEN BEEP: GOTO GetDep 'user must supply a Yalid deposit amount
WINDOW CLOSE 2
'remove this dialog box
PRINT
PRINT Today$;" DEPOSIT from ";desc$;" ";
PRINT USING "$$""""·""";DPomt
PRINT
Question$="Proceed to register this deposit?".
GOSUB GetYN
IF ynS:"N" THEN PRINT "DEPOSIT ABORTED": RETURN
IF BelonceKnown=O THEN 60608 GetBelence
· Now edd entry to the CHECKS me for this deposit:
IF FileOpen:O THEN OPEN "A", 1;CHECKS": FtleOpen= 1
60SUB SetCdete
Cdesc$:desc$
· Cnol is olreedy set - it remains seme os lost check number for deposit entries
Coml=DPomt
Bol=Belonce 'belonce prior to this check
Balance=Bolance•Camt 'keep program's balance current
WRITE" I ,Cdate$,Cdesc$,Cno:l:,Camt,Bal 'write register record to file
PRINT "Deposit Processed"
CLOSE 1 'close CHECKS file
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Listing 9-4-cont.

FileOpen:O · show that file not open
RETURN
·---------------End of Deposit Function.
·Initialize CHECKS file function:
Rinit:
CLS
LOCATE 1,10
PRINT "INITIALIZE CHECK REGISTER"
LOCATE 2,1
PRINT '.WARNING! - This function will destroy any previous register contents!"
PRINT "Be sure to rename the CHECKS me end obtain a printout of the current·
PRINT ·register before proceeding !I!"
PRINT
WINDOW 2,.(20, 120)-(490,300),-2
'create dialog box window
LOCATE 2,5
PRINT "Starting Balance : •
LOCATE 5,5
PRINT "Starting Check Number:·
EDIT FIELD 1,"",(35,33)-(250,46). I, l
EDIT FIELD 2,"",(35,B3)-(250,98), I, I
EDIT HELD I
'start out with field I 11s the 11ctive field
BUTTON 1, l,"Ok",(300, 150)-(330, 180). I
·wait for user to fill out the requested info 11nd click the "Ok" button:
Get Idata:
GOSUB DielogWeit
· (no need to check return values from DielogWeil, es there is only one
· button in the dialog box!)
C11mt$:EDIT$(1)
CnoS:EDIT$(2)
Cemt:YAL(Cemt$)
Cnol:YAL(CnoS>
IF Cemt<:O OR Cnol<:O THEN BEEP : GOTO Getldeta
WINDOW CLOSE 2
'remove this dialog box

'user must supply valid dete

PRINT
PRINT Today$;" Opening Balance = ";
PRINT USING ·ss••••.••";Cemt;
PRINT • Next Check Number will be ";Cnol
PRINT
QuestionS="Proceed to initialize new register?·
606U8 GetYN
IF yn$:"N" THEN PRINT "INIT ABORTED": RETURN
606UB SetCdate
Cdesc$:"0PENING BALANCE"
Cnol:Cnol-1 '11djust so next check written will be correct number
· Camt is alre11dy set up
Bal=O
B11lance=Camt
BelanceKnown= I
OPEN "O", 1, "CHECKS"
WRITE- 1,Cdate$,Cdesc$,Cnol,C11mt,Bel 'write register record to file
CLOSE 1
PRINT
PRINT "INIT COMPLETED."
RETURN
·--------------------End of INIT Function.
· End of Progr11m:
Finish:
MENU RESET
END
· Subroutine to w111 t for the user to press 11ny key.
·The keystroke is returned in aS
WaitKey:
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aS:INKEYS
WHILE es=··
e$:1NKEYS
WEND
RETURN
·Subroutine to obtein sterling date for display or print functions:
· Returns volue in formet yymmdd in verfable dS
GetStertDete:
LOCATE 3,1
GS Dre try:
LINE INPUT "Enter stert dele es mm/dd/yy ==> ";dS
·Verify veltd Input:
IF LEN(d$)<>8 THEN &OTO GSDerr
IF '110$(d$,3, I)<>"/" OR '110$(d$,6, 1)<>"/" THEN &OTO GSDerr
d$:'110$(d$, 7,2)+'110$(d$, 1,2)+"10$(d$,4,2)
RETURN
GSDerr:
PRINT ·1nvelid input, try agein pleese·
GOTO GSDretry
· Subroutine to open the CHECKS file and seen •Jntil the dete in dS
·is reached, rel.urning with the first file record at or beyond that
·date in veriebles Cdete$,Cdesc$,Cno~,Camt,Bel and the file left opened
· t.o thet position. If the date could not be found, then the file is closed
·and CdateS is returned es null.
ScanFile:
OPEN "I", I ,"CHECKS"
ScanAgain:
IF EOF( I) THEN CLOSE I : Cdete$:"" RETURN
INPUT• 1,CdateS,CdescS,Cno•,Cemt,Bal
IF Cdate$<dS THEN &OTO ScanAgein
RETURN
·Subroutine to reed the CHECKS file completely for the purposes of
·obtaining e current balance. The file is closed when the
·operation 1s complete, and the current balance is returned
· in variable Belence. In edditton, the variable BalanceKnown is set
· t.o I to indicate thet the current balance is now available.
GetBalance:
OPEN T, I ,"CHECKS"
WHILE NOT EOF( 1)
INPUT• I ,Cdete$,Cdesc$,Cno~.Cemt,Bel
WEND
CLOSE 1
Balance:Bal+Camt
BalenceKnown= I
RETURN
· Subroutine to ask a yes or no question via e dialog box.
·The question prompt is passed to this routine in variable Questions.
·The routine returns the reply vie variable yn$, which contains
·either "V" for yes or "N" for no upon return.
GetVN:
WINDOW 2,,( 130,200)-(370,300), -2
LOCATE 2,1
PRINT Question$
BUTTON I, 1,"Ves",(50,50)-(80,80), I
BUTTON 2, l,"No",( 120,50)-(150,B0), 1
60SUB DielogWeit
IF b: 1 THEN ynS:-Y- ELSE yn$:"N"
WINDOW CLOSE 2
RETURN
·Subroutine to wait for activity within e dialog box. This routine alweys
·waits until e control button is clicked within the active dialog box
·window, and returns the control button id in variable "b".
·While this routine is active, the •Jser can press either the Tab or Return
·keys to switch between the two entry fields in the dialog box (if I.hey
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· are present).

Listing 9-4-cont.

DialogWeit:
f= 1
'keeps track of currently selected entry field
DW11it:
d:DIALOG(O)
IF d: 1 THEN GOTO GetButton
'e button was clicked
IF d=6 OR d=7 THEN GOTO SwapFields 'the Teb or Return key was pressed
GOTO DWait
'ignore ell other dialog events
GetButton:
b:OIALOG(I)
RETURN

·get button id number

SwapFields:
'swap active entry fields .
IF f:1 THEN f:2 ELSE f:I
EDIT FIELD f
GOTO DWeit
·Subroutine to convert Today$. in the format mm/dd/yy into
· CdeteS, in the format yymmdd:
SetCdate:
Cdate$:Rl6HT$(Today$,2)+LEFT$(Today$,2)+t11D$(Todey$,4,2)
RETURN
·Subroutine to convert e numerlc dollar amount to a textual description
·as used one bank check. The amount is input in varieble CKamt and the
·result is returned in string v11r1able TextCKamtS.
TextAmount:
TextCKamtS=""
IF CKamt>.99 THEN GOTO NotNoDollars
TextCKemtS:"NO DOLLARS AND "+STRS(CKamt* 100)+" CENTS"
RETURN
NotNoDollars:
IF CKemt< 1000 THEN &bTO NoThousands
eml:FIX(CKemt/1000)
CKeml=Ckemt-emt• t 000
&O&UB Texteml
TexlCKemlS:Texleml$+" THOUSAND •
NoThousands:
IF CKeml<lOO THEii &OTO NoHundreds
oml:FIX(CKeml/ 100)
CKeml=CKemt-emt• t 00
GOSUB TeKlemt
TextCKemt$:TextCKaml$+Textemt$+" HUNDRED.
NoHundreds:
amt:FIX(CKamtl ·remove any cents
CKamt:Ckemt-emt 'isolete just I.he cents
GOSUB Textamt
TeKtCKamtS= TextCKamt$+TextamtS+. DOLLARS •
IF CKemt:O THEN TextCKemtS:TextCKemtS+"AND NO CENTS": RETURN
TeKtCKemtS: TextCKemt$+" AND "+STRS(CINT(Ckemt* 100))+" CENTS"
RETURN
· Subroutl.ne to convert a value from 0-99 In veneble eml Into e leKtuel
· descnptton of that amount in variable TextemtS
Te>1temt:
IF emt:O THEii TextemtS:"". RETURN
IF emt<20 THEN TextemtS:NumbersS(emtl : RETURN
amt 1O:FIX(emt/10) 'get tens digtt of number
amt:amt-emt 1O*1 o
TeKtemtS:Numbers 1OS(emt1 Ol 'tens digit In text
IF eml:O THEN RETURN
TextemtS=TextemtS+" "+NumbersS(emt) 'append ones digit in text
RETURN

When executed, this program displays a predominantly blank
screen on which the current date is displayed. The single menu on
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display in the menu bar is titled "Checkbook" (Figure 9-14).
Compare this pull-down menu to the full screen program menu
shown in Figure 4-11. This program is an excellent example of how
a program with conventional user interfaces may be modified to
support the Macintosh user interface.

.,

Figure 9-14

Check Writing Program
Menu
Rdd Deposits
Initialize New Register
End Program

The program uses an interesting approach to window
management. The activites of each function are displayed in the
Main window, seen behind the menu in Figure 9-14. Whenever
input is needed from the operator, however, a Dialog Box window is
displayed in front of the Main window. Through careful placement
of this secondary Dialog Box window, the information in the Main
window pertaining to the function in progress is never obscured. In
this way, we avoid the need to program a complex and unwieldy
Window Refresh function.
You may begin using the new program by selecting the Initialize
New Register function. See Figure 9-15. A Dialog Box allows you to
supply a starting balance and check number. Click the "Ok" button
when the data has been supplied. Figure 9-16 shows the result if we
supply a starting balance of $1000 and a starting check number of
100. Note the way the Dialog Box is always displayed below the
pertinent information in the Main window.
At this point, we are being asked to confirm the function. Figure
9-17 shows the display after you click the "Yes" button. Note that
the Main window still displays the information relating to the last
function performed, but the Checkbook menu is now available.
Thus, we can go on to a different program function while still
viewing the results of the last function performed.
In a similar fashion, a display or printout of the checkbook
register can be requested. These functions work much as they did in
the original version of the program. In Figure 9-18, the Check
Writing function has been requested. The Main window displays
the date and current balance. The Dialog Box displays my
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Figure 9-15

The Initialize Function
INITIALIZE CHECK REGISTER
WARNING! - This function will destroy any previous register contents!
Be sure to rename the CHECKS file and obtain a printout of the current
register before proceeding !!!

Starting Balance :

Starting Check Number :

.,

Figure 9-16

Initialize Function
Confirmation

INITIALIZE CHECK REGISTER
WARNING! -This function will destroy any previous register contents!
Be sure to rename the CHECKS file and obtain a printout .of the current
register before proceeding !!!

03/05/85 Opening Balance= $1000.00 Next Check Number will be

100

Proceed to initialize new register?

predefined payee accounts. To select an account, simply click the
appropriate control button. The "Other Account" button allows
you to manually enter a payee.
In Figure 9-19, the SUPERCARD payee account has been
selected, and we are being asked for additional descriptive text for
the register, as well as a check amount. Enter this information and
press the "Ok" button. The screen results are shown in Figure 9-20.
By clicking the "Yes" button, a request is made that the check be
written (printed on the Imagewriter) and entered into my register.
The "Add Deposits" function works in a similar fashion.
Much of this program is unchanged from its original version, so I
will only concentrate on those portions that are new. After the bulk
of the program is initialized, a set of MENU statements is employed
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Figure 9-17

" Ii

Initialize Function
Completed

,

Checkbook

INITIALIZE CHECK REG ISTER
WARNING! - This function will destroy any previous register contents!
Be sure to rename the CHECKS file and obtain a printout of the current
register before proceeding !!!

03/05/65 Opening Balance= $1000.00 Next Check Number will be

100

INIT COMPLETED.

,

Figure 9-18

Selecting a Payee
Account

CHECK WRITING
Today is 03/05/65

0

Your current balance is $1000 00

~
RBC Telephone Company

O HTD Power and Light
O HY2 Heating Oil Co.

0

SUPERCRRO Credit Compan1

O Book of the Hour Club
O Other Recount

to create the Checkbook menu and to remove the other standard
menus from the menu bar. The Main Display window, id number 1,
is then created.
The main program loop consists of a menu wait loop. The
program remains in this wait loop until the user selects a function
from the pull-down menu. Since there is only one menu, it is a
simple matter to transfer control to the appropriate routine based
upon the item selection (variable mi).
Each function handler is written as a subroutine, so that they will
all return to the same point in the code. This is where the menu bar
selection is unhighlighted, and the main menu wait loop is resumed.
The display and print functions are essentially unchanged from the
original version.
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Figure 9-19

Supplying the Check
Amount

CHECK WRITING
Your current be l ence is $1 000 00

Todey is 03/05/ 85

Check will be mede out to : SUPERCARD Credit Compeny
Additionel text on check wi ll reed : 5123-456- 7890

Additional text to go in register :

Ibill of March
Amount of check :

1248 . 7~

.,

Figure 9-20

Check Writing
Confirmation

PLEASE CONFIRM
03/05/85 Check"' 100 to SUPERCARD Credit Company
5123-456-7890
bi 11 of March

$248 76

Proceed to write this check ?

The Check Write function obtains the current balance and
displays it along with the current date in the Main window. A
secondary Dialog_ Box window is then created on top of the Main
window. A FOR-NEXT loop is used to go through each predefined
payee account in the Account$ array. For each account, a control
button is created in the Dialog Box. The control button id numbers
are one greater than the actual Account$ array subscript. This is
because button id 1 is being reserved for the "Other Account"
selection.
\
Subroutine DialogWait is called to wait for the user to make a
control button selection. This is a general purpose routine that will
be described in more detail later. For now, it is sufficient to note
that it will return with variable b containing the button id number
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that was selected. The dialog box is removed as soon as the routine
returns.
For button ids greater than 1, the appropriate payee name and
account number are extracted from the Account$ and Acountno$
arrays. Otherwise, the program creates another Dialog Box, used to
manually obtain the payee data. There are two data entry fields in
this Dialog Box, and a single "Ok" control button.
Once again, routine DialogWait is used to wait until the control
button is clicked. Take a moment and study the DialogWait routine.
Note that it assumes there are two entry fields in the active window,
and it allows the user to switch between these two fields by pressing
either the <Tub> or <Return> keys.
This routine can be called from many places within this program,
because all Dialog Boxes with entry fields always have. exactly two
such fields. When the routine returns, the EDIT$ function is used
to obtain the data supplied by the user in the entry fields. In this
case, the program checks to be sure that the user entered some data
for the payee field, otherwise it beeps and waits once again. When
acceptable data has been supplied, the Dialog Box window is closed
(removed from the screen), and the program continues.
The Check Write function now puts up yet another Dialog Box,
this time to obtain additional register data and a check amount.
The same technique is employed to obtain this data. Once again,
the program does not allow the user to proceed until valid data has
been supplied. The program code that follows is essentially
unchanged from the original version.
As you may recall, in the original version the prompt for
"Proceed to write this check" was processed by a subroutine called
GetYN. This routine waited until the user pressed either the < Y >
or the <N> keys. In this version of the program, I have rewritten
the routine to present the Yes/No Dialog Box seen in Figures 9-16
and 9-20.
By keeping the input and output requirements of the routine
similar to the original version, the amount of code that needs to be
rewritten has been minimized. The routine still returns the user's
answer in character string yn$, as either "Y" or "N ."
The way the user supplies a response is quite different and more
in keeping with the Macintosh philosophy. The routine now also
accepts an input variable, Question$. This variable contains the
prompt to be displayed within the Yes/No Dialog Box.
In a similar fashion, the Add Deposits and Initialize New
Register functions have been modified to use Dialog Boxes to
obtain user input. Note that the general-purpose subroutine
DialogWait can be used by each of these functions because they all
create Dialog Boxes with exactly two data entry fields. If the
number of data entry fields were variable, the program would be
considerably more complex. In this case, the DialogWait loop
would have to be custom coded each time it was used.
I recommend that you study this program carefully and compare
it to the original on which it is based. This will give you many
insights into how to convert conventional software so that it
conforms to the Macintosh standards for user interfaces.
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The Appointment Calendar Program - Version 3
Finally, I would like to introduce yet another version of the
appointment calendar program. In this final version, the program
can be operated completely by mouse action and is a lot of fun to
use. Previous versions of this program can be found in Listings 4-10
and 7-21.
The latest version, introduced in Chapter 7, used the mouse to
make date selections. This was done without Dialog Box
techniques. In the new version, I have added such Dialog Boxes to
manipulate the actual appointments made for a specific date.
The new version of the program can be found in Listing 9-5. If
this is the first time you are using this program, you must first
create the CALENDAR file by running the program shown in
Listing 4-9. When executed, the program produces a screen display
similar to that in Figure 9-21.
Listing 9 -5

The Appointment
Calendar Program Version 3

·Previous versions of this progrem cen be found in Listings 4-1 O end 7-21
·This version of the progrem d1spleys e grephic imege of e monthly
· celender end ellows the user to use the mouse to select e dete within
·it. The user cen delete eppointments eesily by simply clicking
·control buttons. Dielog box entry fields ere emp loyed to help the
· user enter new eppointments.

0111 Oeletions(20) 'errey identifies eppointment numbers to be deleted
Dmonth:!:= 1
'defeult displey month is Jen
0111 Rect:!:(3) 'holds rectengle definitions for too lbox cells
Todey$:DATE$ 'Get date end reformat it to mm/dd/yy format:
Todey$:LEFT$(Todey$,6)+Rl6HT$(Todey$,2) "remove· 19· from yeer
. MID$(Todey$,3, 1):"/"
MIO$(Todey$,6, 1):"/"
T month:!::VAL(LEFT$(T odey$ ,2))
T dey:!:= VAL(M I D$(Today$ , 4,2))
Tyeer:c:VAL(RIGHT$(Todey$ ,2))
· lnitielize errey dete:
D 111 MonthDeys:!:( 12)
FOR x:!:= I TO 12
READ MonthDeys:!:(x:!:)

NEXT
DATA 31 ,28,3 1,30,31 ,30 ,31,31,30,31 ,30,31
·Determine the sterling dey of the week for the current year, seve
· it in verieble NewVeersDey:!:
CALL StertDey( 1,Tyeer:!:,NewVeersDey:!:,Deys:!:)
· Set up month of Februery for the current year :
IF (Tyeer:!:-84) MOO 4 = 0 THEN Month0ays%(2)=29 ELSE MonthDays%(2l:28 'Leep Veers
CALL DeyofWeek(Tmonth:!:,Tdey:!:,Tdeyw:!:,T Jdey:!:)

0 I t1 DeyNemes$(7)
FOR x:!:: I TO 7
READ DeyNemes$(x:!:)
NEXT
DAT A Sundey,Mondey, Tuesdey, Wednesdey, Thursdey,Fri dey,Se turdey
0 I t1 MonthNemes$( 12)
FOR x:!: = I TO 12
READ MonthNemes$(x:!:)
NEXT
DAT A Januery, Februery,Merch ,Apri I ,Mey,June ,July,August,September
OAT A October,November,Oecember
· Set up e complete textuel description of the current dete :
T dete$:DeyNemes$(T deyw:!:)• • ••MonthNemes$(Tmonth:!:)• • .. •STR$(T dey:!:l
Tdete$: Tdete$•", I 9"+Rl6HT$(Todey$,2)•" (Dey •"+STR$(Tjdey%)+"')"
· set up progrem menu ber :
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ttENU 1,0, 1,"Flle"
HENU 1, 1, 1,"Quit"
HENU 2,0,0,""
HENU 3,o.o;HENU 4,o,o;ttENU 5,o.o;-

'the file menu Is used simply to termlnote
'ell other system menus ore not used

·set up main program window:
WINDOW 1,.(2,24)-(506,334).4
·set up to hendle the Quit menu selection as en interrupt :
·(this wey, the user can exit the program et eny time)
ON HENU GOSUB Menu.Int
ttENUON
· Prepere for access to random file CALENDAR :
OPEN "R", l,"CALENDAR",42
FIELD 1, 40 AS Appoint$, 2 AS Link$
HighestRecordl:LOF( t )/42 ·current highest record number in the file
·let the user select e date from the celender image:
MeinScreen:
GOSUB GetDete 'get date from user Yie mouse selection
CLS
·determine day of week end julien dey • for selected date:
CALL DeyofWeek(Monthl,Deyl,Doywl,Jdeyl)
·display the selected date nicely:
PRINT DeyNemes$(Deywl)•" "•MonthNemes$(Monthl)+" "•STRS(Deyl)
·search CALENDAR file for appointments for selected date:
· ( the initiel record number to reed is the julien date, Jdeyl)
GET 1,Jdeyl
Linkl:CYl(Link$)
IF LEFTS(Appoint$, 1)="•"AND Linkl:O THEN HtghButton=2: GOTO PushButton
· display each appointment in the chain as o control button:
·(the control button id number is two more then the "appointment number")
Apno= t 'number each eppointment starting with 1
Apno.fix:O 'handles case where appoint•! was deleted but oppoint•2 exists
Y=20
·starting y-coord for control button
FollowChein:
IF LEFT$(Appoint$, l)o"•" THEN BUT.TON Apno•2, 1,Appoint$,( 1O,y)-(260,y•15),2 . Apno:Apno+ I: y
:y+20 ELSE Apno.flx= 1•
IF Linkl:O THEN GOTO EndofChaln
&ET 1,Llnkl
Linkl::CYl(LlnkS)
&OTO FollowChain
EndofChoi n:
Hi ghBut ton:Apno+ 1 'hl ghest button number used
·display the rest of the dialog box control buttons:
PushButton:
BUTTON t, t ,"Delete Checked ltems/Exit",(300,20)-(490,35), 1
BUTTON 2, 1,"Add Appointment",(300,40)-(490,55), 1
·create the dialog box entry field for any new appointments to be added:
CALL MOYET0(300,75)
PRINT "New Appointment text:·
EDIT FIELD 1,"",(300,60)-(490,95),1, 1
·the Deletions array will Indicate which control buttons have been
·checked indlceting appointments to be deleted. It ts initialized
· et this point to show thet, et the outset, no appointments are scheduled
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·for deletion.
FOR i=I TO 20
Oeletions(i):O

Listing 9-5-cont.

NEXT
·wait for the user to make e button selection:
OialogWait:
d:DIALOG(OJ
IF d<> I THEN GOTO DielogWeit 'ignore ell but button click events
b=DIALOG( 1l
'get button id that was clicked
IF b<3 THEN GOTO FuncttonRequest 'branch if en action is to be taken
·an appointment button was clicked:
· toggle the .selected state of the clicked button, end track its state in the
· Oeletiorts array:
IF Oeletions(b-2)=0 THEN Deletions(b-2)= I ELSE Deletions(b-2):0
IF Deletions(b-2):0 THEN BUTTON b, I ELSE BUTTON b,2
GOTO DielogWait ·wait for en action request
· 8 button was clicked indicating en action is to be taken :
Func t I onReques t:
IF b:2 THEN GOTO AddAppoint
·come here if the "Delete· button was clicked.
·delete ell appointments indic8ted in the Deletions array.
FOR i:20 TO I STEP -1
IF Deletlons(I): I THEN Dopno:I : &O&UB AppolntDelete

NEXT
·function completed: remove th11 dlolog box Items end redrew the meln
·calendar screen:
RemoveDialog:
FOR I= I TO HighButton
BUTTON CLOSE i

·remove all control buttons

NEXT
EDIT FIELD CLOSE I
GOTO MeinScreen

'remove the entry field

·user requested the add appointment function:
AddAppoint:
ApdescS=EDIT$(1)
. 'get the data supplied to the entry field
IF Apdescs=·· THEN BEEP: GOTO DielogWeit ·no appointment supplied yet
·search CALENDAR file for appointments for selected date:
· ( the initial record number to reed is the julian date, Jdoy:I)
GET I ,Jday:I
Linkil:CYl(Link$)
Prevlink:l:Jday:I
IF LEFTS(AppoinlS, I)=··· AND Llnkil:O THEN LSET Appoint$:ApdescS : PUT 1,Jday:I : GOTO Appoin
lmentMade
WHILE Link:l<>O
GET l,Linkil
PrevLink:l=Link:I
Linkil:CYl(Llnk$)
WEND
·round end of choln, allocate and insert a new record et Prevlink:I
GET 1,367 ·get stert or free record chain
NextFreelinkil:CYl(LlnkS)
IF NextFreelinkil>HighestRecord:I THEN L&ET LlnkS=nKIS(NextFreelink:I+ I J : HlghestRecord:l:Hlgh
estRecordil+ I : GOTO AllocateNextFree
GET 1,NextFreeLinkil ·get the link to the next free record available
AlloceteNextFree:
PUT 1,367 ·setup the new start or the free chain
GET 1,Prevlinkil ·get previously lest record for appointment date chain
LSET UnkS=nKIS(NextFreeLink:I) 'attach the new record to the end of the chain
PUT 1,Prevlink:I
l&ET AppointS:ApdescS 'set up the new appointment record
LSET LinkS=nKIS(O) ·end or chain indicator for appointment date chain
PUT 1,NextFreeLinkil ·wn te the new appo1 ntment record
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· the eppointment hes been added.
AppointmentMade:
&OTO RemoYeDlalog
·End of Program: (come here when the custom pull-down menu Item,
·there is only one, is selected):
Menu.Int:
CLOSE 1
'close the CALENDAR file
WINDOW CLOSE 1 ·remoYe the output window
11ENU RESET
'restore the standard menu bar
END
'terminate the program
·Subroutine to delete the eppointment number defined by Dapno:
AppointDelete:
Depno:Depno+Apno.fix 'handles cese where appoint• 1 wes deleted but eppoint•2 exists
· Delete the selected appointment entry from the 'elender:
IF Depno> 1 THEN GOTO DeChein 'ell entries except the I st must be returned to the free chain
GET 1,Jdey:g
LSET Appoint$:"(jl"
PUT 1,Jdayl
GOTO Deletedlt
DeChain: ',find the entry to be deleted end break it out of the chain:
GET 1,Jdey:g
'stert et the heed of the chain
Li nk:g:Jdey:g
Apno. 1
'keep treck of the position number (appointment •)
WHILE Apno• 1 <> Depno
Li nk:g.cy l(L i nkSJ
GET 1,Linkl
'chain forward end keep looking for it
Apno:Apno+1
WEND
·Now Link:g = the record preceding the record to be deleted :
PreLink:g:Link:g
Linkll:CYl(Link$)
GET 1,Linkll
·get the record to be deleted
Dellinkll=Linkll 'the record • to be returned to the free chain
Linkll:CYHLink$) 'Link:g =the next entry after the one to be deleted
GET 1,Prelink:g ·get the preceding record
LSET Link$=11Kl$(Linkll) ·connect it to the entry following the deleted one
PUT t ,PreLink:g 'this effectiYely disconnects the deleted entry from the ·
current appointment chain.
·
·Now put the deleted entry on the free record chein:
&ET 1,367
'get pointer to start of free chein
Next Freel i nk:g:CYI (Link$)
LSET Link$:11Kl$(Dellink:ll) ·make the deleted entry the first on the free chein
PUT 1,367
GET 1,Dellinkll
·get the deleted entry
LSET Link$:11Kl$(NextFreeLinkll) ·attach the rest of the free chein to 1t
PUT 1,De1Linkll
·Deletion process complete.
Deleted It:
RETURN
·Subroutine to obtain the date from the user.
• Returns selected month tn Monthl end day in Deyl
· In this version of the program, this routine displays
·a graphics tmege of a calendar and to allows the user to select the date
· Yia mouse clicks on this graphics imege.
GetDate:
CLS
CALL TEXTFONT( 1)
'set Geneva font
CALL TEXTSIZE( 12)
LOCATE 1,27
PRINT" 19";Rl6HT$(Todey$,2)
'MonthDeysll(Monthl)
·set Chicago font
CALL TEXTFONT(O)
CALL TEXTSIZE( 12)
·Display the 12 month selection boxes:
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'starting x-coordinate
xci= 1o
FOR i:g=I TO 12
CALL MOYETO(Xci+2,35)
PRINT LEFTS(MonthNamesS(i:C),3);
LINE (Xc:l,20)-(Xc:C•30,40),,B
Xc:C:Xc:C•40
NEXT
·highlight currently selected month box:
xci= I 0•40*(Dmonth:C- I) ·sterling x-coord for box for currently selected month
Rect:C(0):20
Rect:C( 1):Xci
Rect:C(2):4 I
Recti11(3):Xcill•3 I
CALL INYERTRECT(YARPTR(Rectill(O)))
·Now display month calender for selected month, Dmonthill
CALL StertDey(Dmonth:C,Tyeer:l,Fdey:C,Deys:C) ·get sterHng day of week, and
·
number of days for currently selected month
Xc:C:35
FOR i=l TO 7
"display dey name titles for calender
CALL MOYETO(Xc:C,BO)
PRINT LEFTS(DeyNemesS(i),3);
Xcll=Xc:l•60
NEXT
·display day numbers in correct calendar positions for each day on month:
Vc:l!=l 10
'starting y-coord for first row in calendar
Cdayi:F day:I
·set i nit current day number ( 1-7)
FOR Ndayll= I TO Days:I
Xc:l=35•60*(Cday:l-1 l
'set x-coord es per current day number
CALL MOYETO(Xcill, Vc:I)
PRINT USING .... ;Ndayill;
Cday:l:Cdey:C+ I
'go on to next dey of week (c•Jrrent day number)
IF Cday:C> 7 THEN Cdeyill= I : Vcill:Vcill•30 ·wrap from Saturday to Sunday
NEXT
FOR X=20 TO 440 STEP 60
LINE (x,60)-(x,270)
NEXT
FOR y:60 TO 270 STEP 30
LI NE ( 20 ,y)-( 440 ,y)
NEXT

"drew verticel lines of calender

'drew horizontal lines of calendar

·Calender image complete, now wait for user to make selection via mouse:
Sweit:
·make sure the mouse pointer is visible
CALL SHOWCURSOR
GOSUB WaitMouse
'clicked in invelid area
IF y<20 THEN BEEP : GOTO Swait
'check for click in calender area
IF y>40 THEN GOTO DayCheck
·click was within month selection eree:
IF x<10 OR x>480 THEN BEEP: GOTO Swait 'invalid erea
Dm:C= 1+((x-10)\40) 'convert x-coord to month number ( 1-12)
IF (x-10) MOD 40 > 30 THEN BEEP. GOTO Swait 'between month boxes
IF Dmill=Dmonth:C THEN GOTO Swait "ignore change of month to seme month
Dmonthill:Dm:I
'change to newly selected month
GOTO GetDate
'draw new calender image
·click was within day selection area:
DeyCheck:
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IF x<20 OR X>440 THEN BEEP: GOTO Swait
'invalid area
IF y<90 OR y>270 THEN BEEP: GOTO Swait
'invalid area
Y= 1+(y-90)\30
·convert y into calender row number ( 1-6)
x= 1+(x-20)\60
·convert x into calender column number ( 1-7)
IF Y= 1 AND X<Fdoyl THEN BEEP: GOTO Swait 'before first day on first row
IF Y= 1 THEN Deyl: 1+x.:Fdayl: GOTO DaleSelecled
Dayl= 1+x-Fdayl + (7*(y-1)) 'day number for any selection on row 2 or below
IF Dayl>Daysl THEN BEEP: GOTO Swait 'after last day on last row

· A valid date has been selected :
OeteSelected:
RecUl(0):90+(y-1 )*30 · invert selected date rectangle on screen :
Rectl( 1)=20+(><-1 )*60
Rectl(2)=Rectl(0)+30
Rect:iC(3):Rect:iC( 1)+60
CALL INVERTRECT(VARPTR(Rectl(O)))
Month:ie=Dmonthl
· restore conditions for original part of \he progrem to continue :
CALL TEXT FONT( 1)
CALL TEXTSIZE(12)
LOCATE 18, 1
RETURN

'set Geneva font

END
·Subroutine to wait until the user clicks the mouse button, returns
· the mouse pointer coordinates at the time of the click in variables x end y.
Wa1tMouse:
b:l10U6E(O)
IF bo 1 THEN GOTO WaitMouse
X=l10U6E(3)
y:l10U6E(4)
RETURN
· Subprogram StartDay
·Finds the starting day of the week fore given month and year.
·Call StartDey(Monthl,Vearj,Dayl,Deysl)
·with Month:ie = !(Jan), 2(Feb), .... , 12(Dec)
·and Veer-1 = 85, 86, ... , 99 (valid for 1985 thru 1999)
·Returns with Dayl = 1 (Sun), 2 (Mon), 3 (Tue), .... 7 (Satl
· and with Daysi = number of days in that month.
SUB StartDay (ml,yl,dl,dsl) STATIC
SHARED MonthDeyslO
dl=3 'Jan 85 starts with Tuesday
m 1•=I 'start at Jan
y 11=85 'start at 1985
StartDayloop2:
IF (y I 1-84) 110D 4 = 0 THEN MonlhDaysl(2)=29 ELSE MonthDaysl(2)=28 'Leap Veers
StartDayloop 1:
·
IF m 1l=ml AND y 1l:yl THEN GOTO FoundStartDay
dl:d:iC+MonthDaysl(m 11)
IF mll<12 THEN mll:mll+I : GOTO StertDayLoopl
m11=1
y11:y11+1
GOTO StartDayLoop2
FoundStartOay:
dl:dl 110D 7
IF dl:O THEN d:ie:7
dsl:MonthDaysl(m 11)
END SUB
· Subprogram OayofWeek
· Cell DayofWeek(monthl,dayl,deywl,jdeyl)
·Variables monlhl and dayl are inputs to this routine.
·Variables daywl end jdayl are outputs from this routine.
·This routine takes a month ( 1-12) and a day ( 1-31) and
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· returns e dey of the week ( t(Sun). 2(Monl . . , 7(SetJ) end
· o julien dey ( 1- 366). The current yeer (Tyeer:g) is essumed.
SUB DeyofWeek(m:g,d:g,dw:g,jd:g) STATIC
SHARED MonthDeys:l!O ,NewVeersDoy:g
dw:g:NewVeersDey:g
jd:g= 1
m1:g=1
WHILE m l:l!<m:I! 'Accumutete deys for eech full month prior to desired month :
dw:g=dw:g+MonthDeys:g(m 1:g)
jd:g= jd:g+MonthDeys:g(m 1:g)
m1:g:m1:g+1
WEND
· Now in desired month, find desi red dey :
dw:g=dw:g+d:l!-1
jd:g:jd:l!+d:g-1
· Adjust dey of week to renge 1 - 7 :
dw:g:dw:g 110D 7
IF dw:g:o THEN dW:g= 7
END SUB
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The File menu shown in the menu bar has only one function
within it, the Quit function, which is used to terminate the
program. All other program activities are initiated by selecting a
date from the calendar with the mouse. In Figure 9-22, I have
selected the date June 2nd from the calendar. The calendar image
has been replaced by a new screen showing all appointments for
that date. Each appointment has a control button associated with
it.
You can delete any scheduled appointments by clicking on the
corresponding control buttons. In Figure 9-23, the second and third
appointments are marked for deletion. They can be deleted by
clicking the "Delete Checked Items/Exit" control button on the
right side of the screen. If no appointments are marked for
deletion, then clicking this control button simply returns you to the
calendar display screen.
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This same appointment display screen can be used to add
additional appointments to the indicated date. To do so, fill in the
"New Appointment Text" entry field with the desired information,
and then click the "Add Appointment" control button.
Flgure9-22

Appointment Display
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,

File
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D Dad's Birthday ! ! !
D Theater Tickets for 2 PM

[ Delete Checked ltems/EHit
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Add Appointment

I
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Flgure9-23
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for Deletion
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New Appointment text :

In Figure 9-24, this feature has been used to supply an additional
appointment for this date, and can be executed by clicking the
"Add Appointments" button. When either the Add or the Delete
button is clicked, the program always returns to the main calendar
display screen. To return to that screen without making any
changes, simply insure that no existing appointments are marked
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for deletion, and then click the Delete/Exit button. To terminate
the program, select Quit from the File menu.
~

Figure 9-24
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Much of this program is unchanged from the previous version. I
will cover only the new and changed portions at this time. The
program uses only one window and simply creates and removes
dialog box items from that window as needed.
At the very beginning of the program, a new array, named
Deletions, is defined. This array keeps track of any appointments
marked for deletion on the appointment display screen, as in Figure
9-23. The rest of the program initialization code is unchanged. The
simple File menu is set up and all other standard menus are
removed.
The Main window is created using a WINDOW statement. A
Menu Interrupt service subroutine is set up. In this way, the user
can select Quit from the File menu at any time to exit from the
program. The interrupt is serviced by subroutine Menu.Int.
The random file CALENDAR is opened and fielded. The main
program loop begins at label MainScreen. Here, subroutine
GetDate is used to present the graphic image of the calendar and let
the user select a month and day. This routine was discussed in detail
in Chapter 7. The routine returns when the user has clicked in a day
square of the calendar, and variables Month% and Day% indicate
the selected date.
At this point, the screen is cleared. The entire Main window is
now turned into a Dialog Box that performs the functions of the
appointment display screen. Id numbers 1 and 2 are assigned to the
Delete/Exit and Add control buttons, respectively.
The loop that tracks the appointment chain in the calendar file
displays each appointment as a type 2 control button. These are
assigned button id numbers starting with 2. Variable HighButton
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keeps track of the highest button id number used; it will be needed
when the buttons are removed later.
The new appointment data entry field is set up at this time. Each
element in the Deletions array is initialized to 0. These elements will
correspond to the checked or unchecked state of the appointment
control buttons.
A DialogWait loop is now entered. Only button selection events
are recognized. If either button 1 or button 2 is clicked, then the
program must perform the requested action, and control is
transferred to label FunctionRequest. Any other button click
represents an appointment selection. This is handled by checking
the corresponding entry in Deletions to determine the current state
of the button (initially, they are all in the unchecked state). The state
of the button that was clicked is toggled from checked to
unchecked, or vice versa. This fact is reflected on the screen by
changing the affected button's status, as well as in the Deletions
array. Note that the Deletion array subscript is two less than the
actual button id number; button ids 1 and 2 were specially reserved.
The program remains in this basic loop until either button 1 or
button 2 is clicked. At label FunctionRequest, the two cases are
separated. The Add button is handled by branching to label
AddAppoint. The Delete button is handled by running through
each element of Deletions in a simple FOR-NEXT loop.
For each element that contains a 1 (indicating that the
corresponding button was checked), the AppointDelete subroutine
is called. This routine performs the appointment deletion function
and was extracted essentially unchanged from the previous version
of the program. It accepts as input the variable Dapno as an
indication of which appointment to delete. Note that the
appointments are deleted in reverse order, with the highest
appointment number deleted first.
The program must work in this order. If it started with the lower
numbered appointments, then each deletion action would cause the
remaining appointments to be renumbered. Thus the remaining
appointment numbers scheduled for deletion would no longer
correspond to the appropriate appointments in the chain. When all
the appointments scheduled to be deleted are deleted, the program
reaches label RemoveDialog. Here, all of the control buttons are
removed from the screen, as well as the entry field. The screen can
now be cleared, and the program can redraw the main calendar
display.
The Add Appointments function is handled at label
AddAppoint. The appointment text to be added is obtained from
the data entry field via an EDIT$ statement. Note that the program
checks for some valid data here, and beeps if it is not present. The
rest of the add function is essentially unchanged from the previous
version of the program. When the function is complete, a branch to
label RemoveDialog cleans up the screen and allows an orderly
return to the main calendar display screen.
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Summary
The example programs in this chapter employ many of the
techniques introduced earlier for producing Macintoshapplications. They are intended to give you a head start toward
developing your own programs. You can combine different
techniques in different ways and also develop your own. The
mouse, windows, Dialog Boxes, and pull-down menus go a long
way toward providing a user-friendly environment. But never forget
that other users may be unfamiliar with many standard Macintosh
operations. Try to design your programs to be understandable to
them as well.
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Index

A
Absolute coordinates, 162
Accounts, 137
Account$, 362-363
Accessing
clipboard, 109-114
communications port, 114-118
random file data, 137
tabular data on the clipboard,
110-113
text data on the clipboard,
113-114
Add deposits function, 127-128
Advanced programming
structures, 61-95
AND, 181, 183
Angle, 15
end,229
start, 229
Animated pixel program, 164
Animating graphics images,
174-187
Animation, creating, 184-187
using PSET, 184-185
using XOR, 187
Apno, 150
Apno.fix, 150-151
'Appointment calendar program,
139-152,274-284,364-373
Appoint$, 145, 150
ARC, 255, 257
shape definition, 257
Arcade game, 196-201
Arcs, 169-171, 255-257
Arguments, 75-76
Arithmetic operators, 18-19
Array(s), 27-31
data types, 30-31
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Array(s)-cont

multidimensional, 29-30
one-dimensional, 28
poly, 258
poly%, 259
size calculated for graphics
GET, 175-176
three-dimensional, 31
two-dimensional, 30
variables, 27-29
ASC, 54
ASCII standard, 26-27
Aspect ratio, changing, 174-175
Assignment statement, 15-18
and expressions, 16-18

B
BACKPAT, 244-246
Bal field, 131
Balance
current, 127
known, 133
BASIC, 2
files, 97-156
graphics, 159-187
program structure, 13-59
starting up, 3-4
statements, 14-16
BASIC's three windows, 4-5
Baud rate, 116
BIC, 225-227
Binary, 20
Bits, stop, 116
Boolean data, 22-24
Box, and box filled options,
165-168
BREAK, 82-86
event examples, 84-86

BufferOpen, 348-350
Buf$, 348-349
Built-in
numeric function, 45-50
string function, 50-58
BUTTON, 300, 302, 307, 348
function, 308-309
BUTTON CLOSE, 305
Button.BR, 348
Button. wl, 348
Button.Par, 348
Button.StB, 348
Button.OW, 348
Bytes required for numeric fields,
136

c
CALL, 72, 201-203
PENSIZE, 248
Camt field, 131
Capture buffer, 344
Cdesc$, 130
Chain, 144-145
free record, 145
program, 80-82
CHAIN, 80-82
Changing the dimensiOn of an
image, 177-179
Character
fonts, 220-221
string, 19, 24-71
Check/delete appointments.
function, 147
Checkbook register display, 130
Checkwriting, 129
Checks, write, 127
Check writing program, 120-135,
350-363
CHR$, 54-55
CINT, 47
CIRCLE, 168-171, 220, 255-256
statement, 168-174
CLIP, 109-110
Clipboard, 98
accessing, 109-115
tabular data on, 110-113
creating text data for, 115
data
tabular, 110-113
text, 113-115
graphics images and, 271-274
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Clock window, 297-300
CLOSE, 99-100
CLS, 244
Cno%, 130
Comment statement, 14
COMMON, 81-82
Communications
parameter, serial, 116-117
port, accessing, 115-118
program, simple terminal,
118-120
COMl, 114, 116-119
ComOpen, 348
Compressed file, 7
Concatenation, 25
Connecting graphs, creating,
296-297
Connecting to the serial
communications port, 117
Constants, 16
string, 19
Control
button state options, 302
buttons, 302-304
statement, interrupt, 84
Conversion functions, 46-47,
54-56
Coordinate system for start and
stop angles, 170
Coordinates
current mouse, 193-194
determining drag, 194-196
relative, 162
Copy, 302, 311
Copying an image out of
MacPaint, 272-273
Creating
custom disk file, 300-313
sequential disk file, 101-102
text data for the clipboard,
114-115
Cube, three-dimensional, 167
Current
and active windows, 289
and next values, 19
mouse coordinates, 193
MOUSE position, 193-194
Cursor
data, simple, with demo,
211-212
development workshop,
205-217

Cursor-cont

DIALOG-cont

diagonal crosshair, 213
diamond crosshair, 213
image and mask bit
combinations, 205
image defining, 203-204
left-handed arrow, 215
mask, 204-205
mouse, 201-217
solid caret, 214
Cursor%, 214, 216
Custom pull-down menus,
323-371
Cut, 302, 311

events, other, 313-318
function, 305-308
interrupts, 318-322
Dialog box(es), 288
custom, 300-322
LPTI:PROMPT, 109
print, 8
removing items from, 304-305
DIA.LOGOFF, 319
DIA.LOGON, 319
DIA.LOGSTOP, 319
Dice rolling program, 50, 331-337
with user defined function, 70
Digit summing program, 56
Digits, significant, 22
Dimension statement, 27
Disk file, creating a sequential, 101
Double precision, 20
Drag coordinates, 194-196
Drawing
actions for shapes, basic,
246-252
BA.SIC program, 193-194
with the graphics pen, 230-242
Dummy parameter, 69
Duplicating images with GET and
PUT, 177, 179

D
Dapno, 151, 373
Data
character string, 24-27
entry fields, 300-302
for diagonal striped pen
pattern, 239
logical, 22-24
numeric, 19
moving, 17
pointer, 24
tabular clipboard, 110-113
text clipboard, 113-115
types, 19-24
in arrays, 30-31
DA.TA.,43-45,217,261,338
DA.TE$, 133
Day%, 281, 284, 369
Decimal, 21
Default
pen pattern, 237
types, 20
DEF-FN, 68-69
Defining
complete menu, 327-328
mouse cursor
hot spot, 205
image, 204
subprogram, 71-72
Deposits, add, 127
Device independent i/ o, 107
Diagonal
crosshair cursor, 213
striped pen pattern, 238
DIA.LOG, 82, 305, 309, 313,
318-321
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E
EDIT FIELD, 300-301, 311-312,
335
EDIT FIELD CLOSE, 305, 335
EDIT$, 305, 309, 336, 363, 373
function, 309
Effects of ERASERECT, 248, 250
ELSE, 39, 40
Encryption program, message, 57
End
A.ngle, 229
of file, detecting, 102-104
x, 196
y, 196
END,45
Enter appointments function,
147-148
Entry field types, 300
EOF, 103
Equation, 16
ERASE,247-248,254
ERASERECT, 247-248, 252

. Error(s)
codes, 91-92
handling routine, simple, 94
interception of, 90-95
Event, TIMER, 86-90
EXIT SUB, 78
EXP, 47
Exponent, 22
Exponentiation, 18
Expressions
assignment statement and,
16-19
more complex, 17
string, 19, 25-26
using parenthesis, 17 -18
Extracting parts of strings, 51-52

F
Fancy text styles, 224
FIELD, 137-139
Field.number%, 335
Fields, data entry, 300-302
Field.side%, 335
File
access
protocol, 99-100
sequential, 100
random, 99
sequential, 100
types, 98-99
compressed, 7
data, accessing random, 137
1/0, types, 98
number, 100
open, 133-134
protected, 7
size remaining, monitoring,
103-104
structure, 104-106
text, 7
types, 152-153
FILE$, 152
Files,
access, types of, 98-99
BASIC, 98-156
maintaining programs, 6-8
random, 135-136
sequential, 100-102
FILES$, 153-155, 346
DIALOG boxes, 153-156
FILL, 247
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FILLOVAL routine, 255-256
FILLRECT, 247
FILLROUNDRECT, 254
Find, 10
FIX, 46
Fixed duration loop, 40
Flag, 133
Flavors$, 251
Folder, systems, 3
Formal parameters, 74, 75-78
subprogram, 76
Format specifiers, PRINT USING,
35
Font(s), 220-227
size scaling, 221-222
style enhancement demo,
224-225
FOR-NEXT, 40-42, 251, 338
loops, nested, 42
FRAME, 246, 257
FRAMEARC routine, 257
FRAMEPOLY, 260, 264
FRAMERECT, 247, 251, 301
routine, 248
Free record chain, 145
Function(s)
built-in numeric, 45-46
built-in string, 50-58
BUTTON, 308-309
DIALOG, 305-308
EDIT$, 309
find, 10
INKEY$, 39, 56-58
menu, 329-337
MENU RESET, 329
MOUSE, 190-196
multiple argument, 70
new,9
open,6
POINT, 162-163
print, 8
quit,9
random, 48-50
replace, 10-11
save, 6
start, 6
stop, 6
Show Command, 9
Show Second List, 9
TAB, 36
user-defined, 67-70
WINDOW, 289-290

G
Gamma, 16-17
GET, 137, 175-176, 178
statement, graphics, 175-176
Get Date routine, 281
GETPIN, 227-228
Global variables, 67
GOTO, 62
Graphics
BASIC, 160-187
coordinate(s)
pixels and, 160-162
system, 161
GET
and PUT, basic operations
of, 178
statement, 175-176
images
and the CLIPBOARD,
271-274
animated, 174-178
pen
drawing with, 230-231
options, additional, 242-244
pixel representation, 181
PUT statement, 176-177
and GET, demo of, 178
revisited, 220-284

H
HBOUND, 78
HIDECURSOR, 201
HIDEPEN, 244
HighButton, 372
Hit%, 200
Host system, 116
Hot spot, 205
Hotx, 216
Hoty, 216

Ice cream selection program,
verl, 250-252
ver2, 306-308
IF-THEN, 39-40, 45, 241
Image transfer modes, 179-184
Images, creating multiple, 177
Image%, 177, 214
Independent i/o, device, 107
Infinite loop, 32
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INITCURSOR, 201-203
INKEY$,56-58, 120,349
INPUT, 38-39, 288
and output, simple, 33-34
statement, 38
line,38-39
INPUT$, 119
Initialize New Register, 127
INSTR, 51, 53
INT, 46
Interrupt
control statement, 84
driven structure, 82-90
events, 83
Interrupts, mouse, 196-201
INVERT, 248-250
INVERTRECT, 247, 251, 282, 284
Invoking a subprogram, 72
110
types of file, 98-99
devices, 108
Iteration, 40-41

J
Jagged vertical striped pen
pattern, 242

K
Keyboard
input from, 38-39
L

Labels, statement, 31-33
LBOUND, 78
Left-handed arrow cursor, 215
LEFT$, 51-52, 282
LEN, 53
LINE, 220, 230, 242
statement, 163-168
Line INPUT statement, 38-39
LINETO, 230, 242
Link field, 144
Linked list structure, 139-145
Link$, 145
List windows, 4
Listing programs, 8
LOC, 104-105, 119
and LOF, using, 103-104
LOCATE, 37, 223-224, 335
statement, 37
LOF, 104-105, 150

LOG, 47-48, 161
function, plotting, 162
Logical, 20
data, 22-23
operators, 24
Loop
fixed duration, 40
FOR-NEXT, 40-41
infinite, 32
nested, 42-43
WHILE-WEND, 62-64
LPTI:PROMPT dialog boxes, 109
LPRINT, 37
LSET, 137
and RSET statements, 137-139
LShiplmage%, 199

M
Macintosh Toolbox, 160, 201, 220
MacWrite tab position settings,
111
Mantissa, 22
Mask
bit combinations, cursor image
and,205
cursor, 204-205
Maxx, 263
Maxy,263
Menu
function, 329-337
interrupt, 337-339
items, 327
statement, 326-329
MENU, 82, 326-339, 360
Menubar, 326
MENU OFF, 337
MENU ON, 337
MENU RESET, 329
MENU STOP, 337
MERGE, 82
option, 82
Message encryption program, 57
with subroutines, 65
Mi, 329, 361
MiddleAngle, 229
MID$, 51
statement, 52-53
Minx, 263
Miny, 263
Missles %, 199-201
Misslelmage%, 199
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Modem, 116
Modes, image transfer, 179-184
Modulo, 19
Moire pattern, 168
Month%, 281, 284, 372
MonthDay%, 149
MOUSE, 82, 190, 305
button status, 191-192
drag coordinates, 194-196
function, 190-196
position, current, 192-194
Mouse cursor, 201-217
development workshop,
205-217
image defining, 203-204
Toolbox routines, 203
Mouse interrupts, 196-201
MOVE, 228
MOVETO, 227-228, 230
Moving data, 17
MT, 348-350
Mx%, 201
My%, 201

N
Name reversing pr~grams, 54
Nautilus shell image, producing
of, 170
Negative step value, using, 42
Nesting, 17
FOR-NEXT loops, 42-43
function definitions, 69
loop ordering, 43
loops, 41-42
subroutines, 66
New
function, 9
program features, 340-344
NewShipDire%, 200
NewShipLoc%, 200
Next values, current and, 19
Notation, scientific, 22
Number%, 336
Numeric
data, 19
types, 20-22
fields, bytes required, 136
function, built-in, 45-46
results, string functions that
yield, 53-54
Null string, 25
Numbers, whole, 20

0
OBSCURECURSOR, 201
ONERROR,91
Open function, 6
OPEN statement, 99-100,
116-117
Operator(s), 17
arithmetic, 18-19
logical, 24
relational, 23
string, 19, 25
OR, 181, 183, 225
Ordering, nested loop, 43
Output
to the printer, 37
window, 4, 295
positioning results within,
36-37
revisited, 288
Oval shape definition, 255
OVAL, 254-255
Ovalheight, 252
Ovals, 254-255
Ovalwidth, 252

p
PAINT, 246, 248, 255
PAINTARC routine, 258
PAINTPOLY, 263
PAINTRECT, 247-249, 252
Parameter(s)
dummy, 69
formal, 74, 75-78
serial communications, 115-118
Parity, 115-116
Parms$, 347, 349
Password protection, 58, 87
Paste, 302, 311
Pat% 239-240, 252
PENMODE, 242-243
PENNORMAL, 244
PENPAT,233
Pen pattern
dark grey, 241
development workshop,
233-242
light grey, 239
medium grey, 240
sample, 236
with grid on, 238
Pen position, 227-230
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PENSIZE, 232
Phonograph image, original, 271
PICTURE, 109, 268-274
PICTURE OFF, 268-269
PICTURE ON, 268-270, 274
Pie pieces
drawing, 171-174
chart, verl, 172
chart, ver2, 228-229
Pi, 15
Pixels and graphics coordinates,
160-162
Plabel$, 229
Plot of a sine wave, 48
Plotting the LOG function, 161
POINT, 162-163
function, 162-163
Pointer, 20
data, 24
Poly%, 259, 263-264
Polygon(s), 257-267
examples, 259-260
development workshop,
261-262
repositioning, 264-267
shape definition, 259
Position, current MOUSE,
193-194
Precedence of arithmetic
operations, 17-18
Precision
double, 20-21
single, 20-21
PRESET, 181, 184
Print
dialog box, 8
function, 8
PRINT, 33, 220, 288, 335
statement
separators, 33
with semicolon, 34
PRINT#, 100
PRINT USING, 34-35
formal specifiers, 35
Printer
device, 108-109
output to, 37
Program
chaining, 80-82
files, maintaining, 6-8
listing, 8
loops, 15, 40-41

Program -cont
saving, 7
structure, 62-67
tracking with TIMER, 90
unbreakable, 84
variable, subroutines, 67
Programming structures,
advanced, 62-95
PROMPT, 109
PSET, 48, 160, 181-184, 243
statement, using, 161
P$,268-269
Protected file, 7
Protection, password, 58, 87
Protocol
file access, 99-100
random file access, 138
Pull-down menu, 326
PUT, 137, 176-184,220,225

Q
Quit function, 9

R
Radii, 15
Random file(s), 98, 135-137
access, 99
protocol, 99
defining, 136-137
function, 48-50
Ranges, subscript, 28-29
READ, 43-44
READ/DATA statements, 44
Records, 98
Rect%, 15,251-252,254,282-284
Rectangle shape definition, 247
Register
display, 127
print, 127
Relational operators, 23
Relative coordinates, 162, 165
Replace function, 10
Reset button, 85
RESTORE,44
RESUME, 93
RETURN and TAB keys, 309-312
RIGHT$, 51-52
RND, 48-50
ROM, 190, 220
ROUNDRECT, 252, 254
shape definition, 255
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Rounded rectangles, 252, 254-255
Running a program, 5-6
RSET, 137-139
statements, LSET and, 137-139
RShipimage%, 199

s
Sales, 17
report document in MacWrite,
110
Sales. tax, 16
Sample
Macintosh BASIC program, 14
program folders, 3
Save function, 6
Saveimage%, 214
Saving a program, 7
Scaler, 27-28
Scientific notation, 22
Screen device, 107
Score%, 199
SCRN, 107-108
SCROLL statement, 267-268
Separators, PRINT statement, 33
Sequential
file(s) 98, 100
access, 99
protocol, 100
reading, 101-104
with EOF detecting,
102-104
writing, 100-101
file creating, 100
Serial communications
parameters, 115-116
port, connecting to, 117
Serial port, opening, 116-118
SETCURSOR, 201-205, 208-209,
211, 216, 233
Shape names, 247
SHARED, 74-75
Shared variables, 74-75
ShipDirc, 200
ShipLoc%, 200
Show Command function, 9
Show Second List function, 9
SHOCURSOR, 201
SHOWPEN, 244-245
Sides%, 336
Significant digits, 22
Single precision, 20-22
Sine wave, plot of, 48

Solid caret cursor, 214
Start
and stop angles, coordinate
system for, 170
function, 6
StartAngle, 229
StartDay subprogram, 79
testing, 80
Starting up BASIC, 3-4
Startx, 196
Starty, 196
Statement(s)
assignment, 15-16
BASIC, 14-15
CIRCLE, 168-174
comment, 14
COMMON, 81-82
DEF-FN, 68-70
dimension, 28
EXITSUB, 78
INPUT, 38
interrupt control, 84
labels, 31-33
LINE, 163-167
LINE INPUT, 38-39
LOCATE, 37
MID$,52-53
use of READ/DATA, 44
window, 290-300
STATIC, 73, 76
STEP clause, 41-42
Stop
bits, 116
function, 6
Storing data within a program,
43-45
String
character, 19
constants, 19
expressions, 19, 25-26
extracting parts of, 51-52
functions, built-in, 50-58
null, 25
operator, 19, 25
variables, 19
Structures
advanced programming, 62-95
interrupt driven, 82-90
STR$, 51, 54-55, 337
SUB, 72-73
Subprogram(s), 64, 70-80
and variables, 72-74
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Subprogram(s)-cont
defining, 71-72
invoking, 72
StartDay, 78-80
with formal parameters, 76
with shared variable, 75
Subroutine(s), 64-67
and program variables, 67
concept, 65
nested, 66
nesting, 66
Subscript ranges, 28
Suffixes, variable name, 20
SUPERCARD, 360
System Folder, 3

T
TAB, 36
function, 36
key, RETURN and, 309-312
Tabular clipboard data, 110-113
Target, 16
Tax, 17
Tdate$, 150
Teleconferencing, 344
Terminal communications
program, 118-120, 339-344
Text
clipboard data, 113-114
controlling appearance of,
220-227
display modes, 224-227
file, 7
box read program, general
purpose, 155-156
interleaving, 344
size, sample, 221
style enhancements, 225
TEXT, 109
TEXTFACE, 224
input parameter, 224
TEXTFONT, 222-230
TEXTMODE, 226, 243
input parameter, 226
TEXTSIZE, 222-230
Timer, 82, 86, 168
event, 86-90
program tracking with, 90
Toolbox, 190
routines angular coordinate
system, 256

Toppings, 307
Trigonometric functions, 48
Transmit monitor, 344

u
Unbreakable program, 84-86
Use of READ/DAT A statements,
43-45
User-defined functions, 67-70

v
VAL, 54-55, 336
Variable name suffixes, 20
Variables, 15-16
array, 27-31
shared, 74-75
subprograms and, 72-74
VARPTR, 24, 227, 254

w
WHILE-WEND, 62-64
Window
identifiers, 289
list, 4
output, 4
positioning and sizing, 291
statement, 290-300
types, 291-292
WINDOW, 372
function, 289-290
WINDOW CLOSE, 294-295, 304,
306, 313, 318
WINDOW OUTPUT, 295-300,
318
Windows, 288-322
BASIC's three, 4-5
closed, 317-318
multiple output, 295
Whole numbers, 20
Word length, 115
Workshop, mouse cursor
development, 205-217
WRITE#, 113
Write Checks, 127
Writing sequential files, 100-101

x
XOR, 181, 225
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D INTRODUCING THE APPLE
MACINTOSH™

D PLANNING AND BUDGETING
WITH JAZZ

Introduces you to the design philosophy and
physical structure of the Macintosh, and exp lores
its displays, keyboard, mouse, software, and
accessories. Covers graphics, word processing,
spreadsheets, BASIC, and windowing. Contains a
complete glossary plus 4 appendices. Learn how
the Mac can fit into an office environment,
educational setting, or your home. Connolly and
Lieberman .
ISBN 0-672-22361-9 .. . .... . .. . . .. . ........ . $12.95

Use this powerful integrated software package to
build spreadsheets, graphs, windows, macros, and
menus to help you plan your budget and control
sales and expenses . This concise, well -written text
takes you step-by-step through Jazz's five modules
so you can get a better handle on your business.
Dennis P. Curtin .
ISBN 0-672-22466-6 .... . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . ... .. $24.95

D MACINTOSH USER'S GUIDE
Is the Macintosh right for you? The introductory
section of this complete user's guide contains a
comparison with 5 other best-selling micros. What
follows is an extremely well-written, well -illustrated ,
and attractively presented explanation of
fundamental and advanced applications of the
Macintosh. You 'll want it right next to your Mac.
Gordon McComb.
ISBN 0-672-22328-7 .... .... ............ . ... $16.95

D PREPARING YOUR BUSINESS PLAN
WITH JAZZ™
Discover how to use the Jazz program to create a
successful business plan. This "mini-MBA course"
walks you step-by-step through marketing and
competition, organizing operations and
management, forecasting sales and expenses, and
a host of other valuable information . Each chapter
includes "tips" about solving unusual problems
that may occur either with the software or in
preparing a business plan. Dennis P. Curtin .
ISBN 0-672-22465-8 . .. ........ ..... .. . ..... $24.95

D BUSINESS PROBLEM SOLVING
WITH JAZZ
Use Jazz to identify and solve business problems.
Credit and collections, pricing, inventory , and sales
and marketing are examined in light of problems
that can occur and how to use Jazz to solve t hem .
This book highlights problems such as breakeven
analysis, fixed or variable costs, sales and sales
expenses , and much more. Dennis P. Curtin .
ISBN 0-672-22467-4 ........ . . . . ........ . ... $24.95

D Al ON THE MAC
A hands-on introduction to the hottest topic in
microcomputers. Ten complete programs are
written in the easy-to-learn Logo language for the
Macintosh which demonstrate the look and feel of
"artificially intelligent" programs . Listings are
completely annotated according to the purpose of
the code and the relationship between the code and
the Al concepts being discussed . Programs begin
simply and progress to more complex projects .
Parallel BASIC listings are included for the
introductory programs. Dan Shafer.
ISBN 0-672-22447-X ... . ......... . ..... . ... $24.95

DC ON THE MACINTOSH
This intermediate level programming book provides
a thorough understanding of the C programming
language as it is uniquely designed for the
Macintosh. Allows you to access over 500 ROM
tool kit routines, and shows you how to use the
routines to develop a programming application in C.
Eyes and Medneiks.
ISBN 0-672-22461-5 ....... .. ..... ..... . .... $18.95

D USING MAC PASCAL
An excellent book for beginning and intermediate
Pascal programmers. Guides you in using the
innovative Pascal language developed by Th ink
Technologies for the Macintosh. Discusses in
detail how to access the ROM tool kit, and how to
create applications and programs in Pascal.
Cassidy and Steinberg.
ISBN 0-672-22440-2 .. ..... ........ . .... . ... $15.95

COMPAQ is a registered trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation • IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Inc . •
KnowledgeMa n is a trademark of Micro Dat a Systems . Inc . • MemoMaker is a reg istered trademark of Hewlett· Packard • MS DOS is a trademark of
Microsoft Corporation • Panason ic is a registered trademark of Pans onic Industrial Company • PC DOS is a trademar k of In ternationa l Bu siness
Machines . Inc . • Sr. Partn er is a trademark of Panas onic Industrial Compan y.

D PRINTER CONNECTIONS BIBLE

D MODEM CONNECTIONS BIBLE

At last! A book that teaches non-technical people
how to connect a computer to a printer. Covers
major computer/printer combinations, supplies
detailed diagrams of required cables, dip-switching
settings, etc . The book is graphically oriented with
diagrams illustrating numerous printer/computer
combinations. House and Marble.
ISBN 0-672-22406-2 .. . .. ... ....... . . .... ... $16.95

Put what where? This comprehensive volume
describes modems and how they work. Detailed
diagrams explain how to hook up major brands of
microcomputers. Find out what happens with the
RS-232C interface. A must for microcomputer
users and technicians. Richmond and Majhor.
ISBN 0-672-22446-1 ... ... ........ . .. .... . . $24.95

D 68000, 68010, 68020 PRIMER

D MASTERING SERIAL
COMMUNICATIONS
This intermediate/advanced book, is written for
technicians and programmers interested in
asynchronous serial communications. Part One
explains the history and technical details of
asynchronous communications, whi le Part Two
addresses the specifics of the technical
programmer with an emphasis on popular UARTS
and pseudo-assembly language. Joe Campbell.
ISBN 0-672-22450-X . ....... . . . .. . ......... $21-95

The newest 68000 fami ly of chips found in Apple's
Lisa and Macintosh, and IBM's 3270 PC is covered
in this t imely and up-to-date primer. This userfriendly guide gives you a complete understanding
of Motorola's powerful microprocessor chip and
features actual programming examp les such as fi le
locking and data handling techniques. For the
beginner as well as the more experienced
programmer. Kelly-Bootle and Fowler.
ISBN 0-672-22405-4 .... . .... . .. . ........... $18.95

D COMPUTER DICTIONARY (4th Edition)

D COMPUTER AIDED LOGIC DESIGN
An excellent text to introduce you to logic design,
using CAD (computer-aided design) programs tor
logic simulation and logic minimization, compatible
with TRS-80® , Commodore 64, and IBM PC.
Provides hands-on experience with CAD tools and
covers combinational logic, finite state machines,
and tri-state logic fundamentals using practical
design examples. Robert M. McDermott.
ISBN 0-672-22436-4 . . .............. .. .... . . $19-95

Contains Over 12,000 entries with 1,000 new entries,
most of which pertain to Robotics, Artificial
Intelligence, and Factor Automation. Includes
definitions, acronyms, abbreivations, and extensive
cross-referencing . A must for teachers, scientists,
computer personnel, engineers, students, and
people in business. Charles J. Sippl.
ISBN Q,672-22205-1 .... ... ....... ... .. . .... $24.95

D DATA COMMUNICATIONS,
NETWORKS, AND SYSTEMS
Respected professionals in their respective areas of
expertise combine to present a comprehensive view
on the subject. All significant technologies in the
data communication area are clearly presented in
this valuable reference work. Tom Bartee, Editor.
ISBN 0-672-22235-3 ........................ $39-95
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Microsoft®BASIC 2.0
Take advantage of the power and versatility of Microsoft BASIC 2.0 on your Macintosh
computer and get the most from its unique user interface. Here's the book that'll show
you how!
Starting with a few simple programs and progressing to more sophisticated applications, it covers:
• BASIC commands
• Common programming structures
• Graphics, icons, windows and patterns
•The mouse
• Custom pull-down menus, and more!
Whether you're an intermediate or advanced programmer, you'll be able to apply the
concepts in Macintosh Programming Techniques immediately. It's easy to understand
and provides many sample programs and illustrations to guide you along . In no time,
you'll be a programming expert. It's easy with Sams!
David C. Willen earned his B.S. and M.S. in Electrical Engineering at the Polytechnic
Institute of New York. He has worked for IBM as a Senior Associate Engineer in
Adva nced Processor Development. A well-known authority, lecturer and consultant in
the field of microcomputer hardware and software, Mr. Willen also teaches courses in
Computer Science at the Polytechnic Institute of New York. He is an active member of
the IEEE and ACM professiona l societies, as we ll as an avid amateur radio enthusiast.
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